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Arsine flow requirement for the flow modulation growth of high purity
GaAs using adduct-grade triethylgallium

B. L Pitts, D. T. Emerson, and J. R. Shealy I
OMYPE Facility, School of Electrical Engineerinn Cornell Univemry. Ithaca. New York 14853

(Received 1 May 1992; accepted for publication 14 August 1992)

Using arsine and triethylgallium with flow modulation, organometallic vapor phase epitaxy can
produce high purity GaAs layers with V/Ill molar ratios near unity. We have estimated that
under appropriate growth conditions the amine incorporation efficiency into epitaxi GaAs can
exceed 30%. The arsine flow requirement for obtaining good morphology has been identified I
over a range of substrate temperatures using adduct-grade triethylgallium. The process
described reduces the environmental impact and life safety risk of the hydride based
organomeiallic vapor phase epitaxial method.

Organometallic vapor phase epitaxy (OMVPE) has widely used TMG.'4 7 The first high purity GaAs result by
demonstrated the ability to produce a variety of device OMVPE, by Seki et aL,4 used TEG and AsH3 at a V/Ill I
quality III-V compounds and structures. With a carefully ratio of 2 and reported a 77 K mobility of 120 000 cm2/
designed gas flow switching apparatus, interface abrupt- V s. At reduced pressures, the highest purity GaAs was
ness approaching a perfect compositional change across a grown at a V/Ill ratio of 17.5, resulting in 77 K mobility
single atomic layer has been realized. Optimized results are of 190 000 cm2/V s on approximately 10 pum filns. High
often achieved using reduced growth pressures. It has been purity GaAs has been produced at a V/Il ratio of 8 (Ref.
suggested that growing at reduced pressures often results 5) whereas in this study, significantly lower V/Ill ratios
in sharper interfaces, reduced autodoping, and lower result in similar quality films. The reduction of the V/Ill 1
growth rates which increase the accuracy of layer control.' ratio is attributed to the use of flow modulation. Low V/IfI
Furthermore, in many reactor cell designs (e.g., vertical ratios (V/Il1= 5-20) are also used in metalorganic molec-
barrel) reduced pressure is required to eliminate gas recir- ular beam epitaxy," but best results are p-type and have
culation due to convection forces. One of the disadvantages carbon concentrations exceeding mid 10'0 cm-1.
in growing high purity IlI-V compound semiconductors by An investigation of high purity GaAs grown by low
low pressure OMVPE is the increased flow requirement of pressure OMVPE with flow modulation and with V/Ill1
highly toxic hydrides (e.g., amine, phosphine). In conven- ratios approaching unity is reported. A V/Ill ratio of 1.8
tional reduced pressure OMVPE using trimethylgallium resulted in a film with a 77 K mobility exceeding 90 000
(TMG) and arsine (AsH 3), high molar V/Ill ratios are cm 2/V s and a room-temperature mobility exceeding 8000
necessary to obtain high purity GaAs. 2 Efforts have been cm2/V s. Comparable results are observed with a V/Ill I
made to reduce AsH 3 consumption, including precracking' ratio of unity provided substrate temperatures greater than
of the arsine and substituting triethylgallium (TEG) for 610"C are used. Finally, the AsH 3 flow requirement for
TMG.4'7 None of these methods have resulted in device this process has been identified and determined to be a
quality material with V/'II ratios near unity. Less toxic strong function of substrate temperature if high quality
group V liquid sources are presently available which, at surfaces are to be obtained. All films which were observed
V/Ill ratios of 10 or greater, yield 77 K mobilities greater to have mirrorlike surfaces are of high purity as inferred
than 100 000 cm2/V s.' Low pressure OMVPE growth is from low-temperature Hall and photoluminescence data.
still done at relatively high V/Ill ratios. This leads to po- Growths carried out with subunity V/lll ratios were char-
tential safety hazards due to the expulsion of the excess acterized by poor surfaces and reduced growth rates, in-
amine that does not participate in the growth process, and dicative of arsenic diffusion limited growth. I
to the increased handling of the source containers. Efforts GaAs layers were grown using FME at low pressure
to minimize high pressure cylinder storage include an on- (76 Torr) in a vertical barrel multichamber OMVPE sys-
demand amine gas generator, but a low 77 K mobility was tem.12 In this system substrates are rotated through groups 1
observed (76 000 C2m/V s).9 In this study using flow mod- Ill and V rich spatially separated zones without valve
ulation epitaxy (FME),' 0 we demonstrate a process which switching. During the group III exposure cycles the local
does not require excess AsH3 and which produces high V/Ill ratio is estimated to be 25% of the average value.
quality GaAs epitaxial layers (77 K mobilities of 90 000 The substrate then enters a group V exposure cycle. The
cm2/V s). The process described allows for small quanti- V/Ill ratio quoted throughout represents the average val-
ties of amine storage in the facility and could be used in ues determined by the total injected reactant fluxes. The
conjunction with hydride generator technologies to mini- susceptor was rotated at 0. 1 rev/s and the growth rate was I
mize the safety issues involved in OMVPE growth of many 8 monolayers/cycle (I pm/h).
Ill-V compounds. Undoped epitaxial layers were grown using adduct-

The use of TEG and AsH, has been proven to give purified TEG20 and AsH3 (100%). Layer thicknesses
lower background carbon concentrations in GaAs than the ranged from 3-6 pm. The substrates, (100) Si-doped
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FIG. I. The effects of V/Ill ratio and substrate temperature on surface
morphology of GaAs using adduct purified TEG. Also the right-hand side FIG 2 Hall measurement results showing dependence of (a) net N.A
vertical axis provide% estimates of the arsine growth efficiency which is - V,) and total (!V,-+ A.) impurity concentration and (b) 7'7 K mobittt)
dependent on the V/ill ratio. The arstne growth efficiency is defined as on V/Ill ratio in undoped GaA. grown at 635 "C The lhnes are dran
the ratio of the arsine in the gas stream to arsenic incorporated in the empirically to suggcst a trend in the data
GaAs deposited on the active portion of the susceptor. The solid line was
drawn empirically to suggest the transition between the good and bad
morphology regions. Inset is a SEM micrograph (magnified 200x ) illus- resulted in a 77 K mobility of 96 000 cm2/V s.'2 For V/Ill
trating %hat is meant by poor morphology.

ratios less than 30, the films suffered from increasing levels
of carbon contamination. Thus, a 20-fold improvement in

n' GaAs and (100) semi-insulating GaAs, were first rinsed the efficiency of AsH 3 resulted using adduct-punfied TEG
in organic solvents and then etched in in place of TMG. There is also no p-n transition with a
5H.,S0.:lH,0 2:IH,O prior to growth. The TEG was held decrease in the V/Ill ratio using adduct-purified TEG_
at 23 "C while a H., flow of 50 sccm was passed through the The V/Ill ratio and growth temperature criteria for
bubbler, maintained at 100 Torr. The growth temperature good surface morphology were investigated over the range
ranged from 560 to 635 'C, while the V/Ill ratio varied from 560 to 635 C. In Fig. 1, a good morphology/bad
from 0.7 to 22. Growth rate measurements were performed morphology transition curve is shown to suggest the min-
using angle lapping and staining. Thickness uniformity was imum V/Ill ratio required at a given growth temperature.
- 1.2% across a 1.5 in. diam wafer. Carrier concentrations In addition, the V/Ill ratio relationship to AsHI efficiency
and mobilities were measured using the van der Pauw is also provided in the figure. When the substrate temper-
method in a magnetic field of 3.5 kG at both 300 and 77 K. ature is below 610*C, more arsine must be supplied as
Low-temperature (1-20 K) photoluminescence (PL) was shown, indicating that less AsH3 is being pyrolyzed. As theI used to investigate the excitonic features as well as to iden- substrate is increased beyond 610"C, the transition from
tify the acceptor impurities, good morphology to poor morphology approaches a con-

Arsine efficiency was calculated for the reactor and is stant V/Ill value of unity. This suggests that the AsH 3

defined as the ratio of the AsH 3 in the gas stream to the arriving at the growth surface is completely pyrolyzed, and
amount of As incorporated in the GaAs on the entire ac- maximum AsH3 efficiency can be achieved when the
tive portion of the susceptor. The maximum possible effi- growth temperature exceeds 610 *C.
ciency (V/1Ill 1) is 31%, where high quality films are The impurity concentration and low temperature (77
observed using low-temperature PL. Conducting films are K) mobility for samples grown at 635 "C with V/Ill ratios
obtained at higher V/III ratios (Y77 K= 9 3 000 cm 2/V s from 1.8 to 22 are given in Fig. 2. Total impurity concen-
and U300K= 8 0 0 0 cm 2/V s) where the arsine AsH3 effi- tration (Nd+Na) was estimated using the empirical rela-
ciency is calculated to be 17.2% (V/MII=I.8,. Previous tion given by Stillman and Wolfe."S Net impurity concen-
studies in this reactor using TMG found that the p-n tran- tration varied from 3.7( 1014) to 6.9( 1014) cm-3 while Nd
sition occurred around V/lI = 30 at the same growth pres- +N 0 varied from 7 .7 (01t4) to 2 .0 ( 10 5) cm- 3. The
sure, growth rate and flow modulation where a V/IIl= 70 minimum value in each case was obtained for a V/Ill ratio

2055 Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 61, No. 17, 26 October 1992 Pitts, Emerson, and Shealy 2055



"pair luminescence observed at .489 eV supports this as-

316328 A signment of acceptor species which is believed to originateo0 1 W/crn2

_+ 0 from the arsine source.9 The absence of carbon acceptor
4 related luminescence for V/ill ratios greater than 1 8 sug-

x5 X5 gests that sufficient AsH3 is present to remove the carbon
from the growth surface. As the V/ill ratio approaches
unity, the magnitude of the neutral acceptor exciton peak

Xt • \2) is comparable to that of the neutral donor exciton peak.

Z Finally, when the V/ill ratio is reduced to subunity (0.7), U
the normal excitonic features are completely absent from

tA _the spectra. New spectral features appear much weaker in
X11 .2 ) (23) intensity, possibly due to defect related exciton emission at

photon energies near 1.503 eV,1 5 commonly obser-ed in
molecular beam epitaxy materials.

E x5 5 In summary, by applying flow modulation techniques. m
highly efficient use of AsH 3 has been demonstrated with an
optimized low pressure OMVPE process for the first time.
It has been observed that below 610 "C, more arsine must

1 J5be supplied to sustain good morphology. Above 610"C,
x2o maximum AsH 3 efficiency (V/ill= 1) can be obtained

1 0 7 while maintaining specular surfaces. In addition, there was
Tnop-n transition region in the range studied. Using adduct-.

148 1.49 1.50 1.51 152 purified TEG and AsH3 in OMVPE at reduced pressure.
Photon Energy (eV) we have demonstrated a near-unity V/Ill ratio resulting in

a 77 K mobility exceeding 90 000 cm 2/V s.
FIG. 3. Low-temperature (I K) PL spectra of undoped GaAs layers The authors wish to thank B. P. Butterfield. M. .,
grown at 635 *C. The luminescence intensity is magnified by the factors Matragrano, and K. L. Whittingham for technical assis-
shown, and the average V/it1 ratios are given in parenthesis at the far
right of the figure. Excitation conditions and experimental resolution are tance. N. Scott is gratefully acknowledged for his support
as indicated. of the development of the OMVPE facility at Cornell This I

work was supported by the Joint Services Electronics Pro-
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range. The 77 K mobility varied from 55000 to 110000 9J--1311, and the Defense Advanced Research Projects Icm2/V s, with the maximum value obtained for a V/Ill AgnyudrC tacNoMD99C08Opol-
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S~The Use of Ultraviolet Radiation at the Congruent
- Sublimation Temperature of Indium Phosphidle to Produce

SEnhanced InP "Schoff ' Barriers
I ~ James Singleftry, Jr. and James R. Shealy

School of Electrical Engineering, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14853

i ABS3TRACT

This paper describes an ultraviolet radiation-assisted process, optimized around the congruent sublimation tempera-
ture of InP, which fabricates a very thin insulating layer on InP. In developing this process, we demonstrate, among other

i effects, that the increase in the barrier height is not caused by the oxidation of the surface enhanced by the presence of
,,zone, but enhanced by a photoinduced electron transfer (PET) process In the past, some researchers have considered
imilar devices to be enhanced metal -semiconductor Schottky diodes. Although we achieved a barrier height of 0 7 V, we

pesent measurements of series resistance and ideality factors which question the Schottky character of these devices•
Furthermore, the dramatic increase in series resistance, as the barrier increases, suggests that the gate speed for microwave

i devices fabricated with this technology may be less than expected because of a larger than expected resistance capacitarrw
time constant. The instability of these devices, when exposed to air, suggest that among the oxides which make up the

S~enhanced layer, P.!,O is the primary material responsible for enhancement,

i A comparison of the basic transport properties of GaAs others have demonstrated the instabilities of the SiO,,ilnP
and InP yields an advantage to InP in peak and saturation interface under dc operating conditions ' This paper de-
Vflocities,' breakdown field, and thermal conductivity .2 scribes an ultraviolet WUV) radiation -assisted process, opti -
These benefits have led to encouraging device results in mized around the congruent sublimation temperature of

__higher power,' faster speed,' lower noise,5 and increased InP, which produces Schottky barriers up to 0 7 V Based
radiation hardness.' However, the low Schottky barrier, on series resistance and ideality factor measurements, this
formed for metalI-semiconductor (MES) interfaces, gener- paper also concludes that these devices exhibit behavior
ates large leakage currents that eventually degrade the more like MIS structures with a very thin insulating layer

Ss-peed, power, and gain of MES devices. To eliminate this rather than Schottky diodes. In addition, the increase in
•-, . problem, researchers typically use a metal- insula tor-sem i- series resislance, as the barrier height increases, suggests

conductor (MIS) structure using SiO. as the insulator. But that the e'atp -,npd at mirrnw;;v•, e,,i,-,, f~hr,-,,-4 .... ,
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this technology will be lower than expected due to a larger provided a maximum flow of 4 61 pm for 0, and N, and a
than expected resistance-capacitance (RC) time constant maximum flow of 1 71 pm for H, I

An Oriel Solar Simulator supplied the UV radiaiJon Tht
Background simulator could accept lamps of three different charactet -

Of the many researchers that have used UV-assisted istics Although a variety of lamps can he instalied in thli
growth to enhance InP's Schottky barrier.' Iliadis at the Solar Simulator," fur all experiments in this paper wt*-
University of Maryland' has achieved the most success. He used the 1000 W Hg-Xe lamp In ad 6:u,. by replacing theI
has successfully developed a room-temperature process normal mirror in the Solar Simulator with a dichoriw mir-
which increased the barrier height to 0 83 V However, his ror, we were able to isolate the ozone producing wave-

process left several questions unanswered lengths from 200 to 260 nm ý'
In prepanng his samples for exposure, Iliadis used HCI We designed the process chamber to handle samples up I

as an etch Since HCI corrosively etches InP. the question to I in by I in in size A graphite boat inside the proces-,

remained whether the use of HCI represented a critical step chamber determined this upper limit in size The graphite
in the enhancement process or whether a more benign etch boat possessed a 1/6 in tall, 0 1 in wide lip around the edge t
such as HCI:H 3P0, could be used to prevent the sample from sliding from the graphite boat

The design of Iliadis's apparatus allowed him to vary during exposure. Instead of heating by RF induction, w
only the UV radiation exposure time Therefore, questions used a resistive Nichrome metal platform to hea, the
remained concerning the influence of other parameters graphite boat by conduction The Ni'hrorne heating piat-
such as growth temperature and radiation intensity, and form was 1.6 in by 2 0 in and 0 005 in thick and possessed
whether the ozone producing wavelengths are critical to supports which held the platform and graphite boat 3 r'8 in I
the process. above the entrance and exit ports for the gases This un-

Finally. the question remained as to whether this process usual positioning of the heating platform and gas por-5
influences the series resistance of the device We felt that might be primarily responsible for the unusual fiow rate
the series resistance variations would provide a clue to the effects that are discussed later in this paper
true Schottky nature of these devices If the variations in-
dicate that the devices are MES Schottky diodes, then this Sample preparation - Sample preparation began with a
would lend support to the notion that unpinning of the degrease procedure which involved the use of the soap so-

Fermi level is occurring at the semiconductor interface If lution FI-70 and a DI water rinse, then an acetone rinse

so, this feature would provide device designers some and ultrasonic bath, followed by a methanol rnse and ul-
flexibility in choosing metals that might produce even trasonic bath After another DI water rinse, the next step in
higher Schottky barrier heights However. if the series re- sample preparation involved a pre-etch, to remove surface
sistance increases at a much greater rate than expected, oxides, using H2SO,H 20 2 H2O (5 1 1) After a third DI wa-
this would suggest not only that the devices are not MES ter rinse, an InP etch using HCI or HCI and HPO, mixture

Schottky diodes, but also that the devices would exhibit was then performed, the Results section discusses the ad-

lower microwave cutoff frequencies because of a larger RC vantage of one solution over another. After a final DI water
time constant. rinse, the samples were blown dry with nitrogen

To answer these questions, wre constructed a special ap-
paratus to provide some flexibility in growth parameters Fabrication of diodes -We fabricated Schottky diodes
and made additional current and voltage measurements to on 1 cm by 1 cm samples cleaved from undoped inP sub-

assess the true nature of this barrier enhancement strates with a carrer concentration in the mid 10" crn
range After performing the wet chemical procedure de-

Prparation of Schottky Dides scribed above, the samples were placed into the process I
Apparatus.-A custom built work station provided chamber for irradiation under different growth conditions

flexibility in growth temperature, gas composition and The samples were held in place with a perforated metal

flow, light intensity, and wavelength (Fig 1) Temperature mask, each perforation allowed for the deposition of dots

control equipment consisted of a collection of Research Inc which were 127 pm in diameter This size proved practical
equipment process controller, setpomnt programmer, and for two reasons The dots were small enough to make cur-
equpmaseantgpoes controller, Ad eitiontl prgramm, andi g rent measured low enough to prevent the saturation of thephase angle controller. Additional signal conditioning mesreneqietNvrhlstedoswesil
equipment converted the signal from the Research Inc measurement equipment Nevertheless. the dots were stll

equipment to the low-voltage high-current signal needed large enough to make the alignment of the measurement

to drive the heating element located inside the process probes easy
chamber Mounting of samples -After deposition, the samples

A Corso-Gray Model D-104-B-B/SS gas handling system were mounted on a 3 in by 3 in by 1/8 in copper plate. the
provided control of the gas composition and flow. The key top surface of the plate was coated with indium to allow for
system components included Brooks rotometers which ohmic contacts to the back side of the InP samples The

actual mounting first involved heating the copper plate just
enough to melt the indium but not hot enough to produce
thermal damage on the InP samples This requirement was
met with using a hot plate set so as not to exceed 250 'C
After the indium became molten and the samples mounted.S~the plate was removed from the hot plate and placed on a

copper heatsink for cooling

-Determinaion of Barrier Height from
Current/Voltoge Measuremenits

We calculated the barrier height from the measured
value of the saturation current and assumed values of tern-
perature, diode area. and Richardson constant The satura-

tion current became an ideal parameter for detecting bar-
rier enhancement As we will show later, the barrier
enhancement we expected required orders of magnitude
decrease in the saturation current Such an expected dr,- I

"Now low 0-11111110matic change in the saturation current gave us confiden(e
in using the HP4145A semiconductor parameter analyzer

Fig. 1. d al UV weirtt u ation, to obtain the saturation current I
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The HP4145A semiconductor parameter analyzer -- low I
Several features made the HP4145A very useful for doing
current/voltage measurements. The first important feature aco
was the four programmable units; only two were required
to characterize the diodes in these experiment Each unit j.
could be programmed to provide or measure voltage from 0
to 100 V and current from 1 pA to 100 mA. An extremely
useful feature was the HP4145's ability to create parame- .
ters (called "user defined functions") that are constructed - /"y spo WN#M mgaWtj.,

from mathematical operators and voltage and current van- MO da 4#"afrom Unt.,•i

ables. One HP4145 operator that we found particularly
helpful was the a operator, which allowed the construction ,
of a parameter that became useful in determining the series 0 l 1 W XG &
resistance; we discuss this parameter, which was based on AV alF (I• I

the measurement of the differential current and difftren-
tial voltage, in the next subsection. We were also able to ..........
obtain linear and logarithm plots of the user-defined func- G
tions by using the graphics routine on the HP4145A. The . GRAD 1/GRAD Xntecpt Yintcrrept
graphics package also contained a very useful straight line _______ 5_$_+______________________________
curve-fitting routine that allowed us to obtain the -;eries LINEl 35.E0 8.IE-03 17.OE÷0O 404E÷OO
resistance, ideality factor, and saturation current with few
computations. Lastly, the most convenient feature of the Fig. 2. HPd145 pkif used to obtain seties rwmen. Region be-
HP4145 was the ability to store measurement t~ crosses marks t6 range of it d'o used t p the

configurations which eliminated the need to reprogram the W'or curve fit.IP4145 for each measurement. For this experiment, three
programs were developed: one program to perform a typi- demonstrates how well the model matched data from an
cal forward biased I vs. V measurement from 0 to 0.25 V, actual diode The excellent fit to a straight line made the
another program to extract the series resistance from these determination of the series resistance easy For the exam-
measurements, and a third program to correct the I vs. V pIe, in Fig 2. the X intercept from the curve fit,.-a routine
data in order to obtain the saturation current. Since the last gave a series resistance of 17 0. The inverse slope. I/GRAD.
two programs use the HP4145 in an unusual manner, the related to an ideality factor of 1.09. which we obtained by
salient features of these programs are discussed in the next dividing I/GRAD by the room temperature value of KTI'q
two subsections. (25 8E-03j

Using th-e HP4145 to determine series resistance -The U Ing the HP145 to determine saturation current -Be-
theoretical basis for this procedure began with an exten- fore extracting the saturation current from the measure-
sion to the thermionic emission model for Schottky diodes ments. we programmed the HP4145A to remove the effects
to include the influence of series resistance, Eq. 1 of series resistance The user-defined function feature al-

I(-T%) lowed us to subtract I. R, from the measured voltage (Eq 5)
1= 1,[e %KT -V ,= V - 1 - R,[5

Equation 2 below demonstrates the relationship between With this adjustment, a slightly modified version of Eq 3
the saturation current to the barrier height resulted (Eq 6)

Io = A"T2Ae KT 12] I Z foe T  6)

We thought a measurement scheme for the series resist- Although this change is small, a plot of the log(l) vs Vn.I ance that was independent of the barrier height would be demonstrates a significant benefit (Fig 3) While a plot not
beneficial for our analysis. Hence we developed a method to corrected for serie resistance would maintain some curvaa-
eliminate the saturation current from consideration To be-
gin, we restricted our analysis to the forward-biased region
of the diode since, except for small applied voltages (i.e.,
below 60 mV), the exponential term would dominate the -1 10-"
term in Eq. 1. Therefore, in this region, Eq. 1 can be written
as

I= le qKT [31

Since the barrier height is contained in the expression for -
the saturation current (Eq. 2) and is independent of 1=
voltage, we were able to eliminate the barrier height from 10

consideration and retain the series resistance by taking the
natural logarithm of Eq 3 and then differentiating the re-
sult with respect to land V. After some algebraic manipu- ..-________ .. .._"_-_ -
lation, Eq. 4 below resulted

I (KT4d- ) 4 R.)

Equation 4 is not only independent of the barrier height but
also matches the straight line equation y = m (x - b ): where GRAD MRADI XinteIrt yintit"pt
y equals 1/1, x equals dV/dI, m relates to the idealitv factor, _____
and most important, 6, the X intercept, gives the series LiIN 15.tE4O0 .14- ,$8E03 9E-.
resistance. Equation 4 was programmed into the HP4145
using the user-defined function feature to define the x and Fig. 3. HP4145 plot used to obtain saotio c•mlt. Rg•,•n be-
y variables. In particular, the definition of the x variable wi ossen s mda therange ofmasddow used to pm6,. t@e
made use of the A operator to obtain dV and dl Figure 2 hiler curwe fit.I
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ture throughout the forward-biased region the corrected
plot shown in Fig 3 exhibited straight line behaviot abov e .-

60 mV BeloiA 60 mV, the exponential term no longer domn-
inates the diode characteristics, instead, the more precri
Eq I describes the performance in this region The loga-
rmthm of Eq 6 not only predicts the linear bvha½ tor but also

provides a means of determining ~ne saturation current

Iog(I)=log(l).04343 -q v,
riKT 

i

Equation 7 matches a slightly different linear equation
than the one used to obtain the series resistance Rather
than matching the form y = m(x - b) Eq i niatches the,
form y = mn-r + b, where y equals logWl. x equa!-, V_, mn
relates to the ideality factor, and mo-st important b, the Y .
intercept relates to the S. turatioin current, the saturation
cur-rent is actually the antilog of the Y intercept For th,-
example in Fig 3, which has a series resistance of 17 14, a fv A , woav UY "x*i* E %d 6 2 ma, 700 C
saturation current of 0 896 ýiA is obtained N~Iomm,S& phso~go sao w 50 ftmw% ,Y~othgtim ap

Comnputation of barmir height -Once the saturatmin uxv pvodixed expeisd Artweo of Ow
cur-rent is known, a rearranged version uf (Co 2 A as ou-
tained to obtain the barrier height (Ecq 8ý th out",,,'"~-

KT A* Tri posed to ~ ýri ii~ a h

I. ~~~~~~lamp The r4" seemsk to) ln a,.i or hadi,.>.*dai, ij,ý 5* T..

The actual computation for the harrier height 'a% per' face mo (t.n rn h 'J !ýl' L. .I t:o4-1r
formed using the spread sheet Excel for the MacýIntosh F-iT Wati- r ~ , an I
the value of the saturation current obtained earlier, a t,, p, currirjg '! 1*. :i

cal InP barrier height of 0 48 V was obtained We r~'-X i-\ ''e e tr ''~
phere If'..4 ý ;,*'ed rc ' .

Resufts and Discussion of thc I-P .1 'a 'Ai io- 'tA '

Before starting this work, a barrer enr-.ancernent of 0 8 shVx r -' n- ('ýcrTef for asam'-',',..~ý,ý "
was established as a target With thiýs in mind. iAr' used amhbien- rof' u thie p'esenc- ! "c
Eq 8 to estimate the change in the saturation current tIV )~
obtain this level of harrier enhancement The tes~itt sm- tt, ac,' t m sr, -......... !nY H r. 7, I
analysis predicted a drop of 10'- This expected large drOP th-rma;e.s'o '-P T"n Cfreinforces the benefit of using the saturation currtrn: as-hi po rt t" h. it'm a'- ml Gr't f-f
indicator of barrier enhancement m. , ai -te . '-

To demonstrate to ourselves that the U V radi a t in mi~ght 0. Ati~pe Rs c'apais'- ' ý
have a dramatic effect on an lnP surface, we performed 3 tinu,..a' Av~-. 'X,-ou ir~r. uc I 4
series of experiments at a relatively high temperature Inil sh ),An : n, Fm qZ r' srai Is 'A7- e

substrates were exposed to a 700'C envi:ronment for 2 min th"v. for thr~.;'l rposUrfe -"'i( 0 am" ''

in three different atmospheres W. N_ and 0t For con: nert gas HK v-.' a-h rier
pariso n, so me sa mp les w ere addi ttion.a111y e xpose d tor) ra d ia -. 4Z,9 -- ;).-prducfed 1'- th.- % "e '

tion from a I kV Hg-Xe ozone free lamp Since the amnbient icsrm'" men ~c~nm~
temperature is much larger than the congruent sub! imal. ir. thiýs jj~-''"'i-;'.! iao i
temperature of lnP. we expected severe erosion of the In!" is p"' *". h .

surface regardless of the ambient Howeser due to the :r,5 (,. m ~a'rý a'r ' 'r
short exposure time, only samples exposed to the H atrb;- the Ino(.N ' i.nfr i.(? o-
ent showed anv noticeable erosion Samples exposed to the

N, ambient regardless of UV exposure illustrated inn sur-
face damage. while the samples exposed to the 01 ambient
exhibited a significant oxide growth for the sample cxI
posed to UV radiation Possible explanations, for th'ese oh-
servations are discussed in the next fewA paragrapihs

Figure 4 shows the results of a sample exposed to anH
ambient without UV radiation The sev ere erosion was, ex-
pected but as supported by data presented later this ero-I
sion was not caused by the sublimation of phosphor ts as
we initiall" thought. but more likely caused by a reaction
between the phosphorus just above the substrate and H.
As shown with Eq 9 and 10. this reaction mot. likely leads
to formation of phosphine As the PH. in Eq 10 is ssirpt,
from the process chamber, Eq 9 will continue in the for
ward direction. thus siphoning more phosphorus from the
lnP substrate and leaving indiumn droplets shov-An in Firt 6

on the surface -0.4 mm
lnPfs) -. In(s) 2 P, (gt 19 A1

Fig. 5. H, wi+ UV rad~otia Expos,%d frw 2 min ot 700 C
Nomarima po~omrogroph i oken at 50 himes mogniftcatiof Sv'fixe

I P(g + H(g)- H ()(101 doeo,'.Ph waxsped~d 6ut w'nformmty of 6omage was su'pns.
2 P~) * 1-1g) - PH gI ng.
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owim6o suf ace was a surpise . vooiof "Oface wes a surpnsd
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M~n Of

A A

Fig. 7. N, wtb UV radiation. Exposed far 2 "wi at 700-C. Fig. 91 0, witV radiation. Exposed far 2 mmat 700 C.
Noamarski plwoximicraph taken ot 50 himes monxqification. Prow-,

.1 ~ ~ Nomnorskic p mwnceogropfl tken at 50 fines rnagrhficobo Most
s4Jrprflig was th otainof thnbm wis f~, uae th

obrvpldionge shod. pws befr* the blmishes an O e

ments were made to estimate the thickness at 500 A Since W~ikf coerd os of tho surface.
the ozone-free LIV lamp was used for this process, the reac-
tion of ozone with the lnP surface cannot be responsible for With indium as the surface atom for the setond type of PET
this reaction Instead, in addition to the catalyst role no- reaction. Eq 13 and 14 illustrate the possible re~arItn and
ticed in the reaction with H'I, a photoinduced electron
transfer (PET) process is more likely responsible for pro-
ducing 0. molecules which then participate in the oxida- ' 00 1III1III

tinof the surface to produce indium oxide.
We believe that there are two possible PET reactions that Z

result. in excess electrons that, convert the InP surface into 0 80
anoxidizing agent which, due to 0, relatively high electron* ~ ffinity (0 45 eV). reacts easily with oxygen to eventually

produce an indium oxide film. 0 60 0
The first possible PET reaction, described by Channon r_

and Eberson,'3 relies on the generation of excess electrons X I
in the conduction band of n-type by photostimulation nf Q 40 IIelectrons from the valence band and into the conduction U
band. resulting in bandbending at the surface to reflect the LI
increase concentration of electrons and holes Equation 11 5 20
illustrates how the activated surface converts (S C ) 0, to 0

01-

S.C + hv -+ .C.* +0. --+S.C.*0 [+ 00 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32

The second possible reaction, described by Fox"4 and illus- SPUTTER TIME (minutes)
trated in Eq 12. generates excess electrons by photostimu- Fi.MAgrdphral IPad0aerltvlysonlation of surface atoms (S.A.) sinas The C iga is wiiin the. bcground noise level of the

S.A + hv -4SA.'+O, -4 SA *4.02 1121 imstrurnent.
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the activation energies based on electrode potenta! crer- perature is consistent with the high-temperat ie
gies" discussed earlier in this paper Equations 16 and 17 de-

scribe the initial reactions which might in-.uke the rad~t..
In In* + e- E, = 0 14 eV 1131 O* The surface atom (S A ) is most likely indiumn As a

- , -4 O1 result, Eq 18. 19. and 20 describe possible tern'inal rea.-
tions which produce the surface oxides Note that the iurý.

In In' -+ 3e E, = 0.34 eV 114] used surface sities may play an important role in altravtmrg

the phosphorus oxides back to the surface, sinte elm-tro-
3 e- + 3 0 --* 3 0 static attraction between surface sitei: and the ga_

Because the energy for UV photons is above 3 0 eV and the molecules may be strong enough to prevent phosphorus I
energy gap of lnP is 1.35 eV, both mechanisms and both oxides from being swept from the surface
ionization reactions most likely occur to produce radical S C h S C ' * . S C .0 [1t
02;.

Once the radical species is produced, one possible reac- S A. h -. S A * +0 -0, S A 0,• t171
tion to produce indium oxide is shown in Eq 15 1

1 -In' + O3- i • In2O, +÷ 115 40

Hence, thermodynamic arguments can be made to sup- lW(s) - P,(g) 4 0,(g) - 2IO.s) 1'9,

port the claim that ozone is not primarily responsible for 5S C '(s) + Pi(g) - 502(g) - 2P1O,(s) - 5S C 1201
the layer formataon but instead oxidation of a surface en-
hanced by the photoinduced transfer of electrons After the success of the first set of experments, We next

After the high-temperature experiment, we attempted to addressed the questions of whether the etch solution HCI
reproduce the room-temperature Schottky enhancement was critical to the process and whether ther- was an upper
achieved by lhade s However, we met with little success limt to the exposure time As mentioned an the previous

Less than 1% of the samples processed demonstrated any chapter, HCI corrosively etches InP From a device process-
evidence of barrier enhancement. Furthermore, for those ing point of view, the use of a more benign and controllablef
samples exhibiting enhancement, the effect was very local- etch becomes important The mixture of HCI and H,P0.
ized, at most three diodes from an array of 144 exhibited appeared the best choice, since this mixture not only pro-
any enhancement. At this point, the idea of optimizing the duces an excellent morphology but also exhibit& an ad-
process at the congruent sublimation temperature became justable etch rate based on the portion of HPO. By adding
more appealing. In pursuing this Line of investigation, the larger portions of HNPO. to the mixture, the etch rate could
importance of other parameters, which were needed to be decreased from 12 to 0.5 arn/mam " For our experiment-s,
achieve the greatest possible enhancement, became clear, a 1:4 (HCL.HP0) mixture was used. which produced a

In presenting our results, several effects are presented on modest etch rate of I lun/min An investigation of the ef-
the same table This was not done to suggest any connection fects of exposure time was conducted since Iliadis demon-between the parameters, although future studies might re- strated in his work that the barner height saturated at an
veal such relationship, but instead, to present the results in exposure time of 40 mm Since our experiments used a I
a more compact form and demonstrate how the expert- higher intensity (100 mW/cm2 vs 15 mW/cm:), we expected
ments proceed chronologically, to observe a similar effect within 6 mm of exposure time

The first set of experiments involved analysis of tempera- Table It summarizes the results of the second set of ex-
ture and wavelength (Table I). Since the dachoric mirror per ments. which demonstrate that the MC1H 3PO, etch is a
was still in place from the room-temperature experiments, suitable substitute for HCI and the bamer height saturates
the first three experiments only used the ozone producing at 5 mn. The result of the barrier-height saturation tme
wavelengths. Three different temperatures were examined, seems to be consistent with liadas's results, thus sugesting
with no enhancement occurring. Next, the dichoric mirror that an energy density limit might exist for this enhance-
was replaced with the Solar Simulator's normal mirror, ment process. We believe this is most likely linked to the
and the temperature ranges repeated. This time enhance- penetration depth of the UV radiation into the substrate
ment occurred at 368°C. The results of these experiments during the PET process. Since the InP extinction coefficient
gave the first indication that the congruient sublimation in the UV range is at least an order of magnitude greater
temperature was a critical parameter for this process. The than the extinction coefficient an any wavelength region
results also indicated that the ozone producing wavelength emitted from the Solar Simulator," UV-driven reactionshad little influence on the enhancement processi would be limited to the few monolayers close to the surface

The sensitivity of this process to the congruent sublima- Therefore, the number of activated sites in lhadis's and our
tion temperature appears to make sense. Since the en- experiment would be approximately the same, hence, the
hanced layer most likely contains insulating phosphorus shorter saturation time we observed would be consistent
oxides, either InPO, or P205 or both," and because the sub- with the higher irradiance available with our apparatus
strate is the only source of phosphorus, the ability to trap, Having identified a suitable etch solution and exposure
into the enhancement layer, the phospho rus being liber- time, we returned to refining the temperature effect
ated from the substrate becomes important. Unlike the Table III illustrates the results of these experimentshigh volatility at elevated temperatures, the phosphorus Significant barrier enhancement occurs from 350 toliberated at the congruent sublimation temperature should 380°C. These results reaffirm the dynamics of the process

be less mobile, thus allowing the phosphorus to interact discussed earlier. In addition, the highest barrier height.
with the 0- radical produced by a photoinduced electron 0.69 V, gave indications of a flow-rate effect since that par-
transfer (PET) effect. The observed PET effect at this tem-

Tabl K, Etch wiohatien and *tm. olects.

Table I. Wawhnltla ¢Im~l II" . Temp Time Barrier he;gha
(C) Etch (min) (Vj

204-211°C 3681C 6281C
368 HCI 2 0 55

Ozone 0.47 V 047 V 047 V 366 HCIH,PO, 5 0 59
Full 0 47 V 0.55 V 047 V 366 HCI HPO, 30 0 60

Sample preparation HCI etch. Growth parameters flow rate Growth parameters flow rate * 1540 sccmn. intensity - 98 mW/
1540 sccm. intensity = 98 mW/cm2, exposure time = 2 min. cm2. wavelength = full spectrum
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T" W. Refinisewitd o lmperaiure e~i. Fe liro Rs~t*ACV
__---o__ _ _t lot, __moot It o

Temp Barrier height .
(C) (V) a

394 047 i•0oz
380 059
366 059 iw353 0 51
346 0 69 • tD

lSample preparation etch. MCI.H 3PO. Growth parameters inten-
lrity z g mW/cm', exposure tame z 5 mnm. wavelength -full spec-
trunM. flow rate = 1540 sccm (last sample in Table processed at now
rate of 614 s'cm),

Flow Baier height(scorn) Percent full scale (V')
retical model we used for the latter case views the depletion

1540 33 3 0 51) region as a Linear resistor. From this standpoint, we derived

920 20.1 050 Eq 21614 133 0 67307o 7 048,21
0 0.0 04€9 Ro,-R

A N qN: a

Samle preparation etch: HCI:H 3PO. Growth parameters mien- The approximation in Eq 21 reflects the fact that the

=8mWcm, expsure tm 5 mn, wavelength fUll s - expression ignores the few millielectron volts difference
between the bottom of the conduction band and the Fermn
level within the neutral region of the semiconductor mate-

ticular experiment was performed at the lower flow rate rial. These differences are typically an order of magnitude
than the other samples, 614 sccm. less than the barrier height and as such have little influenceSThe results at 348°C prompted another set of expert- on the analysis of the experimental results
ments (Table IV) to isolate the proper flow rate. The earlier Since the resistivity of the depletion region is difficult to

conditions were repeated and produced a barrier height of obtain, we developed an expression for resistance which
0.67 V. Other experiments were performed at flows higher eliminated the resistivity by considering the percent in-
and lower than 614 sccm. However, none of these expen- crease in the enhanced resistance from the resistance of a
menU resulted in a barrier height greater than that normal Schottky diode (see Eq. 22)
achieved at 614 sccm. We believe one of two reasons could
be used to explain this unusual result. One reason could be % increase = V - -B X 100 (221
that the kinetics of the process may require the contribu- VOB,,
tion of unreacted 02 at a particular speed to enhance an
intermediate chemical reaction. Another reason, as dis- For the size of the Schottky diodes used in this experi-

cussed earlier, could be an unusual flow pattern influence ment. the resistance of a normal Schottky diode, which has
by the layout of the process chamber. Further study is a barrier height of 0 45V, is21.1; k;asaresult.theexpected
needed to identify a plausible reason. resistance of an enhanced layer is expressed by Eq 23

The sample with the highest barrier in the previous set of
experiments was also studied to determine whether the OAS = ___21.1_ 1_23
barrier height remained stable in air. Table V illustrates 0 21 1
the results of these measurements. Unfortunately, we
measured a decay of the barrier height to 0.57 V within Figure II demonstrates how, even for the lower barrier
48 h, after which the barrier decayed to 0.55 V in 45 days. heights, the measured series resistance varies drastically
We believe this decay was caused by the reaction of P.0, from the expected variation For the higher barrier heights.
with water vapor in the atmosphere since this oxide is one the discrepancy is much worse, We believe these results

of the most efficient drying agent; used in desiccants indicate that a thin insulating barrier is being formed b=-
(0.5 grams of water removed per gram of P205) "•To solve tween the diode metal gate and the semiconducting surface
this problem, a process to encapsulate and/or anneal these as the barrier is increased. This would strongly suggest the

devices will be necessary to guarantee their long-term sta- formation of a MIS structure rather than a MES Schottky

bility. Thus what initially appeared as a simple process to diode. The evidence becomes more compelling in this direc-
enhance InP's Schottky barrier is becoming more complex. tion if the variation in the ideality factor is also considered.

We thought a close examination of the changes in the If the enhancement represented a MES Schottky diode, the
series resistance and ideality factor would reveal whether ideality factor would remain close to 1.00. But, an examin-
these devices are MES Schottky diodes. For MES Schottky ation cI Fig. 12 shows that this is not the case Instead the
diodes, we believe that at best, the series resistance should ideality factor increases as the barrier height increases.

remain constant as the barrier height increases, and at which is an indication that the diode characteristics are

worst, the resistance should relate to the length of the de- moving further and further away from ideal behavior

pletion region generated by the Schottky barrier. The theo- Since the variations in the series resistance and idealitv
factor indicate that these devices are not MES-enhanced
Schottky barriers, the expected unpinning of the Fermi

Table V. Sftblity of hlt~st barrie, level is not a by-product of our enhancement process Fur-
thermore, for gate regions fabricated from this technology.
we would expect lower cutoff frequencies due to larger

Time Ban-ier heighi iV) than expected RC time constants.

Initial 0 67 Conclusins48 h 0.57
42 h 0.57 A number of important observations were made with this

45 days 0.55 set of experiments, To begin, we established that the HCII
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SMasured utality Ictr electronic charge, 1 602 x 10 " C
0.1, equivalent resistance of depletion region- il

R, series resistance, 0)
S A surface atom involved in PET process

* * 6 S C n-type semiconductor material involved in PET
process

T temperature, K
V voltage across diode and series resistance. V
VE voltage across the diode. V
r permittivity, F/cm

Z, 1.0o T1 ideality factor
* p resistivity. 0-cm

44 Schottky barrer height, V
a 4,,, barrier height of enhanced Schottky junctionI V

[ , , , , * , , , *,,., barrier height of normal Schottky junction. V
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Abstract

We have investigated the effects of gas phase reactions between trimethy-

lamine alane (TMAA), triethylgallium (TEG) and arsine on AI , Ga1 _,As films

grown by low pressure Organometallic Vapor Phase Epitaxy. The reactor used

I in this study provides for independent observation of the effects of TEG-TMAA

and TMAA-arsine gas phase reactions. Gas phase reactions involving TMAA and

TEG result in the formation of nonvolatile compounds upstream, which condense

on the reactor wall, resulting in a reduction of growth rate and a degradation of

the deposition uniformity. The TMAA-arsine reaction produces a compositional

dependence on the gas phase stoichiometry (V/HI ratio). Both of these effects

are more severe for higher TMAA fluxes. High quality AIGaAs with excellent

I thickness and compositional uniformity was produced by spatially separating

the TMAA and TEG in the gas phase which minimizes the parasitic reactions.

I

I

I
U
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The growth of aluminum containing 1U-V compound semiconductors grown 3
by Qrganoqmetallic Yapor Ehase Epitaxy (OMVPE) has traditionally been plagued

with high oxygen and carbon incorporation. A major reason for these problems 3
is due to the widely used aluminum source, trimethylaluminum (TMA). TMA

has a strong aluminum-carbon bond and the ability to form volatile aluminum m

alkoxide compounds resulting in oxygen contaminated AIGaAs layers.' Recently,

Iri-rnethylamine Alane (TMAA) has received much attention as a viable alternative

aluminum source in both OMVPE and Chemical Beam Epitaxy (CBE).2-3 Pre-

vious reports indicate that using TMAA along with .Driethylgallium (TEG) and

arsine (AsH3), under the appropriate growth conditions (very high V/Ill ratios

and gas velocities), can result in the highest purity OMVPE grown AIGaAs. 24

This is believed to be due to a lack of direct aluminum-carbon bond in TMAA and m

also its ability to form involatile AI-O compounds when reacted with oxygen

and H 20, resulting in reduced oxygen contamination. Improved photolumines- I
cence (reduced donor-to-acceptor related transition) and mobilities (77 K mobility m

exceeding 14,000 cm 2 /Vsec for A10. 14 Gao0 6As) have been achieved. 2

Earlier reports using TMAA in OMVPE suggest that a requisite for produc-

ing high quality AlGaAs epitaxial layers is to avoid prereactions between TEG

and TMAA upstream from the susceptor.2'7 TMAA has a low thermal decom- I
position temperature (-100 °C), allowing predeposition on the side walls of the

reaction cell. A solution to these problems has been to increase the gas veloc-

ity which reduces the residence time of the reactants in the growth chamber.

In addition, high V/MI ratios are necessary to achieve high purity results. The

growth chemistry using these precursors in OMVPE must be understood in order 3
to optimize film quality. Although studies investigating the effects of gas-phase

reaction between TMAA and TEG in CBE have been reported,', 9 no previous I
study exists for OMVPE.

An investigation of gas phase reactions involving TMAA in low pressure

OMVPE of AIGaAs is reported. We have observed two predominant effects: one m

I
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due to a TMAA-AsH 3 reaction yields a strong influence of film composition with

the v/m ratio, and the other resulting from a TMAA-TEG reaction which de-

I grades the deposition uniformity. The effects of each of these gas phase reactions

in the upstream portion of the reaction cell were identified by spatially separat-

ing TMAA and TEG in the gas phase using a multichamber reaction cell."' The

TMAA-TEG reaction has severe effects on the quality of the AIGaAs films es-

pecially at low V/fl ratios. Using the separated TMAA and TEG reactant flux

approach, high quality AIGaAs structures were produced by at much lower V/i11

ratios than have been previously reported.

U A1GaAs layers were grown using Flow Modulation Epitaxy (FME)" at low

pressure in a vertical barrel, multichamber OMVPE system,10 illustrated schemat-

ically in Figure Ia. In this system substrates are rotated through group IM rich

spatially separated zones in a uniform group V background flux without valve

switching. An inner quartz ampoule (diameter-d) separates the reactant fluxes of

I each deposition zone. Figure lb shows the flow modulation exposure cycle for

each growth mode. In the conventional growth mode, the TEG and TMAA are

premixed prior to injection into the reaction cell while the susceptor is rotated

at 0.1 rev/sec. In the spatially separated growth mode, the TEG and TMAA are

injected into separate growth zones, minimizing the TEG-TMAA gas phase reac-

tions. For the group i flux used in this study, susceptor rotation speeds greater

than 1 rev/sec are needed to produce sub-monolayer exposure cycles which re-

I sult in mixed alloys. Rotation speeds ranging from 0.1 to 0.7 rev/sec were used

when the reactant fluxes were separated in the vapor. Raman spectroscopy con-

firmed the existence of short period superlattices (confined LO GaAs and AlAs

vibrations) on all samples produced with this method. The degret of deposition

zone separation (indicated by the set of arrows in Figure 1b) is proportional to

the amount of hydrogen carrier gas injected between each zone. Because a small

amount of zone intermixing occurs in the spatially separated growth mode (see

1 Figure 1b), the short period superlattices have graded interfaces. In both growth

I
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schemes, the total gas flow was 30 slm, while the gas velocity was maintained

at 30 cm/s.

Undoped AIGaAs layers were grown using TMAA, adduct-purified TEG I
and 100% AsH 3. Layer thicknesses ranged from 0.5-2 jum. The substrates, (100) I
Si-doped n+ GaAs and (100) semi-insulating GaAs, were first rinsed in organic

solvents and then etched in 5H 2S0 4:IH 20 2:lH 20 prior to growth. The TMAA

was held at 23 °C while a H2 flow of 57 sccm was passed through the bubbler.

The TEG was also held at 23 °C, while the flow varied from 18 to 50 sccn. Both

TEG and TMAA were maintained at 100 tomr. The growth temperature varied

from 635 to 750 °C, and the reactor cell pressure was 76 tor'. AIGaAs films were I
characterized by Hall measurements, Raman spectroscopy and photolumines-

cence (PL). Low temperature (1 K) PL was carried out with samples submerged

in superfluid He with photoe- ,itation provided by the 514.5 nm line of an Ar+

laser. Raman spectroscopy was used to determine the aluminum composition12

and the structure features of the superlattices.1Y Thickness measurements were

made by a combination of angle bevelling and staining and from analysis of

reflectance spectra. I
The V/Ill ratio and growth temperature criteria for good surface morphol- 3

ogy were investigated over the range from 635 to 750 *C. Good surface morphol-

ogy was realized for a V/Ill ratio as low as unity over the entire temperature

range. All layers were n-type and net carrier concentrations were in the low

1015 ct-3 range. With growth temperature (670 C) and group III flux constant,

the Al mole fraction as determined by Raman scattering"2 was found to vary

with V/III ratio in the conventional premixed growth mode. As shown in Fig- I
ure 2, more Al is incorporated in the film as the V/III ratio is decreased. For

low TMAA fluxes, corresponding to alloy compositions of .- 15%, AsH 3 appears

to prevent the TEG-TMAA reaction which is shown to reduce the TEG tranport 3
to the growth surface. As can be seen in the PL spectra in the Figure 4 inset,

the sample quality degrades with decreasing V/Ill ratio. At a V/III ratio of 80, 3
I
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a full width at half maximum exciton linewidth of 2.2 meV was observed for

Alo.1sGa0 .ssAs. This compares favorably with the narrowest linewidth ever re-

ported at that composition by Reynolds et a4.0 4 The exciton line broadened but

was still clearly identifiable when the V/m ratio was lowered to 7.5. Finally,

at a V/MI ratio of 1, the exciton feature was absent. The need for large arsine

flows may imply that the TMAA-AsH 3 reaction inhibits the TMAA-TEG reaction

which is demonstrated to severely degrade the quality of the AlGaAs films.

Gas phase reactions between TEG and TMAA have major effects on the

growth rate. As Figure 3 illustrates, when the TMAA and TEG are premixed, the

AIGaAs growth rate is approximately half that of GaAs with same TEG reactant

3 flux. A relatively high V/In ratio was used (V/1I=80) to eliminate the effects

of AsH3 flows described earlier. The Al composition for AlGaAs grown using

3premixed sources was 79% whereas that for the spatially separated sources was

nominally 40%. Assuming that the Al and Ga incorporation in the A1GaAs layer

in the two growth modes are equal, an estimated 70% of the TMAA reacts in the

gas phase to produce nonvolatile compounds. The effect of growth rate reduction

i was also reported for CBE for premixed TMAA and TEG.8 In addition, color

fringes were observed downstream along the wafer, indicating severe thickness

nonuniformity (±16% over a 20 mm diameter). In contrast, excellent thickness

3 uniformity was realized (±1 % over a 20 mm diameter) when the TEG and TMAA

are separated in the vapor. Although the growth rate was roughly doubled by

separating the group I reactant fluxes, it was still lower than that for GaAs.

This is likely due to the partial intermixing of the growth zones.

A comparison of PL spectra was made between layers grown by premixed

and spatially separated growth modes for constant reactant flux. These experi-

ments were performed at a growth temperature of 670 *C and a V/II1 ratio of

80. As shown in Figure 4, the material grown with spatially separated group III

fluxes exhibited three orders of magnitude higher PL intensity than the premixed

grown material. All material grown by spatially separating the TMAA and TEG

I
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had strong room temperature PL, which was difficult to observe when premixed

sources were used. A possible explanation for this effect is that in addition to the

TMAA and TEG forming nonvolatile compounds, volatile compounds are also I
present which participate in the growth process and incorporate non-radiative

centers in the AlGaAs.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the effects of parasitic gas phase re-

actions between TMAA, TEG and AsH 3 in low pressure OMVPE of AlGaAs.

The TMAA-TEG reaction the decreases the growth rate, degrades thickness uni-

formity and luminescence efficiency particularly at moderately high Al compo-

sitions. This reaction results in the formation of nonvolatile compounds, dra- I
matically reducing the TEG transport to the substrate surface. These effects were

greatly reduced by spatially separating the TMAA and TEG to minimize parasitic

gas phase reactions. The effects of V/In ratio on film quality and Al composi-

tion have also been determined. High V/Im ratios are necessary to inhibit the

TMAA-TEG reaction likely due to a pre-reaction with TMAA and AsH3 . The 3
AsH 3 flow requirement for acceptable quality AIGaAs films is sharply reduced

using the multichamber flow modulation technique. !
The authors wish to thank B. Butterfield, A. Schremer and K. Whittingham

for technical assistance. This work was supported by the Joint Services Electron- 1
ics Program under grant No. F49620-90-C-0039, the Strategic Defense Initiative

Objective under contract No. N00014-89-J-1311, and the Defense Advanced Re-

search Projects Agency under contract No. MDA97290C0058 Optoelectronics

Technology Center.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. Figure 1: (a) Schematic illustration of implementation of Flow Modulation

Epitaxy in the multichamber cell. Two TEG sources, one on each growth

I zone, allow for conventional premixed injection or spatially separated group

II sources. The arsine is uniformly injected around the cell. The inner quartz

ampoule (diameter - d) serves to separate the reactant fluxes of each deposition

zone. (b) The exposure cycle for premixed and spatially separated TMAA

and TEG. The arsine flow is uniformly distributed around the cell. Dotted

lines represent the reactant flux zero reference. The degree of deposition zone

separation is indicated schematically by set of arrows in the lower diagram of

the figure.

2. Figure 2: Dependence of the aluminum composition (determined from Raman

scattering) on V/MI ratio for contant TEG and TMAA fluxes at 670 *C. The

inset is the corresponding low temperature PL spectra for various V/m ra-

tios. The luminescence intensity is magnified by the factors shown. Excitation

conditions are as indicated.

I 3. Figure 3: The growth rate of undoped AIGaAs downstream along the wafer

when TMAA and TEG are premixed prior to injection into the growth chamber

and spatially separated in the gas phase. The nominal aluminum composition

of the superlattice is 0.40. The growth rate is normalized to GaAs. The exper-

imental conditions are as indicated.

1 4. Figure 4: Low temperature (1 K) photoluminescence of undoped AlGaAs

grown with TEG, TMAA and AsH3 using FME. The TMAA and TEG were

either premixed prior to their injection into the reaction cell or spatially sepa-

rated in the xnultichamber cell, as indicated. The luminescence is magnified by

the factors shown. Excitation conditions, growth conditions and superlattice

* periods are as indicated.

I
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I Abstract

The effect of gas reaction between trimethylamine alane, triethylgallium and

arsine on AlGaAs films grown by Organometallic Vapor Phase Epitaxy is re-

ported. Using a multichamber reaction cell, we have been able to independently

observe the effects of TMAA-TEG and TMAA-arsine gas phase reactions. The ef-

fects of TMAA-TEG gas phase reactions were identified by comparing films that

were grown by premixing the TMAA and TEG prior to injection, to those that

I where the TMAA and TEG were spatially separated. The TMAA-TEG reactions

results in the formation of nonvolatile compounds which condense upstream

from the reaction cell, resulting in a severe reduction in growth rate, as well a

depletion of the gallium species. The TMAA-arsine reaction produces compo-

sitional dependence on V/Ill ratio. The arsine flow requirement for attaining

good surface morphology has been identified. Under the appropriate growth

conditions we demostrate that acceptable purity AIGaAs can be grown using

low V/Il1 ratios.

* Department of Material Science, Bard Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.

14853
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I. Introduction I
The ability to produce high purity AIGaAs material has led to the realization

of many high performance optical and high-speed electronic devices. The growth

of A1GaAs grown by Qrgano.metallic Vapor Phase Epitaxy (OMVPE) has tradi- I
tionally been plagued with high oxygen and carbon incorporation. Although

many attempts have been made to reduce these effects, relatively high concen-

trations of carbon, and to a lesser extent oxygen, still persist u.sing conventional

sources1 ,2. A major reason for these problems is due to the widely used alu-

minum source, trimethylaluminum (TMA). TMA has a strong aluminum-carbon

bond and the ability to form volatile aluminum alkoxide compounds resulting

in oxygen contaminated AIGaAs layers3 . Triethylaluminum (TEA) is also used

as an aluminum source, and it has demonstrated lower carbon incorporation in

AlGaAs than TMA. Low temperature (<5 K) mobilities near 500,000 cm 2 /V.c I
have been reported for AlGaAs/GaAs modulation doped heterostructure (sheet

electron density - 8(1011) cm- 2) using TEA and triethylgallium (TEG)'. Compa-

rable results do not yet exist for structures grown with TMA or trimethylamine

alane (TMAA). However, some residual oxygen still remains using TEA. Also,

TEA has a low vapor pressure (0.5 torr at 55 °C) which is inconvenient for

OMVPE.

Trimethylamine a~lane (TMAA) has received much attention as a viable alu-

minum source in both OMVPE and Chemical Beam Epitaxy (CBE)5-16 . TMAA

does not have a direct aluminum-carbon which is expected to reduce the carbon

comtamination. Also, when TMAA reacts with 02 and H 20 involatile Al-0 com-

pounds form thereby reducing the oxygen contamination. Reports indicate that

using TMAA along with TEG or trimethylgallium (TMG) and arsine (AsH 3), un- 3
der the appropriate growth conditions (very high V/[II ratios and gas velocities),

can result in the highest purity OMVPE grown AlGaAs5 ,'. Improved photolu-

minescence (reduced donor-to-acceptor related transition) and mobilities (77 K

mobility exceeding 14,000 cm2 /Vsec for A10.14Ga 0.86As) have been achieved'.

I
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Recently, high quality AlInAs/GaInAs structures have also been attained using

TMAA. Low threshold lasers and high transconductance selectively doped field

effect transistors have been demonstrated using TMAA in both A1GaAs/GaAs

and AlInAs/GaInAs material systems'11,15'.

Previous investigators have reported parasitic reactions between TMAA and

metal-alkyl compounds in OMVPE5"2 "5 . Inferior compositional and thickness

uniformity was realized, probably due to gas phase reactions between TMAA

and other reactants5. Grady et al. performed Fourier transform infrared (FUIR)

spectroscopy on TMAA/TMG vapor mixture and reported the presence of strong

gas phase reactions between TMAA and TMG resulting in a depletion of gallium

species17 . TMAA also has a low thermal decomposition temperature (-100 °C),

allowing predeposition on the side walls of the reaction cell. A remedy to these

problems has been to increase the gas velocity which reduces the contact time

between the reactants in the growth chamber. Hobson et al. used gas velocities

greater than 1 m/sec to overcome these effects". In addition, high V/III ratios

are necessary to achieve high purity results. Studies have been made inves-

tigating the growth chemistry of CBE using TMAA with other organometallic

compounds"",14. Notably, Kobayashi et al. reported the effects of gas-phase

reactions between TMAA and TEG in CBE. They concluded that TMAA-TEG re-

actions produced non-volatile compounds which decreases the growth rate and

reduces gallium incorporation' 3 .

This paper investigates the effects of gas phase reactions between TMAA,

TEG and AsH3 on AIGaAs films grown by low pressure OMVPE. The reactor

used in this study provides for independent observation of the effects of TEG-

TMAA and TMAA-AsH3 gas phase reactions. Gas phase reactions involving

TMAA and TEG result in the formation of nonvolatile compounds upstream,

which condense on the reactor wall, resulting in a reduction of growth rate and

a degradation of the deposition uniformity. The TMAA-TEG reaction has severe

effects on the quality of the AlGaAs films especially at low V/Ill ratios. The

I
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TMAA-AsH3 reaction produces a compositional dependence on the gas phase •

stoichiometry (V/Ill ratio). High quality AIGaAs with excellent thickness and

compositional uniformity was produced by spatially separating the TMAA and

TEG in the gas phase which minimizes the parasitic reactions. Applying flow

modulation techniques18 ,19 dramatically reduces the arsine flow requirements for

producing acceptable quality AlGaAs.

Il. Experimental

AIGaAs layers were grown on (100) Si-doped n+ GaAs and (100) semi-

insulating GaAs substrates in a vertical barrel, multichamber OMVPE system 20 .

The reaction cell is made of 6-inch high purity quartz. The graphite susceptor,

which can hold up to 18-1.5 inch wafers, is inductively heated by RF radiation. I
Each organometallic line has independent pressure control to enhance transport

to the reaction cell. The system is also equipped with an in-situ quadrapole mass I
analyzer to detech gas leaks before experiments. Figure la illustrates the gas flow

in the reaction chamber. The reaction chamber has two growth zones that are

spatially separated by large hydrogen fluxes. The substrates are rotated through

the growth zones without valve switching. An inner quartz ampoule (diameter-d)

separates the reactant fluxes. Arsine is uniformly injected into the entire growth

chamber. During the group III exposure cycle the local V/ill ratio is estimated

to be 25% of the average value. The V/Ill ratio quoted throughout represents

the average V/Ill ratio determined by the total injected reactant fluxes. The flow

modulation exposure cycle for each growth mode is shown in Figure lb. The

group IIl reactants are modulated while the AsH3 exposure remains constant.

In the conventional growth mode, the TEG and TMAA are premixed prior to

injection into the reaction cell while the susceptor is rotated at 0.1 rev/sec. In the

spatially separated growth mode, the TEG and TMAA are injected into separate

growth zones, minimizing the TEG-TMAA gas phase reactions. For the group

III flux used in this study, susceptor rotation speeds greater than 1 rev/sec are

needed to produce sub-monolayer exposure cycles which result in mixed alloys.

UI
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U Rotation speeds ranging from 0.1 to 0.7 rev/sec were used when the reactant

fluxes were separated in the vapor. Raman spectroscopy confirmed the existence

of short period superlattices (confined LO GaAs and AlAs vibrations) on all

samples produced with this method. The degree of deposition zone separation

(indicated by the set of arrows in Figure 1b) is proportional to the amount of

hydrogen carrier gas injected between each zone. Due to a small amount of zone

intermixing occurs in the spatially separated growth mode (see Figure 1b), the

short period superlattices have graded interfaces. The total gas flow was 30 slm,

while the gas velocity was maintained at 30 cm/s.

The sources used were TMAA, adduct-purified TEG23 and 100% Phoenix

Research Grade AsH 3. Arsine was passed through Al-Ga-In melt to reduce the

oxygen and H20 contamination 1 . Palladium diffused H 2 was used as a carrier

gas. The growth pressure was 76 torr. The TMAA was held at 23 °C (vapor

pressure--2 torr) while a H 2 flow of 57 sccm was passed through the bubbler.

The TEG was also held at 23 'C (vapor pressure-5 torr), while the flow varied

from 18 to 50 sccm. Both TEG and TMAA were maintained at 100 rr. The

substrates were first degreased in organic solvents, then etched for 10 minutes in

5H 2S0 4:1H 20 2:1H 20 prior to growth. The growth temperature varied from 635

to 750 °C and the V/ill ratio was varied from 1 to 80. Layer thicknesses ranged

from 0.5-2 pm.

Films were characterized by Hall measurements, Raman spectroscopy, pho-

toluminescence (PL) and double crystal X-ray diffractometry. Raman spec-

troscopy was used to determine the aluminum composition 22 and the structure

features of the superlattices 23. Optical quality was assessed using low (1 K) and

room temperature photoluminscence (PL). Low temperature PL was carried out

with samples submerged in superfluid He with photoexcitation provided by the

514.5 nm line of an Ar+ laser. Thickness measurements were made by a combi-

nation of angle bevelling and staining and from analysis of reflectance spectra.

A double crystal X-ray diffractometer with a computer controlled X-Y stage was

I
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used to determine the layer composition 24 and map the compositional unifor- I
mity across the wafer. The X-ray beam of Cu Kal monochromatized by (111)

reflections from a perfect Si crystal.

Il. Results and Discussion

All layers were n-type and background carrier concentration in the 1015cm-

range. This is believed to be due to Si impurities in TMAAM. The V/il ratio

and growth temperature criteria for good surface morphology were investigated

over the temperature range 635 to 750 °C for AlGal1 ,As (z < 0.2). When the

substrate temperature is below 675 °C, more AsH 3 must be supplied to maintain

specular surfaces. As the growth temp,-rature is increased beyond 675 °C, the

good morphology/bad morphology transition approaches a constant value of

unity. An analagous study has been reported using TEG and AsH3
25 .2

With growth temperature (670 °C) and group HI flux constant, the Al mole 3
fraction as determined by X-ray diffraction and Raman scattering was found to

vary with V/III ratio in the conventional premixed growth mode. As shown in

Figure 2, more Al is incorporated in the film as the V/IlI ratio is decreased. For

low TMAA fluxes, corresponding to alloy compositions less than 20%, AsH3 ap-

pears to prevent the TEG-TMAA reacton which is shown to reduce the TEG

tranport to the growth surface. As the PL spectra in Figure 3 reveals, the

sample quality degrades with decreasing V/IlI ratio. At a V/III ratio of 80,

a full width at half maximum exciton linewidth of 2.2 meV was observed for

A10.15Ga 0.85As. This compares favorably to the narrowest linewidth ever pro- I
duced using OMVPE 26 As the V/Ill ratio decreased to 50, the exciton linewidth

was 6.5 meV. The linewidth continue to broaden but was clearly identifiable

when the V/III ratio was lowered to 7.5. Finally, at a V/IlI ratio of 1, the exci-

ton feature was absent, indicating that even though morphology was good for

these growth conditions, material purity was relativley poor. The need for large

arsine flows may suggest that the TMAA-AsH 3 reaction inhibits the TMAA-TEG

reaction which is demonstrated to severely degrade the quality of the AIGaAs 3
I:
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* films.

Gas phase reactions between TEG and TMAA have major effects on the

growth rate. As Figure 4 illustrates, when the TMAA and TEG are premixed,

3 the AlGaAs growth rate is approximately half that of GaAs with same TEG re-

actant flux. A relatively high V/llI ratio was used (V/III=40) to eliminate the

effects of AsH 3 flows described earlier. The effect of growth rate reduction was

also reported for CBE for premixed TMAA and TEG13 . The Al composition for

AlGaAs grown using premixed sources was 79% whereas that for the spatially

separated sources was nominally 40%. Assuming that the Al and Ga incorpo-

I ration in the AlGaAs layer in &,? two growth modes are equal, an estimated

70% of the TMAA reacts in the gas phase to produce nonvolatile compounds.

The reduction of gallium incorporation seems to be consistent with FTIR results

on TMAA/TMG gas mixture"5 . In addition, color fringes were observed down-

stream along the wafer, indicating severe thickness nonuniformity (±16% over a

20 mm diameter). In contrast, excellent thickness uniformity was realized (±1%

over a 20 mm diameter) when the TEG and TMAA are separated. Although the

I growth rate was roughly doubled by separating the group III reactant fluxes, it

was still lower than that for GaAs, likely due to the partial intermixing of the

growth zones.

Figures 6 and 7 are compositional uniformity maps for the premixed and

spatially separated growth modes, respectively. The compositional uniformity

is similar for both growth modes (±2%). In both cases, the aluminum concen-

tration decreases downstream along the wafer. The compositional uniformity is

I approximately the same for both growth modes (,±2% over 40 mm2 ). This is

consistent with other reports using TMAA and TEG5.

The X-ray rocking curves for the premixed and spatially separated growth

modes are compared in Figure 8. The premixed grown material exhibited a broad

peak from the epitaxial layer, indicative of poor structural quality. In addition,

long tail on the substrate is present probably due to the to compositional grading

I
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in the layer. In constrast, layers produced by the spatially separating the TMAA

and TEG had a peak that were comparable to that of the substrate. Both curves

exhibited extra peaks which is possibly due to compositional grading. This is

believed to be due to irratic transport of the TMAA which commonly occurs in

solid organometallic sources such as trimethylindium 27 .

PL spectra was crmpared between layers grown by premixed and spatially I
separated growth mod - for constant reactant flux. These experiments were per-

formed at a growth temperature of 670 °C and a V/IUT ratio of 80. As shown in

Figure 9, the material grown with spatially separated group Ill fluxes exhibited

much stronger PL intensity than the premixed grown material. Material produce

from spatially separating the TMAA and TEG exhibited strong room tempera-

ture PL, which was difficult to observe when premixed sources were used. An

explanation for this effect is that in addition to the TMAA and TEG forming

nonvolatile compounds, volatile compounds are also present which participate

in the growth process and reduces the radiative efficiency in the AIGaAs.

VI. Summary

We have described the effects of gas phase reactions between TMAA, TEG

and AsH 3 on AlGaAs films grown by OMVPE. The TMAA-AsH 3 produces a

compositional dependence on the gas phase stoichiometry (V/ill ratio). The

TMAA-TEG reaction result in the formation of nonvolatile compounds which I
reduces the growth rate and degrades the depostion uniformity Poor lumi-

nescence was observed suggesting the presence of volatile compounds which

produce non-radiative centers. These effects were dramatically reduced by spa-

tially separating the reactants. The arsine flow requirements has been identified

for yielding good surface morphology A1GaAs using TMAA, TEG and ASH 3.

Finally, we have demonstrated that under the appropriate growth condition, ac-

ceptable quality AlGaAs can be produced using low V/III ratios.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS I

1. Figure 1: (a) Schematic illustration of implementation of Flow Modulation

Epitaxy in the multichamber cell. Two TEG sources, one on each growth

zone, allow for conventional premixed injection or spatially separated group

III sources. The arsine is uniformly injected around the cell. The inner quartz

ampoule (diameter - d) serves to separate the reactant fluxes of each deposition I
zone. (b) The exposure cycle for premixed and spatially separated TMAA

and TEG. The arsine flow is uniformly distributed around the cell. Dotted

lines represent the reactant flux zero reference. The degree of deposition zone

separation is indicated schematically by set of arrows in the lower diagram of

the figure.

2. Figure 2: Dependence of the aluminum composition (determined from Raman

scattering) on V/Ill ratio for contant TEG and TMAA fluxes at 670 °C.

3. Figure 3: Low temperature PL spectra for various V/Ill ratios at 670 0C and

cor.-ant TEG and TMAA fluxes. Compositional variation is due to TMAA-

arsine gas phase reaction. The luminescence intensity is magnified by the j
factors shown. Excitation conditions are as indicated.

4. Figure 4: The growth rate of undoped AlGaAs downstream along the wafer I
when TMAA and TEG are premixed prior to injection into the growth chamber

and spatially separated in the gas phase. The nominal aluminum composition

of the superlattice is 0.40. The growth rate is normalized to GaAs. The exper-

imental conditions are as indicated.

5. Figure 5: Compositional uniformity across a 20X20 mm wafer for AlGaAs I
grown by premixing the TMAA and TEG at 670°C and a V/III of 40. The map

was constructed from X-ray diffraction close to the (004) reflection.

6. Figure 6: Compositional uniformity across a 12X16 mm wafer for A1GaAs

grown by spatially separated TMAA and TEG at 670°C and a V/Ill of 40. The

map was constructed from X-ray diffraction close to the (004) reflection.

I
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I 7. Figure 7: X-ray rocking curve of AIGaAs grown by either premixed prior to

their injection into the reaction cell or spatially separated in the multichamber

cell, as indicated. The nominal Al compositions of the layer grown by premixed

I and spatially separated growth modes were 70% and 26%, respectively. Both

layer were grown at 670°C and a V/III of 40. The X-ray diffraction was taken

close to the (004) reflection.

8. Figure 8: Low temperature (1 K) photoluminescence of undoped AIGaAs

I grown with TEG, TMAA and AsH 3 using FME. The TMAA and TEG were

either premixed prior to their injection into the reaction cell or spatially sepa-

rated in the multichamber cell, as indicated. The luminescence is magnified by

the factors shown. Excitation conditions, growth conditions and superlattice

periods are as indicated.
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High-repetition-rate femtosecond pulse generation in the blue
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We report the generation of high-repetition-rate femtosecond pulses in the blue by intracavity doubling of a
mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser using 6-BaB 20 4 . To reduce the pvlse-broadening effect of group-velocity mis-
match, an extremely thin P-BaB2 O4 crystal is used. By pumping the Ti:sapphire laser with 4.4 W of power
from an Ar* laser, as much as 230 mW of 430-nm light is produced at a 72-MHz repetition rate and a 89-fs
pulse width. This represents an effective conversion efficiency of -75% from the typical infrared output to the
second harmonic. Pulse widths as short as 54 fs are achieved for the blue output.

Extension of the wavelength range accessible to ciency of nearly 100% from the typical CPM output
femtosecond pulses has been a topic of much inter- in the red to the UV.
est. The two techniques used most frequently to While the standard Rh6G/DODCI CPM dye laser
generate <100-fs pulses at otherwise unattainable operates at a wavelength slightly shorter than the
wavelengths are continuum generation and fre- tuning range of the Ti:sapphire laser, the broad tun-
quency conversion with the use of crystals. Fern- ability, the high average output power, and the obvi-
tosecond pulse generation techniques based on ous advantages of a solid-state laser have made the
amplification followed by continuum generation per- dispersion-compensated mode-locked Ti:sapphire
mit tunability from the UV into the IR.' However, laser' an extremely attractive replacement for
amplification reduces the pulse repetition rate to the CPM dye laser. At present, the mode-locked
the order of a kilohertz, and there is often a loss of Ti:sapphire laser can potentially operate with
time resolution in the final pulse. In contrast, fre- <200-fs pulse widths and >100-mW average power
quency conversion in crystals can maintain the high over the range of 700 to 1053 nm.' Frequency dou-
repetition rate of the femtosecond megahertz-rate bling over this spectral range provides femtosecond
laser and requires only a single cw pump laser. The pulses from 350 to 525 nm. Doubling of the
higher repetition rate results in much smaller pulse Ti:sapphire laser outside the cavity has been re-
fluctuation and excellent experimental signal-to- ported.'0  The best conversion efficiency of 25%
noise ratios. was achieved at 750 nm, although no second-

In recent years, much progress has been made in harmonic pulse widths were reported and the length
extending the spectral range of high-repetition-rate of the doubling crystal was not given. The group-
femtosecond pulses throughout the visible and IR velocity mismatch for type I second-harmonic gen-
by using frequency conversion in crystals. The eration (SHG) in BBO at 750 nm is 225 fs/mm, and
80-MHz femtosecond optical parametric oscillator in order to maintain the narrowest temporal pulse
permits broad tunability throughout the near IR width a thin doubling crystal is required. Use of a
and mid-IR.2 3 High-repetition-rate femtosecond thin crystal therefore necessitates a high peak
pulse generation in the UV and blue-green has been power to achieve high conversion efficiency, and
somewhat more limited. Colliding-pulse mode- thus intracavity doubling is required to achieve
locked (CPM) lasers have directly generated simultaneously the shortest pulses and the highest
<100-fs pulses in the range of 493 to 554 nm at power in the second harmonic. As discussed fur-
milliwatt outputs,"' and intracavity doubling of ther below, extremely high intracavity conversion ef-
the Rhodamine 6G/diethyloxadiacarbocyanine iodide ficiency is possible, which would result in UV, blue,
(Rh6G/DODCI) CPM dye laser has resulted in a or green outputs of hundreds of milliwatts average
100-MHz source of femtosecond pulses with milli- power. Using an extremely thin (55 Mm) crystal of
watt outputs in the 310-315-nm range. The BBO, we demonstrate a 72-MHz repetition-rate
Rh6G/DODCI CPM laser was first intracavity source of blue pulses of 89-fs duration (FWHM) and
doubled by using KDP.8 Soon thereafter, P-BaBO 4  115 mW of power per arm (two arms of BBO: see
(BBO) was used to intracavity double the CPM laser Fig. 1). Reducing the pulse width for the blue to
with a per-pass conversion efficiency as high as 54 fs, we measure 45 mW of power per arm.
5.5%, which generated 20 mW of UV output per arm Figure 1 shows a schematic of the dispersion-
with < 100-fs pulse widths, and pulse widths as short compensated intracavity-doubled Ti:sapphire laser.
as 43 fs.7 This gives an effective conversion effi- The SF-10 prisms are spaced 50 cm tip to tip. The

0146-9592192/050343-03$5.00 0 © 1992 Optical Society of America
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S The intracavity-doubled mode-locked laser is
started by a slight mechanical perturbation, usually

• by a small-amplitude, gentle back-and-forth transla- I
tion of one prism. Once well aligned, the mode-P M locked laser operates stably indefinitely €observed

for as much as -6 h), although significant mechani-
cal perturbation can stop mode-locked operation.

<_-. OG L The mode locking generally is not self-starting.
r B B06- -C XTAL Variation of the intracavity dispersion compensation

permits control of the pulse width. On starting, the
Fig. 1. Schematic of the intracavity doubled Ti:sapphire laser is pushed to shorter pulses simply by adding
laser. XTAL, Ti:sapphire crystal; G's, gain mirrors; L, prism glass and adjusting the focusing slightly to
focusing lens; P's, SF-10 prisms; M's, flat mirrors; D, maintain high stability. While the laser stability is
dichroic mirror, BBO. doubling crystal; S, tuning slit; OC, excellent even at the longer pulse widths, the oscilo-output coupler. scope trace of the IR mode-locked pulse train indi-

cates somewhat quieter operation as the pulse width
argon pump laser is focused by a 10-cm focal-length is decreased. The spatial mode of the fundamental
lens through one of the r = 10 cm gain mirrors onto beam is TEMo0 with faint, simple higher-orderthe 18-mm-long titanium-doped (0.1%) sapphire modes superimposed. The blue beam mode is a
crystal. The additional intracavity focus at the clean TEMoo that shows no sign of higher-order
BBO crystal consists of r = 5 cm dichroic mirrors modes, thus verifying that the power of the funda-
(fused-silica substrates, R = 100% at 860 nm, mental lies almost entirely in the TEMw mode.
T = 70% at 430 nm). The outcoupler has T = 1% When the laser is run with a high reflector in
for the IR and was replaced by a high reflector when place of the outcoupler, 107-fs IR pulses produce
the highest power in the blue was generated. Be- 230 mW of second harmonic. Without the intracav- i
fore insertion into the laser cavity, the crystal is ity doubling crystal, the maximum output of the
aligned for maximum SHG conversion efficiency in mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser operating at 860 nm
the extracavity beam of the mode-locked Ti:sapphire is -300 mW for 4.4-W pump power; thus generationlaser operating at the intended doubling wavelength of 230 mW of blue power gives an effective conver-of -860 nm. The proper alignment of the BBO can sion efficiency of -757 from the IR output typical
be preserved on insertion into the laser cavity, at this pump power. The dichroic mirrors transmit

Pulse-width measurements for both the funda- -72 mW of power per arm of the blue second-
mental dIR) and the second-harmonic light are made I
by autocorrelation with collinear type I SHG in
BBO. The BBO crystal used to measure the IR . 1.0
autocorrelation has a thickness of 0.8 mm and is cut (a)
for a phase-matching angle of 0 = 27.50. The BBO
crystal used to measure the blue pulse widths has a -0 o
thickness of 0.67 mm and is cut at 0= 690. The N 0- 1
second harmonic of the blue (215 nm, the fourth 0 i
harmonic of the Ti:sapphire) is passed through a E
0.2-m monochromator and detected by a solar-blind 0 Oo 4460#00*

photomultiplier tube. The spectra for the funda- -500 -250 0 250 500mental and second-harmonic outputs from the laser Delay (fs)are measured by using a 0.25-m monochromator to
disperse the light onto an optical multichannel IR Wavelength (nm)
analyzer. 840 850 860 870 880

We point out that the type I SHG cutoff wave- •. Ilength in the blue for BBO is 409 nm. Below this C 0 [-
wavelength, accurate pulse-width measurement re- (b) *9
quires a more difficult technique such as cross- 0.5• I. .
correlating the fundamental beam with the second- 05
harmonic beam by using phase-matched sum- 0 •
frequency generation. Owing to the significant 00 *0
group-velocity mismatch between the fundamental 0 0.0 0
and second-harmonic pulses for fundamental wave- Z
lengths below 820 nm (the group-velocity mismatch 420 425 430 435 440

is >170 fs/mm for BBO at AIR = 820 nm and Blue Wavelength (nm)
increases for shorter wavelengths), a thin cross- Fig. 2. (a) Autocorrelation data for the fundamental and
correlation crystal is required. 7 Thus, for the second-harmonic pulses in the longer-pulse limit. TheFWHM for the fundamental is 107 fs, and for the secondconvenience of using collinear type I SHG autocor- harmonic it is 89 fs, (b) Spectra for the fundamental and
relation to measure the pulse width of the doubled second-harmonic beams. The FWHM for the fundamen-
light, we operated the Ti:sapphire laser at talis12.7nm, which gives AvAt = 0.55, and for the second
A > 820 nm. harmonic it is 4.9 nm, which gives AvAt = 0.71. l
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1 0 a nondepleted pump wave," Without the intracav-
(a) ity b0 crystal, we have observed stable mode-

C! (a) locked operation for <100-fs pulses at intracavitv
I 0 powers as high as 8 W For the same f,-cusing and

0506 131BBO crystal length presented here, 8 W of intra-
0 • 20500 cavity power at a 110-fs pulse width would yield a

So ,more than fourfold increase in the output of the sec-
0. o 00•. . ond harmonic, or -500 mW of blue light. For thisZ -500 -250 0 250 500 case, the peak intracavity intensity at the focus

Delay (Is) would approach the reported single-shot damage
threshold for BBO of 50 GW/cm 2.` However, this

IR Wavelength (nm) threshold pertains to pulses of 8-ns duration, and we
BZ0 840 860 880 900 expect the threshold to increase by orders of magni-
82 tude for the 100-fs pulse-width regime. The aver-

1 0 age intensity is orders of magnitude below the

(b) :• fo [ long-term damage threshold for BBO.13~i 0 Blue
_L.....J •In conclusion, we have demonstrated highly effi-

W'a 05 .cient intracavity doubling of a mode-locked
N Ti:sapphire laser that yields a source of femtosecond
E .5 pulses in the blue with the same high repetiton rate

".o of 72 MHz, short pulse width, excellent beam qual-
410 44itv, and power in the blue representing appreciable
410 420 430 440 450 recovery of the typical IR output at this 44-W pumpBlue Wavelength (nm) level. This research represents an extension of in-

Fig. 3. (a) Autocorrelation data for the fundamental and level. This r c represetan extensi on
second-harmonic pulses for the shortest second-harmonic tracavity doubling to solid-state mode-locked lasers
pulses. The FWHM for the fundamental is 93 fs, and for and results in a source of femtosecond pulses poten-
the second harmonic it is 54 fs. (b) Spectra for the fun- tially tunable from the near UV into the green, thus
damental and second-harmonic beams. The FWHM for broadly expanding the potential spectral range for
the fundamental is 18.6 nm, and for the second harmonic femtosecond pulses.
it is 7.7 nm. This gives AvAt = 0.70 for the fundamental The authors thank W S. Pelouch, P E. Powers, and
and Arit = 0.67 for the blue second-harmonic pulses. D. C. Edelstein for helpful conversations. This

harmonic light. On compression of the blue pulses research was supported by the Joint Services
by a dispersion-compensating prism pair, a pulse Electronics Program and the Natiorai Science

width of 89 fs is measured (see Fig. 2). The prism Foundation.

pair allows compensation for the dispersion of the
dichroic mirror substrate and of other intracavity References
optics as well as for any upchirp that the pulses may 1. R. L. Fork, C. V Shank, C. Hirlimann, R. Yen. and
have on generation in the intracavity BBO crystal. W J. Tomlinson, Opt. Lett. 8, 1 (1983).
The IR pulses are not extracavity dispersion com- 2. D. C. Edelstein, E. S. Wachman. and C. L. Tang, Appl
pensated. The spectral FWHM's of the IR and blue Phys. Lett. 54, 1728 (1989).
are 12.7 and 4.9 nm, respectively, which give .1i,.1t =: 3. E. S. Wachman, W S. Pelouch, and C. L. Tang, J. Appl.
0.55 for the IR and Av.1t = 0.71 for the blue pulses. Phys. 70, 1893 (1991).

Pulse widths and time-bandwidth products are de- 4. P. M. W French and J. R. Taylor, Opt. Lett. 13, 470
termined assuming a sech 2(t) intensity envelope. (1988).

We achieved the shortest blue pulses when run- 5. P. M. W French, M. M. Opalinska, and J. R. Taylor.
ning the laser with a 1% outcoupler in place of the Opt. Lett. 14. 217 (1989).
high reflector and operating closer to net zero intra- 6. G. Focht and M. C. Downer, IEEE J. Quantum Elec-

i tron. 24, 431 (1988).

Scavity group-velocity dispersion (see Fig. 3). The 7. D. C. Edelstein, E. S. Wachman, L. K. Cheng.
power of the IR coupled out is 27 roW,, whereas the W R. Bosenberg, and C. L. Tang, Appl. Phys. Lett. 52.blue power transmitted by the dichroic mirrors 2211 (1988).
is -31 mW per arm. The extracavity dispersion- 8. D. E. Spence, P. N. Kean, and W Sibbett, Opt. Lett.
compensated blue pulses have a FWHM of 54 fs and 16, 42 (1991).
a spectral FWHM of 7.7 nm, which gives AvIt = 9. For example, the Coherent MIRA laser.
0.67. The IR pulses (which again are not extracavitv 10. Y. Ishida. N. Sarukura, and H. Nakano. in Digest of
dispersion compensated) have a pulse width of 93 fs Conference on Lasers and Electro-Optics (Optical So-
and a spectral FWHM of 18.6 nm, which yields ciety of America, Washington. D.C., 1991). paper
AvW= 0.70. It is believed that the IR pulses may JMB2.

be compressed by an extracavity two-prism se- 11. A. Yariv. Quantum Electronics (Wiley, New York.
quencopess and wehopexto acarif y this wo-ari re. 1975). p. 431. Eq. 16.7.3. where this equation i:s dividedSquence. and we hope to verify this in the near future. 4 for P"' represenhng the total pump heam rather
Again, a sech2(t) intensity envelope is assumed. than by one half of the pump for each miixinz wavve.

The observed intraavity SHG conversion effi- and the author has included the factor of t,, in a..,
ciency of 3.2% per pass for the shortest blue pulses 12. H. Nakatani. W R. Bosenberg. L K. Cheng, and C L
agrees well with the theory fl3.5') for conversion by Tang, Appi, Phvs. Lett. 53. 2587 i 1988L-
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Ti:sapphire-pumped, high-repetition-rate femtosecond optical
parametric oscillator

W S. Pelouch, P. E. Powers, and C. L, Tang U
Department of Applied Physics. Cornell Universitr. Ithaca New VbrA 1485i

Received March 31 1992 J
A broadly tunable ferntosecond optical parametric oscillator (OPOM based on KTiOPO. th.at IS extrrrnal: %
pumped by a self-mode-locked Ti sappnire laser is described Continuous tuning is demonstrated from 1 22 to
1.37 tm in the signal branch and from 1 82 to 2 15 jAm in the idler branch by using one set of OPO oplict The
potential tuning range of the OPO is from 1 0 to 2 75 jm and requires three set5 of mirrori arnd two crystAi-
Without prisms in the OPO cavity. 340 mnW (475 mWl of chirped-pulse power is generawed in the signali ,dlerr
branch for 2.5 W of pump power. The total conversion efficiency as measured by the pump depletion is 55",r
With prisms in the cavity. pulses of 135 fs are generated, which can be shortened to 75 fs by increasing the out,.
put coupling.

Optical parametric oscillators (OPO's) have recently (o - e - oý and coated with a 250-nm layer of MgF,
been exploited in the femtosecond time domain as a on both sides for high transmission centered at
source of broadly and continuously tunable radia- 1.3 Mm. The OPO cavity uses two r - 10 cm curved I
tion. The lack of suitable pump sources has ham- mirrors that are aligned for oscillation in the x-:
pered the development of femtosecond OPO's that plane of the crystal to provide compensation for
operate with short pulse widths, a high repetition walk-off between the Poynting vectors of the pump
rate, and high output powers. The high peak power and the resonated signal branch. The cavity may
at the intracavity focus of a colliding-pulse mode- be aligned with or without the SF-14 prism sequence
locked dye laser was exploited to develop the first simply by lowering or raising the prism assembly
femtosecond OPO.1'- This resulted in -105-fs, The output coupler is 1%, and the other flat mirror
80-MHz pulses at approximately 3 mW of output is mounted on a piezoelectric transducer for fine
power. Other researchers resorted to a Q-switched length adjustment. A linear cavity design was cho-
and mode-locked laser (300 pulses at 15 Hz) to pump sen so that the pump can be retroreflected for

a OPO producing a-160-fs pulses (65 fs at one wave- double-pass pumping of the KTP crystal.' This I
length at 4.5 mW of average power.' More recently would result in parametric gain for the signal in both
a femtosecond OPO was reported that was exter- directions through the crystal when the retrore-
nallv pumped by a hybridly mode-locked dye laser flected pump pulses overlap the signal pulses in the
producing 220-fs pulses at 30 mW of average power.' crystal. However. this requires that an optical iso-
In this Letter we describe a Ti:sapphire-pumped lator be inserted between the pump laser and the
OPO capable of producing 75-fs pulses at a high OPO to reject feedback into the Ti:sapphire cavity.
repetition rate 190 MHz) and hundreds of milliwatts The OPO is aligned by monitoring the spontaneous
of average output power. We believe that these are parametric scattering using a liquid-nitrogen-cooled
the shortest tunable pulses ever generated from an germanium photodiode [the peak detectivity is
OPO. -10" cm Hz 'W-' at 1.5 4mi. This signal is maxi.

The Ti:sapphire pump laser is configured in a mized by adjusting the OPO mirrors and focusing
linear cavity with a 18-mm titanium-doped (0.1%) such that the spontaneous parametric scattering .
sPphire crystal and SF-14 prisms (spaced at 40 cm) makes many round trips in the cavity. Oscillationfor dispersion compensation. The crystal is occurs when the cavity length of the OPO is matched
ilounted in A' copper block and cooled by using a to that of the pump laser cavity; the length mis-
thermoelectric cooler with temperature feedback to match becomes more sensitive near threshold."rlainta1 n a constant 20'C temperature. The laser With 2.5 W of pump power (125 fs) the OPO pro-"' self-Mode locked as described elsewhere in the lit- duces as much as 340 mW of power in the signal

erature- and produces 2.5 W of 125-fs pulses in a branch through the I% output coupler. We have mea-
TE4,,f, mode when pumped by a 15-W argon-ion sured 60 mW of signal energy reflected from thelaser A schematic of the OPO cavity is shown in KTP crystal in one direction (120-mW loss per roundFig. 1. The T':sapphire laser beam is focused onto trip), which implies a transmission loss of 02c.

Tp crystal with polarization along the Thus 460 mW of power is generated in the signaly axis using aT 15 cm curved high reflector. The branch with an effective output coupler of 1. VT. In
pump suffers approximately a 5% transmission loss the idler branch we have coupled out 475 mW of
for each side of the crystal. The KTP crystal is cut power, but this may be limited by the physical con-
at 6 = 47.5ý and , 0o for type II phase matching straints of collecting and collimating the diverging

0146"9592/92/151070-03S5.00/0 C 1992 Optical Society of America 3
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. Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)]. Near zero GVD the OPO may
P _"-abruptly flip into either the chirped or unchirped

cTP. mode. This behavior is in contrast to the observed
Sof sm ooth transition between operation with net nega-... .... tire and positive GVD of the OPO reported1 in Ref. 2,

_"_ _"_Therefore a nonlirear chirp must be generated in
T •:sapp.e •the KTP, which accounts for the runaway condition

go9MHz. 125 #3, 2.5W in the positive-GVD regime. This would also ex-
plain why the time-bandwidth product is 45CQ

Fig 1. Schematic of the OPO cavity in the vertical plane. greater than the transform limit for the minimum

The Ti:sapphire pump (P) is focused onto the 1.15-mm pulse width. This effect is most likely due to self-
KTP crystal. An enlarged view of the crystal is depicted phase modulation of the signal ir* the crystal as a

I above and shows the orientation for type I1 phase match- result of the high intracavity intensity and large
ing at the phase-matching angle Op.. The signal branch nonlinear index of KTP. Self-phase modulation in
(S) is resonated by using a 1% output coupler and a KTP was identified as a source of broadening of the
piezoelectric transducer (PZT) for fine length adjustment. pump laser in Ref. 1 and is consistent with the
The idler (I) exits from the crystal at -6 deg from the shape of the signal spectrum in Fig. 2(c).' It is ex-
signal. The prism sequence may be raised to allow oscil- pe of the sglsectru inrFig at ise-
lation without the prisms, pected that the pulse widths are approximately con-

stant over the tuning range owing to the relatively
constant inverse group-velocity mismatch between

idler radiation that is generated at -6 deg (external the pump and the signal. The larger mismatch for
to the crystal) from the signal. The pump is de- the idler suggests pulse widths approximately 50-
pleted by 55% when the OPO is oscillating and is a greater than the signal.
measure of the actual conversion efficiency; this It was also observed in the unchirped regime that
value agrees well with the measured power output of a slight detuning of the length shortened the pulse
the OPO if the crystal reflections and the pump widths to approximately 75 fs (and reduced the out-
transmission losses are taken into account. Double- put power by 25%). The pulse width was also de-U pass pumping has not yet been implemented in the creased to 75 fs by increasing the output coupling at
OPO since excellent conversion efficiency has al- constant zero detuning. This was achieved by in-
ready been achieved. If only one pass of the pump serting a thin glass flat in the OPO cavity and ro-
were used, then a ring cavity would provide less loss tating it away from Brewstpr's angle, effectively

Sthan the linear cavity, reducing the intracavity power by increasing the
Interestingly, the OPO also produces output at output coupling to 1.5% (plus 0.4% from the crystali.

two other non-phase-matched 7 wavelengths that cor- Therefore this pulse shortening results from a de-
respond to collinear second-harmonic generation of crease in intracavity power as the OPO is operated
the signal branch (e 4- e -- e) and noncollinear sum- closer to threshold, as predicted by theory. The re-
frequency generation between the pump and the sig- duction in intracavity power reduces the magnitude
nal (o - e - o). For a pump wavelength of 780 nm of self-phase modulation (both linear and nonlinear
and a signal wavelength of 1300 nim the second- chirp) so that less dispersion compensation is re-
harmonic wavelength is 650 nm and the sum- quired from the prism sequence.

frequency wavelength is 485 nn.. A total of almost
100 mW of second-harmonic power is generated
(50 mW in each direction), but only 10 mW gets

coupler. The collinear second harmonic could be
utilized for experimental purposes and is also
useful for aligning the signal through extracavity _
optics, after which it can be easily filtered out.
100 gW of sum-frequency light was measured after
the output coupler. In all, the OPO system produces
synchronized femtosecond radiation at five different 4d)
wavelengths.

* •Without prisms in the OPO cavity the autocorrela-tion and spectra show signs of significant chirp.

The pulse width as measured from the intensity
autocorrelation is approximately 500 fs owing to
the long decay time of the wings. With prisms in J :Z 1 132 37
the OPO cavity two regimes are encountered. For Waveleng• (h•mi
net negative group-velocity dispersion (GVD) the Fig. 2. (a) Spectrum and Ib) autocorrelation of the signal

pulses are unchirped with a minimum pulse width pulse for net negative GVD. The time-bandwidth prod-
of 135 fs (fit to a sech " shape) and have a smooth uct is 0.45. (c) Spectrum and 4d) autocorrelation of the
spectrum ( -&,hr = 0.45) [see Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)]. chirped signal pulse for net positive GVD. The abrupt
For net positive GVD the pulses are slightly chirped transition between these two regimes suggests a sed-
with a broader pulse width and a split spectrum [see phase-modulation process in the crystal.



w""r wa-vensto (KTP crystal and adjusting the cavity length. Be-1o i0 U Io %• 20-22 12 yond this range the OPO alignment needs to be |
I .. "modified. The operation of the OPO is quite robust

so that broad tuning is accomplished by iterating be-
tween rotating the crystal and adjusting the OPO
alignment while maintaining oscillation. Represen-
tative spectra are displayed in Fig. 3 for both the
signal and the idler. The demonstrated tuning is

o00 066 0 6.2 0 limited by the optics available in our laboratory, but 3
ft"on Eg , with appropriate optics the full tuning range will be *088 092 0. 110 accessible.

No alignment of the GPO is necessary on a day-to-
day basis; length adjustment is all that is required to
regain oscillation. Furthermore the OPO is not ex-
tremely sensitive to pump steering. Alignment of
the pump through two pinholes suffices to recover
oscillation if the Ti:sapphire alignment is consider-

Jo , 36 1.32 1.2 1 24 ably altered. The output of the OPO is an excellent
SAS"A1 we M1TEMoo mode that is made possible by the tight

Fig. 3. OPO signal (bottom) and idler (top) spectra ob- Z focus shown in Fig. 1. Thus the OPO is a practii-
tained by angle tuning the OPO over a range of one set of cal laser source for experimental ultrafast research. 3
mirrors. Broad tuning may also be achieved by changing A feedback circuit to maintain length matching
the pump wavelength without rotating the KTP crystal or would be useful to maximize stability, although all
altering the OPO alignment, the data presented in this Letter were obtained L

without any length stabilization.
The insertion of the Brewster-cut prism sequence In summary, we have reported the development of

reduces the output power of the signal to 300 mW in a high-power, high-repetition-rate femtosecond
the chirped regime, but we believe that with a more OPO externally pumped by a self-mode-locked
careful alignment fu.'l recovery of the 340 mW is Ti:sapphire laser. More than 1.0 W of the pump i
possible. This loss is primarily due to a small rota- laser power is converted to tunable OPO radiation
tion of the signal polarization in the KTP crystal, for a conversion efficiency of 55%. Unchirped
which is oriented slightly away from ck - 00. The pulses of 135 fs can be generated across the demon-
output power for the unchirped pulses is reduced to strated tuning range of the device. Pulse shorten-
approximately 180 roW. This loss of power is not ing to 75 fs is achieved by increasing the output
due to simple alignment since the prism is only coupling at the expense of output power.
translated. This research was supported by the Joint ServiceTuning of the OPO is straightforward and may be Electronics Program and the National Science
accomplished by three different means. Adjust- Foundation. We are grateful to L. K. Cheng and
ment of the length mismatch of the OPO cavity re- J
sults in a wavelength shift as reported previously' J.D. Bierlein of E. I. DuPont de Nemours & Com-
and may be used to stabilize the OPO length ata pany for providing the KTP material. -
fixed wavelength. The wavelength range over Note added in proof: We recently generated
which the OPO will oscillate while the length is ad- nearly transform-limited 57-fs signal pulses at an
justed is a measure of how sensitive the OPO is to output power of 115 mW.
length variations. The OPO can withstand a 5.jtm
length variation, which results in a wavelength shift References
of almost 50 rim. Second, a change in the pump 1 D. C. Edelstein, E. S. Wachmnan, and C. L. Tang, App. U
wavelength will tune the OPO without changing the Phys. Lett. 54, 1728 (1989).
crystal orientation or OPO alignment-only the 2. E. S. Wachman, D. C. Edelstein, and C. L. Tang, Opt.
length of the OPO cavity must be adjusted to match Lett. 15, 136 (1990).
the new pump cavity length. We can tune our 3. E. S. Wachman, W S. Pelouch, and C. L. Tang, J, Appl.
Ti:sapphire laser from 765 to 815 nm while main- Phys. 70, 1893 (1991).
taining mode locking and cavity alignment. This 4. R. Laenen. H. Graener, and A. Laubereau. Opt, Lett.
results in tuning of the signal branch from 1.22 to 15, 971 (1990).
1.34 tzm and from 2.05 to 2.08 Im in the idler 5. G. Mak, Q. Fu. and H. M. van Driel, Appl. Phys. Lett.
branch. Note that the wavelength of the idler re- 60, 542 (1992).
mains relatively fixed, whereas the signal tunes over 6. See, for example, D. E. Spence. P. N. Kean, and
120 nr as the pump wavelength is varied over W Sibbett, Opt. Lett. 16, 42 (1991,.
50 rim. T,,picas y this type of tuning wils also result 7. The non-phase-matched process was previously
in a i t y oobserved by D. C. Edelstein, Ph.D. dissertation
tuna h ge in pump power. Third, the OPO may be (Cornell University, Ithaca, NY., 1990).tuned in the traditional manner by adjusting the 8. E. M. Wright. J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 7, 1142 (1990).phase-matching angle of the KTP crystal. We can 9. E. C. Cheung and J. M. Liu, J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 7, 1385
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I
Femtosecond pulse generation by using an additive-pulse

mode-locked chromium-doped forsterite laser operated at 77 K I

Alphan Sennaroglu, Timothy J. Carrig, and Clifford R. Pollock

School of Electrical Engineerin,&. Cornell University. Ithaca, New York 14853

Received April 13. 1992 I
Using an acousto-optically mode-locked chromium-doped forsterite laser, operated at 77 K and coupled to a
nonlinear resonator containing a single-mode fiber, we have produced femtosecond pulses of 150-fs duration at
1.23 Im with useful output powers of approximately 60 roW This represents what is to our knowledge the first
demonstration of femntosecond pulse generation from this laser system using the coupled-cavity mode-locking
scheme.

The chromium-doped forsterite laser (Cr:Mg 2SiO4) involves coupling the master laser resonator to an I
is based on the Cr 4" ion in a tetrahedrally coordi- external nonlinear cavity containing an optical fiber.
nated lattice site serving as the laser-active center. The auxiliary fiber cavity, in which propagating
First demonstrated by Petri~evi6 et at.,' the laser light pulses acquire a Kerr-effect-induced phase f
emission, centered at 1.23 Am, was shown to be tun- shift, can be regarded as a nonlinear termination
able over as broad a range as from 1.13 to 1.37 Am.2  equivalent to a mirror with an intensity-dependent
This feature, in conjunction with ample output reflectivity. Once the nonlinear phase shift is ad- •
powers, makes the Cr;forsterite laser a useful source justed to give constructive interference at the center |
for the optical characterization of fiber-optic systems and destructive interference in the wings of the
at 1.3 Azm and spectroscopic studies of narrow band- master cavity and coupled-cavity pulses when they
gap semiconductors. To date, room-temperature combine at the output coupler of this composite opti- l
Q-switched,1"2 cw,' flash-lamp-pumped,2"4 cw acousto- cal resonator, a dramatic reduction in the output
optically mode-locked,5 synchronously pumped,-' and pulse width results provided that the two cavities
cw cryogenic6 operations have been demonstrated are interferometrically matched in length. To
with various optical pumping mechanisms. In par- date, APM has been demonstrated in KCI:TI°, 12• 1• 3

ticular, our previous experiments revealed an ap- LiF:F 2', 2 NaCI:OH-,< Ti:sapphire,15 .6 Nd:YAG,' U
proximately threefold increase in cw output power Nd:YLF,'s and Nd:glass'9 lasers. As described in
when the gain medium was cooled to 77 K (Ref. 6) what follows, we have applied this scheme to gener-
(for pump powers well above threshold), resulting in ate femtosecond pulses from the Cr;forsterite laser.
cw output powers as high as 2.8 W at 1.23 Am when Figure 1 shows the experimental setup of the
the system was pumped by a cw Nd:YAG laser.7 The coupled-cavity Cr:forsterite laser used for the APM
Cr;forsterite laser used in the mode-locking experi- experiments. The master cavity, consisting of a •
ments described in this Letter was also operated flat high reflector (HR1), a flat 11% transmit-
cryogenically to achieve increased power outputs. ting output coupler (O.C.), an acousto-optic prism
Furthermore th,! broad emission bandwidth of this mode locker (M.L.), and a pair of 5-cm focal-length
laser can also Ee utilized for generating ultrashort antireflection-coated plano-convex lenses (Li and U
light pulses on a femtosecond scale. Such pulses L2) around the gain medium, was end pumped by a U
are ideal for applications in short-pulse propaga- cw Nd:YAG laser (Quantronix Model 416). The gain
tion experiments and femtosecond time-resolved medium was a 20 mm x 5 mm X 5 mm piece of
spectroscopy. forsterite crystal cut along the a, b, and c axes (using [

In this Letter we report what is to our knowledge the P,. crystallographic notation), with the longest U
the first demonstration of additive-pulse mode- dimension along the c axis. The estimated laser-
locked operation of an actively mode-locked active center concentration was 4 X 10's cm 3. To
Cr:forsterite laser. Using this technique, we have prevent deleterious 6talon effects, the normal-cut f
produced pulses of 150-fs duration (FWHM) at crystal was polished with a slight wedge between the
1.23 Am with useful output powers of approximately 5-mm-sided square faces, which were also broad-
60 mW band antireflection coated at 1.28 Am. The crystal

Additive-pulse mode locking (APM), a well- was maintained in an evacuated Dewar (pressure
established scheme for generating ultrashort light -10-6 Torr) at 77 K with the pIano-convex lenses L1
pulses, has been successfully applied to many solid- and L2 serving as the Dewar windows. Using 5 W
state laser systems (see Ref. 8 and references therein of input pump power and a 70-cm focal-length l
for a thorough discussion). Briefly, in its most corn- mode-matching lens between the pump and the
monly practiced form, this technique, also known as Cr:forsterite laser, we obtained 625 mW of cw
coupled-cavity9 '1 or interferential" mode locking, TEMoo output power with the output field polarized
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Cr: forsterite CW periments, the minimum pulse width obtained was
.L. . HRI. Nd:.yAG 320 ps (FWHM), as shown in Fig. 2.

O.C. The nonlinear coupled cavity was established by

B.S. L2 LI pump using an 85% reflecting beam splitter (B.S.). The
.. 1 A beom single-mode fiber (Corning 1521) of length 50.8 cm

All - 0 placed in this external cavity had zero group-velocity
APM L3 dispersion at 1.3 Am and a mode-field diameter of
opu Single-mode 9 Am. The fibe.- ends were cleaved with tilt angles

fiber of less than 0.5 deg to the surface normal. Using
l Fig. 1. Experimental setup of the APM Cr:forsterite coupling spheres (S1 and S2) with antireflection

laser. The Cr:forsterite crystal was maintained at 77 K coating on the input side and index-matching gel be-
inside an evacuated Dewar with lenses L, and L2 serving tween the output side and the fiber surface, together
as the Dewar windows. with an antireflection-coated mode-matching lens

(L3), we obtained coupling efficiencies of approxi-
mately 70%. A flat high reflector mirror (HR2)

placed a distance from the output end of the fiber
0 provided the nonlinear feedback with retroreflec-

tion efficiencies approaching 90%. The output of
the APM Cr:forsterite laser was monitored by using
three separate diagnostics: a Michelson interfer-
Someter with a LiIO3 nonlinear crystal to measure
the collinear and background-free intensity autocor-
relations of the pulses, a Ge photodiode with a 2-ns
rise time to investigate the pulse train over the 50-ns
to 200-/is time scale, and a scanning spectrometer
(Monolight Model 6000) to measure the bandwidth
of the output pulses.

When the two cavity lengths were interferometri-
cally matched, enhanced mode-locked operation of
the Cr:forsterite laser was observed. Figures 3
and 4 show the background-free intensity autocorre-
lation and the spectrum of the APM pulses, respec-

Fig. 2. Oscilloscope trace of the actively mode-locked tively. With the assumption of a sech2 intensity
pulses from the master laser resonator using the 11%
transmitting output coupler. profile, the width (FWHM) of the pulses was mea-

sured to be 150 fs. A simultaneous measurement of
18-nm bandwidth gave a time-bandwidth product of

along the a axis. The Cr:forsterite crystal had 78% approximately 0.55, roughly 1.7 times larger than
absorption at the pump wavelength of 1.06 Aim at the theoretical limit of 0.32 for the assumed pulse
77 K. An asymmetric cavity configuration used to shape. The output of the laser was at 1.23 Mm.
prevent possible double pulsing effects of the mode- It was found that with the above mirror reflectivi-
locked laser together with a choice of comparably ties and coupling retroreflection efficiencies, a
shorter focal-length lenses around the gain medium threshold power level of 40 mW coupled through the
resulted in less than optimum mode matching be-
tween the pump and the laser cavities and hence
lower output power than what was reported in Ref. 6. ..

Before employing the nonlinear coupled-cavity 6
scheme to produce femtosecond pulses, we actively >%
mode locked the master laser resonator, using a 1.0-
quartz acousto-optic modulator in the form of a C0)
Brewster-cut prism (Crystal Technology), placed
within 3 cm of the output coupler. With approxi-
mately 2 W of absorbed rf power at 40.999 MHz, the 0
laser was acousto-optically mode locked and gener-
ated output pulses at a 82-MHz repetition rate.
The individual acousto-optically mode-locked pulses 0
were monitored by a high-speed InGaAs detector u

0with a response time of approximately 80 ps con-
nected to a sampling oscilloscope with a response <.
time of less than 30 ps. With a 1% transmitting out- -1000 -500 0 500 1000
put coupler, detector-limited pulse widths of 80 ps
(FWHM) were measured, indicating that the actual Delay (fsec)
pulses were shorter and comparable with what was Fig. 3. Background-free intensity autocorrelation of the
reported by Seas et al.5 However, with the 11% APM Cr:forsterite pulses. The measured FWHM is
transmitting output coupler, used in the APM ex- 150 fs.
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powers of approximately 60 mW It was also ob- i
"& 18 nm served that near the threshold of the APM action,

"c the mode-locked pulse train came as a series of
1.0- repetitively Q-switched pulses of 700-ns duration

occurring at 143-kHz repetition rate. For power -
'S levels sufficiently above the threshold, however, a |

stable, quiet pulse train of femtosecond pulses was
" 0 0.5 produced.

__This research was supported by the National
Science Foundation under grant ECS-9111838,

0.21 1.23 1.25 the New York State Science and Technology Founda.tion, and the Materials Science Center at Cornell i
Wavelength (prm) University.

Fig. 4. Spectrum of the APM Cr:forsterite pulses. The
resulting time-bandwidth product is 0.55. References
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I ABSTRACT

Carrier energy relaxation times have been measured in In0 .53Ga 0 A7As grown by MBE on laP. Layer thicknesses from 0.5 to
3 microns have been studied. An NaCI color center laser using additive pulse modelocking supplied 150 femtosecond pulses
with photon energies between 780 and 806 meV. These were used for time resolved optical saturation measurements near the
750 meV material bandgap. Carrier densities between 0.4 x 1018 and 5.7 x 1018 were achieved. Lifetimes of about 150
femtoseconds are reported. These are observed to decrease with increasing carrier density and with decreasing photon energy.

I 1. INTRODUCTION

i The bandgap of the InGaAs/InP sytem at 1.55 microns has made it a useful material for optoelectronic device fabrication. In
addition, its high mobility suggests the possibility of fabricating extremely fast devices. This has been done, for example, in a
heterojunction bipolar transistor1. Fast pin photodiodes are also being developed in InGaAs. It is therefore useful to
characterize the carrier lifetimes. Previously, photoluminescence upconversion has been applied to measure longer time scale
relaxation rates2 ,3,4, as well as femtosecond pump-continuum probe methods 5,6.Both used photon energies well above the
bandgap. In this work, near-bandgap measurements were made well below the intervalley scattering threshold, using the
equal pulse correlation technique to extract the lifetime from the transient optical saturation of different samples. Exploiting
the tuneability of the NaCI color center laser, these experiments were performed at several photon energies.

InGaAs is a direct gap material, and the bandgap InGaAs/InP is well known to be 750 tineV at 300K. The next lowest
transition occurs at more than 3 times the photon energy 7. for which the split-off band separation is about 343 meV.
Therefore only the direct r transition to the conduction band from the light- and heavy-hole valence bands is significant in
these experiments; split-off holes cannot participate in the low-energy transitions excited by our laser. For this system, the
longitudinal optical phonon energy is 34 meV.

I Experimental results from 3 samples are reported here. 3, 1, and 0.5um films of In0.53Ga0.47As grown by MBE on an Fe-
doped InP substrate were studied. Note that the InP substrate's bandgap of 1.4 eV makes it quite wransparent to the
wavelengths of the NaCI laser. The substrate was, however, lightly polished to minimize scattering from the substrate. The
transparency of the InP was verified with a Cary 5 spectrophotometer. For wavelengths longer than 1 micron, it revealed a
smooth, resonance-free transmission spectrum for an InP sample taken from the same wafer as that used to grow our
samples. All experiments were carried out at 3001K

2. EQUAL PULSE CORRELATION SPECTROSCOPY

Equal pulse correlation spectroscopy uses two identical excitation pulses derived from the same source but delayed relative to
each other. The time-averaged absorption in the sample is then a symmetrical function of delay. More precisely, the
experiment measures the convolution of the material response with the second order autocorrelation of the laser pulse8. This
assumes that the sample is optically thin, that is,

(I./r) «1 (1)

Iwhere L is the sample thickness, and at is the absorption depth.

I
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For a linear response function R(t), and a second-order pulse autocorrelation function f(t), the equal pulse correlation signal
takes the form

S(T) = Jods R(s) [f(t - s) + f(tc + s)] + f ds R(s) [c(s, c ) + c(s, --)] (2)

where c(t, T) models the coherent response to the rapidly varying electric fields. For transform-limited pulses, the coherent
response term is negligible for delays longer than one and a half pulse widths. Most of the useful information about the
sample is contained within the first term. Note that the response is symmetrical in delay -z. The nature of the equal pulse I
correlation signal is illustrated in figures 1 and 2 for 100 femtosecond pulses convolved with 50 and 200 femtosecond decay
functions.

1.00 1.00

0.75 0.75 i
0.50 0.50 -

0.25 / 0.25

-2 -1 0 1 2 -0.0 -0.25 0 0.25 0.5

delay (ps) I

Fig. 1. The convolution of eqn. 2, with the Fig. 2. Same as Fig. I, but with 50fs I
autocorrelation function superimposed. Pulsewidth lifetime.
is 100 fs, and decay time is 200 fs.

Typical pump probe spectroscopy also gives a convolution of autocorrelation and response function, but information near i
zero delay is distorted by the order reversal of saturating and probing pulses. Equal pulse correlation allows simpler fitting
when the decay times observed are close to the excitation pulse width.

3. Experiment

The experiment is laid out as a Michelson interferometer, with one arm mounted on a galvanometer-driven taut band
translator9 which gives a smooth sinusoidal variation of the optical delay. Both pulses had parallel polarizations. Only the
linear region of the delay, near zero crossing, is used to collect data. The spatially overlapped pulse trains from each
Michelson arm are then attenuated by a rotatable antireflection coated linear polarizer followed by a fixed polarizing
beamsplitter used to define a constant polarization state for our experiments. The light is then split into a reference and signal
beam. The latter is focussed onto a germanium photodiode for use in noise suppression. The first beam is focussed to an 8
micron spot on the sample. The light transmitted through is collected by a lens and focussed onto a second, identical
germanium photodiode. Both detectors are preceded by neutral density filters to balance the photocurrents and also to Iminimize detector nonlinearity.

The large amount of amplitude modulation (5-10%) present on the output of the additive pulse modelocked laser requires that
some form of noise cancelation be used. A well-known passive approach has worked best to date: subtracting from the I

I
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nonlinear response signal a signal proportional to the instantaneous laser intensity. This is easily accomplished using the
photodiodes sampling optical intensity before and after the sample, as described above. The two photodiodes are directly
connected so as to subtract their photocurrents. Using a variable neutral density filter to balance the average photocurrents
results in excellent subtraction of laser amplitude fluctuations. Little decrease in cancellation efficiency occurs near zero
delay, since the nonlinearity is small, only about 2%.

The difference photocurrent is used as the input to a transimpedance amplifier (Ithaco model 1211) which provides a voltage
proportional to the difference current. It also serves to filter out fast interferometric oscillations in the data. This voltage is
averaged synchronously with the delay variation, using a 12 bit a/d converter. Five hundred to fifteen hundred averages were
used to obtain the traces presented here.

The source used in these experiments was a sodium chloride color center laser using additive pulse modelocking. The
characteristics of this laser have been reported elsewhere 10. This laser was used to produce 100 - 200 femtosecond pulses
from 1.54 microns to 1.59 microns in this experiment. Up to 100 miliwatts of output power is available, at a repetition rate of
164 MHz. In the wavelengths reported in this paper, the laser pulses are approximately transform limited.

4. Fitting

Extracting the carrier lifetime proved challenging, since the carriers clearly relaxed on a time scale comparable to the
pulsewidth. Simply fitting the data tails (data well separated from zero delay) to a sum of exponentials is problematic in this
case. It was decided instead to fit to the convolved model dexcribed earlier. The dominant decay is clearly on the order of 150
femtoseconds or less, so only one exponential was used in the fit. This is not meant to imply that longer decays are not
present - work is still progressing on refining the analysis. The sodium chloride additively pulse modelocked laser has
previously been demonstrated to produce transform limited pulses near 1.55 micron wavelengths. The second harmonic
autocorrelation trace of these pulses fit a hyperbolic secant function rather well. Therefore the measured second harmonic
autocorrelation trace width was used as a fixed fit parameter. All fitting was done starting 300 femtoseconds after the zero
delay point. This ensured that the coherent artifact did not distort the results. Good fits to the data were obtained for a ratio of
fit function peak to data peak of 1: 2. This ratio, which corresponds to the amount of coherent artifact pmsent, was therefore
fixed in our analysis at this value. Data was taken out to a delay of 1.7 picoseconds on either side of zero delay.

5. Results

All of our experiments show fast decay times. A representative equal pulse correlation trace is shown in figures 3 and 4.

"1.20 0.10

1.00
= 0.08

0.80 0

.20 V 0.06

S0.40 m 0.02
- 0.20 - Eto

0 0.00

-0.20 I I I 0.00
-2000-oo .IS IOOO.500 0 500 100015002000 300 8oo 1300 1800
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Fig. 3. A representative equal pulse autocorrelation trace Fig. 4. An expanded view of the
taken with InGaAs, taken at a wavelength of 1.596 urn. part of the race used for fits. The

modulation is residual laser noise.
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I
Lifetimes in the 0.5 miron and 3 micron samples range between 100 and 200 femtoseconds. There is a very clear decrease in
lifetime with increasing carrier density. This is attributable to carrier-carrier scattering. There is also a decrease in lifetime
with decreasing photon energy. At the same time, the slope of the lifetime-carrier density curves decreases with decreasing
photon energy. The lifetime is almost constant at 120 femtoseconds for 780 meV excitation, the lowest photon energy
reported here. The results are summarized in figures 5 an,' 6 below. I

200.00

180.00 I

S160.00 *

140.00

a 120.00 1
100.00

80.00
60.10{0I t

1.00 1092.00 10163.00 101a4.00 10185.00 10 6.00 1018
carrier density

1
Fig. 5. Convolution fit results for the 0.5 micron thick sample. The incident pulsewidth was 153 fs, and the excitation
wavelength was 1.549 pm.
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1
Fig. 6. Convolution fits for a I tm sample, with 137 fs pulsewidths incident. The upper curve corresponds to an excitation
wavelength of 1.539 pin, while the lower curve corresponds to a wavelength of 1.592 Izm.
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The 3 micron sample begins to violate the assumption of an optically thin sample (the Beers law absorption depth in InGaAs
is 2.5 urn). Somewhat faster lifetimes are returned by the convolution fit, which may be attributable to the sample acting like
a saturable absorber 11. These lifetime fit results are in figure 7.

200.00I.

I ! ,
O0

~100.00

50.00
1.0010 3.25101? 5.5010" 7.7510's 1.001014

carrier density

Fig. 7. Convolution fits for a 3 jim thick sample. The closed circles are the results for a wavelength of 1.544 Wtm, and the
open diamonds are the results for a wavelength of 1.574 Aun.

6. Summary

We have optically measured carrier lifetimes in In.53Ga.47As grown by MBE on InP. Measurements were made at several
photon energies just above the bandgap. Carrier densities ranging from 3 x 1017 to 4 x 1018 were created in the sample.
Lifetimes of about 150 femtoseconds were found, with carrier-carrier scattering appearing to increase with increasing carrier
densities. Lifetimes were found to decrease somewhat with decreasing distance of the photoexcitation energy from the band
edge, and the dependence on carrier density also decreased.
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Abstract

Regeneratively-initiated, self-sustained, mode-locked operation of a

chromium-doped forsterite laser operated at 3.5 °C is described. By

employing intracavity, negative group velocity dispersion compensation,

nearly transform-limited femtosecond pulses of 48 fsec (FWHM) duration

were generated with average TEM 0 0 output powers of 380 mW at 1.23 Am.

Regenerative-initiation provides improvement in the output stability and

ease of operation compared to fixed frequency AO modulators. By tuning the

mode-locked laser in the range 1.21-1.26 gm, estimated values for forsterite

dispersion constants have also been obtained for the first time. The

demonstrated power and stability open the door to applications such as

efficient second harmonic generation.
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Generation of 48 fsec pulses and measurement of crystal dispersion

by using a regeneratively-initiated self-mode-locked chromium- I
doped forsterite laser
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I
Among the recently developed novel techniques of ultrashort pulse

generation, self-mode-locking has become widely used and applied to several 3
tunable solid-state lasers to produce femtosecond pulses. First demonstrated

in the Ti:sapphire laser by Spence et a1[1], this scheme has been shown to U
work in other solid-state laser hosts including Nd:YLF [21, Cr 3+:LiSrA1F 6 [31, 3
chromium-doped forsterite (Cr:forsterite) [41, Nd:YAG [5], and Cr 3 +:LiCaAlF 6

[61. Soliton-type pulse shaping mechanisms, where intensity dependent Kerr

nonlinearities in the gain medium producing positively chirped pulses are

balanced by prism pair negative group velocity dispersion, give rise to stable I
femtosecond pulse trains in these lasers. A variety of initiation techniques

such as continuous-wave (cw) self-mode-locking [1), regenerative initiation I
[7-9], synchronous pumping [10], and acousto-optical modulation [11] have 3
been used to set the initial intensity conditions necessary for the soliton-like

pulse shaping to take place. 3
2
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The broad gain bandwidth of the Cr:forsterite laser makes it a suitable

I candidate for the generation of ultrashort pulses. To date, acousto-optically

mode-locked [121, synchronously pumped [121, acousto-optically initiated self-

I mode-locked [4], and additive-pulse mode-locked [131 modes of operation

I have been demonstrated. Seas et al. [4] reported the shortest pulses to date of

60 fsec (FWHM) duration using acousto-optically initiated self mode locking

I with intracavity group velocity dispersion (GVD) compensation. They

reported that 90 fsec pulses were more routinely generated, suggesting to us

I that some pulsewidth instabilities were present. They reported only 85 mW

of average output power.

In this paper, we describe the performance of a regeneratively initiated,

I self-sustainable, mode-locked Cr:forsterite laser operated at 3.5 oC that is

pumped by a cw Nd:YAG laser. Regenerative mode-locking eliminates the

need for synchronicity between the acousto-optic modulator rf drive signal

and the cavity repetition frequency. In our experience with acousto-optic

mode locking of a forsterite laser, maintaining this synchronicity was

extremely critical for useful output. When cavity length drift occured, not

only did the pulsewidth increase, but large fluctuations in .he average power

Swere observed. Regenerative initiation eliminated these problems.

Regenerative modulation uses a portion of the cavity beat signal to drive the

Sacousto-optic modulator electronics, thus obviating the need for stringent

cavity length control. It also allows the in situ measurement of cavity

I dispersion. Once pulse shaping is initiated, a very stable train of femtosecond

pulses develops due to the balance between intensity-dependent Kerr-induced

nonlinearities and the intracavity dispersion of the cavity. As Seas et al. [4]

I demonstrated, Cr:forsterite is capable of operating in this self-sustained mode

I 3
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once the pulses are initiated.

Unique to our work is the improvement in operating stability provided by

regenerative initiation, the generation of significantly shorter nearly

transform-limited pulses (48 fsec FWHM duration), and a significant increase

in average TEM00 output power (380 mW at 1.23 gm). These represent to our

knowledge the shortest and highest peak power pulses directly generated n

from this laser system. Furthermore, using the cavity dispersion

measurement technique developed by Knox [14], the second and third order

dispersion constants in the lasing range of the forsterite crystal have been

measured for the first time. The combination of high power, reliable

operation, and cavity dispersion measurements open the door to shorter

pulse generation and applications such as efficient second harmonic

generation of femtosecond pulses in the 615 nm region.

The experimental set-up of the regeneratively initiated self-mode-locked

Cr:forsterite laser is shown in figure 1 and is similar to the laser described in

reference 4 except for the cavity length, crystal length, output coupler, prism

seperation, and method of acousto-optic initiation. The folded, astigmatically

compensated laser resonator consisted of a flat wedged high reflector (M3) and I
a 3.5 % transmitting output coupler (O.C) of 157 cm radius of curvature with

the gain medium positioned slightly off-center between a pair of high

reflecting curved mirrors (Ml and M2) each of 5 cm focal length and separated I
by 10.8 cm. The laser mirrors were obtained from the optics division of

Spectra Physics Lasers, Inc. and were broadband coated for operation between

1.15 and 1.35 gm. A regeneratively driven acousto-optic modulator (A.O.M)

was placed near the output coupler. A pair of prisms (P1 and P2) placed on I
the high reflector side were used for dispersion compensation. The total I
cavity length, was 185 cm corresponding to a longitudinal mode spacing of

41
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81.265 MHz. A cw Nd:YAG laser (Quantronix model 416) operated at 1.064

I J•m was mode-matched and focussed into the forsterite crystal using an anti-

reflection (AR) coated, bi-convex lens (LI) of 10 cm focal length through M1

having 93.3% transmission at 1.064 gm. A half-wave plate (W.P.) at 1.064 grm

was used to adjust the pump polarization to obtain optimum power output

from the laser.

3 The gain medium, a 4mm x 4mm x 12mm Brewster cut forsterite crystal

with 0.3% chromium concentration, was oriented with the crystal a-axis (Pnma

I crystallographic notation) in the plane of incidence of a p-polarized electric

field. The crystal was obtained from IFC, Inc.. The crystal was wrapped in

indium foil and tightly clamped between copper plates to facilitate rapid heat

exchange. A thermoelectric cooler with a feedback loop, maintained the

crystal temperature at 3.5 °C with peak temperature fluctuations less than 0.2

3 oc. The careful temperature control of the crystal was cruciai in obtaining a

stable train of femtosecond pulses. Temperature fluctuations of a few degrees

I gave rise to as much as 50% power fluctuations over 100 gsec time scales

when the laser was being pumped well above threshold. A plexiglass

enclosure surrounding the crystal holder assembly was purged with dry

nitrogen gas to minimize water condensation on the crystal surfaces. The

gain medium had 70.9% absorption at 1.064 gm at the operating temperature

3 of 3.5 oc.

With a 3.5% transmitting output coupler, 6.5W of pump absorbed, and a

crystal temperature of 3.5 °C, the output power of the laser running in cw

mode (no prisms, no A.O.M) was 420 mW. The output wavelength of the

laser was centered at 1.23 gm. The absorbed pump power slope efficiency at

3 low pump power levels was measured to be 10.4%, the threshold pump

5
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power being 1.6 W. For absorbed pump powers beyond 5W, the slope

efficiency started to level off due to increased thermal loading of the forsterite

crystal. Alignment of the focussing mirrors was critical to quiet operation.

Beyond pump power levels of 5W, the cw output power sometimes displayed

chaotic power fluctuations. We believe this was due to thermal lensing 3
induced by the pump beam. The fluctuations could be fully overcome by

carefully translating the mirror MI. I
The laser was first mode-locked without employing intracavity dispersion

compensation. The regenerative mode-locking scheme is similar to that

described in reference 8. The cavity loss was modulated using a regenerative 3
acousto-optic mode-locker which had 0.4 % modulation depth and a 0.5 W RF

amplifier. The acousto-optic modulator(A.O.M) (NEOS Technologies, Inc.

model N12040-2-LIT-BR-IN)), used a 1 cm long Brewster angled quartz crystal

operated off resonance. Approximately 4% of the laser output power was sent I
to an InGaAs photodiode to produce a signal for the regenerative mode-

locker electronics. Inclusion of the A. 0. modulator caused approximately 6%

reduction in the total cw output power of the laser. A portion of the signal 3
from the InGaAs detector was also sent to a Hewlett Packard model 5328A 500

MHz universal frequency counter to precisely register the pulse repetition 3
rate. The mode-locked output of the laser was analyzed using a scanning

spectrometer (Monolight model 8000) with approximately 2.5 nm wavelength I
resolution and an autocorrelator with a 2 mm thick LiIO 3 doubling crystal. 3
The spectrum and autocorrelation signals were acquired using a Tektronix

model 2230 500 MHz digital storage oscilloscope and recorded by an interfaced

computer.

We observed three distinct modes of operation. Using no intracavity I

61
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dispersion compensation, and for cw output powers below 280 mW

I_ corresponding to 4.3 W of absorbed pump power, 41 psec FWHM pulses

(assuming a Gaussian pulse shape) were obtained from the Cr:forsterite laser.

The pulse width measured is in agreement with what was previously

reported by Alfano's group [121, and is very close to that predicted from active

mode-locking theory for chirp-free pulses [151, which was calculated to be 44

psec.

Increasing the absorbed pump power beyond 4.3 W, which increased the

output power of the laser, resulted in pulses of 6.5 psec (FWHM) duration.

3 Again a Gaussian pulse shape was assumed. As much as 380 mW cw TEM0 0

output power at 1.23 pgm was obtained while the laser maintained this output

pulse width. Due to the limited resolution of the scanning spectrometer, the

bandwidth of the mode-locked pulses could not be fully resolved. We believe

I the shorter pulses at higher absorbed pump power are evidence of intracavity

intensity induced nonlinear effects (i.e. self-phase-modulation) in the gain

m medium. Self-phase-modulation gives rise to increased bandwidth of the

3 pulses which can support the shorter pulse widths. Because no intracavity

dispersion compensation was employed, we believed that these 6.5 psec

pulses had excess frequency chirp and hence were not transform-limited, as

observed in [4].

m To compensate for the positive second order dispersion in the cavity, a

pair of SF-14 Brewster angled prisms (P1 and P2) were placed on the high

reflector (MI) side of the cavity. The prism separation was 48 cm, slightly

longer than that reported by Seas et al. [41, which is due to the longer

Cr:forsterite crystal used in this work. Prior to observing femtosecond pulse

generation, the laser resonator was first aligned at a low pump power level to

m71
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obtain optimum cw output power. Subsequently, the pump power was

increased beyond the threshold level for self-phase-modulation (4.3 W) with

the regenerative mode-locker operating to initiate the femtosecond pulse

train. Once initiated, the laser produced a very stable uninterrupted train of I
femtosecond pulses. No apertures or other means of starting such as tapping

on the table were necessary. The TEM 00 output power of the laser was

380mW with the spectrum centered at 1.23 gm. Figure 2 and 3 show the

noncollinear intensity autocorrelation and the spectral width of the

femtosecond pulses respectively. Assuming a sech 2 [16] intensity profile the

pulsewidth (FWHM) was measured to be 48 fsec. The overall dispersive

broadening due to the output coupler and the autocorrelator optics was I
estimated to be less than 2 fsec for this 48 fsec pulse at 1.23 gm. A

simultaneous measurement of 33.7 nm bandwidth gave a measured time-

bandwidth product of 0.321 indicating that the pulses were nearly transform-

limited and free of excess frequency chirp. We believe that higher intracavity

power levels (28%higher, 2.77MW) were the predominant factor in obtaining I
pulses shorter than what was previously reported [4]. With the regenerative

mode-locker off, self-sustained operation up to 2 minutes was observed.

Cessation of the mode-locked operation was believed to be due to 3
micromechanical perturbations of the system. The cavity repetition rate was

stable to better than 40 Hz and could be varied by changing the cavity length

in the range [81.2300-81.3200 MHz] without interrupting the mode locking

process. The peak output power per pulse was determined to be 97 kW. I
The mode-locked laser was tuned in the range 1.211-1.264 gm by

translating a slit between the prism P2 and high reflector M3. Using the

frequency counter, the pulse repetition rate was measured as a function of

wavelength. By employing the cavity dispersion calculation technique

8I
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developed by Knox [14], and by accounting for the known dispersion of the

AO cell and the prism pair, the second and third order dispersion constants of

forsterite at 1.23 grm were determined to be d2n/dX2 =0.047 gm-2 and

d3n/dX3 =-0.339 gm-3 respectively. The error in these measurements was

estimated to be 10 %. Using these numbers, the calculated third order phase

distortion d 34D/dc0 3 for one cavity round trip was found to be positive (-11,000

fsec 3) and not compensated. We have estimated [17) that the pulses have 10

fsec of cubic phase distortion and that with cubic dispersion minimization

techniques [18] reduction of pulse widths by at least 20% is achievable.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a regeneratively initiated self-mode-

locked Cr:forsterite laser operated at 3.5 °C and pumped by a cw Nd:YAG laser

at 1.064 gm. We have identified three regimes of operation for this laser.

Without compensating for the cavity dispersion, 41 psec and 6.5 psec

(FWHM) pulses with average TEM0 0 output powers of 280 and 380 mW

respectively were produced at 1.23 gm. These modes of operation correspond

to active mode-locking regimes, chirp-free and chirped, respectively. By

employing intracavity GVD compensation, a very stable train of 48 fsec

(FWHM) with average output power of 380 mW was generated. This regime

is similar to the now common, self-mode-locked regime where soliton-like

pulse shaping is important. Up to 2 minutes of self-sustained operation was

I observed. By tuning the mode-locked laser, second and third order crystal

dispersion constants have also been measured for the first time. These

represent, to our knowledge, the shortest, highest peak power light pulses

directly generated from this laser system. These peak powers and operational

stability open the door to applications such as second harmonic generation,

* and optical tomography of biological tissues.

* 9I
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Figure Captions:I
Figure 1:The schematic of the regeneratively initiated cw mode-locked

I Cr:forsterite laser.

Figure 2:The noncollinear intensity autocorrelation of the regeneratively

Sinitiated cw mode-locked Cr:forsterite femtosecond pulses after

dispersion compensation. The pulsewidth (FWHM) is 48 fsec.I
Figure 3:The spectrum of the regeneratively initiated cw mode-locked

Cr:forsterite femtosecond pulses after dispersion compensation. The

Sspectral width (FWHM) is 33.7 nm.
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Generation of tunable femtosecond pulses in the red by frequency 3
doubling a mode-locked Cr.forsterite laser

I
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Tel:(607)-255-5032; Fax.(607)-254-4565 I

Howard Nathel I
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories, Livermore CA 94551 I

I
I

Abstract I
We report on the external second harmonic generation of a regeneratively-

initiated self-mode-locked Cr:forsterite laser in LiIO 3 nonlinear crystal. Using

48 fsec pulses with average power of 246 mW at 1.23 t±m, 75 fsec pulses with

average power of 24 mW at 615 nm were obtained, giving conversion

efficiencies approaching 10 %. The time-bandwidth product of the red pulses

was measured to be 0.77. Thp second harmonic pulses were tunable from 605

nmn to 635 nm, extending the operational wavelength range of the I
Cr:forsterite laser into the visible portion of the spectrum.

I
I
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I Generation of tunable femtosecond pulses in the red by frequency

doubling a mode-locked Cr.forsterite laserI
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I School of Electrical Engineering, Cornell University, Ithaca NY 14853

i Tel:(607)-255-5032; Fax:(607)-254-4565

I Howard Nathel
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I
External second harmonic generation (SHG) offers a simple scheme of

extending the operational wavelength range of a tunable laser. Recently,

there has been an unprecedented growth in the development of novel mode

locking techniques using tunable solid-state lasers. Broadly tunable, high

peak power subpicosecond pulses have been demonstrated over a large

portion of the near IR region. Because such high peak powers are essential to

I achieving high conversion efficiencies in nonlinear processes such as SHG,

these mode-locked tunable solid-state lasers open the way to efficient

I generation of tunable second harmonic pulses.

In this Letter, we describe the external doubling of a regeneratively-

initiated, self-mode-locked Cr:forsterite laser using a LiIO 3 nonlinear aystal.

I Using 48 fsec(FWHM) input pulses at 1.23 pm with average output power of

246 mW, 75 fsec(FWHM) pulses at 615 nm with conversion efficiency of 10 %

were obtained. By tuning the output of the pump laser from 1.21 to 1.27 p.m,

the second harmonic output wavelength could be tuned in the range 605 to

I 635 nm.

2
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The regeneratively-initiated, self-mode-locked Cr~forsterite laser used in

the SHG experiment has been described elsewhere[I]. Briefly, it consists of a

folded, astigmatically compensated z-cavity with a 3.5 % transmitting output

coupler. The gain medium is a 12 mm long Brewster-cut Cr:forsterite crystal

having 0.3 % chromium concentration. The laser is collinearly pumped by a 3
continuous-wave Nd:YAG laser operated at 1.06 gam. When maintained at an

operating temperature of 3.5 oC through active cooling, the Cr:forsterite I
crystal absorbs 70.9 % of the incident 1.06 pm pump power. The absorbed

pump power slope efficiency of the Cr:forsterite laser is 10.4%, the threshold

pump power being 1.6 W. Compensating for the intracavity positive group

velocity dispersion (GVD) by using a pair of Brewster-cut SF-14 prisms

seperated by 48 cn, self mode locking is initiated with a regeneratively driven 3
acousto-optic mode-locker operated off-resonance. The mode-locked

Cr:forsterite laser, operating at a 81.27 MHz pulse repetition rate, is capable of I
delivering average powers as high as 380 mW. The output pulsewidth

(FWHM) is 48 fsec at 1.23 gm. By translating a slit between the the second

prism of the GVD compensation pair and the cavity high reflector, the output

wavelength of this laser can be tuned in the wavelength region from 1.21 to

1.27 gm.

The SHG set-up used for externally doubling the mode-locked Cr:forsterite

laser is shown in figure 1. As the nonlinear medium, a 2 mm thick LUIO 3  I
crystal( Cleveland Crystals, Inc. ), type-I phase-matched at 1.23 Prn was used.

In order to prevent degradation of the surface quality of this hydroscopic

crystal, a cover slip(of thickness 0.2 mm) with anti-reflection (AR) coating on

one side was glued to each crystal surface using uv curing epoxy. The

nonlinear crystal was mounted on a rotation-tilt stage to accurately optimize 3
31
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the second harmonic efficiency while tuning the pump laser- The incident

Cr:forsterite laser beam was focussed to a 25 pm diameter spot inside the LiIO 3

crystal using a telescope arrangement of two 5 cm focal length AR coated

piano-convex lenses (LI and L2) seperated by 1.5 cm. The emerging beam was

recollimated with a broad band AR coated (450-700 nm) 5 cm focal length

lens(L3). After separating the second harmonic signal from the fundamental

with a dichroic filter (Fl) having 99.9% reflectivity at 1.23 pm and 95%

transmission in the red, the SHG power was measured with a Molectron

model 5100 power meter. Temporal characteristics of the red pulses were

studied by measuring the collinear intensity autocorrelation with a 0.6 mm

3 thick BaB2 0 4 (BBO) crystal aligned for type I phase matching. The spectral

width of the SHG pulses was measured with a 0.25 m monochromator and a

I silicon detector.

After careful alignment of the LiIO 3 crystal, 24 mW of average power at 615

nm was obtained with 246 mW of incident power at 1.23 pum, resulting in

9.7% conversion efficiency. Figure 2 shows the collinear intensity

autocorrelation of the SHG pulses at 615 nm. Assuming a sech 2 intensity

profile, the pulsewidth(FWHM) was measured to be 75 fsec. A simultaneous

measurement of 13 nm spectral bandwidth gave a time-bandwidth product of

I 0.77. The red pulses could be tuned from 605 to 635 nm with the pulsewidth

essentially remaining the same.

The expected efficiency of second harmonic generation from LiIO 3 was

estimated by taking into account the walk-off effects between the fundamental

and the second harmonic beams, the finite divergence of the fundamental

I beam and the finite spectral phase matching bandwidth of the crystal.

Following the treatment of Boyd and Kleinman [2], the amount of second

harmonic power P2(, (in watts) generated from a monochromatic beam in a

I4
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nonlinear medium with the assumption of no absorption and pump m

depletion can be estimated using the equation

162t. = 1d Lhm(B.,) P 2(X)F() (1)
n3  x3

In (1), where all the quantities are expressed in MKS units, rio is the vacuum

impedance, d is the effective nonlinear coefficient of the medium, L is the m

crystal length, n is the crystal index of refraction and P() is the fundamental

spectral power distribution. The dimensionless factor hm(B,•), which is a I
function of the normalized walk-off parameter B and the normalized

focussing parameter ý, accounts for the efficiency limitations due to walk-off

effects arising from double refraction and the finite beam divergence (see

reference 2 for definitions of B and ý). One realizes that the fundamertal

beam in this experiment is no longer monochromatic for 48 fsec pulses and 3
the effect of the finite spectral phase-matching bandwidth of the LiIO 3 crystal

has to be taken into account through the efficiency factor F() appearing in (1) m
defined according to m
FR) = sinc Ak(X)L] (2)

In (2), AkM) is the wave vector mismatch between the fundamental and the I
second harmonic waves. By expressing P2() as

P2(.) = P~o Po() (3)

where Pn(%) is the normalized spectral distribution function of the squared I
incident power, the effect of the finite spectral phase-matching bandwidth of

the SHG crystal on the conversion efficiency can be estimated by integrating

(1) over all wavelengths. This simply replaces the function P2 (X)F(?.)/x 3

appearing in (1) by the spectrally averaged value of P2(X)/X 3 using FR) as the

5 I
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weighting factor.

Calculation of various quantities appearing in (1) was done using the

Sellmeier equations for LiIO 3 given in reference 3. Using the fact that Li1O 3 is

a negative uniaxial crystal, the type I phase matching angle 0 m and the walk-

off angle p are calculated to be 25.940 and 3.670 respectively. Furthermore,

since LiIO 3 belongs to the point group 6, the effective nonlinear coefficient d

given by d3 lsin(em+p) is calculated to be 2 pm/V using d3 1=4.1 pm/V [4]. For

a 2 mm thick crystal with index of refraction n=1.85218 and focussed beam

diameter of 25 pm the parameters B and ý discussed earlier evaluate to 4.4

and 1.35 giving hm(B,t)-0.17 [2].

By using the Sellmeier equations and a fixed phase-matching angle of

25.940, F(X) defined in (2) is plotted in figure 3 for a 2 mm long LiIO 3 crystal.

Also plotted in figure 3 is the function p(k) (not normalized) for a sech 2 pulse

of duration 48 fsec (FWHM). By averaging pn(n) using F(X) as the weighting

factor, we estimated that the finite spectral phase-matching bandwidth of the

crystal would cause approximately 75 % reduction in the SHG conversion

efficiency. With this consideration in mind and by substituting all the

relevant parameters calculated above into (1), we came up with an expected

conversion efficiency of approximately 11 % for 63 kW peak power pulses.

This is in excellent agreement with the experimentally obtained value of 10%.

The finite phase matching bandwidth of the crystal is also expected to

affect the temporal and spectral characteristics of the second harmonic pulses.

One would ideally expect the second harmonic pulsewidth to be 0.707 times

that of the fundamental pulses. However, as seen in figure 3, the limited

phase matching bandwidth of the 2 mm thick LiIO 3 crystal will reduce the

bandwidth available for doubling by at least 50 % resulting in second

6
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harmonic pulses of about 70 fsec. In addition, GVD of LiIO 3 (d2n/d?.2=0.6866 3
gm- 2 at 615 nm) together with the GVD of approximately 2.2 cm of fused

silica glass between the SHG crystal and the autocorrelator is expected to i
further broaden these pulses to approximately 85 fsec. This is in good

agreement with the 75 fsec (FWHM) pulses measured in our experiment.

The measured time-bandwidth product of 0.77 also verifies that broadening

and possible spectral distortion was experienced by the SHG pulses. Our

estimations of the expected pulsewidth from the SHG process are only

approximate. More accurate numerical analysis would be required to fully

study the combined effects of finite phase-matching bandwidth of the i
nonlinear crystal and dispersive effects on the pulsewidth and time-

bandwidth product.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated efficient external doubling of 48 fsec

pulses from a mode-locked Cr:forsterite laser using L!i1 3 nonlinear crystal.

With 246 mW of incident power at 1.23 gm, 75 fsec (FWHM) pulses with

conversion efficiency of 10 % were obtained at 615 nm. The experimentally

measured SHG conversion efficiency agreed well with the expected value i
which was calculated by taking into account the beam walk-off effects, finite

beam divergence of the fundamental beam and the limited spectral phase-

matching bandwidth of the LUG 3 crystal. The red pulses which were tunable 3
in the wavelength region from 605 nm to 635 nm now extend the operational

wavelength range of the Cr:forsterite laser into the visible portion of the

spectrum. With the available high peak powers from this laser system it

should be possible to use more sophisticated nonlinear parametric i
amplification schemes to obtain broader wavelength tunability.

7
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Figure Captions:

Figure 1: The experimental set-up of the externally doubled Cr:forsterite laser.

Figure 2: The collinear autocorrelation of the SHG pulses at 615 nm. The

pulsewidth(FWHM) is 75 fsec.

Figure 3: The plot of F(RX) and p(.) as a function of wavelength (gm) for a 2

mm thick LiIO 3 crystal phase-matched at 1.23 gm.
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TA\SK 4 FEMTOSECOND DUAL CARRIER TRANSPORT AND
OPTICAL INTERACTIONS IN COMPOUND
SEMICONDUCTOR HETEROSTRUCTURES

J. P. Krusius



Heterojunction Vertical FET's Revisited: Potential for
225-GHz Large-Curent Operation

Steven R. Weinzierl and J, Peter Kru'wus, Senir M embr,~ ILL['

Abstract- High-speed operation of submicrometer Al.Ga.
As/GaAs unipolasr heterojunction transistors is examined using --- ~
two-dimensional time-dependent self-conskisent ensembk ----

Monte Carlo simulation. Careful dev ice design can significandii I~~

increase ballistic injection over the hirterojunction in sleadw 1..ý.

state by eliminating retarding gate-inducerd space-charge re- .. %A AA
versal there. Design for optimal large-signal transient opera. 11-_r

General design principles for optimizing h.;,h-spetd operationI
are proposed. The resulting VFET's show cutoff frequencies of
225 GHz at large drain currents at 300 K, with frequenci -in- Fig I Crtis vco of Wcirountio V. SF LT wI pateic" 1 ,ý,

dependent two-port Y parameters. drs icc i Iin Tjblc 1) Intent hý ~tih. c AiGa At t,,:n r' nj i-

gawe puhcle ot t jnsicrn 3n;;!,is~

1. INTRODUJCTION exlr the nonequulibrium transport processes described
DANDGAP engineered unipolar hetcrojunction trn abose. This method is a straightfor%%ird e ensiiin 151 of

LBsisto rs hase long held great promise for ultra-high- our equivalent otic-dimcrisional formulation 161 The full
speed operation II1). Although today's lateral heterostruc- knowledge of the microscopic processes provided by the
lure devices are well developed. unipolar hcterostnxcture Monte Carlo method allo"ks computation of all hgures, 01
devices with transport across the heterolayers (vertical meri for the intr-insic device. no extrinsic des ice para U
FET, VFET) have not lived up to their expected perfor- sitics are considered here. Both trarsconductianc fg.) and
mance. Early preliminary Monte Carlo simulations pre- gate capacitance (CC) are determined from their defin I-dicted idealized intrinsic transconductances of 120 ions us .ing simulated steady-state terminal current or in- 3
mS/mm and unity gain cutoff frequencies of 250 0Hz att tegrated charge data. The unity-gain cutoff frequenicy ( ft
77 K [21, while fabricated devices have never surpassed is then computed via f = g, /(2 TCG) The complex' fre-
transconductances of 100 mS/mm 131, 141. Three reasons quency-dependent smrz'l-signal v parameters are deter- f
have motivated this study of heterostructure VFET de- mined directly from the Monte 'Carlo result via the Fou-U
vices-. 1) to explain the wide performance gap between ricr dlecumposition method I17. 18).1 i.e. ' ,(w
predicted and measured characteristics of VFET-type de- F1I()/AVJ where F denotes the Fourier trans-
vices. 2) to establish guidelines for the optimum VFET form, A/, (t) the current change at port i in response to the3
device designs. and 3) to study carrier launching across a voltage change Al/j(r) at port).
heterojunction (Hi) in the presence of lateral space
charges for the first time using a realistic nonequilibrium Il.DEFINITION OF D~i STRUCTI..RELS
carrer transport formulation. While specifically focusing Il
on the HJ-VFET the principles found in this study are All VEET devices examined have the same structure
applicable to a number of other devices. including the derived from fabricated devices, in which current flowss
vertical MESFET, the permeable base transistor (PBT). in parallel fingers from the top electrode (source) don
and VFET's with a planar doped barrier launcher. through the channel into the bottom electrode (dr-ain). The

channel current is modulated by lateral gate electrodes

11. SIMULATION METHOD placed symmetrically on both si.des. Only one of these I
A two-dimensional self-consistent time-dependent en- fingers needs to be simulated and its cross section is shown

semble Monte Carlo particle formnulation is used here to in Fig. 1. Source and drain contacts are assumed ohmic,
while gates are Schottky contacts. The heterostructure

Mansciptreeivd arh 2. 991 rvvcl ugst 6.199 Tis launcher is embedded into the source and has a graded
work has been %upported by the Joint Services Electronics Procram undter AlGal -,~As ramp and an abrupt heterojunetion toward the
Contract F49620-90-C-0039. monitored by AFOSR (Dr. G. wsiti The re- channel. Table I shows the parameter sets for three dif-
view of this paper wa" arranged by Associate EditorS, E Laux ferent devices: a fabricated device 141. a baseline devicee

The .juihor, ire A ith the Schoaol ot Electincal Engineering. ComclI Lni- (satnponfrotizainsmirtoheabctd
vertiv~. Ithaica, 1Y 14853. satn on o piiain iia otefbiae

IEEE Log Siumber91O689f% one. and the full%, optimuz-.. device desivied IFo Y01) K

Wtg1-9383 92S03 WIl 1992 IEEE
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GsA. Iea•h rILaNa r Name Maliterial .tr.F.I t'! IV-. *••c

Source n' GjA'. entih, nm %t€i}¢

Grading n'-AItGO , .A% lengIh nm n'
iapalg. cm 4 (I1 I = iii'

Launcher n-AI.Ga, *As length nm LA !CiOU t
doping. cm .5 3 , t 10 (101
At mite triaction H., 2.1 '- " 1 _'

Spacer i-Al,Ga, ,As length 10 nm rum • he'iAlr

Channel GaAs length. nm .ý NtA) i (C'
dopinsg. cm 2 X I0" I0)" I ). lo

j Drain GaAs length nm 12(xtt 40m) " 51

doping. cm 4 1. I0 I U'-
Addaitonai pararncters gate leneth. nm L, •'i Ut

Pgale-source

%picing. ram I ((I ot
dtie ice %idth. nm .to l'-a IO

operation using the general guidelines given in Section current differed from measured data at 300 K h% lc'o' than
VIi. The baseline device has a 350-nm lateral width, and 157 (maximum global error), a result ohiaincd sAithoUt

two symmetric 200-nm-long gate electrodes placed 100 any adjustble paramtcers.
nm downstream from the HJ. Source and drain doping in
the baseline device is smaller than in the fabricated de-
vices in order to avoid degeneracy and carrier-carrier V. STEAD'N-STATE OPERATION

scattering in these regions. The thin undoped spacer re-
gion at the hcterojunction in the fabricated device was The key to understanding steady-state operation of this
dropped as it is likely to be washed out during materials class of devices is the dipole layer at the heteroJunction
growth. Channel and drain lengths are shorter than in the It was recently shown that t%ko-dimensional macroscopic
fabricated device, as the fabricated channel length of 500 current continuity in conjunction with the lateral .pace
nm far exceeds the quasi-ballistic mean free path even at charge induced by the gate electrodes control,, the elec-
77 K and the long drain length increases the series resis- tron injection conditions over the heterojunction 19]. Spe-
tance. Fourteen design variations, covering all significant cifically. a dipole moment forms at the heterojunction It,
characteristics, have been defined in Table II. The opti- magnitude and direction is dependent on the extermally
mization occurs in two steps. First, the operation of the applied gate voltage. Usually, the dipole moment is di-
fabricated device is analyzed. Next a new' more suitable rected so as to retard ballistic injection, which then be-baseline device is defined for optimization. Finally single comes gate-voltage dependent. The baseline VFET de-
parammeter variations are performed successively until the sign (device I) demonstrates this effect very dtsttnctlx ts
optimum is reached. A fully statistical response study is electron density, average electron drift velocit', and self-
not necessary because of the microscopic insight provided consistent conduction band edge in the center of the chan-

by the Monte Carlo method. nel along the direction of carrier flow are given in Figs.
2-4. This effect limits the performance of the baseline
device to g,, = 312 mS//mm andf, = 64 GHz at a drain

IV. CORRELATION WITH MEASURED DATA current density of ID = 5 x 10" A/cm2 . This constitutes
a negligible improvement over the GaAs device Awith no

The accuracy of the method was verified by simulating embedded heterojunction (device 2).
a two-dimensional cross section of the fabricated device Channel-limited transport in an FET is forced by the
and then comparing simulated steady-state current-volt- applied gate-to-source voltage VGs via the depletion re-
age (I-V) characteristics with that measured in the fabri- gions at a location in the channel where carrier densities
cated device 14], whose layer sequence is gi-.en in Table are low and where carrier velocities reach approximately
I. It has 10 parallel fingers which are each 132 um long the saturation velocity. Therefor',. three different methods
and 350 nm wide, with 200-nm-long gates. The gate-to- for controlling channel-limited transport were investi-
source spacing is 100 ,im. The simulated steady-state drain gated by adjusting device parameters from their baseline
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TABLE 11_•o - •:,

DfFI'.I TIUo Of DsIci,. PP•, Ai.TIEMR CHANUS F tO OPTIfI.'AriU'I

Miodified Valwe '-I

Device Parameterts) Fig I From Cureat
No Changed Snh . 220 ne A-

S haseine ,eltyI chtsc S " i I
2 launcher height Hl,, - 0% NotI

I1
channel length L'. 220tm rim" >

gae-wurkc spacing *L'. m-0 nm' 0

4 ae-source spacing L4,3 100 am n1

5 channel doping ,%,. 7 X 10' cm Fig Sicid state a..r... eki"tmt drift . ..... . th .. i. I
6 Nl % Baseline ch•nnelin the docr:on of Vurirri M l to r!," 4 ... . i l.. K

channel length L, "00nm & V4 0 -- A'! V 0 V.
gate length L(, 150 nml

gate-source spacing L".. + 25 am

channel doping N, 7 x 10" cm - "launcher height H, 133 mcV. x , 22%. '-e•
launcher length L 100 nm ; 2,
launcher doping '%, 3 x 10" cm

drain length L75 nm -4.

7 launcher height H., 266 mcV. t-44'rI~

8 channel doping 'IV, 2 X W0, cm

9 launcher height H, 67 MeV,% Ill, M

10 launcher length L, 0 tim 50_____

I I launcher doping N, I X 10' cm' 0 10 04

12 drain length 150 ISnm

13 gate length L,, 75 rim Iott
14 gate length L,. 75 nm Fig 4 Steady-state ,•vet.onismienl r valle' btad edge ahr; inýc ••.r,•t

gateC-source spacing L,., +50 nm the channel in the direction of curent Rfltow for dJc it.cN 1. 4. ar d 4K 1
Is OpiizdK. Set Table II Ior dteic ce para mvt r, Vc - 0 2 V and V,. - - O 3
1S Optimized

channal length 200 nm
gate length L,; 130 nm

galc-sourcc spacing L,,, +35 nm cases the reversal of the sign of the dipole laver momentchannel doping A', 7 x 10"c m ' I]aunhcrhneghl H041 73 mcV. r - 12'c at the HJ will be prevented. which is reflected in an en-

launchcr length L,SO nm hanced g,, (Fig. 5). Because the gate capacitance CG is
launcher doping N, I x 10" cm ' also affected, the cutoff frequency f, may or may not in-

drain length L,, 150 nm prove (Fig. 5). The device with the gate overlapping the

tChanged onkl to maintain gate length L, of 200 nm source (device 4) exhibits a substantially reduced f due to
increased CG. and performs worse than the device with no

I - launcher (device 2). Devices 3 and 5 both showed im-
--- e ..... proved performance. with g,'s of 333 and 418 mS,'mm.

I respectively, and f's improved 30 % and 17 % over the
S.baseline device. Although both exhibit the desired flat-

band condition at the HJ even in saturation, device 3 with
to] \ / the short channel still suffers from channel-limited trans-

Z port due to insufficient channel doping, and device 5 with
\. * the enhanced channel doping still has a channel longer

Z than the quasi-ballistic mean free path. Thus the best 1
00ioo 0.21 0.3 0.4 05 06 07 0. method for preventing space-charge reversal at the het-

Iteitf..a,,t. Di,,, erojunction is to both decrease the channel length and in-
'"a, ,..,, crease the channel doping (new baseline device. device 6.

Fig. 2. Stead, -statc electron concentration along the centcr of the channel 438 mS
in the direction of currentflow for devices 1.-4. and Sat 300K. See Table /mm.f = 81 GHz. This device is taken
It lor device parameters. V,., = +0.2 V and Vj,ý = + 1.0 V as the new baseline device.

The structure of the HJ launcher itself is obviously the
values; at reduction of channel length to 220 nm (device other important factor controlling steady-state operation.
3), b) gate electrode placement symmetrically around the One expects that a large conduction band offset at the HJ
Hi (L4;s = - 100 nm, device 4), and c) enhanced channel launcher results in enhanced immediate electron transfer I
doping (Nch = 7 x 10"' cm- 3 , device 5). In each of these into the heavier mass L valleys. This mechanism %ill

I
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f, m A 1a 13 1 U il .0 103 M• 1041 14 14), shows nearls no difference, indicating that L,ý,

-25 nm is suflicient to prevent pate-source interaitlo.r

500 -V TRASVI •NT OKKA11oN

E 4W 122 The large signal switching charactens•ics are qaniihed

E 300 -10 'Z here via the response of the dc% ice to a soltage pulse ap-

E- plied to the gate terminals white keeping the drain . lta~e
* fixed during the transient. A gate step voltage of .1i I

100 +0.3 V (less depletionh with zero nse time for a period

1 2 49 I1 1of 2048 ps was used with the drain biased into saturation
Device Number (VOS = + 1.0 V) This corresponds to an increase in the

drain current of 74% for the baseline device. At this bias
Fig. 5. Transcorducunce g., gate capacitance Ccj. and cutoff frequency
f, for devices I-IS at 300 K See Table It for device parameters iVC *as Point g. has half its maximum value. From the steadý-
stepped from +0.2 to +0 5 V while lo. ,was held at + I.0 V. state operation principles discussed above, one expects

that devices with a voltage-dependent. and hence current-
tadeiewihavlgedependent, andol lyrathHI(ih plnce revrent)

make quasi-ballistic channel transport impossible because dependent, dipole layer at the Ha twith polante reteralo P
transfer from the r to L valley occurs between orthogonal will have poor switching characteristics with a long pe-
quantum states, randomizing all components of the mo- niod of damped charge and terminal current oscillations

quantuma This is confirmed by our simulations. The ow.il~ations are
mentum wave vector. In addition, quantum-mechanical
reflection at the H) is increased. Simulation results for driven by the following two mechanisms. First, the large-
device 7 with a doubled band offset (FHw = 266 meV) signal transient settling time is largely determined bN the
devicnfirm this7expecta with adou and offlest ha hf ta 2current density, which is substantially reduced during the
for the device with no launcher (device 2). transient due to the current-dependent ballistic inmct•on

Although ballistic injection occurs in device 8 with an Second. the nonlinear injection process at the Hs . and the
enhanced channel doping (Ncb = 2 x l017 cm-)), ballis- linear injection processes at the oh-cc source and draim
tic transport in the channel is prevented by the dominant contacts. are coupled. This coupling occurs on a time scale
ionized impurity scattering mechanism, which has no on the order of the dielectric relaxation time rD,,. which

strong preference for small-angle scattering for electron Is about 15 fs in the heavily doped sourcedIin regions.

energies in the channel; a widened and drifted carrier dis- Contrary to this, the overall current density through the
tribution function downstream from the HJ is produced, device is at best modulated on a time scale related to thetiutiont fucntionu downtreamfromit the Hiris proaueldo g plasma frequency w, (about 100 fs). and at worst on the
Current continuity together with the large channel doping time scale of the source-heterojunction transit time TS H)-
actually forces launcher-limited transport in this device, ice scabout sor theve si t Cme %% h
as demonstrated by a pulled-down band edge. This results which is about 1 ps for this device size. Combined ' ih
in no improvement over the new baseline, device 6. If the the current-dependent injection, the presence of these two

constant mole fraction section in the HJ launcher of the different natural time scales leads to an out-of-phase het-

new baseline device 6 is left out with everything else being erojunction-to-ohmic contact feedback, which drives the

constant, the resulting device 10 suffers from the largest current oscillatins during the transient (Fig. 6). Damping
gate capacitance. In this case the conditions for ther- is provided by the scattering mechanisms. This is con-
mionic emission are no longer satisfied, and r to L valley firmed by the fact that the period of oscillations in the

transfer in the channel is increased. This results in no im- drain current transient in Fig. 6, about 320 fs. exactly

provement over the new baseline, device 6. Decreasing matches the time dependence of the ballistic fraction at

the drain length by nearly half to 150 nm (device 12), also the HJ (Fig. 7). The presence of the two coupled pro-

gives no improvement over the new baseline, device 6. cesses is manifested in the strong frequency dependence I
Substantial improvement is realized by decreasing the of the transconductance g,, (real part of vy, in Fig. 8).launcher height (Him 66 meV, device 9), increasing Also seen in that figure is the excessive gate capacitance J

launcher doping (NH = 6X 10m8 cm-, device 11), and of some of the devices arising from the gate-source in-
decreasing the gate length (L= = 75 nm, device 13). De- teraction. For exampie, device 4 has a positive suscep-

vice 9 with the shallower launcher gave a notable im- tance Y21. All devices showed a similar gate self-admit-
provement over the baseline device 6, primarily because tance yil: the susceptance was capacitive and the con-

less r to L valley transfer downstream from the hetero- ducpance small because the Schottky gates alwo.ed only
junction enhances the transconductance, while still pro- displacement current to flow.
viding sufficient ballistic injection at the HI. Increasing
launcher doping prevents launcher-limited transport as VII. DEWVCE DESIGN CRITERIA
evident from device 6. Decreasing the gate length pri- Design criteria have been derived from the steady-state
marily reduces the gate capacitance, while still providing and transient operation principles discussed above. The
a channel pinch-off capability. Moving this short gate far- key to balanced high-speed and high-current operation is
ther downstream (LG = 100 nm, LGs = +50 nm, device held by the dipole layer at the HJ: it should not be a re-
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t- tC4-,

400 0 580 1o00 ISM 20W Fig 9 Unity gain cutoff fIrqum.- f, as a f'iL uitn of drai. uryrrn jcfk.SI

Ti. ~for baseline and optimized Je% ctce Iland 15 1", - I (i tor ol dlf

Fig. 6. Transient drain current 1, as a function of time for baseline and - 0 V < VI,' < +- I I V for the ba•ehhnir der•.ie ard - 'ý < ,-4. , <

optimized devices I and 15. The applied gate step voltage was 0 3 V into + I I V for the ophwm"ted dcv4,z¢c A S4tC S 'Ahf.t, b.hSar hr4eht () b

less channel depiction: VYr decreased from +0.5 to +0 2 V. and V,• i assumed

+1.V25 
spacings for channel lengths of 2UO nm can be achic'ed

20-10. 3
3) The channel doping density Nc-, is set by the tradcoff

SIs-i between competing demands: its reduction is required to

10.- minimize ionized impurity scattenng and its enhancement0o I
2W .,it is required to prevent channel-limited transpont

" .. 4) The launcher height HH; should be set by trading off
o the kinetic energy increase at the HI to electron transfer
-0 (1 00 0s 0 into upper conduction band vallc¢s. It has alread& pre-,i-

kIOzmir ously been shown by Tang and Hess i I1) that a 70-meV
Fig. 7. Distribution function for r-valley electrons 10nm downstream from launcher height, which corresponds to.x = 0. 11 will re-
the HJ launcher in the center of the channel for the baseline device I at
300 K. given at three specified times after the application of the gate step suit in average overshoot velocities as large as 5 x 10I
voltage. V's increased from +0_2 to +0.5 V. and V0s - 1.0 V. cm/s for 300 K.

5) The length of the launcher LL must be long enough
to allow for a symmetric quasi-equilibrium momentumI
distribution immediately upstream from the H1. to satisfy1

S•,'..Y conditions for thermionic emission.
2W 6) The launcher doping NL must be large enough to

support overshoot velocities in the channel tn order to pre-1
S.. L- vent launcher-limited transport. Doping it the same as the

rest of the source is acceptable for GaAs.
o . e be7) The length of the heavily doped drain region should

.0o X o0 4W am be minimized to keep the transit time short. About 1501
" ,,Y, 1 nm is needed in order to thermalize hot cdrriers from the

Fig. 8. Small-signal y parameters -Yi, and vY, as a function of frequency L valley into the r valley before reaching the ohmic drai
for devices I . 4. and 15. Device parameters are defined in Table ii, Sim-

ulated results are given in 24.4-GHz increments between 0 and 147 GHz. contact.
V., was increased from +0.2 to +0.5 V for 20.48 ps while Vos -, 8) The length of the graded launcher region should not
+1.0 V. be reduced to below 50 nm to avoid quantum-mechanical

reflection. The same requirement justifies the use of the1
semi-classical Monte Carlo transport formulation (5]. 1

J tarding one for the desired operating conditions and it's

bias dependence should be as small as possible. This can

be accomplished by following the guidelines below: VIII. OPTIMIZED DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS I
1) The channel length Lc, should be comparable to the The optimized device 15 simultaneously displays ex-

qua.s 5allistic mean free path in the channel (- 200 nm cellent steady-state and transient characteristics for 300
at 300 K lattice temperature for GaAs). Then the forma- operation. It reaches the -- mpuled intrinsic f, of 144 GH
tion of a voltage-dependent retarding dipole layer at the at a drain current of 150 kA/cm-. which is a 120% tin-

heterojunction is prevented. provement compared to the baseline design. The opti-
2) The gate length La should be reduced until the edge mized device exhibits a peak f, of 225 GHz at a four time4

and area gate capacitance contributions become compa- larger current density of 4 x 1W• A /cm- compared to I
rable. The gate edge should not be close to the heavily maximum f of 100 GHz at I X 105 A/cm: for the base-

doped source, or drain, areas to minimize capacitive feed- line device (Fig. 9). The large g, is nearly independen1
back. 130-nm gate lengths with +35-nm gate-to-source of frequency and the transsusceptance remains near zerj

/

I
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(Fig. 8). The gate step transient is very short and criticall. Ri-.s Ri,,ci s
damped. so that no oscillatory drain current behavior is isk 6 Oldhim anJ A 6 n n or ncr l-1fl

seen (Fig. 6). The gate self-conductance (Re YtI) is the onI. J !itute ti,,n v o 6. pp I I 2. 1 Yf

smallest of all devices in Table 11, due to its short gate I'I K Tom.za. Y A,.tn, N Hash,tuium MnJ •1 S; ý1

length. and the larger dielectric relaxation and plasma fre- u.,"io ot GA, buts,,cion FET with rho eittsi sn•,• ,un• , nr.,
Ctur, fetro;. Lxii, %o 1", n 17 pli, oi) 69b. Asj lb 1106k

quencies resulting from the higher channel carrier con- 111 U Mfshns, P A M4s,. ) R %kcrit, '.A r SiOi I: hohl'r Jb 1, -

centration. The characteristics of the optimized device 15 Eastman. "Ventcal eictron tr:n:stor CvET i. GaAS *i!t," J hO

have also been examined for 77 K operation. Simulations crounction tAIGaAv, GaAt cathuJc." fiec:,tae Len so)' 29t nol
3. pp 145-146. Feb 2. 1964

show that increased channel resistance due to dopant 14] 1 R Wendt, "The eflfci of thotlecitron ecton cjiho.c¢" 'he

freeze-out is compensated by the enhanced overshoot ve- performance of galhurn arenide vertical btketepfe. transiýto•l

Ph D disseralion. Cornell Uns%.ets,, lthaca. N) , 1988
Iocities, and bandgap narrowing. Effective mass changes 151 S R. Wetnziert. "Two-dtmennstonal Monte Carlo simulation of sub
are minor effects and mutually compensating. The micron unipolar and bipolar compound semiconductor dc'tees usth

HJ-VFET optimized at 300 K but operated at 77 K shows ballistic injection cathodes." Ph D disseratton. Cornell Untrsivrly.

excellent temperature-independent operation, but suffers Ithaca6 NY. 1992.
161 A At-Om•r and I P Krusius. "Scif-consistent Monte Carlo Studv

from launcher-limited transport (f, = 167 GHz at ID = of high field career transport in graded hererostructures. App,

95 kA/cm 2). For best performance at 77 K the device Phs,. vol 62, no. 9. pp 3825-3835. Nov I. 1987

would require reoptimization following the guidelines in 171 S E Laux. "Tecnntques for small signal anats sts of stisconduttor
devices." IEEE Trans Electron Drs'ces, vol ED.32 no IQ pp

Section VII. 2028-2037. 1985
181 C Moplestue. "A Monte Carlo particle stud. of the inirnst.s noise

figure in GaAs MESFETs.'" IEEE Trans. Compulrrr,Atded Dei vol
IX. CONCLUSIONS CAD-4. no 4. pp. 536-.W0. 1985.

The insight provided by the analysis facilitated the es- 191 S R Wetnzterl and I P Krustus. "Condittons fo- bjlisstic tnjection
across AlGaAs/GaAs heterojunctions in the presence of latcrusl spsisc

tablishment of device design principles for highest speed charres." submited for publication

operation. Ballistic electron injection and the multidimen- 110) Y H Won. K Yamasvaks. T Daniclk-Race. P J Taster. W %3

sional dipole layer are the key issues in heterojunction Schaff. and L F Eastman. "'A htgh .oltage-gain GaA, 'eiscil ntcld
effect transistor with an InGjAs.GjAs pltnar-doped tarrier

VFET's compared to conventional FET's. Optimized launcher." IEEE Electron DeOce Lent.. vol 11, no 9. pp 376-378

A1GaAs/GaAS VFET's were shown to reach cutoff fre- Sept. 1990.

quencies up to 100 GHz for "normal" current densities 111] J. Tang and K Hess, 'Investigation of transient electrontc transport
in GaAs following htgh energy tnjection., IEEE Trans Electron Dr-

below I x l0O A/cm2. while peak cutoff frequencies up ,,ies. vol ED-29. no 12. pp. 1906-1911. Dec 1992.

to 225 GHz are possible for current densities as large as 112 J. R_ Wendt. personal communcaton.

4 x 105 A/cm2. Fabricated devices never reached such
performance levels because their channel doping was de-
liberately set low in order to reduce scattering and effect Steven ce. ' freoinVerl received the A B. degree in phystcs and mnathemaici.

computer science from Vassar College to 1986. and the Ph m drrec t

.As shown here, transport elecmncal engineenng from Cornell Untversity. Ithaca. NY. o 1992

became channel-limited and a retarding dipole layer was Currently he is a research staff member at Solid State Measurements,

formed at the heterojunction. Maximum measured trans- Inc.. Pittsburgh, PA. where he is developing software for semiconductor
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PISCES. overl) naive cunsidering recent rciultz, front otte-dt enso:n-i sell
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plained by extending the one-dimensional theory for flatband con-Space-Charge Effects in Ballistic Injection Across ditions [21 into two dimensions. For laterally uniform one-dimen- ~

Heterojuncttios sional injection, the flat band at the heterojunction will prevail for
S. R Wen~zirl nd . P.Kruiusall applied voltages for which the following macroscopic current

continuity relation is satisfied: () I
Abstract-Conditions under which ballistic injection across hetero- last. 5lhrh

junctions is suppressed in unipolar FET devices has been examined Here nAIGAl and 'nc, denote the actual carrier densities in the
using two-dimensional Monte Carlo simulation. Gate-induced lateral launcher and the channel, and v,,, and t'ch the average drift veloc-3
space charges influence via macroscopic current continuity the dipole ities for injected electrons at the heterojunction and downstream Ulayer at the heterojunction. A retarding dipole layer is shown to result
in ballistic electron fractions and transit times comparable to those from it. respectively. Note that the two earrier concentrations are
found in homojunction devices. Guidelines for avoiding the formation not solely determined by the local doping densities, but also influ-
ofla retarding dipole layer are given. enced by carrier spillover and transport effects. Local doping den-

sities provide, however, a good starting point for estimating 'IAIG,&.
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Fig. 1. Cross section of heterojunction VFET. The AI,Ga . ,As grading from heterojunction, average channel transit time re,. and injcnon cff!-
profile (mole fraction x as function of position) and applied voltages are ciency a as a function of gate voltage Vc, -ith Vps w + 1,0 V and T =
also shown. 300 K. All results art from Monte Carlo method wihout approxtr~no-1_

Ittittu Channel effect of the dipole layer reversal on ballistic injection IS clearly

demonstrated by the Monte Carlo results in Fig. 3, which shovw the
fraction of ballistic electrons 10 nm downstream from the hetero-

4 to junction as a function of V25. The ballistic fraction has been d Lrp
culared by integrating numerically over the ballistic peak in distri-
bution function from k, - 4.0 x 10" cm-' to infinit, The ballistc
fraction is reduced from 25% to zero as the gate b'ias is droppedStO., from VCs = +0.6 V to V1 s = -0.6 V (more depletion). This rapid

drop-off of the ballistic fraction as a function of the gate voltage
exactly replicates the behavior of the channel width factor Fc for-

-••-5j the present case with W - 350 nm. Thus we have shown that lateral
' 1o 0t0 1oo 3oo ,Ooo so 6Z 1,0 • space charges control electron injection across the hefterojunction

Porition (Cm) via the dipole layer reversal mechanism.
tt~Criiiiviioi The average transit time ic', of electrons across the channel.

Fig. 2. Electron concentration, from Monte Carlo method, as a function computed directly as an estimator from the self-consistent Monte
of position along the center of the channel for the gate voltages: VGS = Carlo results (Fig. 3), is significantly reduced as the ballistic frac-
-0.8 V, -0. 1 V, and +0.6 V. Vos = + 1.0 V. A Schottky-banrier height
of 0.8 V was assumed. Note that carrier concentrations in heavily doped tion increases. This transit time vanes by a factor of t0 for a
regions are lower than the doping densities because of fully included donor 1.5 V change in Vos. This strong reduction can be explained by the
statistics, presence of a larger number of quasi-ballistic electrons and an in-

creased heterojunction injection efficiency a defined as

the channel downstream from the heterojunction will also be lim- NB. k
ited by the depletion regions modulated by the lateral gate elec- a=I - Nw- ' (3)
trodes. One-dimensional depletion theory can be used to obtain an
expression for the widths of the lateral depletion regions AW, which Here NB.C, and NF,,d denote the number of electrons injected up-
combined with the channel width W determine the current through- stream and downstream from the heterojunction, respectively. c,
put. Therefore, the current continuity equation for two-dimensions computed directly from the Monte Carlo results without approxi-
reads mations is also given in Fig. 3. One observes a tradeoff betvecn

nA,G V12 (, . 2_4W the maximum ballistic injection efficiency and the acceptable gate

rch ,.I W voltage swing between the open and pinched off states of the chan-
nel.

// 2 2-/From the above it is clear how to avoid the reversal of the dipole
S -- 2 -f - layer at the heterjunction with all its adverse consequences tot

Wi W'qN, '~steady-state and transient device operation. Two primary means are

suggested here to help satisfy (2): a) Place the gates higher up-"Fch. (2) stream in the channel, but not too close in order not to increase the
vinj gate-source capacitance excessively. It may also be helpful to

Here W is the full lateral width of the device, AW the depiction shorten the gate length. A gate placement closer to the source would
width, c the dielectric constant, Vb, the built-in potential of the shift the point of minimum lateral width (bottleneck) into an area.
metal-semiconductor junction, VGs the applied gate-source volt- where either n or v is higher. b) Increase the channel doping to
age, ka Boltzmann's contant, and T the lattice temperature. The boost the electron concentration in the channel, but not too high in
channel width factor Fch in (2) is always less than unity. order not to increase the ionized impurity scattering. Other means

The two average velocities in (2) always satisfy Vch ! vij, since include a nonuniform channel cross section or nonuniform channel
the upper limit corresponds to quasi-ballistic injection and trans- doping, but these are rather difficult to achieve in practice. Equa-
port for all electrons. In addition, rch should be smaller than nnAI,,A tion (2) also clearly explains why fabricated VFET devices have
because of heavy doping in the source region. Consequently, the never reached expected performance levels as measured by trans-
inequality in (2) does not usually hold, and therefore a retarding conductance and cutoff frequency [5), [6]. The full multiparameter
dipole layer will be formed. Fig, 2 illustrates these conditions. The optimization of heterojunction VFET devices for high-speed and
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high-current operation discussed in detail elsewhere supports the 13] S. Weinziert and J. P. KniruY. "'Lateral spAce ,nisrgc cflcl.jt , bu,11
above conclusions [4]. listic electron tranpor, acroS!, gradcd heitrojuitw •" t.,', 5ii,

Electron , vol. 32, no. 12. pp 1557-1561. Dt,: 19h9
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Investigation of the Role f Free Carrier Screening During the Relaxation of Carriers Excited by
Femtosecond Optical Pulses 3

J. E. Bair and J. P. Krusius

Cornell University, Schools of Applied Physics and Electrical Engineering, 3
Ithaca, NY 14850

ABSTRACT I
The role of free carrier screening, in the ultrafast relaxation of optically excited carriers, is reassessed U
using the ensemble Monte Carlo technique. The conventional static screening approximation is I
compared to a new dynamic screening model. Evolution of the nonequilibrium dynamic dielectric
function and its consequences for the carrier scattering are examined. It is shown that dynamic screening
results in significant enhancement of both the carrier-carrier and polar optic phonon scattering rates. I
Relaxation times for the dynamic screenin, model are found to be dramatically shorter than those for the U
static screening model. Methods of experimentally differentiating between the two models are proposed. I

1. INTRODUCTION

In the last few years the femtosecond relaxation of optically excited electron-hole plasmas has received
considerable interest. A number of investigations, both experimental 1 -3 and simulation,4 -7 have drawn
attention to carrier-carrier scattering as an important mechanism through which the relaxation occurs.
Until iecently, carrier-carrier scattering has been exclusively modeled using a static screening approach. I
Evidence has been accumulating that this approach may be inadequate. Calculations show that static U
screening seriously underestimates the carrier-carrier scatterirg rates. 8 ,9 Further, recent experiments
have reported carrier-carrier scattering rates significantly larger than are possible within the static
screening approximation 3 . Recently, a molecular dynamics approach combining free carrier screening
and carrier-carrier scattering has succeeded in improving correlation with experiment. 2 ,5,7 In this work
the effect of free carrier screening is examined using an ensemble Monte Carlo simulation. A new model
of free carrier screening has been developed that fully includes both the frequency and wavelength |
dependence of the free carrier dielectric function. In contrast to the molecular dynamics approach, this
new model operates within the traditional ensemble Monte Carlo method and can be generalized to other
situations. In order to investigate the role of free carrier screening in the relaxation of these optically I
excited electron-hole plasmas, simulations of femtosecond optical pulse-probe experiments were I
performed incorporating both this new model and a standard long wavelength static approximation on
InO.53Gao.47As thin films. The number of physical processes to be considered has been minimized, and U
the role of free carrier screening emphasized, by limiting the energy of the exciting photons to within
100 meV of the band gap. This allows the conduction band upper valleys and split off hole band to be
neglected. It also maximizes the amount of free carrier screening for a given carrier density.

2. FREE CARRIER SCREENING

The models of free carrier screening used in this investigation are based on the Lindhard dielectric I
function. This formula has the advantages that it fully accounts for both the energy and wavelength
dependence of the linear dielectric functions, and can be calculated for an arbitrary distribution of free
carriers so that no assumptions about the form of the nonequilibrium distribution function need to be I
made. The dielectric function for a system of free carriers is given by the Lindhard formula as:

I
0-8 194-0838-7192154.00 5PtE Vol. 1677'(1992) / 157 I
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Where Eo is the dielectric constant of the semiconductor in the ground state, If the static long wavelength
limit is taken, this is simplifies to:

4 2" q.Vkf(k)(4) - q 2 ý VkE(k)(2

This is the starting point for most current models of free carrier screening. Clearly this approximate
expression can not express the full complexity of the more accurate expression Eqn. (1). For purposes of
this investigation we define the free carrier dielectric function as:

S(4, co) = E4 (9,co) (3)

Co

The relationship between the free carrier dielectric function and the carrier scattering rates is:

k(knk2)= (4)

where ,o(kl,k2) is the scattering rate neglecting screening by free carriers and X(kl ,k2) is the scattering
rate including free carrier screening. Thus, it is really the inverse of the free carrier dielectric function
that is of interest in this work.

The screening models used in this work are derived using Eqn. (1) and Eqn. (2), with the simplifications
that anisotropy in the carrier distribution functions and band structure are ignored, and an approximate
parabolic band structure is used in calculating the dielectric function. The resulting dielectric function is
isotropic in momentum (k) space. In the Monte Carlo simulation the dielectric function is recalculated
self-consistently from the carrier distribution functions after each 5 fs time step. The contributions of all
three carrier types (electrons, heavy holes, and light holes) are included. The static long wavelength
model used here is similar to that proposed by Osman and Ferry6 .

3. FORMULATION AND IMPLEMENTATION

The relaxation dynamics of the optically excited carriers is studied using the ensemble Monte Carlo
approach, including electrons and holes, to simulate the evolving distribution function, and its
interaction with the optical field. The distribution function includes all three momentum (k) space
dimensions and one spatial dimension normal to the surface of the thin film and parallel to the photon
beam. The distribution function is assumed homogeneous in the two lateral directions in the plane of the
film. Inhomogeneities arising from the optical excitations are fully included with carrier motion
governed by a self-consistent electric field (solution to Poisson's equation).

The model of the band structure includes the conduction band, and the h,2avy and light hole bands
valence bands around the fundamental optical gap in the center of the zone. The bands are described by
a four band k.p method, with perturbative corrections from higher bands, as given by Kane10. The
perturbative terms are necessary to get the correct sign for the heavy hole mass and include band
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warping. The resulting heavy hole band is parabolic but warped, while the other two bands are both -
nonparabolic and warped. The split off band and upper conduction band valleys are neglected because of
the small photon energies used in this investigation.

All important carrier scattering mechanisms are included: carrier-carrier. phonon, ionized impurity and
alloy scattering. Nonpolar optical and deformation potential honon scattering were derived using the
method of deformation potential operators of Pikus and Bir t I as applied to the four band k.p1I. To
further simplify these results the expression for nonpolar optic phonon scattering was evaluated at the
band edge and the effective deformation potential of Lawaetzl-5 was used for the valence bands. Alloy
scattering is included through the elementary approach of Harrison and Hauser 14 . Polar optic phonon, I
piezoelectric, and ionized impurity are handled using the well known formulas including proper overlap
integrals derived from the k.p structure. Both inter- and intra-band scattering are included in the valence
bands for all single particle scattering processes. Carrier-carrier scattering is treated following the
method of Brunetti et a115 , with the improvements suggested by Mosko et al 16 ,. and with the U
simplification that particles do not change bands. The polar optic phonon, ionized impurity,
piezoelectric, and carrier-carrier scattering rates are each self-consistently screened using the screening
models described above. Degenerate statistics are used for all scattering processes through the rejection
method.

The optical excitation of electron-hole pairs is handled self-consistently. The number of carriers
generated at a given time is calculated using the instantaneous value of the carrier distribution functions
with the pulse altered to reflect the absorbed energy. Excitation rates are calculated from Ferrm's golden
rule with the momentum matrix elements calculated from k.p theory. Both the anisotropy of the optical
matrix elements and their crergy dependence are included and reflected in the excited carrier Idistributions.

4. RESULTS I
Simulated pulse-probe experiments were performed for a 0.25 gim ln0.53Ga0.47As thin film using both
the dynamic and static screening models discussed above. Both the excitation and probe pulses have a
secant squared intensity profile with 100 fs FWIHM and a photon energy of 81u meV. This corresponds
to a combined carrier energy of 60 meV above the optical gap of 0.75 eV. The intensity of the excitation
pulse was 5.0 x 1013 eV/cm 2 and the probe pulse was assumed to have negligible intensity.

4.1 Free Carrier Dielectric Function

Figs. 1-4 show the reciprocal of the dynamic free carrier dielectric function squared as extracted from
the simulation at 0, 100, 200, and 1000 fs after the initial excitation. In all four cases the expected
spectrum of plasma modes is evident to the left of each plot at high energies. The plasma frequency can
be seen to increase in energy from 0 to 100 fs due to the increase in carrier density as is expected. The
most interesting feature is the ridge extending diagonally across Figs. 1-3. T&,. ridge is found to
correspond to the plasma spectrum of the heavy holes taken alone. The size of the ridge decreases with
increasing delay until at 1000 fs the dielectric function takes the form expected of an equilibrium carrier
distribution. This feature is a consequence of the highly nonequilibrium heavy hole distribution at early
times. It results from the heavy holes being excited initially into an extremely narrow region of
momentum (k) space. This results in an unusually sharp resonance with the heavy holes for potentials in
this region of frequency and wavelength. As the heavy hole distribution relaxes toward equilibrium, the
ridge sarinks in size and eventually disappears due to the dispersal of heavy holes in k space and the
resulting broadening of the heavy hole resonance. The smaller bump to the left of the main ridge
appearing at delays of 100 and 200 fs has a similar origin. This results from a phonon replica of the
initial heavy hole distribution due to absorption of optical phonons.

V
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1 Fig. 1. Simulated nonequihibrium free carrier screening (lefcl12 ) 0 fs after
the initial excitation.
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Fig. 2. Simulated nonequilibrium free carrier screening (IEfcI-2 ) 100 fsI after the initial excitation.
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Fig. 4. Simulated nonequilibrium free carrier screening ('pfclI 2 ) 100 fsI
after the initial excitation.
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The large heavy hole resonance crosses the region of energy-momentum space corresponding to carer-
carrier scattering. Thus indicating carrier-carrier scattering should be significantly enhanced at early
times. However, in general screening decreases with increasing energy. Thus, even if the resonance is
ignored, inelastic scattering processes are over screened by a static screening model, suppressing the
scattering rates. This applies to both carrier-carrier and polar optic phonon scattering. For the examples
discussed here, the optical phonon energy of 34 meV is too large for polar optic phonon scattering to
interact significantly with the heavy hole resonance and the plasma frequency is too large for either polar
optic phonon or carrier-carrier scattering do interact with the ordinary plasma modes. Thus, inelastic
scattering rates are generally greater with dynamic screening than with static screening, and at early
times scattering processes that involve the transfer of small amounts of energy such as carrier-carner
should be greatly enhanced due to the resonance with the heavy holes.

4.2 Carrier Scattering Rates

In order to verify these conclusions the scattering rates for the electrons and heavy holes are shown in
Figs. 5 and 6 for both static and dynamic screening. In the case of electron-electron, electron-heavy hole
and electron light hole the anticipated enhancement of the carrier-carrier scattering rates at early times is
evident. The decay of these scattering rates with increasing delay is also closely correlated with the
decline in the heavy hole resonance. In contrast, the heavy hole-heavy hole scattering rate is actually
suppressed at early times. This is because most heavy hole-heavy hole events fall slightly forward of the
ridge (towards larger k) in energy-momentum space where the screening is slightly greater. At later
times, all the carrier-carrier scattering rates except electron-heavy hole scattering are significantly larger
that their static counterparts in agreement with the conclusion that static screening generally over screens
inelastic scattering events. The magnitude of the difference is smallest for the heavy hole-heavy hole
case reflecting the large momentum transfers involved due the flatness of the heavy hole band. Thus this
process is only weakly screened in both cases. Electron-heavy hole scattering is an exception to the
general enhancement of carrier-carrier scattering since the large differences in carrier mass make thisprocess approximately elastic.

For the polar optic phonon-heavy hole scatter-ing rate the difference between the static and dynamic
screening models is small. As in the case of heavy hole-heavy hole scattering, this is due to the flatness
of the heavy hole band and the resulting large momentum transfers. In the case of electron-polar optic
phonon scattering the scattering rate with dynamic screening is much greater for times after 0 fs. The
statically screened scattering rate is initially as large as the dynamic one but is suppressed by carrier
screening as carriers are excited around 0 fs. Electron-optical phonon scattering is only lightly screened
by the dynamic dielectric function because of the optical phonons large energies.
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Fig. 5. Ensemble averaged electron scattering rates. Left static screening,

right dynamic screening.
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Fig. 6. Ensemble averaged heavy hole scattering rates. Left static
screening, tight dynamic screening. I

4.3 Distribution Function

The difference in scattering rates between the two screening models has significant consequences for the
evolution of the respective carrier distribution functions. This is most obvious for the electron
distribution functions which are shown in Figs 7 and 8. The effects of the increased carrier-carrier
scattering are evident in the rapid washing out of the initial excitation peaks with dynamic screening,
Also the rate at which carriers transfer to the bottom of the band is much more rapid. Clearly the I
electrons relax toward equilibrium much more rapidly with dynamic screening, and carrier-carrier
scattering appears to play a larger role even though the dominant scattering mechanism is polar optic
phonon in both cases. 3

I

S IDelay (fs )

cry stl Momentum ( 10e tern) 3 _S

Fig. 7. Evolution of the electron distribution function simulated using I
static screening.

I
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Fig. 8. Evolution of the electron distribution function simulated using
dynamic screening.

4.4 Pulse Probe Results

I To examine the effect of the screening model on 0.92

experimentally measurable parameters the probe 09 "-7
transmission was calculated in each case for a
simulated pulse-probe experiment. These results 0 o.58 ...... ...... .........
are shown in Fig. 9. The results are precisely what ........ .......... ------
would be expected. The dynamically screened 0.4 " "....
curve approaches equilibrium much faster than theI ~ ~statically screened one. The peak transmission is03 - -

also lower for the dynamic case because its larger 0 ...
scattering rates do not allow as many carriers to g 0.76.

accumulate in the optically coupled regions. 0 7 200 400 " 0

In order to obtain a numerical measure of the Delay Qs.)

difference in relaxation rate between the two cases
Sexponential fits was performed on the tail of each Fig. 9. Simulated probe transmission

curve for times between 200 and 700 fs after the for both the static and dynamic
excitation. The relaxation times obtained were 145 screening models.
fs for the dynamic screening and 205 fs for static
screening, confirming that the dynamically
screened carriers relax substantially faster than
those that are statically screened. Such a large difference in relaxation times should be obvious in
experiments and enable the dynamic screening model to be verified. In Fig. 10 the relationship between

I
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relaxation time and excitation pulse intensity is shown, while in Fig. I I the relaxation time is plotted I
versus the photon energy. In both cases only the indicated parameter is varied, all others remain
unchanged. It is clear that dynamic screening produces faster relaxation times for all photon energies and
pulse intensities. As a function of pulse intensity both curves have the same qualitative behavior with I
relaxation times gradually increasing with increasing pulse intensity. In contrast the two curves differ
qualitatively as a function of photon energy. The static screening curve shows a definite step for photon
energies about 35 meV above the band edge. This is absent for dynamic screening. The location of the
step in energy corresponds to the first phonon threshold for electrons excited from the heavy hole band.
For photon energies greater than this these electrons have sufficient energy to emit optical phonons. The
existence of this step is a clear indication relaxation is phonon dominated with static screening while its
absence with dynamic screening points to the increased importance of carrier-carrier scattering. The i
large difference in relaxation times and the presence or absence of this step together provide a means to
discriminate experimentally between the two screening models.

300 400 i
-- ~SU -- w-".0-0-,. ' 1- 350 ... ............ owe"s- " - l ...

U i

o a
1 0 0 . . .. . .[ . . . . . .. . . . . . .3 0 0 . . . ... . . .... . . . . . - .i

100 1 10 100 0 20 40 .0 .0 100 1
Excitation Pulse Intensity (1013 X GV/cm

2) Photon Energy (m*V above the band edge)

Fig. 10 Comparison of the extracted Fig. 11. Comparison of the extracted
relaxation rates as a function of relaxation rate as a function of the
excitation pulse intensity, energy of the exciting photons.

5. CONCLUSIONS I

It seems clear from the present results that free carrier screening plays a crucial role in the relaxation of
carriers excited near the band gap in femtosecond optical probing. Static screening has been found to
seriously underestimate both the carrier-carrier scattering rates and the polar optic phonon scattering
rates, and lead to significantly longer relaxation times when compared to dynamic screening. It was
found that the highly nonequilibrium state of the distribution function results in an unexpectedly sharp Iresonance with the heavy holes in the dynamic dielectric function that greatly enhances certain carrier-
carrier scattering events for times less than 400 fs after the initial excitation. From this we conclude that
static screening is inadequate for developing an accurate understanding of these types of experiments.
Work is currently underway, in collaberation with the experimental effort of C. Pollock's research groupat Cornell, to quantitatively verify these results. It seems clear that future work in modeling these
processes must include dynamic screening for significant progress to be made.

V
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I
Band Renormalization and Dynamic Screening

in Near Band Gap Femtosecond Optical Probing of InGaAs

J. E. Bair, D. Cohen, J. P. Krusius, C. R. Pollock
Cornell University, School of Electrical Engineering and School of Applied Engineering

Physics, Ithaca New York

The effect of band renormalization and dynamic screening in near band edge
femtosecond optical probing of In0.53Gao.47As has been investigated.
Measured relaxation times for electrons and holes are on the order of 110 fs. I
Simulated results, obtained from an ensemble Monte Carlo formulation, are in
excellent agreement with measured equal pulse correlation data only if both
processes are included. Band renormalization is found to be roughly twice as I
important as dynamic screening for these conditions.

The use of femtosecond lasers for probing carrier scattering processes in compound
semiconductors has become common during the 1980's. In this type of experiment carriers are first
excited by an initial optical excitation pulse and then probed by a second pulse after a short time delay.
The transmission of the second pulse, or the combined transmission of the two pulses, as a function of
the delay is determined by the relaxation of the excited carriers. Numerous experiments of this type Ihave been performed to date [1-51, and theoretical analysis's attempted [6-9], in order to explore the
contributions of the fundamental carrier scattering processes to the measured results. Nearly all of this
effort has been for carriers excited far from the band edge, and thus ,rimarily concerned with intervalleytransfer rates. In this work we investigate the femtosecond carrie relaxation in a largely unexploredenergy range, excitation within 100 meV of the fundemental band edge.

In the near band gap regime, several processes traditionally ignored are expected to have
increased importance. Significant among these is band renormalization. Despite the higher excitation
energy, several groups have observed behavior interpreted as band renormalization, both on
femtosecond [1-3] and picosecond [4] time scales. Also, it has recently become clear that an accurate
treatment of carrier-carrier scattering including the dynamic free carrier dielectric function is essential in
analyzing these experiments [5-71. Several methods of dealing with this problem have been developed
[2,6-8]. However, these methods either make assumptions about the quasi-equilibrium nature of the
dielectric function or are difficult to generalize to inhomogenous situations. I

In this work we report the first quantitative demonstration of the role of band renormalization
and dynamic screening in the initial femtosecond relaxation of carriers optically excited near the band
gap. To this end a new ensemble Monte Carlo simulation has been developed which accounts for both I
dynamic screening of all long range carrier scattering processes and band renormalization. The free
carrier dielectric function is obtained directly from the Lindhard (RPA) formula and thus no assumption
of the quasi-equilibrium character of the dielectric function or carrier distributions is required. Both I
dynamic screening and band renormalization are handled with simple extensions of standard MonteCarlo techniques and thus are easily generalized to inhomogenous systems.

The measurements were performed using a tunable NaC! color center laser [10] which generates •
femtosecond pulses with photon energies near the band gap of the chosen semiconductor
InO.53Ga0.47As. The measurements described here were performed with 180 fs full-width-half-
maximum (FWHM) sech 2 -shaped pulses of 0.787 eV photons. Thus the electron-hole pairs are excited I
37 meV above the fundamental optical gap of 0.75 eV. The transient transmission at 300 K was
measured using the equal-pulse correlation technique [11]. The laser was operated at a repetition rate of
164 MHz while the energy of each pulse was 2.5 x 1013 eV/cm 2 . A typical experimental result from a I
1.0 gm thick InO.53GaO.47As film on a transparent InP substrate is shown in fig. 1. I

I
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The measured results have been analyzed using an ensemble Monte Carlo particle simulation
technique, parts of which have been described elsewhere [12]. It includes electrons and holes from the
conduction, heavy hole and light hole bands with provisions for band warping and nonparabolicity. All
important scattering processes are accounted for including carrier-carrier scattering. Materials
parameters for InO.53GaO.47As have been obtained from Ref. [13]. All carrier processes, including
carrier scattering, optical excitation and one dimensional carrier motion, are described self-consistently
using the instantaneous values of the carrier distribution function, optical field, electric field and free
carrier dielectric function. Contrary to what has been done before, the inclusion of one dimensional
carrier transport allows any sample thickness dependence to be fully accounted for.

Unique features of the present simulation method are the inclusion of a dynamic free carrier
dielectric function and band renormalization. Rather than introduce dynamic screening through a
molecular dynamics approach [7], as several other groups have done, we chose to develop a method
within the standard Monte Carlo framework that does not compromise flexibility. This method is based
on a direct evaluation of the Lindhard (RPA) dielectric function given by

+4re2 l f4(k)- f.(k +q)
e:(q, co) = co +--2. li 1q, a-+O-, E(k+q)-E.(k)-hco+iha

where fn(k) denotes the carrier distribution function, En(k) the carrier energy, and co the static
dielectric constant. The sum is taken over all crystal momentum states k and all bands n. This equation
is evaluated and tabulated at the beginning of each Monte Carlo time step and the results are used in the
computation of carrier scattering for that time step. To reduce the computational work several
simplifying assumptions are made. The anisotropy of the carrier distribution functions, dielectric
function, and band structure is neglected, and the band structure is taken to be both parabolic and
spherical for the purpose of calculating the free carrier dielectric function. We have also run simulations
using a static screening model for comparison [6].

Band renormalization is included within the "quasi-static" approximation developed by Haugand Schmitt-Rink [14]. Within this approximation the energy shift experienced by a state with a crystal
momentum k in a single uncoupled band is given by

I h(k) = YS (k) +' (k)

Ix (k) V• Vs(k-k')fi(k') (2)
Vk'

Ic - Vs(k)hi(k) ="2-V -[V(k)" / EO-Vs )

k

whr sx ih k r
where -" (k) and y 1 (k) are the screened exchange and coulomb hole contributions to the
electron self-energy, Vs(k) and V(k) the statically screened and unscreened coulomb potentials
respectively, V the volume of the crystal. In the present simulations this expression is generalized to
include the effects of coupling between the conduction and the two valence bands, and the overlap
integrals between the Bloch states. This has been implemented assuming a rigid band shift using the

value calculated for the r point in each band.
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This selfconsistent Monte Carlo technique was used to simulate the optical probe experiments. n
Fig. 1. shows a comparison of both a simulated equal-pulse experiment and a simulated pulse-probe
experiment with the actual measured equal pulse correlation data. Since the experiment does not
presently give the absolute transmission, all results are presented in a normalized fashion. The fit
between the simulated and measured equal-pulse curves is excellent for delays longer than 150 fs. A
large coherent artifact, evident for shorter delays, is as expected, since the experiment was performed
with both pulses having the same polarization with a 280 fs FWI-IM pulse autocorrelation. The simulated I
pulse-probe curve also fits well in the range between 150 - 400 fs but flattens out somewhat too rapidly
for longer delays. This is almost certainly due to subtle differences between the two types of
experiments. From the excellent correlation between measured and simulated results we conclude that
the present model provides a firm basis for understanding femtosecond optical probing in the near bandgap regime.

In order to determine the role of free carrier screening and band renormalization in near band
gap femtosecond optical probing additional simulations of pulse-probe experiments were performed in
which each of the processes was turned off. From the results shown in Fig. 2 it is obvious that band
renormalization is responsible for a significantly reduced probe transmission. It is further clear that the
static screening shows a slower recovery than dynamic screening. To characterize the overall relaxation
results and to extract the relative importance of the two processes, exponential fits were performed for
the range 200- 800 fs for each curve in Figs. 1 and 2. The resulting "effective" relaxation times are
given in Table. I. It is clear from these results that both processes have strong effects that are I
indispensable in analyzing such experiments. It is somewhat surprising that band renormalization is byfar the most important of these two effects for these conditions.

The significance of band renormalization becomes more clear, if the simulated magnitude and I
time dependence of the band shifts are examined (Fig. 3). The maximum reduction of the band gap is
approximately 14 meV, which is a large fraction of the initial excess carrier energy of 37 meV. This
results in dramatic differences in the form of the excited carrier distribution functions due to the large l
renormalization of the bands during excitation. There is a small recovery in the band gap for delays less
than 500 fs, which results primarily from the warming of the very cold heavy holes. This introduces
additional transient effects during the relaxation due to changes in the effective photon energy of the
probe.

The effect of dynamic screening on the carrier-carrier scattering rates, computed with dynamic
screening and static screening, is shown in fig. 4. Band renormalization has been included in both I
cases. Significant increases in all carrier-carrier scattering rates are observed for dynamic screening. The
electron-electron scattering rate is most effected by screening. This is especially true at early times due
to the highly non-equilibrium nature of the free carrier dielectric function. This has been discussed I
briefly in another publication [121 and will be examined in detail in a future publication. The heavy hole-
heavy hole and heavy hole-electron scattering rates are less effected because of the larger momentum
and smaller energy transfers involved. The electron-polar optic phonon scattering rates are alsoincreased by about 30% for dynamic screening. These results explain why dynamic screening had sucha large effect on the observed carrier relaxation processes.

In conclusion, band renormalization and dynamic screening significantly affect near band gap
femtosecond optical probing. Both effects significantly reduce measured "effective" relaxation times
with band renormalization being by the farther the more important of the two. Dynamic screening
markedly increases the important carrier scattering rates, while band renormalization results in changes
in the distribution of carriers within the bands and changes the effective probe energy with respect to the
band edge. By including these processes in our novel Monte Carlo technique we have succeeded in
successfully reproducing measured data. This work demonstrates for the first time quantitatively both
the importance and the role of renormalization and dynamic screening in near band gap femtosecond I
probing.

I
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I
Fig. 1. Measured and simulated normalized optical transmission as a function of the delay between
exctitation and probe pulses.

Fig. 2. Simulated optical transmission as a function of the delay between excitation for pulse-probe
configuration. Curves with/without static and dynamic screening and band renormalization have been
labeled accordingly.

Fig. 3. Simulated rigid band shifts due to band renormalization as a function of probe delay.

Fig. 4. Simulated carrier-carrier scattering rates as a function of probe delay. hh-hh, e-e, and e-hh denote
heavy hole - heavy hole, electron - electron, elect-on - heavy hole scattering respectively. Static and
dynamic refer to static and dynamic screening.

Table I. Effective relaxation times calculated by fitting a single exponential to the measured and
simulated tranmission over the range probe delay of 200-800 fs.
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Abstract

Householder transformations applied from the left are generally used to zero a
contiguous sequence of entries in a column of a matrix A. Our purpose in this paper is to
introduce new row Householder and row hyperbolic Householder transformations which
are also applied from the left, but now zero a contiguous sequence of entries in a row
of A. We then show how these row Householder transformations can be used to design
efficient sliding data window recursive least squares covariance algorithms, which are
based upon rank-k modifications to the inverse Cholesky factor, R- 1 , of the covariance
matrix. The algorithms are rich in matrix-matrix BLAS-3 computations, making them
efficient on vector and parallel architectures. Preliminary numerical experiments are
reported, comparing these row Householder-based rank-k modification schemes with k
applications of the classical updating and downdating covariance schemes which use
Givens and hyperbolic rotations.
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I I Introduction

In this paper we introduce new row Householdcr and row hyperbolic Householder trans-
formations, which zero one row of a matrix at a time when applied from the left. These
transformations are a generalization of an idea first proposed by Bartels and Kaufman I3]
and, as in classical Householder transformations, are rank-I modifications to the identity ma-
trix. We will discuss their use in developing efficient algorithms for recursive least squares
problems of the sliding window type.

In [3], Bartels and Kaufman consider schemes for modifying R, where X = QR and X is
the given data matrix, subject to rank-2 updates of X. To solve these problems efficiently.
they introduce a modified Householder transformation which, when applied from tile left,
can zero entries simultaneously in two column vectors. Here we suggest a generalization to
this transformation which, when applied from the left, can eliminate all elements in a row
of a matrix. We then illustrate how these transformations can be very useful in developing
efficient algorithms for modifying R` (rather than R) subject to rank-k changes in X.
(Algorithms for modifying R subject to rank-k changes in X were considered in [171 and
analyzed in [6]). We show, in terms of operations counts, that our algorithms are more
efficient for modifying 1'7 than k applications of the classical algorithms based on Givens
and hyperbolic rotations (see, for example, Pan and Plemmons [14].) Moreover, as Bartels
and Kaufman show for rank-2 modifications, our algorithms are rich in matrix-matrix BLAS-
3 computations, making them even more economical on high performance architectures than
k applications of the rank-1 modification schemes.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 1 we introduce the new row Householder
transformations. In Section 2 we show how these transformations can be used to efficiently
update least squares solutions when observations are added and/or deleted from the linear

I system. In Section 4 we consider downdating computations. In Section 5 we discuss compact
WY representation of products of row Householder transformations, and in Section 6 we

i provide some numerical experiments and some concluding remarks.

2 Row Householder Transformations

In this section we introduce a row Householder transformation, which is a rank I modification
to the identity matrix, that when applied from the left will eliminate k elements in a row of
a matrix at once. These row Householder transformations are still reflections. As pointed
out to the authors by R. Funderlic upon reading a preliminary version of the manuscript,
row Householder reflections can be interpreted geometrically in the following way. Given
two three dimensional vectors in three space, what one is doing is finding a reflection that
takes the plane determined by the two vectors into the y - z plane. Moreover, it appears
that Householder reflections of the type described in this paper can be used to eliminate
contiguous sequences of elements in different rows by applying a single reflection from the
left. That possibility is not considered in this paper, but is a topic of future investigation

I 7].

2
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We will split our discussion into two subsections. The first will consider row Householder I
transformations which are orthogonal, and the second subsection will consider transforma-
tions which are pseudo orthogonal with respect to a signature matrix -4. I

2.1 Orthogonal Row Householder Transformations

The row Householder transformation we introduce in this section is a generalization of an I
idea first proposed by Bartels and Kaufman [3]. Let B be a (k + 1) x k matrix of the form

B=[D]

where D is nonsingular.
Suppose we wish to eliminate the first row of B (i.e., bT) by preinultiplying by an or-

thogonal matrix. (Note that this discussion applies, in general, to the case where we want
to eliminate the jt" row of B. In this case we simply permute the j1', row to the top of B.)
In order to accomplish this we construct a Householder transformation

P= I -lpp (1) I
where p E W*+ " and A = pTp/2, such that 3

PB= b (2)

In order to illustrate how this can be done let

where 7r is the first component of p and q is the vector consisting of the last k components
of p.

If P has the form (1) and satisfies (2), then we obtain the relation

[ ]I p(7rb T+ qT D)[~ . (.3)I

From the first row of the relation (3) we obtain

Dr q = tub, (4)

where I
= (A/ir - 7r).

The relation (5) together with A= pT p/ 2 gives

7r = -- Iz ± / 2 + qTq. (6)

3
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I
I

In order to avoid loss of accuracy in computer finite precision arithmetic we
pick the sign so to maximize the magnitude of 7r. Then 7r can be expressed as
follows

r= -(1 + VI + zTz) (7)

where z = D-Tb. We note that we have one degree of freedom here. Since q is a free
variable, we suggest choosing i = 1/1lbll 2. If Ilbllz = 0, we simply set P = I.

In general, we have the following algorithm.

Algorithm ROWHT
Input: BT = [b DT], where D E "k'k is nonsingular.

Output: p E 3k+1, where P = I -- , A-Tp/2, has the
property that the first row of PB is all zeros.

I[ if 11b112 = 0

Sp =0, P=Selse IA I j b 2

solve DTq j ib

I7r =-/-I - VT] +qTq
p T = [7r JT]

IA Householder transformation (computed by algorithm ROWHT) which zeros elements

in a row vector will be called a row Householder transformation to differentiate it from the
classical column Householder transformation which zeros elements in a column vector.

The algorithm ROWHT will have good numerical properties as long as (4) is solved
by a numerically stable method. This is made precise by the following lemma.

Lemma 1 Let e be the machine relative precision and F1 satisfies

i (DT + 6b T)q = pb (8)

with ll6DTII = O(eIIDII). Further, let f = -j, - , + T T = [r T A-T4 1 2 and
I=

SppA

Then there exists a perturbation 6B of the matrix B such that

P(B + bB) [ ] (9)

and 116BII = O(cIIBII).

4
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Proof: The proof is straightforward and hence omitted.

REMARK: It is important to note that P does not have to be close to P defined
by (1) and (2). Similarly, D does not have to be close to D in (2). The situation
here is analogous to that of the QR decomposition of a pertubed matrix X+bX
where the factors of the perturbed matrix can differ from the factors of the origin4
matrix X by as much as O(cond(X)[16X11), see Stewart [19J. However what is essential
from the numerical analysis point of view is that P is orthogonal and zeros the
first row of a nearby matrix B + 6B.

Note that finding p requires solving a k x k system of linear equations which in general
amounts to 0(k3 ) operations. However, if the QR decomposition of D is available, the cost
of finding p is decreased to 0(k2 ) operations. I

In the sequel we will encounter the problem of annihilating r rows, r > 1, of a (k + r) x k
matrix by finding an orthogonal P such that

bT 0

rb T 0

Such a P can be constructed as a product of r row Householder transformations Pi, P =
PP,r-I ... P1, with Pi annihilating row i of the matrix. As the major cost of determining
such transformations is in solving systems of linear equations, it is worthwhile to attempt
to decrease this cost. This can be done by maintaining and updating the QR decomposition
of the bottom k x k submatrix. For the sake of illustration we show the first step of this
process. Let

and let
Do =D =QoRo

be the QR decomposition of D which is assumed to be given. Let P1 = I - pipT/Ai be a

modified Householder transformation such that

b T oI

bT Ib

D - D

Then the form of P1 implies that II
D, Do- - bT =- QoDo- -=bT (10)

2 I
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Thus the QR factorization of D, can be obtained at the cost of 13k 2 multiplications (and
13k2 additions) by updating the QR factorization of Do after a rank-i change of Du, [11t.
This has to be repeated r - 1 times resulting in the total of O(rk2 ) operations for the overall
process of computing all transformations Pi, i = 1,.- -".

2.2 Row Hyperbolic Householder Transformations

Let 4ý =diag(±l1) be an (k + 1) x (k + 1) diagonal matrix, and suppose p is a vector of length
k + 1 with pTtp > 0. Then a Hyperbolic Householder transformation is a matrix of the form

P = p ) -- pp (T])

where A = ½ 0p. The matrix P is a pseudo orthogonal matrix with respect to d), i.e.,

pTVp = q.

Hyperbolic Householder transformations are typically used to introduce zeros into a col-
umn of a matrix, and were studied in detail by Rader and Steinhardt [173. Here we introduce
a row Hyperbolic Householder transformation which eliminates entries in a row of a matrix.
The discussion in this subsection is similar to that given in §2.1 for the (orthogonal) row
Householder transformations.

Let B be a (k + 1) x k matrix of the form

B= T

where D is nonsingular. Suppose we wish to eliminate the first row of B using a transfor-
mation of the form (11). As in §2.1 this can be illustrated as follows. Let

P p= [q

where 7r is the first component of p and q is a vector consisting of the last k components of
p. Now suppose

S[ T][T]

Then, assuming P has the form (11), where

0 01 0

we have

S0]r bT[ (7r] T [ q T D) [ ]

6
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I

Thus, we obtain 1
Drq =-~ (12)

where I = (Ao 1/ir - 7r). 

I

Now, if we fix 1A, then we can solve (12) for q. Once q is known, then, using p
(A01/7r - 7r), we have I

7r2 + 7ry - 01 A = 0.

Thus, since

A= PT4 (1 + q Ti~q),
2 2

and since € = 1, we obtain the relation

7r2 + 27r11 - olqT~q = 0.

Thus, if 1• + €,erda >_ 0, (13)

we haveI
7r = -/ - sgn(p) ,j2 + qhqTdq.

We point out that the requirement /z + ,iqT q > 0 is satisfied for our problem of inverse
matrix modifications. This will be discussed in further detail in Section 4.

As for the (orthogonal) row Householder transformations, we suggest choosing L =

I/1Ib]J2, and P = FD if I1b]12 = 0. The following algorithm summarizes the above discus-
sion.

Algorithm ROWHHT
Input: BT = [b DT], where D E Rk'xk is nonsingular.

Output: p E Rk+', where P = D - pJppT, A = pT4)p/2, has the
property that the first row of PB is all zeros.

if 11bl12 0=o

L P 0,o P = Iý
else

solve DTq = bILr = -11- VT 12 + Oq Trq

Similarly as for the orthogonal case, a hyperbolic Householder transformation (computed

by algorithm ROWHHT) which zeros elements in a row vector will be called a row hyperbolic
Householder transformation. If the QR decomposition of D is available the cost of finding
p is of the order of 0(k2 ) operations. For the problem of annihilating r rows, r > 1, of a

7
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(k + r) x k matrix B that cost is of the order of O(rk2 ) operations (see the discussion at the
end of Section 2.1).

3 Modifying the Inverse Cholesky Factor

Let X be a real m x n matrix with full column rank, and let s be a real vector of length 7-n.
Consider the least squares problem

min Is - XwII 2. (14)

It is well known (see, for instance [121) that this problem can be solved by finding the QR
factorization of X. Specifically, let X = QR, where Q is an m x n matrix with orthonormal
colunis, and R is an n x n upper triangular matrix. Then the solution to (14) is given by

w = R-IQTs.

In many applications, such as signal processing, it is often required to recalculate w
when successive observations (i.e., equations) are added to and/or deleted from (14). In
this section we consider updating the solution w to zb when k new observations are added
to the system, and downdating w to tb when k observations are removed from the system.
This method is called recursive least squares (RLS), and can be reformulated as a k-step
process of k successive modifications of w after addition/deletion of a single observation.
Such rank-1 modifications are most often realized by plane rotations and have been studied
by many authors. In this paper we treat multiple addition/deletion of observation as a block
process in a manner analogous to that presented in [17]. However, unlike in [17] where the
the upper triangular factor in the QR decomposition of X was modified, this paper proposes
algorithms for direct modification of the inverse of the triangular factor. This procedure is
called the covariance method in RLS computations. We will show how the row Householder
transformations described in Section 2 can be used to design efficient sliding data window
RLS covariance algorithms.

3.1 Inverse Updating

Let X = QR be the QR factorization of X. Suppose k new observations

IyT uI,

where yT E jkxn and u E R', are added to the data defining the least squares
problem (14). We first show how R-1 can be updated to R', where

8
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1
is the QR factorization of X. We then show how the solution w of (14) can be I
updated to the solution tw of

It is well known that there exists an orthogonal matrix H such that

H [R h]

The matrix H can be constructed as a product of (n + k) x (n + k) Householder trans-

formations Hi, i = 1,... , n, such that Hi annihilates subdiagonal elements in column i,

i 1,-,n, of the matrix

It is known that if H is orthogonal and satisfies (16), then H also updates the inverse of R,

namely ][(
H oTR --TT (17)

where E is an n x k matrix. To see this, note that

Thus U = k-l. 
m 

To

We would like to be able to work with R-T, and not with R explicitly, since the triangular

solves needed in solving systems associated with R can then be replaced by matrix-vector
or matrix-matrix multiplications. The foliowing lemma shows how we can construct anl
orthogonal matrix H satisfying (16) and avoid using R explicitly.

Lemma 2 Let V R = -R-TY, and let t be an orthogonal matrix such that m
k 15

where Ik is the k x k identity matrix and D is a k x k matrix. Then

T[ (19)

If U is upper triangular then U = Rand m
R- [ -T i,-T

if[OT][ ET] (20)

where E = R- vb-'.

9
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Proof: The proof for k = 1 can be found in [141. For k > I one proceeds as follows. Let

[IIk yT I) D ý,T (21

From the orthogonality of II, the definition of 1V and the fact that b is nonsingular, it follows
that Yý = 0 and hence

RT R + yyT = UTU.

Thus if U is upper triangular with positive diagonal elements then U = R. From (17), for
the inverse we have an analogous relation, namely

1[ R [o = A-T] (22)

Now (22) implies

f/TV/+ I TftTRT j IT j bT ET 1
R-1 Rf R-/ = ED -I-T + EET

from which one obtains that
E = R- 1 ' D .

This completes the proof.
The relation (22) shows that it is possible to work with the inverses only. The con(litiol

that has to be satisfied is that application of the transformation /- in (22) has to result in
a lower triangular matrix U-T.

We now show how to construct an orthogonal matrix H satisfying (18) and (19). To do
this, we will use the row Householder transformation. More precisely, suppose that we have
constructed row Householder transformations P1, P2,. .. , P, such that

P). .P2 Pi f=[ 2
where 0, denotes the j x k matrix of all zeros, and f E R(,-j)xk and bD E Fkk. Then
using Algorithm ROWHT, we find iY = [7r, qj] so that

where iZ is the first row of V/ and P+,= I - " Then P,+I is simply given by

Pj+ 1 = I - PAiT,

10
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I

wherep, = [0,..-,0, IT', 0,.. ,0, q, " (the j-th culImpu -it- it (A' / ,1-, 7 - h t K i,•tI,,kP-

of p, f "f rm the vector q• audn all other coulpoieits art. zezu.-). It i- ,•v CisV tou Str-0,

P = P" P.,P, satisfies (1Is) all d hezice

as /i-T is by construction lower triangular and hence the desired duwndatcd factor.

Now that we have a schemie for updating ?-T, we ncdI to use this infuriationa t1; hii

ciently update the least squares solution i, tu tot. The followiiug theorei1i shows how thi i11;

be done.

Theorenm I LO It satislit. (22), tiat isi , , f,, -?-
1fIt 0 = )E"

if w is the solution to (7?), the'n tht solution to (15) t., ygrzi by

AMortowtr E = R' -.

Pr'oof: Let Q

0 S2~

where si E R" and s2 E 3V. Then (15) can be rewritten as

1,T 1 1! ,2 o(23j

Furthermore, let I
il ý = fi " I 24

Note that w = R-1st and hence from the definition of 1" we have the relation

1! [f -IR -

Using the definition (24) and the assumption of the theorem the right hand side

of (25) simplifies as follows

R-' 0 = - E =+ Ei = ,+)Efi
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as from (23) we have that tw = R-Isl. Now the theorem follows from the fact
that the left hand side of (25) and the right hand side of (26) are equal.

Thus, summarizing the results of this section, we obtain the following algorithm.

Algorithm IUP-k
Given: R-T and w, where X = QR and w solves (??).
Input: New set of k observations [yT u].

Then this algorithm computes f-T and tb, where

.k = ýx i

and t!) solves (15).

1. Compute V = -R-TY.

Cost kn 2/2 multiplications.

2. Find H = P,. P2 PI, where Pj are row Householder Transfoj
matious, such that

Cost 13 -k 2n multiplicatiolns.

3. Update R-T to R-T:

/)[R-T -

Cost kn 2 multiplications.

4. Update w to tb:

t) = tW - Eb-(u - yTU)

Cost Wk2 + 2kn multiplications (as from (10) the QR decomposi-
tion of D is already available from step 2).

The total cost for Algorithm IUP-k is 2 • kn 2 + 13 k2n + 2. kn + 2k multiplications,
22

We note that the straight forward implementation of the rank-I method of Pan and Plem-
mons [14] would require -kn 2+O(kn) multiplications. Thus, roughly speaking speaking

12
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Algorithm IUP-k requires less multiplications than the method described in [14]
when n > 13k. The major advantage of Algorithm IUP-k is that it is rich in BLAS
level 2 and BLAS level 3 operations which may lead to a more efficient implementatio.

on parallel computers.

3.2 Inverse Downdating 3
Let

,S=d 'X-zT

where ZT E Rln and dE Rk are to be deleted from the data describing (14).
We now describe a method for downdating w to the solution tb of

rain j1i - ktbIIh. (27)

We first show how R-1 can be updated to Rf, where

is the QR factorization of X.
Note that as long as X is full rank then 3

RTR- ZZT > 0. (28)

The Cholesky factor f? of X" satisfes I
f-T f = RTR - ZZ 2 .

In [17] it is shown that there exists a pseudo orthogonal transformation ft with
respect to the signature (F, U

such that 
0

ZT oT(29)

The matrix R can be constructed as a product of (n + k) x (n + k) Hyperbolic House-
holder transformations Hi, Z = 1,- ,n, such that Hi annihilates subdiagonal elements in
column i, i = 1, • n, of the matrix

HJI 2 1 ... H 2 II 1, ] I

13 1
I
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Similarly as for orthogonal transformations, if the hyperbolic ff satisfies (29) then 11 also
downdates the inverse of R. To see this, note that

Thus U = R-1 and

I0 = F[ [ (30)

We would like to work with the inverses directly and hence need a way for constructing

H satisfying (29) without any explicit reference to R. The following lemma provides means
just for that.

Lemma 3 Assume RTR- ZZT > 0. Let 1f R -TZ, and let ft be a hyperbolic (with respcct

to (D) transformation such that

D (31)

where Ik is the k x k identity matrix and D is a k x k matrix. Then

o 0 (32)

If U is upper triangular, then t] = I? and

S[R-T R-T

uhere F = -R-'1D)-'.

Proof: The proof for k = 1 can be found in [14]. For k > I one proceeds as follows. Let

I ~~f [rV 1[ U

HlIk Z T D 2 rT . (34)

From the definition of 1 and the that fact that H is hyperbolic (with respect to ID) we obtain

that
0 RTR-ZZ ] [Z O_2zT&_ .T]

Comparing upper left entries on both sides we get

_f)Tf) = f/Tf/ _ 1k = ZTR-lR-Tz -_ Ik.

Now, as RTR - ZZT > 0 then Ik - ZTR- R-TZ > 0 and hence D is nonsingular.

14
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From (35) and the nonsingularity uf P) it follows that Z=0 and hence

RT R - ZZT = UjTU . I
Thus if 0 is upper triangular (with positive diagonal elements) then U =/R. From (30), for
the inverse we have an analogous relation, namely

1[ Ik r ] A T  " (36)

Now (36) implies 
Ik 0 b F T(

f/ T Vf/-Ik IT R - T ] fTf D T F TR-'f" R-'R -T = FD f?- I f-T -- FF T

from which one obtains that

This completes the proof.

The relation (36) shows that, as for updating the inverse, it is also possible to downdate
the inverse directly. The condition that has to be satisfied is that application of ft in (36)
has to result in a lower triangular matrix U-T. 1

The construction of R satisfying (36) is analogous to that described at the end of Section
3.2. Now however f is constructed as a product of row hyperbolic Householder transforma-
tions. The only thing that needs to be verified is that the condition (13) is always satisfied 1
for each factor that makes up R.

Suppose that we have constructed row hyperbolic (with respect to 4) Householder trans-
formations P1 , P2 , .. ., Pj such that

P .... P [ ,II Dj

where 0j denotes the j x k matrix of all zeros, V E 3(,,-j)xk and D3 E Rkxk. Let b T be the 3
first row of Vj and let

[0 -Ik IWe wish to use Algorithm ROWHHT to find PJT = [*r qj so

"= - -TPj +, I 11;-"pjpjI

satisfies 

1

15 I
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Note first that Pj is nonsingular. The condition (13) for P, becomes

Tqj > 0 (37)

where from (12) 4j is given by
q = jbfyT. (38)

Substituting (38) in to (37) we obtain

f- I4;b- T i~j) > 0 (39)

Note however that from
b fb,-jf > 0 (40)

(which is satisfied because TDfj - fjT•. > 0) it follows that

1 - fTP;' b; 1j > 0,

which shows that (13) is satisfied.
Now, the construction of /f proceeds in a straightforward manner, exactly as in the

(orthogonal) updating case.
The scheme for dowý'Lting RT can be extended to downdating the least squares solution

w to zb. The following theorem shows how this can be done.

Theorem 2 Let tH satisfy (31), that is

JJ[k 0 -] FT "

If w is the solution to (??), then the solution to (27) is given by

tb = w + FD-T(d - ZTw)

Moreover F = -R-'l'-'.

Proof: The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 1 and hence is omitted.

Thus, summarizing the results of this section, we obtain the following algorithm.

16
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I

Algorithm IDOWN-k I
Given: R-T and w, where X = QR and w solves (??).
Input: Set of k observations [ZT dj].

Then this algorithm computes R-T and tb, where

X= [ ] =QR,

X = QR and tb solves (27).

1. Compute V -R-TZ.

Cost kn 2/2 multiplications.

2. Find 11 = P,,.. 2P1, where Pi are row hyperbolic Householder
transformations, such that

ftf=[]I

Cost 13 - k2 n multiplications.

3. Downdate R-T to /?-T:

IJR-T ][ -T

Cost kn 2 multiplications.

4. Downdate w to ib:

tb = w - FD-T(d- ZTw) N
Cost k 2 + 2kn multiplications (as from (10) the QR decomposi-
tion of D is already available from step 2).

It is easy to see that the complexity analysis for the above algorithm is the same as I
Algorithm IUP-k. That is, the total cost is 2 - kn2 + 13. On + 2. kn + k 2 multiplications.
Moreover, the straight forward implementation of the rank-i downdating method of Pai and
Plemmons [14] requires 4kn 2 + O(kn) multiplications.

II
17
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4 Block WY Representation for Products

We are interested in row Householder methods that are rich in matrix-matrix operations in
order to increase the efficiency of our algorithms on vector and parallel machines. To that
end, it is important to accumulate and apply products of Householder transformations in
block form [12].

It is known (see e.g., Schreiber and Van Loan [18]), that products

Q = H,,H.-i... Hi

of column oriented Householder transformation matrices

Hi = I - wiwT, i = 1,, n, (41)

defined by rn-vectors wi with w'wi = 2, can be accumulated in a compact IVY form

Q = I - YTYT (42)

where Y is an m x n rectangular matrix, and each of its columns is a Householder vector
wi, and T is a unit lower triangular n x n matrix. Obviously, then, if A is an m x n matrix
then IH,,-, ... H1 A can be accumulated using matrix-matrix operations as

HHJI1 ... HIA = QA = A - YT(yTA).

An algorithm for constructing and applying Q in the form (42) is in the new LAPACK
software system [1]. We remark that Puglisi [16] has extended the work in [18] by giving a
scheme to compute and apply the product form (42) which involves more BLAS-3 matrix-
matrix operations, but which also requires additional work and storage.

Clearly, since orthogonal row Householder transformation matrices P as given in (1)
can also be written in the form (41), the same results on accumulation and application of
products of Householder transformations in block form apply for our case. Thus the use of
row Householder orthogonal transformations for modifying the inverse QR factorization is
rich in level-3 BLAS operations, and the compact WY representation block algorithms in
LAPACK can be used for our application.

The case of row hyperbolic Householder transformations, used for downdating, requires
some further discussion. Recall that for an m-vector pi and a signature matrix (D, an 77 x M

row (or column) hyperbolic Householder transformation matrix can be written in the form

i=,D 2 T (43)
Pi Wphi~

provided that 0 < p7i4)pi. The matrix Pi is pseudo orthogonal with respect to 4), i.e.,
PTiDP = D. Observe also that P = pT. We now proceed to show how to accumulate and

apply products of hyperbolic Householder transformations in a compact WY-type represen-
tation block form similar to (42).

18
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First, we write (43) in the form I
P, = •b- wiT (44)

where wi is an m-vector given by 
I(

W ( ") ýi) p .

Note that wT(Dwi = 2.
It will be shown that products .

Q¢= PnPn_•.. P1

of row or column oriented hyperbolic Householder transformation matrices (44), defined by
rn-vectors wi, and associated with the same signature matrix (D, can be accumulated in a I
compact WY form

Q0 = 40 - n-IyTYT. (45)

A method for computing the block representation (45) is given by the following theorem.

Theorem 3 Suppose Qt = 0' - 4i-'YTyT is an m x m matrix, pseudo orthogonal with
respect to 0, with Y m x i and with T a unit lower triangular i x i matrix. If P = 1O - wwT, I
with w an n-vector such that 0 < wT Ow, and zT = -wTDi-l YT, then the product PQp is
given by PQ -=' -+1 - Y+T+yT (46) I
where Y --Y, Dw , 2,1 z (47
P roof: It can be seen that ( W W T) Y T )

,Di+' - OYTyT + wwT4Di-YTyT _ wwTTi =

V)+1 - 4)YTyT _ wzTyT _ wwT4i =

V)i+1 40i[ w]T 0 I
4i+1 - 4 Y+T+YT.

Notice that Q, = PPP- ... P1 reduces to 4) - YTYY if n is odd, and to I - 4)YTYr if

n is even.
The scheme described in Theorem 3 for accumulating products of hyperbolic Householder

transformation matrices has the same advantages as the storage-efficient compact WY rep-
resentation scheme for the orthogonal case given in [18]. In summary, the row orthogonal

and row hyperbolic Householder methods considered in this paper are rich in matrix-matrix I
operations, and this fact can be used to increase the efficiency of our algorithms on vector
and parallel machines.

19 I
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5 Numerical Experiments

In this section we provide numerical experiments which consist of sliding window recursive
least squares problems (RLS), and are designed to compare the accuracy of our block method
with k applications of the rank-1 covariance inverse factorization RLS method of Pan and
Plemmons [14]. In each of the examples given below, we indicate the length of the window
used, and the number of observations which will be added and deleted.

The set of examples we use here have been used to test the effectiveness of condition
estimators [9, 10, 15], and have also been used by Bj6rck, Park and Elddn [5] to illustrate
how the corrected semi-normal equations can be used to stablize rank-1 downdating. These
examples are described as follows.

Example 1: In this examiple we construct a 100 x 10 data matrix whose entries are generated

randomly from a uniform distribution in (-50,50). We then scale the first column of this
matrix by multiplying the entries in the first column by 10-. This causes the windowed
data to have a condition number on the order of 10'. Here we choose the window length to
be 20, and the number of observations added and deleted is k = 5.

Example 2: In this example we construct a 50 x 5 data matrix from a uniform distribution
in (0,1). In this case, though, we add an outlier of the form r x 103, where r is again a random
number in (0,1), to the (18,3) entry. The effect of this outlier causes the data to become
ill-conditioned when the 18 th row is added to the system. Here we choose the window length
to be 8, and the number of observations added and deleted is k = 3.

Example 3: In this example we construct a 50 x 5 matrix. The first 25 rows are the first 25
rows of the Hilbert matrix. The second 25 rows are simply the first 25 rows given in reverse
order. We then add a random number, 6, to all the entries in order to control the degree of
ill-conditioning of the data. The smaller the value of 6, the more ill-conditioned is the data.

As is done in [5], we use b = 10- and 6 = 10-9. Here, we again take the window length to
be 8, and k = 3.

The numerical tests for the above examples were performed using Matlab, and the right
hand side vector was chosen to be the row sums of the data matrix. Thus the exact solution
is known, and is the vector of all ones. The quantities reported are the relative errors and
residuals for our block method, and the rank-i rotation based method of Pan and Plemmons
[14]. The results are summarized in Figures 1-8, where the solid line is the plot of the rank-i
method and the dashed line is a plot of our block method. Also shown in the figures is a
plot of 1/cond(X) for each window, indicated by + signs.

We see from the figures that numerically our block method performs in a similar manner
to k applications of the rank-i method of Pan and Plemmons. But since our methods are
rich in BLAS-3 computations, our block method is better suited for vector and parallel
architectures.

We note that, as for the rank-1 method of Pan and Plemmons, our block method can give

20
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Figure 1: Residuals for Example 1.
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Figure 2: Relative errors for Example 1.
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Figure 3: Residuals for Example 2.
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1I
inaccurate results if the data becomes too ill-conditiuned. This is to ,e b xpectcd, thou-' .L
since the dowridating is sensitive to ill- condit ioning, see [20]. T'o obtain a Mortn-li:, ..
block method when the data is ill-conditioned, one can apply schelnt-s which also lundifv I
the Q factor, such as a generalization of the method proposed in [8] for updat ing
the Gram-Schmidt QR factorization to the block case. Another approtach is i, usc
the original data, X. This could be done by extending the work of Pjorc. Park and lidld I
[5], which uses the corrected semi-normal equations for rank-1 modifications, to tht rankY
k case. These two approaches are the subject of the ongoing research and will

be reported elsewhere. I
Perhaps a more straight furward approach is to ume a condition estiination tehniymc

such as ACE [15], and, if the problem becomes ill-conditioned, re-initialize by coniputing, a
new inverse orthogonal factorizattion, producing a new /-'. That is, A(C'I couild be usctd to I
monitor the conditioning of the data, which can be done in 0( i) + 0(0Lt ) operatitonis pe:
time step. The 0(k 3 ) comes from solving an eigenvalue problem required in ACE. If the data
becomes ill-conditioned, one would then compute an explicit Q1? factorization of the curr-ti
data, to re-initialize the RLS process., and continue with the ii pdating and dowindatrin It

app,-mach would be most useful for problems such as Example 2, where the data is v,.l
conditioned except for a small number of windows, made ill-conditioned by outhiers. Of
course, if the problem is well conditioned, then our scheme is very efficient and nweed, no
stabilizing modifications. 3
. cknowledgements: The authors would like to thank the anonymous reviewers whos
comments improved the quality of the paper. We are indebted to the rewiever who
proposed a very elegant proof of Theorem 1. I'1he authors also wish to acknowledge
helpful comments from R. Funderlic on a preliminary version of this paper. The papt'r was
written while all three authors were visiting the Institute for Mathematics and Its Ap1plira-
tions at the University of Minnesota.
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Rank-k Modification Methods for Recursive
Least Squares Problems *

Serge J. Olszanskyj James M. Lebak Adam W. Bojanczyk
School of Electrical Engineering
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Ithaca, NY 14853-3801

March 4, 1993

Abstract
In least squares problems, it is often desired to solve the same problem repeat-

edly but with several rows of the data either added, deleted, or both. Methods for
adding or deleting one row of data at a time are known. In this paper we introduce
fundamental rank-k updating and downdating methods and show how extensions of
rank-1 modifications for LINPACK, Corrected Semi-Normal Equations (CSNE), and
Gram-Schmidt factorizations can all be derived from these fundamental results. We
then analyze the cost of each new algorithm, and make comparisons to k applications
of the corresponding rank-1 algorithms. We provide experimental results comparing
the numerical accuracy of the various algorithms, paying particular attention to the
downdating methods, due to their potential numerical difficulties for ill-conditioned
problems.

Abbreviated Title.

Key Words.

AMS(MOS) Subject Classifications.

I Introduction

A problem which frequently arises in signal processing is the linear least squares problem:

min ffAx - b112  (1)

*Research supported in part by the Joint Services Electronics Program, contract no. F49620-90-C-0039.
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1
where A E Wmx", A is rank n, b E R", and m > n. This problem may be solved through a
QR factorization of the augmented m x (n + 1) matrix (A b),

(A4 b)=QR=Q( u) (2)
R-~~)(0 

(2)

where Q E •m×{,+1) with orthonormal columns, U E Rn' with U upper triangular, u E
Rfl and p is a scalar. We then insert the factorization into the problem:

min.ZEfn lAx - bl1 = minxEn 0 QT Ax - QTbJf2

= min xE n 0 p

= min IIUx - U11 2 + p2

The solution vector x is then found by solving I
Ux = u (3)

by the method of back substitution. The two-norm of the residual of the problem is p. Note
that once the factorization is found, only U, u, and p are needed to solve the problem.

Frequently, one has already found the QR factorization in (2), and wishes to solve (1) with I
one or more rows added to or deleted from the data (A b). This is known as the recursive least
squares problem. Computing the QR factorization of a matrix is computationally expensive.
Since one already has Q and R (or just R) from a problem that is close to the one we wish I
to solve, we would like to save on computation by just finding the new factorization (say
Q,ne and R,,,) from the old factorization and the data to be added or deleted. The new

solution is then computed by using Un,, and u,,ew as above in (3).
For example, say one has k new rows, (Y c) E Rkx(,+1), and it is desired to append them

to the end of the data (A b). Then the problem becomes given (2), solve

!W Y cI

This is called a rank-k update of a linear least squares problem. To accomplish this, first
make the following construction: I

(4 )= Y c . )I ( Y c

Since Q has orthonormal columns, all that needs to be done at this point is to apply an
orthogonal transformation, say H, to the factorization, designed to reduce f/ to upper tri-
angular form (i.e., zero out (Y c)) while preserving the orthogonal property of the columns

of 3
2
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This leads to the following:

(A 0 Ik HH 0 P) Q21 Q22 (4

(Y c 0

The new solution can be obtained from Ui = if. The two-norm of the residual of the new
problem is 3. The problem of determining Q and k in (4) is known as updating the QR
factorization.

The other possibility is to remove data from the problem. Assume that we desire to
remove the first k rows, (Z d), of the data (A b). This would be a rank-k downdate of the
linear least squares problem. Then given (2), the problem to be solved is

mm -n 112'

where

(A b Z ( ) j= QR=(Qi( U) (6)( b)= A b Q21 0 p

HereZ isk xn, disk x 1, QII isk x(n+l), Q21 is (m-k) x (n+1), A is (in-k) xn,
b is (m - k) x 1, and of course Q has orthonormal columns. The problem of finding the
new factorization (A b) = QfA is known as downdating the QR factorization. Recall that the
updated triangular factor R was needed to solve the updated linear least-squares problem:
similarly, A is needed to solve the downdated linear least-squares problem. Depending on
the algorithm used, the matrix Q may or may not need to be stored and downdated.

Downdating the QR factorization is the reverse of the updating process (4). That is, the
downdating process begins with the augmented factorization (7).

A b O( 1)W R (7)

Here, as in (4), Q is an orthonormal column matrix containing Q augmented with k new or-
thonormal columns. Then an orthogonal transformation H (similar to that used in updating)
is applied to obtain 0 and R.

Z d) Q I Qý12 HTH 0 p ) 0 0 )=q(Z ) (8)

Notice that the final terms in (8) have permuted rows (compared to the corresponding terms
in (4)) since rows are being deleted from the top as opposed to being added at the bottom.
Still, the two-step procedure defined by (7) and (8) is the logical reverse of the updating
process.

In downdating, the k new orthogonal columns are not a by-product of applying H as in
(4), but must be found before applying H. There is some difficulty in determining Q12 and

3
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I
I

Q22, as they are not unique (observe that an orthogonal transformation may be inserted in
the middle of the factorization (7) that alters 012 and 022 but not the other terms). To
assist in determining 012 and Q22, we examine other requirements on Q. I

From equation (8), Q and H must satisfy

(Q11 Q12 0( Ik H.I
Q21 Q- 22 0

Multiplication by (Qn1 0 12 )T " HT(OIk)T on both sides of this equation yields I
I

Q21 QT2 0 (9

Therefore the first k rows of Q must be orthogonal. This orthogonality condition may be
combined with expression (7) as shown in (10).

o0 0 (10)

The last k columns of Q are still not uniquely determined in (10). However, choosing
Q,12 to be an upper-triangular matrix, denoted simply as Q12, and making the corresponding 3
choice Q22 for Q22, makes (10) an expression of the downdating problem in terms of the QR
factorization of an enhanced matrix.

Ik Q11 12(R11A / 0 Q• O• 0 Q T

This relation is fundamental to all rank-k downdating methods described in this paper. Since

it compactly represents all of the conditions necessary to determine Q, (11) can be used to

determine Q12 and Q22. The relation (11) is an extension to rank-k of an analogous relation
derived in [DGKS76].

Once the factorization (11) is obtained, we then proceed as in (8), constructing some
orthogonal transformation H which when applied will produce the downdated factorization. I
Here H operates on the columns of Q to transform (Q11 Q12) to (0 P), where P is an
orthogonal matrix. H can be constructed such that HT, when applied to R, will change

the element values in R but still preserve its upper triangular property. This produces the I
following result: °) b o 2 -2)1 0 0 2 p
Because Q has orthonormal columns, this transformation will also implicitly zero out Q22.
The equation OUt = ii is solved to find the solution i to the downdated problem. The
two-norm of the residual corresponding to the downdated problem is P.

4I
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This paper is devoted to the discussion of rank-k downdating methods derived from (11).
We emphasize downdating and not updating because downdating is numerically harder. The
k new columns found in the downdating problem have several special properties: orthog-
onality in columns, orthogonality in rows, and triangularity. This allows for considerable
variation and discussion in possible implementations. In all of these implementations, how-
ever, the most important quantities are the k orthogonal rows, (Q11 Q12). These are needed
for finding the triangular factor f? of (A b). If the matrix Q is to be determined as well,
then Q22 is also necessary. In Section 2 we discuss methods than maintain Q and R. Section
3 presents methods that only maintain R. In both cases, the methods for obtaining and
applying H are the same, and Section 4 examines possible implementations for this part of
the downdating process. Section 5 contains an analysis of the computation involved in all of
the methods presented.

Since rank-one updating and downdating methods are known, one might achieve a rank-
k modification to the data by k applications of these rank-one methods. However, rank-k
methods make use of matrix-vector and matrix-matrix operations, as opposed to vector-
vector and matrix-vector methods in rank-one algorithms. This may make rank-k methods
faster on processors with caches and parallel computers than the corresponding repetitive
applications of rank-one methods. Section 6 of this paper presents experimentation on the
numerical properties of our algorithms.

2 Rank-k Downdating of the Gram-Schmidt
Factorization

In this section we discuss downdating the recursive least squares problem where the Gram-
Schmidt factorizatiuji is maiiihained, i.-., mnodify;iAn both Q and R as described in Section 1.
Specifically we discuss several methods by which to obtain the k new columns in the or-
thogonal factor. In Section 4 we discuss methods by which elements in the constructed

factorization are zeroed out to produce the desired downdated Q and R.

2.1 Classical Gram-Schmidt on augmented problem

The first method is to use classical Gram-Schmidt with reorthogonalization (CGS) to build
on the orthonormal columns already given. Equation (11) represents a QR factorization.
which could have been accomplished by classical Gram-Schmidt. Since we have Q11, Q21,
and R already, we have completed n + 1 iterations (recall that the ith iteration of classical
Gram-Schmidt produces the ith column of Q and the ith column of R). We may then proceed
with the remaining k iterations of the orthogonalization process to get the new orthogonal
columns.
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I

2.2 Modified Gram-Schmidt on augmented problem I

Modified Gram-Schmidt (MGS) can also be used to get the new orthonormal columns. Recall
that the ith iteration of MGS produces the ith column of Q and the ith row of R in and

updates the columns of Q to be formed in later iterations. Again we use the fact that (11)
represents a QR factorization that is partially completed. After n +- I iterations of MGS, we
have the following:

(Z d~ Q)=(QJT)(R Q)T,
A b o Q Q21 T2 0 Ik

The only part of the above that we do not have is T = (TT TT)T. We can find T by
performing only the update portion of MGS (i.e., T = T - qiq[T) for each of the n + I
orthogonal columns from (QT QT )T one at a time in ascending order on the new k columns

(T7 TT)T. Then we can proceed with the remaining k iterations of MOS.

2.3 Small QR factorization

Note that from (11) (k 1 ~Q 1 + Q12Q1 2 "

0 = ( 1Q21Q + Q2 2 Qi,'
which can be rearranged into the following: _

12 QT )(13)

Since Q' is upper triangular, this is a QR factorization and Q12 and Q22 can be obtained
by any QR factorization algorithm, in particular by either using MGS or CGS.

2.4 Separation of equations

We can rewrite (13) as follows:

Q12 Q 12  _ QQ 11 (14)Q2Q'2 =( T1)I

Instead of computing a QR factorization on the whole factor, we can solve for Q12 and

Q22 in separate steps. The top equation represents a Cholesky factorization that can be
used to solve for Q12. Then Q12 can be used in the bottom equation to get Q22 by forward
substitution.

I
6|
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1 2.5 QR of the residual matrix T

The left-hand side of (13) is related to a least squares problem associated with the matrix

defined in (11), namely,

mil((A b ) ( (15)

Now (11) implies

n( d )(1 )F QT2)((16)

and hence the solution X satisfies
RX = QT (17)

while the residual error has the following representation:

T T= A b ) X -( )Q12)QT 2 .(8

Note that in (18) the right-hand side is the QR factorization of T. This is not surprising

as T is the residual in the least squares problem (16), and hence the columns of T span a

subspace orthogonal to the column space of the defining matrix (A b).
However it may not be easy to get a numerically accurate orthonormal base for T which

is orthogonal to the column space of (A b). This will be the case if, for example, the columns

of T have substantially different magnitudes of norms. The following method for factorizing

T uses a step of refinement (or reorthogonalization) in order to provide improved numerical

I results.
We first insert T into an augmented factorization problem to ensure that its orthogonal

columns will span a subspace orthogonal to the subspace of (A b):

((A b T) T Q11 -Q12 (R R12 (19)

I ~Q21 -Q22 )(0 R~22  (19
From this, we have an equation for T from which we can get the desired factorization:

T Q")R12-(Q2 ) R22 (20)

I First we need to multiply both sides of (20) by (QT Q') to get R1 2:

R=QTI Q)T112

SNow we "correct" T:

I7
I
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We can then factor T,:

Q()f22=T (21)

Note that if we multiply both sides of (21) by -(12 Q2) ana use (18), we have Rf2 - Q

and we are done.

3 Downdating R Without Storing Q

Methods for rank-k downdating of R without maintaining Q have been proposed in [RS86]
and [BS89]. The method proposed in [RS86] is based on the fact that as long as RfT- ZTZ

is positive definite then there exists a pseudo-orthogonal transformation H with respect to
the signature matrix 4D = diag(In, -Ik) such that

H ( R(22)

where U is the Cholesky factor of RTR- ZTZ. It is shown in [RS861 that the transformation
H can be constructed as a product of hyperbolic Householder transformations.

An alternative approach for rank-k downdating of R has been proposed in [BS89]. Their
downdating of R is treated as an implicit updating of U. More precisely, they show that
there exists an orthogonal H such that

HT ( U R 230)(23)-

where U is the desired Cholesky factor of RTR - ZTZ. It is shown in [BS89] that H can be
constructed as a product of orthogonal Householder transformations and U can be recovered
in a row by row fashion from R, Z, and H. Note that (22) and (23) do not require any
explicit information about the orthogonal factor Q.

Recall that (8) represented downdating as implicit updating as well. Equation (23) is
actually embedded in (8) (i.e., remove the Q related factors and associated applications of I
H, leaving (8)). Further, if one desired to determine Q from H, R, Z determined above,
Q21, Q22 and thus the downdated data A, b would not necessarily be unique.

In this section we present generalizations to the block case of two other methods for I
downdating the R factor without storing the matrix Q.

The first method is based on the rank-i downdating method proposed by [Saunders]
that was later implemented in LINPACK. The second method is based on the method of I
corrected semi-normal equations (CSNE) proposed by [Bj687J. These two methods can be
derived from (11) and require partial information about Q.

The primary difference between the methods presented in Section 2 and the LINPACK
and CSNE methods is that the latter methods do not store any part of the matrix Q. Instead,

8
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Q I is recovered from the following relation

(U ) QT Z ) (24)
0 p) 11 d

which comes from the first k rows of the QR decomposition of (A b) in (11). Of the other
blocks of Q, namely Q12 , Q21, and Q22, only Q12 needs to be found in order to update R.
Each method finds Q12 in a different way. Once QII and Q12 are found, both the LINPACK
method and CSNE method use the orthogonal transformation H defined by (12) to produce
the downdated R-factor. For the purposes of this discussion, we will concentrate only on the
ways in which the two algorithms find QIl and Q12, and so "a rank-k LINPACK algorithm"
refers to an algorithm for rank-k downdating which finds Qll and Q12 in an analogous way to
the rank-one LINPACK algorithm, and a "rank-k CSNE algorithm" refers to an algorithm
for rank-k downdating which finds Qii and Q12 in an analogous way to the rank-one CSNE
algorithm.

3.1 The LINPACK Downdating Algorithm

The rank-one LINPACK algorithm is actually a part of method of separation of equations
(14). Once Qll has been found by (24), Q12 is found from the top k rows in (14), namely
fromn

Q12QT = Ik - 1 (25)

Notice that in the rank-one case, Q12 is found by a single square root operation. The lower
7 - k rows of (14) are not used as Q does not need to be maintained.

Note that (25) itself can be viewd as a downdating problem. Thus Q12 can be formed
either directly as the Cholesky factor of Ik - QIIQTi, or indirectly by constructing an or-
thogonal G as in (23) such that

1 )0

see [BS89].

3.2 The CSNE Downdating Algorithm

The CNSE downdating algorithm presented in [BPE92] is shown in that paper to be more
stable than the LINPACK method for rank-one downdating. Thus it is desirable to extend
this method to the rank-k case. The basis of this method is in the semi-normal equations
for a least squares problem

min 1lBy - cll.
If U is the triangular factor from the QR factorization of B, then the SNE for a single
least-squares problem are given by (26),

UTUX =- ATb. (26)

9
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The corrected semi-normal equations (CSNE) method for solving a least-squares problem
proposed in [Bj687] uses refinement of the solution obtained by the SNE, as shown in (27).

UTUy =BTc, t=c-By (27)

UTUSy =BTt, yc = y + by, tc = t - B6y

The corrected solution yc and the corrected residual vector t, will have consistently better ac-
curacy than the accuracy of the solution obtained by the SNE method, and often comparable
to that given by a standard QR factorization method (see [Bj687]).

The CSNE downdating method in [BPE92] is derived by using (27) in a least-squares
problem to approximate the first column of the identity matrix. In the rank-k case, the
CSNE will be used to solve k simultaneous least-squares problems approximating the first k I
columns of the identity matrix as in (15).

min (A b)= /-\'( 0min (A b, ( k 41 (28)
\/\ 0 F VI4k

Here V E Rn,×' and (F is a length k row vector. Following the relation (27), it is now
straightforward to derive a block version of the CSNE downdating method.

Using the SNE, k systems of equations are obtained: I
U u U u VAT kZ

( U ) T ( U T)4 ~ (=% (2 9 )

Equation (29) can easily be broken down into two triangular systems of equations, the
first of which (30) turns out to be exactly equation (24). Therefore, Q11 is solved for in
exactly the same manner as in the LINPACK method.

( U ) T ( ) dT (30)

0 p )()1 (31)

The residual error in the k systems of equations is an 77 x k matrix T,T 0)- A b Vo
each column of which represents the error in one system. By substituting this error back

into the same systems and solving again, correction factors for Q11 and (VT (TT)Tmlty be

found.

10 I
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(U U)( ) 6Q

The correction factor 6Q is added to the matrix Q11, producing a corrected factor Qc,. The

quantity (bVT s 4 ) T)T is not actually used to update (VT (DT)T as the latter quantity is not
important for our purposes. However, 6V and &D are used to correct T,

T, =T - (A bH6

The remaining block QT is found from (18) as the R factor in the QR factorization of T'.

3.3 Hybrid approach

The rank-k CSNE algorithm has a much greater cost than the rank-k LINPACIK algorithm in
terms of floating-point operations. Much of this cost may be attributed to the "refinement"
process, which may not be necessary if the matrix is well-conditioned. For this reason,
[BPE92] suggests a hybrid algorithm. In the rank-one hybrid downdating algorithm used by
[BPE92], the quantity - = 1 - IIQII 12 (where Q11 here is just a vector) is checked against
a user-specified tolerance. If -y is greater than a user-specified tolerance, the downdating
problem is considered well-conditioned and the LINPACK downdating algorithm is used.
Otherwise, the CSNE algorithm is used. The suggested range of the tolerance is [0.25, 0.5]
[BPE92].

4 Determining the orthogonal reduction factor H

This section discusses the problem expressed in (12), that is developing and applying the
orthogonal reduction factor H to the augmented factorization obtained in (il) to produce
the downdated factors. Given that H has to be orthogonal, the requirements for H can be
more compactly represented as follows:

QT 10 f,H= 0 # 0 .(32)•
1T2 2 dpT )'-

Thus we must preserve the triangularity of R while zeroing out QTf. Note that methods
for Gram-Schmidt factorizations and for Cholesky factorizations can make use of the same
reduction methods. The difference is whether Q is maintained at all. If so, H must also be
applied to Q21 and Q22 as in (12).

4.1 Givens rotations - column dominant ordering

We can construct the orthogonal reduction factor H in (32) using Givens rotations. The
order of the rotations preserves the triangular factor, while the values for each rotation are
chosen in such a way as to produce the desired reduction in QT1.

II
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I
Tire Givens rotations will act on pairs of rows of the target mat rix. Let G' lePi ct'i•., I

Givens rotation acting oin the ith row of (t Q"') and th, jth row of (Q . Ve ca,.x .
tihe fact that QT is ipper triangular and ze-ro out Q'I a column at 'a ti,,it, III tht, full•,;'A,

way.
For the first column of Q7, apply the product of Civens rotations, (,•.•(,.C!•.., t,

the target matrix from the left, with each rotation zeroing out an elviieit of the firt colunin
of QTU from bottom to top. Then we have the fullowli result:

11+l 1 - I

1.1G1 .. G•+, 0 Q4• T- I I/ U,

Note that when the first column of Q[; is zeod out, th, (I, 1 ) eiuii rent of Q'•"' Iwlc:• I
since ( Q 1 ,2) T has orthogonal columns. Tiht remaiin ng row of Q"' is zeoed out dluu t, I

the orthogonality property expressed in (II). ie remains triangular.
This process is repeated for the remaining coluinns of Q ;, where for the ith coluni1! of

Q1 , the (i, i) elemenlt of QT2 is used as the pi vot. H is the c nmu l ativye product of the (;iVt Il
rotations. Incidenltally, pT = 1.

4.2 Givens rotations - diagonal dominant ordering.

The ordering of Givens rotations to perform the necessary data reduction is b.,. no menans I
unique. To show this, we first note that we cin solve (12) differently, that is we coul1 just
as easily reduce down to the first k columns of Q:

Q l I,0 = , Q , '12 Q ,; =% f , 0
" 0 0 Q

Our lnew requirement is now

T Z/ p

T Qi T (33-

One way to do this with Givens rotations is to zero out (Q 1 Q12 )T a dzaqonal at a time'.
starting with the main diagonal of Q12 and working upwards. K Givens rotations are needed I
to zero each diagonal. Each rotation works on consecutive rows (say and I + I),t and eac(
rotation in one diagonal operation works on consecutively hiher numbered rows (i1.,. the

first rotation works on (i, i + 1), the second onl (i + 1. + 2). ec.). I
Thus the first step, zeroing the main diagonal of Q12, involves Givens rot at ions working

on rows n + I through i + I + k of the target matrix. After application, we would have the

12 I
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following result:

S"1 1 k-UI

IT k~+,n+k+1G G k+l..n+k...GT 1,1+2 ( -1 ) i 0K (12
1 ( (0

Q12 is upper triangular. Incidentally, note that • is found after only k Givens rotations.
This process is repeated for the proceeding diagonals until QTI is upper triangular. The new
triangular factor and downdated rows are produced, and due to orthogonality, pT = -k.

I 4.3 Row Householder transformations

We return to the requirements for H specified in (32). We can also use a special form of the

Householder transformation to zero out QTi. Using a standard, column Householder transfor-
ination will not preserve the triangularity of R. However, a row Houschohltr transforination
[BNP92], can preserve the triangularity of R.

Each row Householder transformation will zero out one row of Q' 1, working from the last

row of QT1 to the first. The application of a row Householder transformation is as follows.
The transformation is of the same form as a standard Householder transformation, and is
applied to the row that is to be partially zeroed (say the first row of the target matrix
where qT from QT' is to be zeroed) and to the rows that contain the residual bottom square
factor of the columns in which the zeroing takes place (here it is QT2). The elements of th,
Householder vector are determined by solving the system of equations DTp = pq where p is
a normalization constant, and p is the Householder vector. After the first row Householder
transformation is applied,

I P 1 k

I~~ H[Q1i d QT)

The triangularity of R is preserved. The process is repeated until all rows of QTf have been
zeroed out.

5 Work Analysis

In this section we attempt to make a theoretical comparison of the amount of work involved

for the algorithms discussed in the previous sections. Table I compares each of the nethods
used to obtain the needed portions of the necessary k new orthogonal columns. Here the

comparison is in terms of operations: multiplies, additions and subtractions, and divid(s

and square roots. The calculations are based on a rank-k downdate being performed on an
77 X n data matrix (note that first order terms for multiplies and adds/subtracts have bcen,

I13
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ignored). From Table 1, it can be seen that the most expensive methods appear to be CSNE,
and potentially CGS and the LINPACK-CSNE hybrid method in worst case scenarios. The
least expensive is easily LINPACK, with the remaining algorithms somewhere in between.

Algorithm Total Operations
Multiply _ __ Add, Subtract Div, Sqrt

CGSAUG min 2mnk + ink' + 2mk 2mnk + mk + 2,k+nk + 0.5k m + 2k
mar. 4,nnk + 2ink 2 + 4mk 4rank + 2ink 2 + 4mk + 2nk + k2  m + 4k

MGSAUG 2mnk + mk2 + 2ink 2mnk + mk 2 + 2mk mk + k
SMALLQR rnk + nk 2 + ink rank + mk 2 + mk + k 2  mk+k
SMALLCHOL mnk+0.5mk 2 -l/3k 3 +l.Smk+0.5k 2 mnk+O.5mk 2 -1/3k3 +O.Smnk+2 2  mk- 0.5k2 +

3/2k

RESQR 3innk +mk 2 +0.5n 2 k+3ink+0.Snk 3mnkk+,nk 2 +0.Sn 2 k + Sink +0.5,ak mk + nk + 2k
LINPACK 0.5n'k + nk' + 116kV + 0.5nk + k2  0.5n 2 k + nk 2 + I /Gk 3 + 0.5nk + 2.5k2

- nk + 0.5k0 +
2.5k

CSNE 3rank + nk 2 + 27&2 k + 3ink + 2nk 3mrnk + 71k2 + 27 2 k + Sink + 2nk mk + 47,k + 5k
HYBRID min 0.5n 2 k+nk2 + 1/6k3 +0.5nk+ k2  0.5n2k+nk2 +1/60k3 +0.Snk+2.5k2 nk + 0.5k2 +

2,5k
mar 3.ink + ink 2 + 202 k + 3,nk + 2nk 3,.nk + ,,k 2 + 20 2 k + Smk + 2nk Ink + 4nk + 5k

Table 1: Comparison of the work involved for each method via operation counts

If one were to implement these algorithms on a microprocessor that had a BLAS library
available for it (say, for example, the Intel i860), then one would try to make use of the BLAS
library wherever possible, since such a library is often well-optimized for the target processor. 1
If the processor in question has pipelining or vectorization available, operation counts may
not give an accurate prediction of relative execution time. Thus we also provide Table 2,
which gives a breakdown of components of each algorithm in terms of BLAS functions and I
the size of the problem each call solves.

Algorithm BLAS-3 BLAS-2 1
GEMM TRSM GEMV GER

o(,,,,k) 0 (nk._j0" ?n) I o0,, n,) o ,f ) ...... (,,,,) . (,,,k) o(,,,k)
CGSAUG mrin 2k

max 4k I
MGSAUG n+ I it + I
SMALLQR I
SMALLCHOL I
PESQR I 1 |
LINPACik I 1 I
CSNE 3 4
HYBRID min I

inax 3 44 1_
Table 2: Comparison of the work involved for each method in terms of functions

In Table 4 we compare the reduction methods in terlins of operation counts. Note that .
while the ordering of each of the Givens rotation sequences is different, the amount of work
for each is essentially the same.

Table 5 compares the total work involved for various methods. Here we examine Classical
Gram Schmidt (maximum work ca!'-,) with a Givens rotation methods of reduction, and
CSNE, also with a Givens rotation re~lmction.

"14
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Algorithm BLAS-I
NRM2,AXPY,DOT,SCAL
0(m). I o(,,) I ok)

CGSAUG min 3k k
Max 4k 2A1

MGSAUG k2 +k
SMALLQR k2 + k
SMALLCHOL 0.5k2 + 0.5k
RESQR k2 +I_
LINPACK O.5k- + 0.5k
CSNE k2 + k
HYBRID min 0.5k2 + 0.5k

mar k 2 + k I

Table 3: Comparison of the work involved for each method in terms of functions

Algorifim ITotal Operations
MillAdd, Sub~r.t~c~t__ Dv, Sqrt

GIVENSI (GS) 4,nnk+ 2n'k +4mk+Snk 2rnnk+ n k k+2mk+4,nk 3nk + 3k
GIVENS2 (GS) I 4,nik + 2n 2 k + 4nk + 8nk 2rnnk + y 2 k + 2,nk + 4nk 3Y1k + 3k
GIVENSI (R) 2'tnk + 4nk' + 8nk + 4k4 k + 2nk + 4.k + 2k' 3,ik + 3k
GIVENS2 (R) I 2n 2 k + 4uk 2 + 8,k + 4k 2  n2 k + 2nk 2 + 4nk + 2k0 3,ik + 3k

Table 4: Comparison of the work involved for each reduction method via operation counts

We should also note that the storage requirements for each of the algorithms are essen-
tially the same. LINPACK and CSNE must both store R and (A b). The Gram-Schmiu.
methods must maintain R and Q. This is the same amount of storage in both cases sinll"

(A b) and Q are the same size. The residual QR method may be the most expensive in terms
of storage since it has to store both (A b) and Q (as well as R).

6 Numerical Experiments

The methods discussed in this paper were implemented and tested in Pro-Matlab (Version

3.5i). This section discusses the tests and matrices used to compare the various methods.

The tests are all of the sliding window type. This type of test uses windows consisting
of w rows of an m x n matrix ( m >> w > n ). A series of least-squares problems, defined

by the window and the corresponding subsection of an tn x I right-hand side vector, are
solved. Originally, the window is set to be the top w rows of the larger matrix, and the QR
factorization is computed. At each step, k rows of the larger matrix are added at the bottomn

Algorithm ItI Total Operations
Multiply I Add, Subtract Div, S(Irt ]

CG SAUG, GIVENS I8?flnk+27z
2 k+2mnk2 +8rmk+8nk 61rt~k+n~k+2?ik'+6it,+Gnk+C± 3,1k + 771 + 7k

CSNE, GIVENS 3mnk+4n 2 k+3mk2 +4nk 2 -mk+ 3mnk+3n 2k+3mk2 +2nk2 +mk+ 7nk + 9k
10nk + 4k 2  7nk + 2k0

Table 5: Comparison of the total work involved for some methods

15
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1
of the window, requiring an update of the QR factorization, and k rows are deleted fromi
the top of the window, requiring a downdate of the factorization. The updated/downdated
factorization is then used to obtain the solution to the problem corresponding to the currenti
window position. Our tests used a window size w = 8.

Two of the three matrices used in the tests come from [BPE92]: the third is adapted
from [Bj687I. 3
Matrix I. The matrix A is of size 50 x 5 with elements taken from a uniform probability

distribution in [0,1]. Element (18,3) has been perturbed by a uniform random sample
from [0, 10']. The right-hand side vector b is constructed by multiplying A by the
vector [1,1, 1,1, 1 ]T and adding to each element a random sample from [0, 10-].

Matrix I. The matrix A is again of size 50 x 5. In the first 25 rows of A, element (i,j) I
is (i + j)-1: these rows are the first five columns of a 25 x 25 Hilbert matrix. In the
bottom 25 rows, element (i,j) is the same as element (51 - i,j), that is, the bottom
25 rows are the reflection of the top 25 rows about the middle of the matrix. EachlI
element of A is perturbed by a uniform random sample from [0, 10-']. The right-hand
side vector b is again the product of A and the vector [1, 1, 1, 1, 1]T, with each element
perturbed by a uniform random sample from [0, 1].

Matrix III. The matrix A, again 50 x 5, is the product of three matrices, W, V, and D. 3
V is the 50 x 5 matrix in which element (ij) has the value (i - 1)0-'). D is the I
diagonal matrix which normalizes each column of V. W is a matrix which weights
rows 15, 20, 25, ... , 50 by a factor of 100. The right-hand side vector b is constructed
by multiplying A by a vector x = D-' [10', 101, 100, 10, 1 1 T.

Figures 1, 2, and 3 show data about the condition of the three matrices. Each figure
shows the condition of the window matrix for each step of the sliding window process.

The remaining figures show the performance of the methods on the three test matrices.
Two types of comparisons are made. First, the rank-k CSNE and LINPACK methods
are compared to the rank-one methods presented in [BPE92]. Second, the various rank-k
methods are compared to each other. The Gram-Schmidt methods of Section 2 and the
CSNE/LINPACK methods of Section 3 are compared as separate groups, and then tile best
methods from each group are compared to each other.

First, consider the rank-k CSNE and LINPACK methods. Bj~rck, Park and Eld6ii
[BPE92] give results which show that in the rank-one case, for tests involving ill-conditioned
matrices, the CSNE method outperforms the LINPACK method. Figures 4 and 5 show
that this continues to be the case for the rank-k methods. In addition, the rank-two and I
rank-three methods perform at least as well as the rank-one methods for the tests presented
here. It is particularly interesting to note that the error in the LINPACK method for Matrix
I goes down by orders of magnitude as the rank increases: the rank-two CSNE methlod is
also much better than the rank-one CSNE method on this matrix, although the rank-three I
CSNE method does not improve much on the accuracy of the rank-two method.

16I
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Figure 1: Condition of the Window Matrix - Matrix I
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Figure 3: Condition of the Window Matrix - Matrix Ill I
Figures 6 and 7 compare the five Gram-Schmidt based methods presented in this paper

(Classical GS, Modified GS, the Small QR and Small Cholesky factorizations, and the Resid-
ual QR method). The methods are comparable on Matrix I. On Matrix II, the two "Small"
factorization methods do not perform nearly as well as the others (the QR method seems to
be better than the Cholesky method, as predicted). The other methods are comparable to
one another and are in the same range as the CSNE method. However, it should be noted
that the CGS method required one re-orthogonalization for all but one of the columns of
Matrix II.

A compariscn of the rank-two CSNE, MGS, and CGS methods (Figure 8) shows that these
methods perform comparably on Matrix II, giving results similar to a QR decomposition. I
However, as noted in [Bj687], the CSNE method has problems when dealing with matrices
which are "weighted", that is, in which rows have been multiplied by a weight constant which I
gives one row a significantly higher norm than others around it. Matrix III was choseii
because it is an example of an ill-conditioned, weighted matrix. Figure 9 shows that the
CSNE method breaks down when the window includes the first weighted row. The Residual
QR method also breaks down, but the CGS and MGS methods both closely approximate
the results obtained by performing a full QR decomposition. The CGS method required
re-orthogonalization for each column of Matrix III. From these figures, we conclude that the
CGS method with re-orthogonalization is the most stable, although it is expensive in terms
of computation and storage. The MGS methods is less expensive and performs comparably
in all the cases shown here. The CSNE method performs nearly as well in some cases with I
lower storage and computation costs.

I
t8 I
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Abstract

In this note, we propose an implicit method for applying orthogonal transformations on both
sides of a product of upper triangular 2 x 2 matrices that preserve upper triangularity of the
factors. Such problems arise in Jacobi type methods for computing the PSVD of a product of
several matrices, and in ordering eigenvalues in the periodic Sc:iur decomposition.

Introduction

The problem of computing the singular value decomposition (SVD) of a product of matrices have
been considered in [1],[2], [3], [10]. The computation proceeds in two stages. In the first stage the
matrices are transformed into the upper triangular forms. In the second iterative stage an implicit
Jacobi-type method is applied to the triangular matrices. It is important that after each iteration
the matrices stay triangular [8].

A crucial aspect in such implicit Jacobi iterations is the accurate computation of the PSVD of
a product of 2 x 2 triangular matrices. There two conditions have to be satisfied [2]. First, one
has to ensure that the orthogonal transformations applied to the triangular matrices must leave
the matrices triangular, and second, that the transformations diagonalize the product accurately.
It was shown in [1] and [23 that these two conditions are satisfied by a so-called half-recursive and
direct method, respectively, for computing the SVD of the product of two matrices.

In this note we analyze an extension of the half-recursive method for computing the SVD of the
product of many 2 x 2 triangular matrices. We also show that the extension of the half-recursivc
method can be used for swapping eigenvalues in the periodic Schur decomposition described in [4].
For simplicity we assume real matrices and real eigenvalues, but all results are easily extended to
the complex case.
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Criterion for numerical triangularity I
Suppose we are given k, k > 1, upper triangular matrices Ai, i = 1,2...,k,

Ai = i b
0 di

We denote the product ofAi, i = 1,2...,k, by A,

Let the orthogonal matrices Q, and Qk+l be such that I
A'= QlA Qk+ 1 = d (2.1)

is upper triangular. In case we are interested in finding the Singular Value Decomposition of A, one
imposes the additional condition that b' = 0. This defines uniquely the above decomposition up
to permutations that interchange the diagonal elements of A'. In case we are interested in finding I
the Schur Form of A, one imposes the additional condition that Q, = Qk+l. Again, this defines
uniquely the above decomposition up to the ordering of the diagonal elements of A'. In both cases
the transformations Q, and Qk+l are thus defined by the choice of ordering of diagonal elements in I
the resulting matrix A'. Our objective now is to find orthogonal matrices Qj, j = 2, 3, ..., k, such
that

A' = QiA,QTi = ai ) (2.2)i 1+ 0 &1)
are meanwhile maintained in upper triangular form as well. It is easy to see that if abd $ 0 then for a
given pair of orthogonal transformations Q, and Qk+1 there exist unique (up to the sign) orthogonal
transformations Q2,...,Qk such that (2.2) is satisfied. There are many mathematically equivalent
strategies of determining Q2,...,Qk. However, as it was shown in [1], [2] and [3], some strategies
may produce numerically significantly different results than other strategies. We will consider a
particular method numerically acceptable if the triangular matrices after transformations have been
applied to them stay numerically triangular in the sense described below.

Let A be the computed A, and let Qi, i = 1,2,..., k + 1 be the computed transformations.
Define

A:= Q 1 /AQT+I = (a, •,) (2.3)

and 
k 

I

A:=QAi QT ( = , (2.4)

Let ( denote the relative machine precision. Assume that we are given Q, and Qk+l such that

ll = O(WlAII) (2.5a)

We will say that A' is numerically triangular if I
lZ1 = O((fIAjl) , (2.51))

We will propose a method for computing nearly orthogonal Qi, i = 2,...,k, for which, under a I
slightly stronger version of the assumption (2.5a), the (2,1) element eW of -d will satisfy (2.5b).
Coiudition (2.5b) justifies truncating the (2,1) element e' of A' to zero. Thus, Z' is also forced to
zero.

2
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The Algorithm

Our algorithm is a generalization of the algorithms presented in [1) and [3] for computing the PSVD
of two and three matrices respectively. There the orthogonal transformations all had the form

Q=( S) (3.1)Q = - ) , ,1
where c2 +s 2 = 1. As we will build on the results presented in those papers we retain thi0 particular
choice of orthogonal transformations. While each transformation Qi is defined by the cosine-sine
pair ci = cos 0i and si = sin Oi, we also associate Qi with the tangent

ti = tan 9i

Given ti, we can easily recover ci and s, using the relations

ci and si = tici . (3.2)1 +

Following the exposition in [13, [3], we consider the result of applying the left and right transform a-
tions Qj (for the outer left transformation) aind Qr (for the outer right transformation) to a 2 x 2
tipper triangular matrix A:

A'= QtAQT =( d' -C s 0 d Sr

We can derive from (3.3) these four relations:

e' = cic,(-at, + dt, - b) , (3.4a)

b'= ctc(-atj + dtr + bttr) , (3.41))

a' = cic,(bti + d + atitr) , (3.4 c)

d' = clcr(a - bt, + dtitr) , (3.4d)

where ti = tan 01 and tr = tan 0,.

The postulates that both c' and b' be zeros define two conditions on tt and t ,., so that (3.3)
represents an SVD of A [5]. The postulate that e' be zero and tj = tr represent conditions for
swapping eigenvalues of A.

The postulate that e' be zero defines a condition relat~ig 01 to 0,, so that if one is known the
other can be computed in order to reduce A' to an upper triangular form. For ease of exposition,
we assume for now on that abd $ 0. It implies that clcr $ 0, and so the postulate that c' = 0 in
(3.4a) becomes

-at, + dtA - b = 0. (3.5)

The censequence of (3.5) is that (3.4c) and (3.4d) simplify to

a' = cic(t' + 1)d (3.6a)

and
If' =cjc,( + l)(,,

3
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res pec t ively.

Ass umv that I~Q and Q2, (2.j are, givvn, tha it at, i, t ,.i aeV
will use relations of t he type (3.5) withI tL aid t, as tht refervitcat~e n it) t

transformnations,

Our algorithm cail be dlescribed rec:ursively a's fulluw". Wt, 'yiit Ih I et o ,I -1 . -
into two subsequences of coitsecut1ve moa1.ltt rcSAi.A .. .adA..,, .A,
in < k + 1. Let us denote

Suppose that) F ~ n = 6

It'd:< (2 c4(.

Theni we propose to compi~ te t, frount t be condit1ioni (3.5) by the( forward --ub t it ut ionl,

Otherwise, that is wvheii

ltid > 11,a!

We' propose to comnplite I., from (:15) bY the( hack ward utitioI

r d,

HIavinig definied the first step, the procedure cau ntow b- appldied recli i~i vel v tt gelwi ate

the rem aininig orthogonal t ran1Sfor11lationls Q2,, 2,...J./ Note I iiat t hcri is a ".)z of f 'i

splilttinig the se(;urtice A,, A,,.2 ,I~ 1 ito suibsequen"It sihendcl Ii iht 1ew vn an-
for a dlivide-anid-coniquer type, of ratu:putatiomi ini a parallel enivirontuen)A

As will be showni later. under ni,;dk cotillitiots' oil Q, and Qkj+, . thil partit ultit wayv of's ý-;:t~i~:t
orthogonal tramisform-iatiMis Q,, i 2 k. wil I urne thtalA Illh u i~a j

triangu lar in the senise that (2,51) will he sat iýliod.

Error Analysis

lin our error anialysis, we adopt a corvejinticm that in'.olves a liberal u;Sv O rofd Fo reek let *.'1 .

by a we mpani a relativ'.e poirturha t ion of anl ahsohlote magnitudle nIml greater t hat ~l~ dere iI,' i

the machinie precision - All t errs of order (2 or higher will he gignored lin l is first -ordicr ar

The fun ctioni fi (a) will denoteý thle floating' polint approxillat ion of a2. Yor t he Put p o'l of t he3
analysis, a "bar" denotes a comnputed(piquatity; which is pertunlied a" thel result of itiexact. tS e

For exatnple, iiistead of a, b mi~d (1. we Ihave the pertliirbod (1l be a. )ad d wh ich reuldt fz os '
poCinit computationm )I fik 1 Ajt . We assutne that t-xact, arithmetic mita be pi'rfti toed 1-isc ¶

perturbedl values. Te'I'l( tilde''" symiiboi iS llsed to) denIoteý colicolmt ual values colllplst fil fi(-a
pertuirbe~d data.

Wev start our p~rocedulre? by coi Ojiltn elemlenlts of the product maltrix., 4 as the" proiinr( 4i ý4

aridl~ A, definled by (3.7):
(Lil la u,) i~ + (I .I.l
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d fl(d.id) = didl,(I + 6) (.l.ll~

b := fl(d~br + bid,) = izjb-(lI + 2.31) + bidJl + 2;3j) (ih

where, according to our convention, the parameters o, 6, 31, 132, and ,33 are all quantities } whom-
absolute values are bounded by t.

Now we specify the condition that we impose on the computed Q, and Qk,+

Assumption I: Throught the rest of this note we will assume that the computed tangent, t, and t,
corresponding to the outer transformations Qj = Q, and Q, = Qk+1 satisfy the fullowing equality

&(1 + C,)t,. - d( + CP)it + b(l + CX) = 0.

where C = C(k).

C3

Lemma 4.1: The recurrence (3.8a) yields t,,, such that

dit(! + 24'1 )t,,, - di( 1 + , )it + 1 = 0. (4.3)

Likewise, the recurrence (3.,b) yields t,,, such that

d,(lI + p2)f,,, tiz(l + 2(.'2)i, b, 0 . (4 1)

Proof. The proof easily follows from (3.Sa) and (3.Xh).

Theorem4.2: If If1dl < Ilrdt and if t
171 is computed via (3.Sa) then t,, satisfies the relation

IL(l + C'I -,<) - d4(I + C1 ()I,, + b,(l + CI,) = 0 (4.5,)

where C1 = Ct(k). Likewise, if V 1ýd _ Iiril and if i,, is computed via (3.8b) then t,,; satisfies the
relation

al( + C'rtr"'),, - (11(t + C',Oc)i + b1(l + Cr•,) 0 (1..U,)

where C, = C,(k).

Proof. We give a proof of the relation (4.5a) only as the relation (4-.51) can be proved in ;an
analogous way.

First from (4.3a)-(4.3b) we get

di(1 + 2r,')i,,, - dj(1 + 0¢1)ij + 61 = 0, (4. Ga

while from Assumption I and (4. la)-(4.1c) we have

t1il(1 + + a + Cb)ft - did,( I + 6 + C4)t 1+

aib,.( + 231~ + ('X) + bid,( I + 42; + C\~ 0 .( A
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By multiplying both sides of (4.6a) by d,(1 + 2132 + CXI) and subtracting from (4.6b) we obtain 1

a'{+d1 + ° + CO)f4 - a-d, "')( + C- - 1- 23, - C"x)j+ I

or, since al 0, b(l + 2/31 + Cx) - d,(1 + 232 + Cx + 2V,),,,} 0,

a(1 + a + Cog) - ( ) (6 + CO - 0 + 202 + C'x)+

b,(1 + 2/30 + Cx) - d,(1 + 2/32 + 2Vq + Cx)f,,, = 0.

As we assumed that Jidj < IF,&[, the above can be rewritten as

a,(1 + CtI') 4i - 4(1 + Cjj)t-,? + 6,(0 + Cali) = 0 (07)

where C1 = CI(k) completing the proof.

0 I
We now justify why the (2,1) element in the computed matrix A, can be set to zeru. Let th,

cosine and sine pairs c, and .i satisfy f, = ,/,, for i = 1, in, r. Fromn (4.2) we can dcrive that

fl(ji) = ,(1 + 3p,) (48S;1)
,:=fl(,ýi) ;ia(l + 41.,,). (4, ,) I)

Let A' denote the exact updated matrix derived from Ai i = , r, and ýi, ý,, i = 1, 7n, r that is

S-ct t( cI ,,i s,,,

and A ) ( Ir b )
r -e,, SM, 0 d' r

Our next result is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.2 and provides 1bounds on the elemn, t'sI

i, i = 1, r, defined by the relations

Zir := -cm,•sar + s,,rdr - ••b. (5.lOb)I

Corollary 4.4: If ýItj[ < liFil and if t,,, is computed via (3.8a) or if Itall > It7 l and if f,, i•
computed via (3.8b) then ,

~I', _• lKWIdA 1I , for i = /,r . (4.11)

I
I
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Proof. We prove the corollary for the case when Itidl < Ita and when it,, is computed vi;

(4.8a). The other case can be proved in an analogous manner.

Using (4.3a) we can rewrite (4.10a) as

•rn(hi(1 + 2Vh)i,,, - di(1 + .t )ij + b1) (4.12)

from which it follows that

Similarly, using (4.5a) we can rewrite (4.10b) as

S:-mrar + ,•nerdr -Erb,+

CIjm(dr(1 + CIVI)ir - 40( + Ct10)f,, + 6b(, + CIVYI))

and thus

rl •ý Ar(IIArII

completing the proof of (4.10a).

Numerical examples

The SVD algorithms for 2 x 2 upper triangular matrices in [1],[2] or [5j give it and ir which satisfy
Assumption I. We will illustrate that by using our new scheme triangularity of te transformed
factors is preserved.

Consider the case of three matrices in the product Assume that the given data matrices are

A = (2.316797292247488e + 00 -1.437687878748196C -01>

0 -2.718295063593277e -02,)

A 2 = 1.222222234444442e + 00 3.480474357220011e - 01>
0 5.674165405829751c + 00

f 2.222222211111111e -01 1.732050807568877c +00)
A 3 = 0 1.111111110000000C - 12)

They generate the matrix product A := A] • A2 - A3

A= (6.292535886949669e -01 4.904546363614013c +00
0 - 1.7137839774792744e - 13 "

We are -erested in computing orthogonal transformations Ql, Q2, Q3 and Q4 which satisfy,2.2)
and (2. ith the (1,2) elpment zero. The SVD algorithm for the 2 x 2 upper triangular matrix A
in [1] oi .1 gives tl = 3.437688760727056e - 14 and t4 = -7.794228673031074c + 00 which saitify
Assumption I. In fact we have

( -2.180909253067911e-- 14 -7.494178599599612e - 30)O. AO. =0 4.944748235423613e + O00

We split A into the product of A1,2  A1 A2 and A3. We note that the ratio

t, d
- = 1.201223412093697c - 27

7



If we compute t3 from tj as indicated by the ratio, and next t2 as specified by (3.8a) or (3.sb)
then Corollary 5.4 will guarantee that the transformed factors will stay (numerically) triamgulai,
Suppose however that we compute t3 from 14 and next t2 fromi t3. Then Lemunia 4.1 will guar;iite-&
that Q2 A2 QT' and Q3 A3 QT will saty numerically triangular. However, for the computed Qm.,4(2•
we have 4

QA 1QT= (-2.713066430028558e - 02 -1.685188387402401e - 03>
-1.360106941575845e - 04 2.321253786046106t + 00

which cannot be considered upper triangular. An error of order 10-4 has to be introduced t, I
truncate the (2,1) element in Q1 AIQT so it becomes upper triangular.
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1. Introduction

The problem of reordering eigenvalues of a matrix in real Schur form arises in the compu-
tation of the invariant subspaces corresponding to a group of eigenvalues of the matrix. A
basic step in such reordering is to swapp two neighboring 1 x I or 2 x 2 diagonal blocks by au
orthogonal transformation. Swapping two I x 1 blocks or swapping 1 x I and 2 x 2 blocks are
well understood [3]. Swapping two 2 x 2 blocks poses some numerical difficulties. Recently.
Bai and Demmel [1] have proposed an algorithm for swapping two 2 x 2 blocks which is for
all practical purposes backward stable. In this note we describe an alternative approach
for swapping two 2 x 2 blocks which is based on an eigenvector calculation. It appears that
the method guarantees small rounding errors in the (2,1) block of the transformed 4 x 4
matrix even if the two 2 x 2 blocks have almost the same eigenvalues.

2. Reordering eigenvalues

Assume that A is a 4 x 4 blc,ck triangular matrix,

a,: a,2  a13  a,,
A AlA2 a21 a2 2 a2 3 a24

0 A22 0 0 a33 a3 4  J
0 0 a43 a 44

where A11 and A22 are 2 x 2 with pairs of complex conjugate eigenvalues A,, A1 and A2.
A2. We can further assume that A11 and A22 are in the standard form,

I Of f1 l6k , )and A22 (0 02/k2

'Research supported in part by the Joint Services Electronics Program, contract no. F49620-90-C-0039.
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1
We want to find an orthogonal transformation Q such that

A =- QAQf= A2 2 A12

where All and A 22 are similar to All and A 22 respectively.

The standard form implies that A2 = a 2 + /2 ' i is the eigenvalue of A22 . Thus A(A 2 ) = U
A - A2 . I is singular as its (2,2) diagonal block has rank 1. Now one can find a sequence
of complex Givens rotations such that(aii - A2  an2 a13 a14  ~a 2 1

a21 a22 - A2  a23 a24 .i -(2 W)- (14_ 0(2) 0(3) &2 3 3 i24

0 0 a 3 3 -A 2  a3 4  -34 1 2 23 1 0 0 0 a) 30 0 a143 a44 -- A2 0 o 0(P) a,,

where G(V denotes a complex Givens rotation operating in the plane (ij) introducing
zero at the position marked as (k) on the right hand side of the relation. Let G =
G34 G 2)G(3 )G(4). Then y = u+v-i = Gel, whereu = [u1,u 2, u3, u4I and v = [vI ,"21 V3 ,V 4]T
are real vectors, is the complex eigenvector corresponding to A-2 . Ihence

(Ai1 A12  a2 3
0 A22 ) (u v) = (u ) -02 ,2

Moreover, because A22 is assumed to be in a standard form, u4 = V3 = 0. The similar-
ity transformation Q can be expressed now as a product of real Givens rotations which I
triangularizes the matrix [u v]. More precisely, let Q = j() j(3)j2 )) be such that

4) (3) 1,(2) j2( 1 1( 2 V2 0(2) "V
423 34, 12 3 U3 0 ( 0(I) 04)'

0 V4 0 0(-)

where J,(ý) denotes the corresponding rotation. Then Q is the desired similarity transfor-
mation.

Numerous numerical tests suggest that in the presence of rounding errors the relative error
in the (2,1) block of the transformed matrix A is proportional to the machine precision.
The algorithm can be extended to cover the case of swapping diagonal blocks in the periodic
Schur form [2]. I
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Abstract.

In this paper we derive a unitary eigendecomposition for a sequence of matrices which we call the pjriwdw
Schur decomposition. We prove its eyistence and discuss its application to the solution of periodic differ-
ence equations arising in control. We show how the classical QR algorithm can be extended to provide a
stable algorithm for computing this generalized decomposition. We apply the decomposition also to cyclic
matrices and two point boundary value problems.

Key words. Numerical algorithms, linear algebra, periodic systems, K-cyclic matrices, t\h-poiult
boundary value problems

1 Introduction

In the study of time-varying control systems in (generalized) state space form

{ Ek'Zk+1 =FA.Zk+Gk'uk

Yk = Hk-Zk+Jk'Uk

the periodic coefficients case has always been considered the simplest extension of the time-invariant case.
Here the coefficients satisfy, for some K > 0 the periodicity conditions Ek = Ek+A-, Fk = Fk-,.1,, Gk =
Gk-+f , Hk = Hk+K. Jk = Ik+14. The last few years there has been a renewed interest in the area because
such systems arise naturally in multi-rate sampling of continuous time systems [1]. Several papers were
devoted to the algebraic structure of periodic discrete time systems and it appears that a lot of the algebra
indeed carrkis over from the time-invariant case 19]. For period K = I one has the time invariant cas,
Ek, = E, Fk = F, Gk = G, Hk = H, Jk = J, and it is well-known that the generalized eigenvalues of
particular pencils derived from these matrices then determine the behaviour of these difference equations
[13]. In the case K > I one can derive a set of K time-invariant subsampled systems [2], [91 that describ,'
the behaviour of the periodic system. Problems of pole placement, optimal control and roblist control caIl
then be solved via these K subsampled systems.
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I
During the last few decades linear algebra has played an important role in advances being made in

the area of systems and control [16]. Tile most profound impact has been in tile computational an(I ira-
pleinentational aspects, where numerical linear algebraic algorithms have strongly influenced the ways iln
which problems are being so!ved. The most reliable numerical linear algebra methods proposed for partic-
ular control problems are related to particular eigenvalue and singular value decompositions of "special"

matrices, such as special Schur decompositions for solving Riccati equations [10], [14]. Here we present
a new decomposition called the periodic Schur form that has important application, in control theoretic
problems of periodic systems. We present a few of these applications and predict that several other uses
will be found.

The decomposition has also a direct application to K-cyclic matrices and pencils, which occur in the
study of Markov chains and the solution of two point boundary value problems. We show how the periodic
Schur form naturally decomposes the underlying n x n matrix probleni into n scalar poblems with the same I
structure. This can then directly be used for the solution of Markov chains and two point boundary value
problems in an elegant manner. The relation with K-cyclic pencils also allows to completely characterize
the singular matrix case and give conditions for the existence of solutions in the singular case. I
2 Periodic Schur decomposition

Consider the set of (homogenous) difference equations

Bi'x,+,=Ai'z,, i=l .... (2)

with periodic coefficients Ai = Ai+K, Bi = Bi+K. For period K = I one has the constant coefficient case
Ai = A, B, = B and it is well-known that the generalized eigenvalues of the pair A, B yield importanlt
information about the system (2). When K > 1 one derives from (2) a set of K time invariant systemis I
which describe completely the behavior of (2). For simplicity we first assume all B, to be invertible. Then
define the matrices Si = B,-'Ai yielding the system :

Xi+1 = B - 1' A i -xi = Si -xi, I = 1. .( )

which is an explicit system of difference equations in x,, again with periodic coefficients S, = S,+,.

One can now consider subsampled systems which describe the evolution of (3) over K steps, and since the
coefficient matrices of (3) are K-periodic, one may expect these subsampled systems to be tim( invariant.
I n d e e d , d e fi n i n g t h e m a t r i c e s 5 - 5k + K - -. . .S k+ - S k, k 1 K . 0

then one obtains from (3), (4) the set of K subsampled systems

X1+(i+i)K = S0) X.l+iK, i := 0,1,2,....
X 2+ (i+ I)K = S (.2) .'x 2+ iK , i = , , .. ( 5

"XK+(i+I)K .5'(K) -X .+,l, i = 0,1, 2,...

One easily checks that the above set of difference equat', s, initialized with the vectors xz, i = 1 . KA'
yields the same solution as (3). In order to describe the behaviour of these systems one thus requires tho
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the periodic matrix products S(k). It is known from similar decomnositiows

t11], [4}, that explicitly forming the matrices S(k) ought to be avoided if possible. An implicit decompositOi, I
of these matrices is now obtained in the following theorem.

2I I
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Theorem 1 Let the matrices Ai, Bi, i = 1,..., K be all n x n and comphx. Then thcre cxist unitary
matrices Q,, Zi, i = 1, ... , K such that :

B1i = Z*-B1 .Q,2Z1 A- = .A, -Q,
b 2  = Z. - B2  Q3  A2  = Z.; A2 -Q2

(G)

b.,-I = ZA-, BK,°1 Q- K AK-1 = Zk_, • A'-1 -QI.-
BK = Zk. BK . Q, AK = Zk.. AK -QK

where now all matrices Bi, Ai are upper triangular. Moreover if the matrices Bi are invertiblh then cach
Qi puts the matrix SW') in upper Schur form, i.e. Q-S(i)Q, is upper triangular.

Proof : Because of its simplicity and constructive derivation, we give here a simple proof assuming all
matrices Ai and Bi are non-singular, except possibly A1. The more complex case of singular matrices is
proven in section 3.2.

If all matrices Bi are invertible then all matrices SW exist. Compute the upper Schur form of S(') I

Q,5g(l)Ql = -')

This defines the matrix Q, and one can thus consider the matrix BK - Q1 and its QR decomposition

ZK. bK = [BKQII

which defines the unitary factor ZK and upper-triangular factor B•k. In turn, one then considers the matrix
Z. - AK and its RQ decomposition (i.e. dual to the QR decomposition)

AK" Qk = [Zk-AK]

which defines the unitary factor Qic and upper-triangular factor AK. Repeating this for all subsequenIt
matrices defines :
* Zi and A• from the QR factorization of Bi • Qi+l for i = K,..., 1 and
* Qi and Ai from the RQ factorization of Z,* • Ai for i = K, ... ,,2.
Notice that each of these decompositions in fact corresponds to one of the equations in (6), starting from
bottom to top. By now all transformation matrices Qi and Zi are defined but we have not proved that the
last matrix A, is upper-triangular, since in the equation

A1 = Z1 -A1 "Q,

the matrix Q, was already defined. But consider now the product

QIS(I)Q1 = [Q1BA.'ZK][Zk-AKQKh ... [Q;B1 Z21tZ;A 2Q2][Q:Bi 1 Z][Z1 ZA 1Ql (7)

or

-. V = K ... B 2 IA 2 b'[Z 1 A1 Q1 J (-)

Now since all "hat" matrices in both sides of equation (8) are upper-triangular and invertible, this mls!
also hold for the matrix A, = Zj*A 1Q1 . This completes the constructive proof of the existence of (6).

Notice that the proof shows how to derive all matrices Qi and Zi from just one of them. Moreover, by
periodically interchanging the products in (7) one easily sees that also

IS~ -. -<A- 1 .. .B..Ib .'-Q 11i+~lA (I

is upper triangular and hence a Schur decomposition. So all Schur forms are actually depelidelot oil one
another via (6). U

3
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I
Corollary 1 Let the matrices A,, Bi, i = 1,...,K be all n x it and real. Then there exist orthogonal
matrices Qj, Zi, i = 1, ..., K such that the above decomposition (6) holds and all but one of the matrices 1
Bi, Aj are upper triangular. This last one is in quasi-upper triangular form with 1 x 1 and 2 x 2 diagonal
blocks.

Proof : Assume that all matrices are invertible except, say, A, (see section 3.2 for the general case). The
proof then goes as before. Pick a real transformation Q, that puts SO1) in real Schur form S')= QTf(1)Q 1 .
Then perform all QR factorizations as above to define the remaining transformation matrices Z,, i = K..., I
and Qi, i = K, ..., 2 in decreasing order (these are real transformations, of course). In (8) BK, i = K, ..., I,

A1(, i = K,...,2 (and their inverses) are upper triangular, and S(') is quasi upper-triangular. From thi, ,
it follows that A1 must be of the same form as S(O. If one would have started the definition of the
transformations Zi and Qi from the other side (i.e. the QR factorization of A1 Q1 instead of B1 ,Q 1 ) then
P3 K (and its inverse) would have the same form as ý(O. Finally, by starting the above reasoning with a
different index i it is clear that one can pick any matrix A, or bi to have the quasi-triangular shape. It is
easy to move it around as well via a "post-processing" using updating Givens rotations. E l

In fact the matrices Qj transform the vectors xi to i, = xQ • xi and the difference equations (2) to the
equivalent system :

Z BiQ,+1 "Q+l - +1 = 7A:Q,.Qix,, i = 1 .... (10)

or

with periodic coefficients Ai = Ai+Ki, Bi = B!,+- which are now all upper triangular (except one quasi
triangular one in the real case). The same transformations can of course be applied to the non-lhomogenous
case, and this will be used later on. I

An elegant consequence of the above theorem is the following corollary.

Corollary 2 All periodic products S() have equal eigenvalues and their .Schur forms S(') givtn by th I
implicit decomposition (6) have the same eigenvalues on diagonal.

Proof : It is trivially seen that S"() and S'O) have equal eigenvalues since.

with S(I) = M1 M2, S(') = A'12M1

M1 2 = S K . . . . .S , M i = S ,- I " . . . " S 1 .

Equality of spectrum indeed follows immediately from this. The Schur forms of the matrices S(O) will thus
have the same diagonal elements, up to their ordering. But the Schur forms constructed by (6) have the
additional property that the diagonal elements of the SýjO matrices are all actually equal. Indeed, they are
the products of the diagonal elements of the upper triangular matrices /B7-'Ai. So, if one matrix S'() has
a particular ordering of eigenvalues then all other matrices .§(j) have the same ordering of eigenvalues. U -

We give in the next section an algorithm to compute the above decomposition implicitly, i.e. without
ever forming the products SO0. Moreover we show how to reorder the eigenvalues of these Schur forms.
We call this the periodic QR algorithm as related to the above periodic Schur decomposition.

4I I
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3 Periodic QR algorithm

We now consider the computation of the periodic Schur decomposition. Here we will not require the
invertibility of the matrices Ai, B,. In order to have a periodic QR algorithm we need the following
ingredients to make the algorithm work

1. a reduction to some kind of Hessenberg form

2. a direct deflation of the singular case

3. a shift calculation procedure

4. a method for performing QR steps

5. a procedure for reordering eigenvalues.

In the above list one should try to do as much as possible implicitly, i.e. without ever constructing the
products S(). Moreover one would like the total complexity of the algorithm to be comparable to the
cost of K Schur decompositions, since this is what we implicitly compute. This means that the complexity
should be O(Kn') for the whole process. Notice that this indeed precludes the construction of the prod(tcts
.0() since this would already require O(K 2n3) operations. We now derive such implicit solutions for each
item. Below 1-(ij) denotes the group of Householder transformations whereby (i,j) is the range of
rows/columns they operate on. Similarly G(i, i + 1) denotes the group of Givens transformations operating
on rows/columns i and i + 1.

3.1 Hessenberg-triangular reduction

We first consider the case where all Bi are the identity. We thus only have a product of matrices Ai and
in order to illustrate the procedure we show its evolution on a product of 3 matrices only, i.e. A3A 2Aj.
Below is a sequence of "snapshots" of the evolution of the Hessenberg-triangular reduction. Each snapshot
indicates the pattern of zeros ('0') and nonzeros ('x') in the three matrices.

First perform a Householder transformation Q3 E 7R(1, n) on the rows of A2 and the columnis of A3.
Choose Q3 to annihilate all but one element in the first column of A2

Z 2: 2: Z 2 2 0 2x 2: 2 2x x x 2 2: 2 x x

S 2 Z 2: 2 x 0 : 2 2 2 2: 2 2: 2:" 2: 2 2x

: : 2: 2: 2 0 r 2 2 2 2: 2 2: 2 2 2 T 2: Z

2 2 2: 2: Z : 2: 0 Z: Z Z 2: Z 2 2 2 x 2

2: Z x x x X, 0 2 x Z X Z x x x 2: X2

Then perform a Householder transformation Q1 E R-(l,n) on the rows of A 3 and the columns of A1.
Choose Qi to annihilate all but one element in the first column of A3

2: 2 2 2: 2: 2: 2: 2: 2 2 2: 2: 2: 2: Z" 2 2 2:

0 x x x 2 x 0 2 x x x x x x 2 2 x 7

0 Z x x x Z 0 x x 2 x x x x 2 Z x2 x

0 x x x x Z 0 x 2 : x x x Z Z x 2 2

0 2x x x x 0 x Z x 2 x x x x Z x

0 2 2 2 2: 2: 0 Z 2 2: 2: x x 2 x2 x

5
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Then perform a Householder transformation Q2 E 7-(2, n) on the rows of A1 and the columns of A2. 1
Choose Q2 to annihilate all but two element in the first column of A,

2: 2: 2: 2 : 2 : 2 : 2 : 2 : 2 : 2 : 2

0 2: 2: X X X 0 Z 2 2: 2: 2: 2: 2: X X 2: X

0 x 2X 2: 2: 0 T Z 2: XZ 0 X X Z X X

0 2: 2: 2: 2: 0 2: 2: Z X X 0 2: X 2 X 2:

0 2: 2: 2: 2: 0 2: 2: 2: X 2: 0 X X 2 2: 2:

0 2: X 2 2: 2 0 2: 2: 2: 2: 2: 0 2: Z X 2 2:

Notice that this third transformation did not destroy any of the previously created elements in A2 because
it did not transform its first column. A similar set of three transformations yields the following three
snapshots

2: 2: : 2: 2: 2: 2: 2: 2 2: 2: 2: 2: 2: 2: 2: 2: 2:

0 2: 2 2: 2: X 0 2: 2: 2: X 2: 2 2 2: X X

0 2: X 2: X 2: 0 0 2: 2: 2: 2: 0 2: 2: X X r

0 2: 2 2: 2: 2 0 0 2: 2 X X 0 X 2: X 2: X:

0 X 2: X2 2: 0 0 X 2: 2 2 0 2: 2 2: 2:

0 z X 2: z 2: 0 0 X 2: 2: X 0 2: X 2 2: 2:

X 2 2: 2: 2: 2: 2: 2 2 2: X 2 2: 2: X: 2: 2 2: X

0 Z: X X X X 0 X X Z: X X X X X X T X

0 0 X X X X: 0 0 X Z: X: X 0 X X X Z X0 0 2: 2: 2 2: 0 0 2: Z 2 2 2 2: 2 X Z 2: X

0 0 2 2 2 2: 0 0 X 2 2: 2: 0 X 2: 2: X X

S0 2: 2: 2: 2: 0 0 2: X 2: X 0 X 2 2: 2:
o 2: 2: 2 2: X 0 2: 2: 2: 2: X 2: 2: 2: 2: 2:

0 X X X T X 0 X 2 X 2 2 2: 2: 2: X2: 2:

0 0 2: 2: X 2: 0 0 X X Z 0 2 2: 2: 2 :Z

0 2 2: Z2 2: 0 0 X 2 X 2 0 0 X 2 2 2: IT
0 0 2: 2: 2: 2 0 0 2: 2 2 X 0 0 X 2 X X

0 0 2: 2 2: 2 0 0 2: 2 2: 2: 0 0 X 2 X X

and this continues until we reach the Hessenberg-triangular form:

2: 2: 2: 2: 2: 2: 2: 2: 2: 2: 2: 2: 2: 2: 2: 2: 2: 2

0 2 2 2: X 2 0 2: 2: X 2: 2 2 2: 2: 2 2: 2: X

0 0 2 2 2 2 0 0 2 2: 2: 0 2: 2: 2: 2: 2

0 0 0 X 2: 0 0 0 X 2: X0 0 X X X X

0 0 0 0 2: 0 0 00 2: 0 0 0 X X T

0 0 0 0 0X 0 00 0 X J 0 0 0 0 Z

When the matrices Bi are not the identity matrix, one starts with transforming each of them to
triangular form. Then one proceeds with a similar reduction procedure for the matrices A, as aboy(,. U
While the zero elements are being created in the matrices Ai one preserveb the matrices B, in upper
triangular form at each step. Therefore, one can not make use of Householder transformations anymore.
Indeed, applying a Householder transformation in J-(k, n) (left or right) to a triangular matrix Bi fills it ini I
and one can not find a Householder transformation in the same class operating on the other side of B,, that
will restore its triangular shape. On the other hand, this is easily done when using a Givens transformation I
in G(k, k + 1) since then only the element Bi(k + 1, k) fills in below the diagonal and this can imnedliately
be annihilated again using another Givens transformation in G(k,k + 1) operating cn the other side of

I
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Bi. The above procedure of creating zeros in Ai, while maintaining the matrices Bi in upper triangular
form, can thus go through. Notice that for the case K = I one retrieves exactly the llessenberg-triangular
reduction of the QZ algoritthm [1]. Operation counts for this Hes,enberg-triangular reduction are give
in section 5.1.

3.2 Direct deflation of the singular case

In this section we show how to perform direct deflations in the Hessenberg-triangular form when either of the
pivot elements is zero. With pivnt element we mean the elements on the diagonal of each triangular matrix
Aj, i = 2,...,K, Bi, i = 1,...,A' and below the diagonal in the Hessenberg matrix A1. Below we treat
three different cases and show how direct deflations can be performed to yield one or several subproblems
of smaller dimensions where now all pivot elements are nonzero. This corresponds to subproblems without
eigenvalies at zero or cc.

Case 1. When an element below the diagonal of A1 is zero, the problem trivially decomposes in two
lower dimensional problems, as shown below for matrices B2, A 2, B1, A1 where the (4, 3) element in A, is
zero

0 z z r X X 0 X x I X 0 z X X X z X X z z z T0 0 X X X X 0 0 X X X X 0 0 1 1 X X 0 X X X X X
0 0 0 X X X 0 0 z x X X 0 0 r x Z X 0 2 2 X r X

0 0 0 X x 0 0 0 z X T 0 0 0 2 X X 0 0 0 X X Z

0 0 0 00 x 0 0 0 0 r 0 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 2 7

This reduction is identical to what happens in the single matrix case and clearly can be repeated until ole
obtains smaller dimensional matrices A1 with non-zero subdiagonals (i.e. unreduced lHessenberg fornis).
Moreover the reduction does not involve any transformation btit only a partitioning. The next two cases
are zero diagonal elements in any of the remaining matrices. One first deflates the zeros in the first matrix
in the sequence B2, A 3, B3,..., AK-, BjK, i.e. one first treats the "closest" matrix to A 1.

Case 2. If the closest matrix to A, with zero diagonal elements is A,, then the partial product
A, B'1 Ai- ...B-jAj again decomposes in a block diagonal matrix, as indicated below with the sequence

A 2BI'A] where A2 has a zemc diagonal in position (4,4)
-1

0 X X T X x z 0 X X X Z Z X X X X I I X X

0 0 X X X X X 0 0 X X X Z X 0 T Z X X X X
0 0 0 0 X X X 0 0 0 X X X T a 0 Z: T X X T

0 0 0 0 X X X 0 0 0 0 X X X 0 0 0 X X X Z
0 0 0 0 0 2 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 X22 0 0XX 0x xr

0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 x 0 0 0 0 0 z

27 27 ,27 27 : 27 27

0 X X7 27 27 27

0 0 0 X X I 2

0 0 0 r X 1.

0 0 0 0 I j

0 0 0) 0 0 r X
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Moreover the bottom block is rank 3 ony and one ought to be able to ext ract a :er vnl a::t-. \, ,.
show how a sequence of (ivehis transformatious can be gerelat ed to ubtaij a d,-1atd anid dtcWji
form of the type

0 0 z rj r U 0 r o z 'r I z

0 0 0 i E t z U U I
0 :0 0 z X 0 0 0 U 0 X1 U U U t 2r 9 X

. 0 0 0 a 0 U 0 0 00 0 : V 0 1 U i t) z : I
S00 0 0O O O t U O i i u O • • .

We first apply the row transformation Z, = G 3.,62 .(61 to A,, w here the Given', transforinatlon,. '' t,
E(1,2), GC E •(2, 3) and C'3 E t;(3,4) are chosen to annihilate the elemenits 01 ,. a Id td0, resp-t) , 1. 1

given below. Propagating these through the intermediate triangular matrices (here only 1i t) tlli rveul t,
the column transformation Q,2 = G3 .G 4 .Gs applied to A, , where the Ovens tra(f4rmnatiuns ;4

and G5 E C,(2,3) respectively create the nonzero elellm •ts X4 amd X1s ( (;. E .( ,-4 d ,ý' , ,'
elemment ) II

X X r X X r X I z X I z I I t z 1 4 I J r

X z I r X 1 1 0 1 1 r £ U z z r"

0 r XI X X X 0 0 X 1 1 0 o, I f I

0 0 z 0 0 0 U)£ Iz j ,z

0 0 0 0 0 . r U 0 0 U) Z £ z U U0I I I
0 0 0 0 0 0 r L 0 00 0 00 0 0 0(0 o o r

'ITlien the two elements x4 and xrs are arinilated again by Giv. trasfo atio:. (;7 E !," 2 ,
Gs E £• 2,3) as part of the row transformation Z: = ,.(;G actingo .-12 (t his yi(Alds 0- at d (,. re, 'I),(
Propagating these through the intermnediate triangular matrice, left of A2 and then back to A. ti. 0
in the collun n transformatioan Q, = ;,G.(G;o acting on A,. I ere the Givens tiawifoivnations (; !.

II

and c;lo E {N(2. 3) create thfe elements xr and X 14. reslpectivkeA

07 r f I r~ X 0~ 1 X I

0 0, 0 0 r r 0 1 0 0~ T- Z

0 0 0 0 X X X 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 z 0 0 : 0
0 00 0 0:0 0 00 0: 0 10;

This subsequence of matrices is now already closer to the desired result. The next steps are dual to ilo,
ones above and are just indicate(] below by the sequence of annihilated and(1 created elements . N.5". ti,
above, everything is done via appropriate Givens rotations

X X T X Ir X r r r I . X X r z 1 I T1

0 X " I X X , z Ir 0 X I X X 2 " -

0 0 : : : " 0 0 0 : : ; 0 3'

0000 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 00 X 2 T I

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0:11 000 0 O), r :I

0 0 0 0 z I X 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 D) )2 T rIj

0 0 00 0 0 14 r J 0 00 000" 0 0 U0 0 0 I
8 I

I
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and finally:

X 00 r r Li Li r £X 1 0, 1 .X 0 z x r 000 T XLI r X X UI I x
0 0 0 0 z . U 0 1 Z u 0 0 1 1I X I

0 0 0 0 z 0 0 0 O' u 0 0 1 u

0 0 0 0 Os z z 0 0 0 0 0 r 0 0 0 ! o t" Z
0 0 0 0 0 0) u L 0 0 0 u 0 a 0 u u r

which is precisely the desired form. Notice that all this requested abuut n ( niveis xotation, on 1,.II;
of each condensed matrix. As a result a zero eigenvalue wa-s deflated and moo-over a blho(k td ucli .1 N%,1,5 obtained as the same time (see section 5.1 fur more details on the operation rount).

Case 3. We now consider the case where the closest matrix with a zero diagonal elemenxt o•cuT,: iii a
matrix B. Without loss of generality we may assume that it is the matrix BI?. sinice we can a;vw.tvs assm(i"!4-
the subproduct A, flXA,_...Bj A1 with the matrix Al (this subprodu ct indeod exists ;nid ik ..n
IIessenberg). Below we thus take thhe exait pi ... B, A1 Iwherv B I hw. a zero, d iagom•• il, I,,i h,: (4.i

0 1 r X X T Z X I X Z Z

1) ii r r X 1 0 r I 1 1 I

O0 0 0 r x 0 0 - z X z

0 0 0 0 1 r 0 0 LiU r r
0 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 ( 1) r r,

\Ve first perform a row transforniation Z' = G, on both Bl, and A, where (; E (4.• is-- t

annihilate the element 01 in Bi. At the sam(e time a nonzero eleient x, is cre;itted in A,

S * ' "r r i X T r z Z

0 0 X z z x 0 i r z x z

0 0 0 0 z r 0 0 r i 1 1

0 0 0 0 01 X 0 0 r, r 7 Z

0 0 0 0 0 r 0 0 0 0 r r

Then a column transformation Q, = (;2 with 6 2 E• (3. 4) is applied to Ai to annihilat, the elv-.,•ot x)
again (yielding 02), Propagating this over all triangular matrices back to B, yields a column transformnuito,
Q2 E ý(3,4) that does not create any fill in

r X X Xr X X X X X Z TI0 r r r z £ x x x x x .r

0 0 i I z 1 0 z z i z x

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 02

0 0 0 0 0 z 0 0 0 0 z i

After this step the B3 matrix has two consecutive zero diagonal elements. The next pair of steps move
these zero diagonals one elements clown while keeping A, Hessenberg. First apply a row transforniam trn

* 9
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Z�j = on both B, and A, where GI E 9(5,6) annihilates in fl and rt'.•t,' z in A, :

0 1 X r Z X Z X It

0 0 x z 0 t z z x

00 00 z 0 0 z *I

0 0 0 0 0 (0 U r ,s I
0 0 0 0 0 03 0 0 0 t 5  r r

Then apply the column transformation Q, = (G4 with (;4 E 9(4, 5) on A, to annifillattv- tih v•Ic,•'
again (yielding 04). Propagating Ihis over all triangular mnatrices back to III yields a ,jlx, r ..
Q2 E (;(4,5) that creates the element x4

X X Z r r X X, Z r Z XI ~l

0 r r z r 2 9 X r X X Z

0 0 z Z I U 0 z z X X

0 0 0 0 0 Z 0 0 0 r I z

0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 t X Z

With the two consecutive zero diagonals now at the bottom of III, we finally apply a cmluln tramfa i, 3
Qi = 67's with Gs E 9(5,6) on A, to annihilate its bottom off diagon al element (yieldilig 0," Prip).,
this back to BI yields a colulni transformation Q2 E t(5, 6) thit creates the ewmenit x•

I I 2' 2' 1, • r z zr 2' i-K
0 z z jrX X T z z X1

0 0 z X Ix 0 X x X T X
0 0 0 x x 0 0 r X iI U
0 0 0 0 r 0 0 ( z0 z

0 0 00 0 0 0 00 0 0. r

The above form can now be deflated as indicated above. Notice that again the number of (;ivoie trU'- I
formations appled to each matrix is at most of the order of u for one deflated eigenvalue at cK.

Summary. The above three cases indicate that any zero pivot element can bh deflated with 0( 1
Givens transformations per matrix, until a (set of) lower dimensional problem(s) is obtained where now ;tfl
triangular matrices are invertible and A I is unreduced Hlessenberg. In the proof of Theorem I and ('Corioary\ 1
1 the general case can thus be "pretreated" by the Hessenberg-triangular reduction followed by the direc1t I
deflation described above. Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 can then be applied to these -nonsingular" ca&'-.
which implicitly yields a proof of these theorems for the general case where any B, or A, may be singulI I
Moreover, since the above procedure allows us to reduce the general problem to the nonsingular case-, w"e

only need to consider this simpler case in the sequel.

3.3 Shift calculation and QR step construction I
Since we have now a Hessenberg-triangular form with all lower order matrices invertible and unreduced, the
corresponding product, Bý'AK...BI-'A2B,.4j exist and are unreduced Hlessenberg. In the QR algonithuiiapplied to an unreduced Hessenberg matrix, the shift is typically computed from the bottom 2 x 2 submat rix.For the above sequence, this is of the form

j [ 0 (1') 0 i JI • • (•))

10
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Notice that the triangular 2 x 2 inverses can be replaced by their adjuinW.s up to a scaILr fa ' .. I Lr-

eigenvalues of this 2 x 2 matrix are thus ea.ily computed and are used fuo ."' uditg the •. o-a, t "JoIQ I?-step.

The transformation Q, of the QR step applied to the .esseiiberg matrix

is now completely defined by its first colunin. it the case of a single shift A, this first culumn las h
nonzero elements, corresponding to the normalized version of the 2-vector

6 f (K) 1 . 1 [ a

4 1 2,2* 0 I•• 0 •J " 0 i' 1 •'

Since the matrices Q, and Z, are all defined by one anothher through the coustraiitt h.It up12 datet 0,;
B,, i = 1..., K and Ai, i = 2, ... , K must be upper triangular, one could as well compute ,1N, (o lr n;1`:' i
than Q1. It turns out that the simplest one to contruct is Z1. It performs a QR ste'p ont la- u:u'i

flessenberg matrix
Ail -I- Al, AI, ... flj A11-

and is again defined by its first column, consisting of only two nonzer o eh •et. ow this 2-% cctr -,i,
nor nialized version of

i z I I "I bl" ,

which involves much less computations.

In the implicit double shift one determines the first colNmn of the real mat riN tA, - A j( A,-
where A, and A2 are the two eigenvalues of (12). In order to avoid complex art nitht i , when A,. 7 . 2
are complex conjugate one constructs the first coluni of A', - .s All + p" 1 where ( Al + A,, ,

p = /\1 .A2 are ral. This vector has only three nonzero elements and is up to a const ant

Il bt• K ) b••,"
-,,s a• 2+ 0 a~ ý' ' "ý 0 .

2.1 •a2) a l}

3.4 Periodic QR step

Again for simplicity we only consider the product of four matrices /P' A2 I3m- .,l• and the case of a singe,

shift in order to explain the general idea. The first three matrices are upper triangular. The last InalliX
A, is upper Hessenberg.

x x x x z x x 7 r x z x z x r X Y Z Ir 1 J 37 I

0 1 z z x x 0 r T x z x 0 rz z x r x x x I T z

0 0 z r z z 0 0 x z z r 0 0 z z x r 0 I x Tr r

0 0 0 x zzz 000 z z. 000 r 0 0 Oixxr

0 0 0 0 x 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 7 z 0 0 0 0 x17

S0 0 0z 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 r 0 0 0() xi
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I

Apply first ZT E 9(1,2) to annihilate tile bottom elene.tt in the *2. vt-tur dvt,-runined abt,-. Aip 8, '

this to the rows of lI and A, yields :

X X X X Z X X 4 X X r I I 1 .1 J •'I
0 X X r z X X X X X z X X I t X It I
0 0 z z z z 0 0 z X X 0 0 a I I I I £ I I X X 1

0 0 0z Z r 0 0 0 £ r z 0 0 0 z- z 0 0 i z z £

0 0 0 0 r X 0 0 0 0 X X 0 0 0 0 0 U U

0 0 0 0 0 r 0 0 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 r 0 0 0 U

Then construct the column transformation Q(2 E 9(1,2) to annihilate again r In B,• but also applv
transformation to the columns of A2 , creating z2

X X X T X r I Z I I X

0 X X X Z X X2 X X 1 1, X 02 r r 2" r X X Z X I

0 0 z r z z 0 0 X X X r 0 0 r X X I U x I Z X . I

0 0 0 1 X r 0 0 0 X X r 0 0 0 i z 0X0 A z I Z

000011 0 0 0 0X X 0 0 0 00 1 1 ( 00 z r r

0 0 0 0 0 r 0 000 Z 0 0 U 00 X0 ) 0 1j 3
Then apply the row transformation Z: E 9(1,2) to B2 and A2 annihilating x2 but c reat i ng .r:

X X 1 1 1 I 1 I X X T I X T X 1 I 11
13 X X Z X X 03 Z r X Z z 0 X 1 I 1 r X X T r r 1

0 0 Z X r1 0 0 a Z T X 0 0 X X X 1 1 r r T X ZI

0 0 0 x 1 r 0 0 0 1 X 1 0 0 0 11 0 0 1 T X I

0 0 0 0 X ) 0 0 0 r 0 0 0 0 0 1 Z Pz U

0 00001 00000 0 00000 T . 0 () u

Finally close the loop with the column transformation Q2 E ( ( 1,2) applied to l12 and A.I t o mo, iJi!,:;It, I
again X3 but creating a "bulge" z 4 in A, I

X Z Z X Z X T X" X X at T 7 X at at X X "3 ".1 t

04 X z I Z Z 0 r T r I 1 (X X 1 1 I r X Z I. r I r

0 0 z r Z T 0 0 X T X r 0 0 X X X X r T r r IT

0 0 0 X X T 0 0 0 X Xt X 0 0 0 X 0 7 T Xt r"
0 0 0 1 X 0 0 0 0 1 0 0011 0 0 1)10 T X 21

0 0 0 0 0 X 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 I

Repeating this process chases the bulge one step down at each sequence of Givens transformations, until!

it finally dissapears at the bottom of the Ilessenberg matrix A,. Basically the same procedure applios to
the implicit double shift for real matrices except that then the bulge chasing transformations are 3 x 3l
unitary matrices, realized by a product of Householder transformations or Givens transformations.

3.5 Reordering eigenvalues

We assume now that an upper triangular decomposition was obtained upon convergence of the above QH I
steps (blow there is only one 2 x 2 block in A, ). Then we want to permute the two (real) eigen'aiu-
corresponding to the diagonal elements x, and x2 :

12
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Z ~ ~ X: z ,XZ Z z z X X I- I" " , , . •

X r r X : ' 0 .r z z" X I X X r'I X I I I1
0 0 X, x z z 0 0 IX X z T 0 0 x• z r 1 U 0 z T x

0 0 0 Z2 X X 0 0 0 .X r x 0 0 0 Xz 00 0 r x If
0 0 0 0 XX 1) 0 0 0 X x 0 0 0 0 x x 0 0 0 U I

0 0 0 0 0 r 0 0 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 0 0

One then computes the product of the corresponding 2 x 2 matrices and computes from there the requi,-ed!
updating Givens transformations that will perform the swapping. Care has to be taken to inlepim,,ni tlh">
in a numerically stable manner as was e.g. the case for the QZ reordering in 'I I. This especially apjoo.
to the swapping of two 2 x 2 blocks which is a much more delicate problem.

4 Applications of the periodic Schur form

4.1 Periodic control systems

The application of this decomposition to control theory is apparent Periodic discrete time svsten- 1;.'na-
rally arise when performing multirate sampling of continuous time svsteins [1]. In optimal comti',l o(if
a periodic system one considers the problem

Minimize J = , zQ,z, + u[R,u,
subject to E,z,+m = F,z, + (;,u,

where the matrices Qi, R,, E,, F,, •, are periodic with period K. The lHamiltonian equations are peri
odic homogenous systems of difference equations (2) in the state z, and co-state A, of the syy!tem. T},

I correspondences with (2) are 
0A - .(l14Ii zi I tF ý 0 A - E lr Q , I

For finding the periodic solutions to the underlying periodic Riccati equation one has to find the stablo
invariant subspaces of matrices SO) as above, which happen to be simplectic in the discrete time case (owe
has to assume here that E,, F, and Ri are invertible and eliminate implicitly E, [7]). Clearly the Schiir
forln is useful here as well as the reordering of eigenvalues [10], [1-1].

In pole placement of periodic systems [9], again the periodic Schur form and reordering is iiufuil whenl
one wants to extend Varga's pole placement algorithm [17] to periodic systems. Consider the svstuin

Biz 1+t = Aizi + Diu,
with state feedback ui = Fiz, + v,

where the matrices A,, Bi, Di, F, are periodic with period K. This results in the closed loop system

B,zi+l = (Ai + DiFi)zi + D, vi 16)

of which the underlying time invariant eigenvalues are those of the matrix

SF "-B (AK + D1ýFý) ... B-'(A 2 + D2F2)B-'(AI + DOF). (17)

13I
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I
In the above equation it is not apparent at all huw to choose tit(h matrices It to asign parti1( u1r V g.'h I" a! U..

of Sp). Yet when the matrices A,, B, are in the triangular form ((6), one can chou-•e t ht F, natrimi, 1,'
have only nonzero elements in the last column. This will preserve the triangular form of t he na) U
A, + DVF3 and it is then trivial to choose e.g. one such column vector to assig oI e e•ig ono el II h
to assign the other eigenvalues one needs to reodcr the diagonal elements in the periodic Schur form aI!;(!
each time assign another eigenvalue with the same technique. This algorithmn will of course fail w•hn tOw
periodic system is not controllable, but this very procedure can in fact be adapted to precisely celestI as,
the controllable subspace of the periodic system.

4.2 K-cyclic matrix problems

Here we consider the following pencils of matrices

BX, 0.. 0 U 0 0 A,

0 B 0 0 0 ..•.• 0

AS A- A 0 A

* 
1 1

A-2 0 0 a0

L 0 0 0 BA,-1 j 0 0 Ai, _ G J
If the B, matrices here are invertible one can divide theni oiu t by colunins transformation. vivldiiu

1" 0 . 0 ) 0 00 s,

0 11 0 ... 0 S, 0 0 •. 0
xl1,,:< - 8-1.4 -Al,,1, - S -_- A 0 . • S, '

I• 0 a a
0 0 . 0 1,, . 0 0 .. . _sl (}

where the matrices S, = B,1Ai are as defined earlier. The matrix S is now known as a K-cyclic malrx.
and by extension we will call AS - A a K-cyclic pencil. It is well-known that the eigenvalues of S are tie
K-th roots of those of the matrix 8lý, but the latter is easily checked to be block diagonal I

.50• ) 0 ... ... 0

0 S(2) 0 ... 0

S1 R- 0 '. "

• " "', S( K • 0

0 0 ... 0 .• "

where again the matrices S(i) are as defined earlier. This shows the relation between the two problems. We
now show that the decomposition (6) actually yields a block Schiur decomposition of the above pencil as w<li

Indeed the orthogonal transformations Z -* diag{Ziý-, Z 1, . .Z-_}) and Q - diag{Q 1, ... Qi,-,. (2,})
yield a pencil Z • (AS - A) Q which after appropriate reordering becomes uppcr block triangular with om

diagonal pencils of the type

I

I
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K b .'K 0 .. . .0 0 0 .. aU•

0 b('w 0 . 0 0

0 -. •

A( 2K2 0 0-
60 " 0 0 U' I
Kx-I.-l /' -I K x-I ),-I

where (W) indicates that the element belongs to the triangular matrices A, or b3,. Fur this reas,,n t ite pwi 11
AS- A is nonsingular iff a(j)b(±, j 0, i.e. iff there are no zero by zero divides in two cwiosicutzrtt teiiwt7,
(in a periodic sense) or the diagonals of the decomposition (6).

4.3 Two point boundary value problems

In the solution of two point boundary problems (not necessarily periodic), ono emicoumiters invvrsions (f
matrices of cyclic type (B + A)x = u where A and 5 are as above (18). Again we carn apply the ortlo:,,wiai
transformations Z' and Q to obtain the system of equations Z'(L + A)Q(Q('Qx) = 'u with 2.usl i,,; !!V
decomposes in n scalar TPBV problems. The big advantage of this is that increasing and dt-cr:a•.,1m.
solution in the TPBV problem have been decoupled. The periodic Schur form in fact "aligns" stable anti
unstable solutions at each step. The decomp)osition could also be computed at a coarse mesh and then
"extrapolated" at finer meshes in order to avoid too much work. This is still under investigatilo.

5 Numerical aspects

The use of Householder and Givens transformations for all operations in the periodic QR algorithm gtt;w -
entees that the obtained matrices Ai and 1, in fact correspond to slightly p)erturbed data as follows (indi( e•

are taken modulo K)
Ai = --, (Ai + 6A,)-Q i, B, = -Zj(B, + 6 B,)Q,÷,

where Qi and Zi are exactly unitary matrices and where 11Q, - Qll, lZ1 - Z,11, IVA,lt/lIA,1J and UIVB iiB,
are all of the order of the machine precision E. This is obvious for the Hessenberg-triangular reduction andt
the direct deflation since each element transformed to zero can indeed be put equal to zero without alfecting
the ( bound (see [18], [8]). Things are different with the QR strps, since there one puts off-diagonal elenlezuts
in A1 equal to zero only when these elements have converged to sufficiently small elements. Convergenco
of the QR process is thus needed to guarentee stability as well. Finally, for the reordering one needs to
prove that the swapping transformations indeed result in strictly upper triangular matrices with reverns 1

order of eigenvalues. This is the subject of another report.

1 6 Concluding remarks

The above decomposition has clearly many applications and we expect that additional ones will be fomid in
the future (e.g. in robust control of periodic systems). The above decomposition is also related to [4j] which
computes the Jordan chains of sequences as considered here. This generalized QR decornpositior in Mfact
plays the role of the rank determination (via QR or SVD) needed to reconstruct the Jordan/Kronecker
structure of pencils of the type (18). This could be used as a preprocessing to eliminate the chains at
A = 0 or A = cc and extract in this manner a set of smaller but invertible matrices A,, B, as was al,,
done in section 3.2 via direct deflation. The advantage of this new approach is that it also ideitifi,'- Itf.

!1



structural indices at these two eigenvalues. Moreover, the generalized Q R decumtposition ali,,s for )nri-

square matrices as well, and one can thus consider systems of the type (2) with m x i trtlv An itiM tl 3
BI.

Similar unpublished ideas are being pursued by John liench, UC Santa Barbara (personal t onIhINUt. f-

tion), who arrives at the same decomposition (6) with a different algorithm. lls condensed form e n 'iQ

consists of all Ai matrices in Hessenberg form and all B, matrices in triangular form. We feel that the

connection with the QR algorithm then fails to go through, although he reports a good convergeitce of tl,.-

algorithm as well. Possible application to periodic continuous control systems are also being coiide,•,d io,

him.

The present report is a more extended version of the paper [3] presented at the SHIE conference lli,' I

in San Diego in July 1992.
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A bs tract

in this jit +'r. 'i Ir..,, inlthI for cu ip l i g ll ch SVD of a pr,- ,' r ,f u •,u 2 2
tIr tial~ivth r m alittli•, W\, :} i,o• ti 4lr iio,'h mi< ti, lill,. i jirit.id, - tr i t,• iii th i al) ,t:' ,ii

I ~ ~~r,.>•iduafl PI:t:'IIvlt.-, %ill 1h," uu~lurICadt% >llodll

1. IntroductionI The problem of computing the ningular value doconiposition (SVD of produc of wo nat rices lis

many applications: see. e.g.. [' and. TIe prohtlm is also closly r,,ki,,ed to finding a generalized
SVD of two matrices (cf. [6]). A crucial step in either 1h11 product S\l) PSVDJ or the generalized

S 'D i)GS\'D) problemi is the accui rate com putation of tihe PSVD of t,-.,o 2 ', 2 triangular matrice.

We wish to achieve two objectives: first, to ensure that the tralsforinat ils, applied to Thie

trian.ular imatirices must leave lte m. atrices triangular arid. second, to erisuire that the SVD of the
product i, computed accurately. A-\., discussed in a recent papr by Bai arid I)ri emmel [1t. these
two properties are essential to guarantee thre stability of t he GSV"D method MI. .3everal strategies
have been proposed to preserve these two properties. In I1. examples areI presented where these
strategies can fail and a new method that overcomes the exposed drawbacks is then proposed.

Iil this paper we propose an alternative approach. Our new method. which we will call a hal!-
recursive method, is a slight variation of the fully-recursir-_ method proposed in [21 for computing
tile S\'D of a product of several mat rices. We show that our algorithin is simlpl(r to implement
and enjoys the same nice niumerical properties as the method in, [1].

Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the PSV D of two 2 x 2 upper
triangular matrices. A criterion for numnierical stability is given in Section 3. W' present our new
algorittin iii Section 4, and au error analysis in Section 5. Finally, some detailed proofs can be
found in Appendices A and B. and a numerical example iit .\ppondix C.

I 1

0 4
.... 093..12$0 SI o. 70(99)/4



2. Problem Definition

Given two upper triangular matrices: I
A, a, b and .4 :

we call the product A:
.4 = A.41-4,

I
and let

bIA= 0 d)
Our objective is to find three orthogonal rniatrice. Qi, Q.,. Q3 such ta',

Q IAI
and

.',=,.,q,. =~ k 0 s ) 22
I

for 1,2. The t %o equations 2.1 , and :2 1-o i ,

In other words, we would like i,, ucind thr ' te -r rii,.i'j . Q , . nd Q n zru . .

namely, the off-diagonal ecen.-x of A and Ih, s.uta d ac, .a .n of . and '1 1 . ,tI
requirement, although m- 'hli., ,tical\ feasi 11,W.a', ca> r::'•; . 1• •rm,: "itI
care: see examnples in 1'I. and 2. () Our j~oal, s •o dvel,,', an a ri : . .. hal prp -,rt:'' "
(2.2) %%ill be satisfied except for 'ery smai lnVrical '-reef. IC: -. -VaI II.w usI t1,0 1m ar I
matrix 2-normns:

2.1. Relationship with GSVD I
The basic step in a GSVID of two 2 2 trianaular mat .. m. A, anal A.2 t of
the product A, - adj( 42). where ad, denotes the adjoti of( a talu \ i\. ,ax'- I

adj(A,) (d, -b. a, ) I
It is therefore obvious that our two-by- two PS\D meh, n a a wl (aan al" phd t• Ti.f. bZ, -t ,
GSVD problem.

3. Criterion for Numerical Stability

Recall that A', . A and A' denote the three mnatric, A, . A., and A. r,',r ', ;if, 'r th,' eyiixa-r cr I
transforinations as definod iM (2 1) and ;2.2. havre Aeci per foi ,-,i Ift . ll ,- t o p': -d .4- anid

let Q1 Q.2. and Q3: lie the Coinpul , ed transfiri a ;1io(s D,'fill

44 ,(Io) I7(19
44 I SPIE Vol. 1770(1992)I
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and i Q : ,1

Let idenote the rý-Ixti~e incL~int, prkz~:kiwi The b.~ l& ý i. '!r. ~~l
that

T[he relationt 13)3 In d'll t~-Ihalt Itle 2,1 t'k~iti kif A' vw l,

for i= 1.2. u'ndition i3A) :li kje that t Ilia'% ibe ~a,~' J% n 4  to /Ieru Ti; 1n- ~' 1i> f~it:'d
to zero.

W~e prove in Section 5 thati bn% ung our lwe% fniviod. tOw coftutt'd ar .4', atd A' 'AlliI

Isatisfy condition (.3.4) and .A' wdl '4th! theP d01(it'11 thlt

riei, I fo 1Ii 1 ) :i-%t Ia~ i

fromi j3.4.ý (3%.ý, andl the' S'111, (0ý>'ZOt~> ollt) Of 0,0 two tnm,

4. New Algorithm

In this sect ion, we pTof)oef a new,% aittorit b tn for t0h0 PS \VI probi. O)ut alrýOn thinl isý a 111difilI ~cation of the algorithmn pre-w.'td fin '2? for it producet 4 -ekeal . rne Th too w01 -% ,
transforinat ion discuJeedl i t ( 1harli&r et a.

where c ± = 1. Wo inat oavregid the transfot mar onl '14 a pfrtned rfie!t i!
(C )(0

The reason behind using- i;erm-u ted reflect ions Is that %v, art iiall dea] wkith an n x n prooblem. TheIpermutation that is incorpoirated into Q corresponds to the ;;o called codd-even order of elitninations
in one sweep of a Jacobi-SVD procedure.

While each tranzforination (Q, Is defined bY the cosinp-sliip pail:

C,= cos& and if H,

we also associate Q, with the tangenut=ta

Given t,, we can easily recover c, and s, usingv, the relations

C, and St =' tict (4.2)

3 SPIE Vol. 1770 (1992) /45
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Following t fie ex positionl I I[~ N% %It C0i dr ht euit o (f appj ! v- u tlk "-I~t "'Z f ig.lI It at; Zi± !.(,La

Q, and Q, to a 2 2 upper trd~iaitua 1IitttJ AŽ .

Wecart derive fromt (4.3) these four relationls.

=cl,i -at, 4- dt;b

V/ r= cc -utý +- 1tit +4 bilt, -41

= c~c,.ttt +i d t atJtr (1 4

d = ra-. III. -.i dtt. I 'l u

where t1 = tall 91 arnd 1, = fail 0- The postulates that bot i t' alld V/ be 'r demft ,~ wo conditoxti,

oni t I a iid t ,. s ( tha i t.4.3 r e IIr , e 1 t~ s a1 S VI ) o f T. The Io-I (I tt t hIa1- 1 t I (,~ (1r 1!iie a (o I IdItI Io IiI
relatingo H; to H., so( that if onev k knov it tdW Wher Cal bi- compuiTed in order t,, reduiv A, to at,ý

up per t ri an-u la r form . F(or ea't ( of CX I( '~ItI ionI. ;o-11 I It" fo Ir liO\ I )v ot !,! a II ;! 0 TIht1 ontd itIon he

ren~iOVed itl Section .2 It impii, dliat cj, :; 0. anid "(o th, *orlat t0i )1 ( ;,;. In Ma ol )ec -

-at b = 0.r -- '

arid d

r e spe)ýct Iv elIN. Thei r eIa tt ionIis I. -If r id( ( 4, 1 i III rt ' tj tlo

lur the S\I} probleir. both 1,1 aitj ;Ite zeio> tith we tattlI)-( ti~ ;V) to tediti' v" h t-I rIl e to arL

eojuitioti Ill 11:

2!, 1, 2

wherel(1

It d~,- b)0

2(1 It

L46/1 SPIE Vol. 1770 (1992)I
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i and from (4-70,1) •, g,,t
.* 2or, - t 2 1 0

r[ho t o,, u. at iti; .t4~~t ' .S'l i,- •t I allk.I )l a s.t[ lv' ! b"•i* I; L i. 1[" 1- 111. ,t--1';.,l V lh 111

! (ii - 4"1it3 r - _______

r -

Cr : - ,,
2d

I g I I (-7. (T

rt -- ,l iitj ,e * 1

I I

In fiinite-preci oiui ar mii lt W. 4!t livi ll' t 1l t, and ca lla b, ,'i -l4 t4. \" itti, a. lagj r r-l:tt ii prv i-

Ill particular. if

then (4.6d) will prodi(e it very ,cctirate ij: Mrv ,hs-a if

then (4l.6e will produce a ver" prociko I.t If r = O. th,>L hll dt t a d ;Oill he* It dlputd h ttt,>
saime relative aCCiircrcv,

Now, let r ;- 0. \We first prl-.eint a lemma i v relatilii tih of t : f to tf. ose of o dh(J d.

Lemma 4.1. Let abdr 0. If1 a >1 d i. thfn a >i a.I and : <t<, ('Converelyv. if
I a ! <IdI.then I aI < I (T, and fi 1 >It r

i Proof. See i2i. -

We are ready to present an aigorithmn for coniputing the thrfe orthogonal mat rices Q,. Q, and

Q3, such that (2.1) and (2.2) are satisfied. The algorithm proceeds in t%%o stages. In the" first stage.
we calculate the product .4 explicitly:

(a = la2, (4.7a)

b = ab2 + bld 2 .(4.7b)

d = did 2 . (4.7c)

We use (4,6a) to calculate r, and then compute either aj or ar so that the corresponding tangent
defines t~te smaller angular rotation. Hence we obtain either tj or t3 . In the second stage, we use
the relation (4.4e) with ti or t3 as the reference tangent to compute the remaining transformations.

Suppose that tI is known, then t2 and t3 are generated by the forward substitutions:

dit bi

I
SPIE Vol. 1770(1992)14 7
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d - b
t3 = dt b A bý

a

On the other hand, if t3 is knob ri, then t2 and tj are generated by th,- bak-ward substir utioliiý

t2=a2t3 + bj

d2

at 3 + b tl = •(4.•dj

d

If tj is computed first as the reference tangent, then (4.8a) will guarantee that A'I %ill be nuinerkall\%
upper triangular and (4.8b) will guarantee that A' will be numerically diagonal. As wil; ý- JoN, U
later, these two properties will guarantee that A' will be numerically upper triangular and hence
both (3.4) and (3.5) will be satisfied.

WVe refer to the method defined by (4.8a)-(4.Sb)or (4.8c)-(4.8d) as half-r~cursit.,, to differewitiate

it from the fully-recursivc method proposed in [21 for computing the PSVID of several matrice.. The
fully-recursive method also picks the smaller outer angular rotation as thle starting point for the
recursion. from which all remaining rotations are computed. flowever in !'2'. the, other outer rotaatio•,
is computed from the previous rotation in the sequence. For exauipe,,. n the case of a product of
two matrices, the tangent t 3 in (4.8b) would be computed fromn 12 usiing (-.4e)

d2 t 2 -b2

Note how (4.8b) uses the prodmct A whereas (4.9; uses the matrix A2 . It was shown in l1 that

the fully-recursive method im;,. fail to satisfy (3.5) and thus is not rcorinnieded for the GSV'D
problem. On the other hand. I e fullv-recursive method easily extends to any number of factors in 5
the product. It is not clear what is an appropriate extension of the half-recursive method for the

case of a product of more than two matrices.

Our half-recursive method is equivalent to the method proposed 1% Bai and Demme) in if in 3
the sense that it also computes a very accurate PSVD of A.4A2. and that it uses essentially the
same criterion in choosing whetlher to compute the middle transformation Q2 from Q) or from Q3.
A proof that the two methods use the same condition for computing Q2 is given in Appendix B.

5. Backward Error Analysis

In this section, we present a backward error analyvis of our computation. The function flia) will
be used to denote the floating point approximation of a. For the purpose of this analysis, a -bar-
denotes a computed quantity which i6 perturbed as the result of inexact arithmetic. For example. I
instead of a. b and d. we have the perturbed values a. b and d which result from floating point
computation of A1.4 2. We assume that exact arithmetic may be performed using these perturbed

values. The -tilde- symbol is used to denote conceptual values computed exactly from perturbed I
data. For example. f denotes the result of using formula (4.6a) in exact arithmetic with the
perturbed data a, b and d. It

In our error analysis. %ve adopt a convention that involves a liberal use of Greek letters. For
example. by o we mean a relative perturbatioi of an absolute inagnitude not greater than f. x here

denotes the machine precision. All terms of order t2 or higher will be ignored in this first-order

an a lsi s. i

I
48 I SPIE Vol. 1770 (1 992)
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\We stirt our procedure by computing eilnuentitS of the produ(t matrix Aý

a := f:= fl(a , } U) u 1 a. I (I).

d. = fldid I dd, d I,=U,. d I

b:= fli~uIb, -t bId.,) u Itb.( I -t -r 2.d) Ir d.') I -.2t

-where. according to our convention, the parameters ol, 't.l JI . arid Jj are all quatitits lih,,-
absolute values are bounded by f. Front (5.1)it follows that

m. = (A. + ±A )(AA +A

with 11 6A, 1 _ < I1 A, This property, which in general does not hold for a product of more
than two 2 x ý upper triangular matrices, will allow us to prove backward error type tissertions on

the half-recursive method.

Our analysis is divided into two parts. In Section 5A.1. we consider a regular case whore all
elements of the computed matrix proditct ark, IMu•14'rical.v si•ýIiiticaint %.ith repoect to the maxhnalt

in-l -Magnitude element: i.e..

iiiiii( 6 . i d)> o max( a bL 5~d 2

In Section 5.2, we consider special cases where at least one element of the computed A is numk,,r i:ally
insignificant.

5.1. Regular Case

mWithout loss of generality, we assum that rb < 0: i.e.. signi(r) -sig'i(b). Thus we compute 11
first as the reference tangent from which t, and t 3 will be next d%-[ernined via (4.'a and t4.$b).

respectively. We recall several lemmas from [2'.

Lemma 5.1. Let tj and tt be the exact and computed solutions, respectively. of equation
(4.6d) with data 5.b,d. Moreover. let CI. 3 and el, 3 be the exact and computed cosines and sines

musing (4.2) with thangent value i.usn 42 ihthe tagn au .Then

11 = i1 (1 + 10(l) (5.3a)

el = ý (I + 3m,). (5.3b)

ýl = .1( 1 + 4v,). (5.3c)

where I I < c, I ul I < f. and I il 1 < t.

Proof. See [2]. El

In other words, Lemma 5.1 states that the procedure (4.6a)-(4.6e) for solving (4.5c) is nu-
merically stable in the forward sense. Two lemmas follow, leading to our main result of Theorem

* 5.1.

Lemma 5.2., The recurrences (4.8a) and (4.8b) yield F? and i3 such that

m fi 2 - dlil + b = 0, (5.4a)

sU.PI Vol. 1770 (1992) 4•9



at,- di, + b = 0

with
a I= aI( I +-2vi) di = adi I ol I+.cq

Proof. The proof easily follows from (4.8a) arid (4.,4).

Lemma 5.3. The recurrence (4.Sb) yields 3 such that ! = t.3 1 + 13,

Proof. From (4.Sb) 3
a1 (2) ) (+l - 2-a1) (1t2)= 10-l 1':- (1+ - 2-

Since d/Wi < 1 and i F, l/3 S 1. we get i3 = 13(1 + 1,). 0

\Ve now show that aj' and d' are computed with high relati e irecision .

Theorem 5.1. Let 6' and d' be the exact siltaulat vaili'- of the culllltled prodtl A. If i'

and d' are computed via relatiIm (4.-4c) and (.1.4d). thOn the coliputt'd Millgul.r valur- n' aid d' d,

satisfy the following relation, I
" = a'(1+oi) + d' = d'(elI -'I . i

Proof. From (4.4f) and (4.4g). we get

5' = r(!-I + 1)Ki' 3  and d' = + I

"where tl and 13 aret HI exact t anIgeIts corresponling to the data n. l) anid d anid I, = ,i. Thus.

the lemma follows froni Lommas .5.1 and 5.3. 11 1
Theorem 5,2. Suppose that the computed tawigeŽnt valu,> dt*, ii t3 . I-A (j. ,. C3

,Z be the correspondinig exact cosine and sine values. Let

c~3-t 3 + (11"j + (5{)6Si'1-:= +÷k b1  . (57)i

That is. e' and b' are tie exact values of •' and b', respct ivly. correspondinig to the computed
data d. 6. d. (I and t3 . The ni IV; t_ h k I .-A , . (5.$)

l,'i_ Kx,1 A2  II . . (59o)•

where A1*' anid 1 "2  are Solzlo p ositiVV consta tlls.

Proof. See Alipeidix A. 3l
Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 together state that the SVD of the upper triangular matrix A is computed

very accurately. We now justify why t lie (2.1) element in tI le computed matrix A, call be set to

50/ SPIE Vol,.1770(01992)3
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zero by shotiing that 1 corresponds to a relat ive ai,, .lenwtIleise perturbatioi of A' of the
order of(. Let the coý,itue and sintiepairs ý, and . M, 'ti4Yfv t, = . for i = I .. 2. ". -. r.no I Ie

cant derive that

Let .A, (0enote the exact updatod matrix derived from Al.. .. ,,. + and ,,, Our next re,-ui11
plovido . hoult.d oU the elet(,entl 1 1 .2. et'(o cd IP. , O rvat'iOn

(-{ = - ,•+~,+ s{,, - *~'.ib 5 11

Theorem 5.3. The matrices A', and A' are ahnost upper triangular in that their (2,1
elements i, and ý' satisfy thp inequalities:

I < 3 5.12a

and
i , _< /C'.. 121) { ., b

Proof. Note that A'l is the same for both fullY-recursive and half-recursive methods. Th,
proof that .1 '• is almost uppor tri~angu lar it the sense, that (5.12a) holds can be found in t

To prove the second part of the theorem from (5.4a)-(5.4d) and (5.1a)-(5.1c), we get the fol-
lowing two relations to first order of the machine precision:

a (I - 2 v, )t2 - d, 1( I + 0 + )t + b, = (0 . (5.13 a

ala 2 ( I + a 4 2V )t3 - d(1  + b + o)ij + aIb 2 ( 1 + 2.3j + -- d,( I + 23-2) = 0. (5.13b)

By multipyiig both sides of (5.13a) by d(121 + 2 3 2) and subtracting from (5.13b) we obtain

a,{. 2(I + nr + 2L')i3 - "(d " + -1 + 2.12)[1 +b 2(I + 231) - dAI + 2.32 + 2')t- 2} =0

or. since a, * 0.

a2( 1 + a +2't3- (d)- (b + ool + 23 2 )tr + b2(I + 2,31 -12(1 + 2l2+ 2v, )i2

= a 2 t 3 - d2t 2+ b2 + A = 0,

where
...- = a2(k + 2c,)t 3 - a2(b + o - 61 + 2,;2th + b2,31 - d2(232 + 2t., )t2

TThus, we can rewrite (5.11) for i= 2 as

,e2 = -C2.-3a 2 + I,2 e 3d 2 - 2 3 b2 + 63 Z2(aat3 - d2t 2 + b2 + A) . (. 13c)

"Now, as we start the half-recursive method from it, it means that hitl :< 3Iq and Idl < 1I&. Hence
from (5.10a), (5.10b) and (5.13c), we derive the inequality:

1]'21 < 1s3 c2a 2 (a + 2t')l + 13 c2az(6 + 0 - -pi + 23 2 )1 + 3c2b2A3 21 + 136 2 d2 (213 2 + 2w, )I
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I

completing the proof. E

In summary, we have proved two results using backward error analysis. First, the transformed
matrix A' is almost diagonal in that inequalities (5.8) and (5.9) both hold Second, we can safely
set each computed matrix A,, i = 1,2, to a triangular form because (5.12a) and (5.12b) are valid.
As a final note, even though we have assumed that rb < 0, we can easily prove similar results for
the case where rb > 0.

5.2. Special Cases

In this subsection, we assume that inequality (5.2) is violated. To be specific. define

a d 
:= min( a j, I bI , Id ) 

(5.14)

r:= nax(Iu [ , jb D. (5.15d

Now,
"I_ <rF (5.16)

i.e., one of the elements of A- is numerically insi fificant. This situation requires modifications
to our algorithm, since the proposed formulas ma; break down. In particular, we do not solve a I
quadratic equation to determine either tj or t3 . Instead. we set one of the two tangents to zero and
attempt to compute all the other tangents from the recurrences. WVe divide the special cases into

three groups. first. IdIt +jid#-0 and ijb)$O. (5.17)

second. a
W1 +tadl=0 and IbiS0. (5.18)

and third.
Ibl=0. (5.19)

First. assume that (5.17) holds. Hence at least one. but not all. of the following three conditions
h o ld : 1

"l'-b. ")= or " d

We set t1 to zero if
l&l >Id , (5.20)

and set 63 to zero if Wa < Idi (.5.21)IIIThus. the sizes of the diagonal elements of A will be compared to determine which one of i or

t3 :hould be zeroed. Without loss of generality, assume that (5.20) holds: hence. il becomes the
reference angle. So, i2 and t3 are computed from recurrence (4.8a) and (4.8b). Further, since
11 = 0 it follows that t3 = -b/a. Substituting these values into (5.6) and (5.7), we can verify that U
Theorem .5.2 holds. Similarly. Theorem 5.3 follows from (5.11). We note that it is very important
to decide which reference angle to choose, even for the case when b is numerically zero. At first.
the choice of the reference angle may seem arbitrary for a "'small" 6, since either tI or t3 can be set
to zero. However, an unnecessarily large error may occur unless we pay special care.
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I Second. assume that (5. 1,) holds, Their. at least one of the a,'s equals zero and at leas.t on( of
the d,*s also equals zero, for i.j = 1,2. A solution is to permute either th,e rows or the co I IIta• n
order toensure that the transformed product is diagonal anid that the data aie reordered. tec, fr

this case. we may set the two extreme tangents {t. t3 } to {0.- x } . resulting in the transfor mat 10,W
being rotations of negatlive njirit and zeiro degrees. respectivelv, To be specific. consider the ca'v
I where one or inore a,'s equal zero. If a, = 0, set ii = 0 and t2 = 3 = x- If al $ 0 and u. = 0. set
- = 0, compute i-2 from the forward recurrence and set t3 = x. Note that we may also Coose to
determine the tangents using the values of the d 5s.

Third. assutie that (5.19) holds. We need to account for the fact that we are really solving ali
n x n problem. Although the 2 x 2 subproblem is already numerically diagonal. it is not sufficient to
set !l = 3 = 'C, wvhiich will leave the 2 x 2 product unchanged. The In x i data need to be reordered.
calling for i- = i3 = 0: i.e., the affected rows and columns will be permuted. Unfortunately, while
applying the symmetric priniuttion. the triangular structures of both A, and A.2 are destroved.Therefore, t2 is determined from the recurrence.

E' 6. Concluding Remark

In this paper we have presented a isimple and accurate way to calculate the PSVD or GSVI) of
two 2 x 2 upper triangular matrices. In Appendix C we present an example which shows that our
half-recursive method produces identical numerical results as the method in [1]. A significant issue
in the design of PSVD algorithms is how to compute the middle transformation. The method used
in our half-recursive algorithm is computationally more efficient than the method in [II and yields
identical results. The following table lists the number of floating point operations to compute the
three transformatioiis. Q . Q2. and Q3. for the three different algorithms in the regular case. The
column labeled --Simplified Direct- lists the operation count for ti,-. Bai ,.nd Demmel algori:hm if
our simplified method is substituted for their method of computintg the middle transformation.

Floating-point Operation Counts
Direct Simplified Direct Half-recursive

Addition 29 23 26
Multiplication 57 45 41
Division 1:3 11 8
Square Root 4 4 4

The Half-recursive method is less expensive than the Direct method and similar in cost to the
Simplified Direct algorithm. In addition, the upper-triangular structure of the 2 x 2 matrices is
maintained by the Half-recursive me~hod. Application of the 2 x 2 Half-recursive algorithm to n x nI problems is a topic for further investigaion.
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I
Appendices

A Proof of Theorem 5.2 1
We first present a lemma.

Lemma A.1. Let &I and il be the exact values corresponding to the given data a. b and d.
and let il be the computed value of il. Define a residual r, by

bd
+ - 1). i,(Al

Then a

r, < 15 A•l'4 , (A.2}

where K 4 is a positive constant. 3
Proof. See the proof of Lemma 5.2 i•n [2].

We now have the necessary tools for proving the theorem.

Proof (of Theorem 5.2). First, from Lemma 5.2 and relation (5.4bi we get

C' = C1 z[{-a13 ± ,tt+ - b) + (t-I 3 - di1 + 6,)] = (+ i - ¢I)C13 - (d- d)j' 1 3  I
Using (5.1a)-(5.lb) and (5.4d) we prove the inequality: 3

I 'i a 1, I + I d :S ) 1< -,( 11 A 11 •(A .3 )

Second. rewrite (A.1) as
(j7bl + j 1(dI 2  b2 _ -b bge + d) - - ,

b)bt = d - 7~J (A.4)

From (5.6) we obtaih U
(di, - b) := 3 + (A.5)(I ~C" I C3U

Substituting (A.5) into (AA) and rearranging termns. we get

-- - t f( + d-)
-ai+ + dt• + biIf,, = rI - I

al~d .•o i/( C I C30()

ando- ( + d) (A.6)

a

From (4.6d) we derive

anid fromn (.161)) \%e get

2d -2d

I
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It follows that
Si ~ < i < ! 7 , .€ :

"I11101.1 "T have V• , ,aSillled that i'I <1 a -ll-inallv, rec'aU r11 I i 17.3I) that t| iý -I - 1t ,! . ;i1d 1-.0
(A...6). Leninia A. I and iA.5) to obtailn

---- m ]~~b': 2 1, . ,i(÷ ( ' < K., I)'( •( .-

thus co0 1)leting tile proof. r7

B How to Compute the Middle Transformation

A.,z poinited out by Bai and Deiiimel in LIý. a crlitical issue (oniiUfrs how thl milddle traniformation
should be computed. They protposed tiltfo'0,4)wing sch(,in, for rt omputation after both end
transformations have been dtermin,,vl. [it order to relate tile i,,st for c'omputiing (Q), in III to thp

upl erizilgrw -.ilcliigii he)gi of , th-o ii euvlett

( CT ( -) ) - (. c lt- = d ) -C3 (

m: ""1 -3Q +"2 .12

1- .42Q l = ( ) 1 -' ) )= ( -Iblc -cld )B.-- C -- " I o dI -CI(I1€I -- (l~ C ,•I d

-- upoit permut-ingo row.- and ch-lt l !"l, tilt'~ u of tilt, to1) row. i., eqluival,,nt to

• lcl - 1ý I a b c al .sibi d -- ,,I G . (B.lIb)

Similarly. 
1 5 sb,+ (I'

.vtldj(4 = ( -b2 ) ( 3 -b 2 ) = c3 a 2  -c3 2  302 + sb2
0~~~ +2 c3 b3c2 .sd B. 2a

m By" changing the signi of' the second columns and perinuting columins, we obtain

jT~jA)= (C -•)(2 )= ( C34a-a2 -C -S3612 ) -t. (B.2b)
%~d(4) -3 .3 0 a2 sad2-53b2 + C3a2

m In [1], Bai and Deinmel used (B.Ib) and (B.21) as a starting point for computing 2Q2. Their
argument is as follows. After postniultiplications of both (B.lb) and (B.2b) by Q2, the (1.2)
elements of G and IH should become zeros. Now, one should compute Q2 from thi one product,
either G or H, for which the computed element in the (1,2) position has a smaller error relative
to the norm of the row ill which it resides. The magnitude of that error can be only bounded and
hence the test for the choice is based on the bounds of the errors. It is easy to see that the bound
9 for the relative error in the (1.2) element of the computed G is

Icibtl + st1dil (B.3a)
= Icaal I + Icibi - •id(I I
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I
while the bound h for the relative error in the (1,2) element of the computed H is

Ic3bj! -1- 1,3(1aJ i!
=c3d2- + -C3b2 + .,3a,,

Now if g < h, then Bai and Demmel compute Q2 from UTA and otherwise from 1VTB. The next

lemma shows that the conditions specifying how Q2 is computed by Bai and Denimel and by the

half-recursive method are essentially equivalent.

Lemma B.1. In exact arithmetic, the condition

g < h (BAa)

where g is defined by (B.3a) and h is defined by (B.3b) is equivalent to the condition

Jau >_ ldý. (B.4b)

Proof. First note that (B.3a) and (B.3b) can be simplified to

otd + itd3 ,-:B
and= ' , ( B

(d2 + I43 t 2 + bj2i

respectively. Through (4.Sa d-1 4.ý c the relations (B.3a) and (B1.3b1) simplify furiher to 3
!ý,! + ifid ,B

iaii(l + 2j)1

an(l
ab2! + it3 a.Jh (B.6b)

respectively. Hence (B1.a) is equivalent to

bId.!+ - ti 1l( < 'UIb1 ' -t atJ3, (B.7) 3
We now prove that (B.4b) implies (B.4a). The proof that e'I; < di implie, that y < Ii is analogous

and is omitted. Our proof is elemientary but tedious as it requiirv us to consider a large number of

cases. Assume that Jul 2 jbl. Then Lemma 4.1 implies thai 13 > I)- From (.4,Sb) we se that

and as ;ataT >_ Žtit we conclude that 3

simonfw :j)= --,-il = -igt lb2 - b1lt ..

as from (4.71b) b = alb2 + bld 2 . Substituling (4.t81) into (B.7) anjdI using (4T1h) again wke get that i
(11.7) is equivalelnt to the foll•oing iIIrqiiality:

161dI' + kLt:j + (1 b2 + btda1 < .,it,, + 1i1I •1:.) 3
('aso 1. -1b6 > ýbld:l- lIa bil-
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Then
Iat:l > Idtil - bi > Idtli -, bld'I - 'alb,!

establishing ( B.7).

Case 2a. -1b6 > lbid2 i - alb,,1 and j1t3 1 > JbI.

Then ýajbflb > 1b6d21 and using (1.8) we obtain that

f bld(21 + jdtjI = ]bid2 + 1t 3 + alb., + bj(1  = Iat3 + 2 1bld 2i - liab .

from which (B.7) follows,

Case 2b. -Ibl > IbldŽI - lajb62 and lat 31 < Ib6.

Then again Iaibj. > Jbld2l. Now from (13.8)

lbl(d21 + Idt1l = jbid,, + jat 3 + alb 2 + bjd 21

= - 0a3 1 + ialbl - 6b1d21 = jalb2 - at-3

from which (13,7) again follow,.

Remark. Note that there might be a slight difference in using (13.4a) or (B.-lb) as the lemma
holds only in exact arithmetic. In finite precision computation. the relations (B.4a) and (BAb) may
not always be equivalent. However, we have not been able to find any numerical example where
these two conditions are not equivalent. Moreover, as shown in this paper, the consequences of
numerical non-equivalence are numerically insignificant.

C Numerical Example

It has been proved in Appendix B that the half-recursive procedure computes essentially the same
numerical results as the direct method of [I1. For both methods, the end transformations are
computed explicitly from the product A = A1 A2 , and the middle transformation is computed
from the same direction. The greatest difference between the fully-recursive method and the other
two occurs when there is cancellation in forming the product A = AIA 2 . In the following PSVD
exam;•ie, .4A and .42 each has an 0(1) norm, but the product A, A2 has an O(10-5) norm. Hence
errors which are small relative to the initial matrices may be large relative to the product.

. 2.316797292247488e + 00 -1 .4.376878T8748196e -01
0 -5,208536329107725e - 06

A, (2.472499811756353e-05 2.624474233535929e- 01 )
"0 4C2292 7 3187671001e + 00 j

Ai A,= 5.728280868959543c -05 -1.110223024625157e - 16
- 0 -2.202832304370565e - 05

The three methods all compute the left transformation from the explicit product and calculate
the middle transformation from A,. We use the subscripts dir, hr, and fr to distinguish between
results computed via the direct, half-recursive, and fully-recursive methods, respectively. The
computed values of A'1Ad2 , Alhr, and A',fr are numerically identical in that the c:orresponding
entries are numerically equal:
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ABSTRACT

The problem of linearly constrained least squares has many applicat4 ns in signal processing. In this paper i
we present a perturbation analysis of a linearly constrained least squares algorithm for adaptive beamforming. The
perturbation bounds for the solution as well as for the latest residual element are derived, We also propose aii error
estimation scheme for the residual element, which can be incorporated into a systolic array implenientatioin of the
algorithm.

1. INTRODUCTION

The least squares problem with linear equality constraints has important applications in signal processing,
e.g., adaptive bearnforming. To solve this problem, McWhirter and Shepherd [5) proposed a systolic algorithm and
architecture. In this paper, we present a perturbation analysis of the problem and propose an error estimation
scheme for the McWhirter-Shepherd (MS) algorithm [5). This paper is organized as follows. The least squares1
problem is defined in Section 2 and error bounds are derived in Section 3. An error estimation algorithm is given

in Section 4, and in Section 5 a numerical example is presented to illustrate how well our new algorithm works.

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Given an n x q complex data matrix X(n), the least squares problem with linear equality constraints is to find
a q-element complex vector w(n) such that1

IIX(nz)w(n)1I mmai (2.1a) -

subject to the linear constraints 
=, 

1a

Sw(n) = b, (2.lb)

where S is a k x q (k < q) complex matrix and b is a k-element complex vector. Throughout this paper, we use
the 2-norm: i

II" II = It'I2.

In signal processing, new data arrives continuously. Define the data matrix X(n) recursively by 3

i.e., the nth row z(n) T represents a snapshot at time n. Our goal is to compute the n-tl• residual element

rn = z(n)Tu,(n). (2.2) 3
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Is the solution vector w(n) unique? Define a (k + n) x q matrix Sx(n) by

Sx(n)- (X'n)Y

We assume that k + n > q. The solution is unique if and only if the matrix Sx (n) has full column rank, that is,
the overdetermined matrix equation

SSx(n) w(n) = 0 (2 3:

has a unique solution w(n) = 0.

Next, we wish to transform (2.1) into a familiar unconstrained problem; see [3) and 141. Let

p=q-k

S and partition the matrix S as S= (S1  S2),

where S1 is k x k and S2 is k x p. For simplicity, we assume that S, is nonsingular and upper triangular: fo:

example, S1 may be the result of an initial QR decomposition of S. Accordingly, we also partition X(n) as

X(n) = (x,(n) X 2(n)),

3 so that X, is n x k and X2 is n x p. Then (2.3) becomes

xj(,n) x2(n))

which is equivalent to
_, S w (n) = 0,

where
C(n) = X 2(n) - XI(n)Ss 'S.

The matrix C(n) is called the Schur complement of S1 in Sx. The equation (2.3) has the trivial solution if and
only if C(n) has full column rank. We proceed to eliminate the constraints. Let

w(n) w•() '

so that wi(n) is k x I and W2(n) is p x 1. Since

Slw,(n) + S2 w2(n) b,

wew(n) 
= SIZb - SF'S2w2(n). (2.4)

Let
v(n) = -Xs(n)Sj-'b.

We derive

IIC(n)w,(n) - v(n)jU = min, (2.5)

an unconstrained problem analyzed in [31, [41. Now, what about the residual element rT? Define the Schur
complement matrix C(n) recursively by

C) (C(n -1)\c(n) c(n)T_
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1
Partition the row vector z(n)'" so that

__ (n zi=X(n)T _z(n)l*)

where zi(n)" is I x k and z 2 (n)T is 1 x p. We get

C(n)T = z=(n)r - zl(n)TS'lS2

Let v,. denote the n-th element of v(n). The last residual element of (2.5) is then

c(n) 7 w2 (n) - V, = z 2 (n)Tw2(n) + zl(n)Tw,(n) ÷ Vt - V,, = r,, I

i.e., the same residual element as desired by the constrained problem (2.1).

How do we calculate r,, recursively? Suppose that we have available a QR decomposition of tie (n - 1) p 3
matrix C(n - 1):

C(n - 1) = Q(n - I)R(n - 1), I
where Q(n - 1) is (n - 1) x p with orthonormal columns and the matrix R(n - 1) is p ', p upper triangular. The

problem (2.5) is reduced to
R(n - 1) w() \ -mn

C(ta)T) W2nl

where u(n - 1) = Q(n - 1)l v(n - 1). We triangularize the coefficient matrix by a unitary matrix P. Then

PH (R(-- 1) u(n - 1) R(n) u(n)

so that R(n) is p x p upper triangular. The matrix P consists ofp Givens matrices. From P and Q(n -1) we can
construct an n x p orthonormal matrix Q(n) such that C(n) = Q(n)R(n) and u(n) = Q(n) tt(n). The desired
element r, is given by

r, = -(c, ... ),

where c... ci, denote cosines of the p rotations that make up P. 3
3. PERTURBATION ANALYSIS

Eld~n [(] presented a perturbation analysis of the linearly con-trained least squares problem. Since his theory I
is general, it involves weighted pseudoinverses and their corresponding condition numbers. In this section, We
derive simpler perturbation bounds for the solution w(n) as well as for the residual element rT,, To simplify our
presentation, we will drop the argument (n) for the matrices and vectors, and let x(M) denote the condition number I
of a matrix M with respect to the 2-norm.

Let t, solve the perturbed least squares problem 3
1)(X 1 + eEx1  X 2 + Ex, ) ti-1 = min (3.]a)

subject to the perturbed linear equality constraints 3
(S +eEs, S2+eEsj)i'=b++fb, (3.(b)

Suppose that t > 0 is a real varlable and let 3
C + tEc = (X2 + tex,) - (Xi + tEx,)(Si + tEs,)-'(S2 ÷ tESJ

and 3
v + tf, = -(X 1 + tEx,)(Si * tEs,)-'(b-+ tfb).
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Recall that S, is nonsingular and that C has fuji column rank. Suppose ( is sufliciently small so that for t -U V0.
we have S, + tEs1 is nonsingular and C + tEc has full column tank. Let w(t) solve the matrix equation

(S, -tIEs 52 + t E s, u'(t)= b - tf)

0 (C + tEC)II(C + tE') ) ((C+tEc)"(t- (M

Then w(O) and w(e) are solutions to problems (2.1) and (3.1), respectively. Define w -E w(O) and ti, u '(t) Thrn

I= w(O) + fti,(0) + o(3).

Differentiate (3.2) with respect to t and set t= 0. We get

E( C + CHEC W(O)+ 0 CHC ) < EC v + CHI). (3.3"

Let
. S( I 2) -( 0I , d-b) and fdI f)

Then
50 CIC --S2CC- and [JCJJ _< Itleil.

S o l v i n g f o r ib ( O ) i n ( 3 .3 ) , w e o b t a i n I E E a .

,b(O)= o cI c S2 [cuj - ¢ )) c4-(A ) Eg C)

S1(6CH6F-1CýHf (Es, Esý) I-1tHEy= •-(•z•} 1•# f,_ .• t( '-• EH (3.4)

where r - Cw2 - v denotes the residual vector. Furthermore, by assuming

IIlfbil :S 1111, 1If.11 < 1Ivil, !IEcj <_ JC~ j (3.5a)

and
0 Ec C1 :5 I11 ( Sl (3. 5b)

we derive the inequality

Consequently, we obtain the fo:Mowing perturbation result,

Lemma. Using the notations defined above and assuming that c in (3.1) is sufficiently small so that the inequalities

(.)aesatisfied, we get

li1 W1 < I(S)K(C) ( Ilil +d! 1 ] 11-6 11 1 + O(e2). (3.6)
IIWI - f e lI IIW IIell Isu 11W

To illustrate the effect of ,(S) on the solution of (2.1), consider a simple example in which S (S, 0) and
X (,, ( ), where I. is an n x n identity matrix and n < k < 2n. By observation, w, = S17'b and U.2 -- -,

Since ,c(S) = ,(S,) in this example, we see why the presence of ,.(S) is necessary in (3.6).

SPIE Vol. 1770 (1992) / 213
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I
We proceed to derive a bound for the error in the residual. Let

(0) = (Si+(Es, S2 + t __ (t b + tff
0r() - 0 C+ tEc ÷t, +tf '

differentiate the equation, and then set i = 0. Using (3.4) to substitute for 71'(0), we get

i(o)) 0 EC ( 0

=(I-cE')[(Es) Es2)W-ftJCC(CHCf- (EO,-)' U
where •5t (C/C)-'C. Consequently, 3

r(0) = (I - CC')(Ecw2 - f.) - C(CGC)-lEgqr.

As for the residual element we have r,, = e~,T where e, = (0-...,0, 1) denotes the n-th unit coordinate vector .
Using the assumptions (3.5a) and noticing that W2 = Ct v and r = (I - CCt)v, we derive our major result

Theorem. Under the same conditions as in the Lemma, we get 3
It- - , l < f [1-1 - CC'II(2n(C) + 1)] + O(2) (3-7)

and

< f [IlI - CCti!(,K(C) + tICIf IIC1e.II + 1)] + o(f). (3.8) £
Here are some additional remarks. If we set S = I and b = 0, then (3.6) leads to a perturbation bound for the

standard least squares problem [2]. We also note that lii',Swj[1 + lr ll2 = [jdlj2 . Thus, we can define U
cos9 = llCSuIl/itdjI

and use (l/cosG) and tanO in (3.6). The bound (3.7) is similar to a result derived in [23. The inequality (3.8) 3
indicates that [9,, - r,,4 depends on K(C) as well as on ivil. Both (3.7) and (3.8) can be simplified by using the
relation that III - CCILI - rnin{l, n - p).

4. ERROR ESTIMATION U
Although the error bound (3.8) is simple, it requires Cte,, whose computation involves at least a back-so)ve.

In this section, we present an error estimation scheme for the desired residual element. When the new data vector
z(n)T arrives, it is first processed by S so that zl(n)T is annihilated. In particular, let

z(•o ... z ()) = x(nTT and u(3) = 0.

Then the preprocessing proceeds as follows:

8 1+1 --gsi , I 1 0 i s 'i+
" / • "il Zq1

and

1 -gi I0,_> I

214/SPIE Vol. 1770(1992)
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for I = 1, 2,..., k, whereg 4 91 /s,,. Writing in algorithmic form, we have

for I = 1,2,..., k

begin

91 = 41-11/81,1 ;

for = I + I,-,q

(p) = _(1-1)Illz.2 - g ~

u(1) = U( - ) - gbi

* end.

The above process shows that

(z(+ , z(k))=-z2 (n)T -za(n)TS- 1 S2  and u(k)=-lz(n)TSj"lb

These two variables are then used for updating the QR decomposition of C(n - 1) and computing the residual
element. We present below the algorithm derived in f4].

for I= 1, 2, ., p

begin

(1)= /Ic~'& 1 2 + J k+ 1

(,%-I)/ (n).
cos z = ct, ci,

sin 01 zk+t /c,;

for j 1+ 1,..

* begin
(,n) (n,-1) lk+1-1) , ,

ct6 = ct1. cos +I + z?1+ sin 6,;

z(k++) _ n 1) sin~e (k+l- )

k&+j -- ,-+j o

end;

=n) (n-) cos6, + u(k+l'-)sin 8;

u(k++) - (-i) sin u(k+ )o
end; sin G, + u'-)cos O1

end;

ir u(k+P) HI'=x cos 6,.

In the above, ch) (for k n n - 1, n) denotes the (i, j)-element of C(k) and v,( the i-th element of v(k).

I
SPIE Vol. 1770 (1992) 1215I
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I
Now, we discuss an error estimation scheme for the preprocessing. Let - denote the corresponding computed

value and fl the floating point computation. In the above procedure we calculate 1

i'M=/t(,(z-1) -_l(O41.,)).

Define the relations between the exact and computed quantities as follows:-

&,= z,,(+ #,,,,()

i, = g0l + aOw I
) u~(1 +

j(1) = ub(l + '7MOM(c)),
bt = bj(1 +,u61(c)),I

where IO,,,(e)f = 0(c), lO•°(e)I = 0(e), Iti(e)l 0((e), I10()(,)l 0(= ) and 11(()l = 0(O). The five quantities d,,j,
at), 7,(0) and itg are all real and nonnegative. We also assume that the errors such as , and V (C)

are so small that higher order terms like (o't,.O1,1(C)) 2 and , can be ignored. Using the

lemma in [3], we obtain the following algorithm for estimating the errors in preprocessing.

forI= 1,2,...,k k

begin
at = max{((' -Ij, It; I

for =j I+ ,...,q

= z'('2~ g. ., 'a a,,.}

iz•*ll

end.

As explained in [3], the above estimation scheme can be incorporated with the preprocessing procedure and imple-
merited on the same systolic architecture. Additional time is minimal because the calculations can be carried out
during the otherwise idle time of the processors.

The error estimate fot rn can be obtained by the algorithm presented in [3] using ( ( . (k) and 71(k) as

the error estimates for (z() ... z4k)) and u(k), respectively. Again, we list the error estimation algor.ihm and
refer the details to [3]. Define the relations between the exact and computed quantities as follows:

(ni) (n fC(n ()1) r
1,"-) t(,-J). -((" = c +)• I~~,,E

(h = l + cos6i = cos 1(1 + a

= u(k)(l + ÷0(k)0)(1)), sin sin 01(1 + ,

-("-l) V.,,-1)(1 + V.+ a ,+•O ' .x , n) = ,)
S s ~ +I p , ,1, ,, •1 + I,p+isP,p+1 (C))

and
n= rn(l + 0o(ef)).
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The following algorithm estimates the error in the last element of the residual vector:

I ~ for I -- 1, 2,..... p

begin

0,1 = max{f6,,1 c -)};

for j=I+ 1'....p

begin

=Ic•-2 )coa9.,max{Cz ,,U, ,}I+IJ .•+-* in G, ma~x{(•.,+'-"or, }I

0i'c(- eoa9I +&-1 sin 0.1

0 lp+ -iIm"' cos9 ma-x{(,=•.a }l+Ih+ cosifl6ra~x{.(&+iJ ,o,,}1

si ,-1) - ( I I Co s a l

* end;

O I V,("I - ,- •'-) os~ino mnax{O l,'r+ I, 1.0 + lu(& +I-Ij ICsin max{,7(÷-l ,)'011] 1 .
77~ l = v" • I V, " max{• e fs-o' 4+1u•+-1! cose nd {/•'*••' }

S~end;

S= 7(k+p) max{o,1 ,1, •. , ,

5. AN EXAMPLE

The example in this section shows that the computed residual element may be accurate even when the matrix
C is ill-conditioned. In this case, the proposed scheme gives a better error estimate than (3.8). Both the MS
algorithm and the error estimation algorithm were implemented using MATLAB and run on a VAX 8300 with
machine precision e = 1.1102 x 10-16 in the Communications Research Laboratory at McMaster University,

I Example. Suppose the exact constraint matrix and corresponding right side vector are

(10s 0 0 1 0 0 (-12000OV2/7\)
S= 0 10-3 0011 and b-= V0/1700 17

\0 0 1 0 0 1/ 6 V,-517 /
Thus we set the error estimates as a,,, = - 1 and 0,,(c) = 6 () = e. The data matrix at time n - 1 is

X(n-1)= 0 -1 V-2 0 0 0).
0 0 -1 0 0 0)

Suppose we know the exact R(n - 1) and u(n - 1):

(0.001 1000V'5 2f0 -10V2/7
R(n- 1)= 0 1000 -2V2 and u(n-)= - 4V1 4 /7 I0

0 0 1)6v/5/7

Similarly, the error estimates of their elements are all initialized as e. Now the new data

z(n) ( -v/i -2V'IO 0.001 0 0) and u() =0

SPIE Vol. 1770 (1992) 217I
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I
are available and their error estimates are initialized as (0) = I, for j........,.6, and 7/0) = 1, respectively. After
preprocessing, we get c(n)T = (0.002 1000'N/ 2f-0) and v, = -10v12/7. The corresponding error estimates
are = 1, for j = 4, 5, 6, and y)(3) = 23. The QR updating scheme and its error estimation algorithm are then
applied to R(n - 1), u(n - 1), c(n), v,. and their error estimates. The exact residual element r, = 6v/'2/35. The
computed error is I
The condition number of C(n) is 4.6 x 106 and the error bound as given by (3.8) equals 3.40 x 10-9. The estimation

algorithm gives a much more accurate value of 9.62 x 10-16.
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ABSTRACT. The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is a matrix tool that plays a critical
role in many applications: for example. in signal processing. it is often necessary to calculate
the SVD in real time. We present here a new technique for computing the SVD on a
parallel architecture whose processors are connected via a fat-tree. We tested our idea on
the Connection Machine CM-5, and achieved efficiency up to 407 even for moderately sized
matrices.
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1. Introduction

Let A be a real m X n matrix. Its singular value decomposition (SVD) is given by

A = U 2ET,

where U and V are respectively rn x rn and n x n orthogonal matrices and is an In x n
diagonal matrix. The best approach to parallel SVD computation is apparently one of the
Jacobi type: see. e.g., [11, [2]. [4]. [.51. [7]. [I1i. [12]. In this paper, we wiHl discuss the efficient3 implementation of a Jacobi method on a parallel computer with a fat-tree interconnection
network. We will propose a new Jacobi ordering for a fat-tree and analyze its behavior
both theoretically and experimentally (on a Connection Machine CM-5).

This paper is organized as follows. In the next two subsections, we present tile fat-
tree architecture and Jacobi algorithm. Section 2 introduces a new fat-tree ordering, and
provides some kernel programs. We analyze communication costs oln a fat-tree network in
Section 3, and discuss implementation results on the CM-5 in Section 4.

* 1.1. Fat-Tree Architecture

The fat-tree was introduced by Leiserson [10] as a novel approach to interconnect the
processors of a general-purpose parallel supercomputer. This communication structure can
also be seen in the distributed computing environment, such as a network of workstations.

The routing network of the Connection Machine CM,-5 [141 is based oil the fat-tree. This
Sparallel machine cousists of up to 544 (= 512 + 32) nodes for the model at the Army High

Performance Computing Research Center (AHPCRC) at the University of Minnesota. aind
32 nodes at the Northeast Parallel Architectures Center (.NPAC) at Syracuse Universitv.
Each node of the CM-5 is a SPARC chip which runs at :32 MHz and delivers 22 Mips anrd
5 Mflops. There is a 64 Kbyte instruction and data cache and a 16 .Mbyte memory in
each node. ANl the nodes are synchronized. In October of 1992. two vector units will be
installed iii each processing node: each vector unit is capable of 64 Mflops peak and 40
Niflops sustained 19]. The control and data networks are connected via a skinnny fat-tree
structure. By skiniii'" we mean that the bandwidth does not increase proportionately to
the number of nodes: in particular. the bandwidth is 20Mbyte/sec per node in a group of

four processors. 10 Mbyte/sec per node in a group of sixteen, and 5Mbyte/sec overall. So
data contention may severely degrade performance when all nodes need to access a large
set of data from other nodes through the top level of the tree.

* 1.2. Jacobi Algorithm

The one-sided Jacobi method [8] generates an orthogonal matrix V such that the columns
of the matrix IV. given by 1V = AV, are mutually orthogonal. The matrix V can be
generated by a sequence of plane rotations 0,1U), V02) where each V(Aý) is an identity

(k) .(k) _ (k)
matrix except for four entries: r,; = cos0. 1i sin8. ) = sin0 and Vj,, = COS9.

where (i.j) represents the index pair of the columns of .4 that 0I") orthogonalizes. The
SVD computation requires O(mn 2 ) operations for an m x n matrix .4. For a limited

S- 2 -
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number of procesors, i.e.. up to n/2 pr(,cessors an eP~iient , is tu comig.t theti, a,

linear array along the horizontal dimension. ('olumn, can be distributed Pith,,r in bw,
or in a wraparound fashion. Note from the abohe dd-ri aatioi that eath I otiumn paur , , I
orthogonalized independently. so that woe may transfor:m uip to p patir• , r.n•.t, .Wep
denotes the number of processors. "'Fhis meithod "as used for torunipit ttih SV to " A

machines. e.g.. parallel computer, such a., ih I" Mar IV 1i" and •.c•or pro, "...- c a-
the CYBER 205) [3ý. The onet-sided Jacobi meth upused iol t h., i of t.-- 4 i, 'I

1. Compute the norm of each column n

2 Cormpute plane rotation-, o orutiuon alize paired olu imnn

3. Apply the plane rotations to upda(ite the colum•n mid the •(,idwut itom;,.

4. Permute the colunits in a pre-'hoin order to geemralp the nes! columnIr an-. aid

repeat the proke,,. from -tep 2

If he column pairs are ditribuTed to differentt proei-,or,. then -tep I vt rIires •r ttittt:'1

cation. In the case of a two-dhimnenional meh (as in It.' I.1.LI\AC IV . e ao It tol~u it Kj tf I
distributed among differen procesors and sipp 3 require, that the rotation parainter-

be transmitted to all the processors containing each givon column patir. In thP ca,,e of a
one-dimensional array, each colunmn pair is stored entirely in one processor and siputifican!
speedup is possible if vector units are presen! within each processor.

In this paper. we use the one-dimeniouat arra r. wit Ieach pr""(',4or si (ri1e ntwov- hI,,i k,

of columns. That is. we use a block Jacobi alforithm. in which the column bhlk, ar,
circulated according to a givn ordering to be doei i,-d, and lhe cyrc.h% h. ru, ordriiv :1)t

is used within each block.

2. New SVD Algorithm

In the past. when the hypercube interconnect ion topology was in vocu , se,.rqd Jacobi I
ordering schemes were proposed U14'. 1.7 to uitiize the hyperrue iricture. ero, r, for
a onie-dimensional array of processors with no wraparound. a che'.s- tournamnPnt ordering
[2] may be chosen because it does not waste processing power or memory space. H1oter.
communication requires a two-way t ra•smission of columhns bPewevn adjacent proce-'ors.
An alternative is a ring ordering (.[4 which uses oY oneyw'ay transnminsion. bhut it require,
a wraparound connection. To develop an ideal ordesing for a fatWtremp. upe aim to minimize
the total path length by using the extra baudwidth of a fat-tree.

2.1. Fat-Tree Ordering

It is easiest to describe this ordering by an example. In Figure 1 we show the case for

sixteen columns and eight processors. For pedagogic reasons, we use a base A numbering
of the indices and so A=8. B=9 .. =5. H -The XOR lexclusive-or) column is the binary
XOR of the column indices: at each step. the XOR value of each index pair is the sano.

I
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I ~and from one step to the next this quantity, folows the Gray code. The cost- to-this--step

column denotes the maximumi r-:mber of levels up the tree the messages must travel to

reach their destinations from the previous step. In general, if there are p processors and
two columns per processor. theni a sweep requires 2p - 2 steps. We save one step per sweep
because the last step of sweep i can be included as the first step for sweep I + 1.

K Cost to
Step Ordering of Index Pairs XOR This Step

0. (01)(23)(45)(67)(AB)(CD)(EF)(GH) 0001 NA

Forward Sweep
1. (03)(12)(47)(56)(AD)(BC)(EH)(FG) 0011 1

2. (02)(13)(46)(57)(AC)(BD)(EG)(FH) 0010 1

3. (06)(17)(24)(3S)(AG)(BH)(CE)(DF) 0110 2
4. (07)(16)(25)(34)(AH)(BG)(CF)(DE) 0111 1

5. (OS)(14)(27)(36)(AF)(BE)(CH')(DG) 0101 2

6. (04)(15)(26)(37)(AE)C(3F)(CG)C0H) 0100 1
7. (OE)(1F)(2G)(3H)(4A)(SB)(6C)(7D) 1100 3

S. (OF)(IE)(2H)C3G)(4B)(SA)(6D)(7C) 1101 1

9. (OH)(1G)(2F)(3E)(4D)(SC)(6B)(7A) 1111 2
10. (0G)(lH)(2E)(3F)(4C)(SD)(6A)(7B) 1110 1

11. (OC)(lD)(2A)(3B)(4G)C5H)(6E)(7F) 1010 3

12. (OD)(lC)(2B)(3A)(4H)(5G)(6F)(7E) 1011 1
13. (OB)C1A)(2D)(3C)(4F)(SE)(6H)(7G) 1001 2314. (OA)(IB)(2C)(30)(4E)(SF)(6G)(7H) 1000 1

Backward Sweep
1.3. (OB)(1A)(2D)(3C)(4F)(SE)(6H)(7G) 1001 1
i2, (0D)(lC)(2B)(3A)(4H)(SG)(6F)(7E) 1011 2

11. (OC)(ID)(2A)(383)(4G)(SH)(6E)(7F) 1010 1
10. (OG)(1H)(2E)(3F)(4C)(SD)(6A)(7B) 1110 3

9. (OH)(1G)(2F)(3E)(4D)(5C)(6B)(7A) 1111 1

S. (OF)(1E)(2H)(3G)(4B)(SA)(6D)(7C) 1101 2
7. (OE)(lF)(2G)(3H)C4A)C5B)(6C)(7D) 1100 1

6. (04)(15)(26)(37)(AE)(BF'(CG)CDH) 0100 3

(OS)(14)(27)(36)(AF)(BE)(CH)(DG) 0101 1
4. (07)(16)C25)(34)(AkH)(BG)(CF)(DE) 0111 2

3. (06)(17)(24)(35)(AG)(BH)(CE)(DF) 0110 1

2. (02)(13)(46)(57)(AC)(BD)CEG)(FH) 0010 2

1. (03)(12)(47)(56)(AD)(BC)(EH)(FG) 0011 1

0. (O1)C23)C45)(67)(AB)(CD)(EF)(GH) 0001 1

Forward Sweep
1. (03)(12)(47)(56)CAD)(BC)(EH)(FG) 001i 1

I Figure 1. Fat-tree Ordering, based on the Gray code
(eight processors and sixteen columns).

I -4-
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2.2. Kernel Programs I
To see how to write a simple node program to generate the fat-tree ordering, we use the
following observations from the example in Figure 1. To simplify the presentatioll. we
consider only the forward sweep. At each step. each processor must communicate with a
remote processor whose label differs in one bit. The basis for our kernel presented here is
to compute a mask such that the exclusive-or of the mask with the current processor label 1
yields the remote processor label. When using the Gray code, this mask can be computed
using only the step number - it is independent of the processor label. 3

We also use the following observations. First. we use the fact that the XOR's follow the
Gray code. Second, we observe that during the second half of the forward sweep (steps
7-14). the lower half of the columns (numbers 0,....7 in Figure 1) remain fixed in the
processor with the same number. Hence the location of the remaining columns is fixed
entirely by the Gray code. Third. we observe that the first half of the steps (steps 0-6)
amount to doing a Gray code fat-tree ordering oil each half of the processor array separately.
The only remaining step is the transition from the first half to the second half (step 6 to
step 7). Hence we can define the ordering for these steps recursively from the smaller cases.

We can summarize the steps for the forward sweep in the following procedure. in a
pseudo-MATLAB notation assuming for the sake of siniplicitv of the presentation that the
sends do not block.

% Node program for processor ProcNo for one forward sweep using an array of I
e, NProcs processors. Assume Column(i) and Column(2) are the head and tail
%, columns, respectively, in the local memory. 3
OrthogonalizeIndividualColumnBlocks % (within each block);

for StepNo = 1:2*NProcs-2. I
PairwiseOrthogonalizeColumnBlocks;

UV, for each processor, figure where the data goes to and send it.

[Mask,ColumnSwitch] = MakeMask(StepNo,ProcNo,NProcs); 3
RemoteProcNo = XOR(ProcNo,Mask);

Send Column(2) to remote processor RemoteProcNo; 3
if ColumnSwitch == rotate,

Column(2) = Column(1);
Column(1) = receive-from(RemoteProcNo); ;

else
Column(2) = receive-from(RemoteProcNo);

end; 3
end;

-5

I
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function [Mask,ColumnSwitch]=MakeMask(StepNo,ProcNoNoProcs);

%. ColumnSwitch indicates which column of the pair is to be sent/received.

% Mask is the XOR Mask so that RemoteProcNo a XOR(ProcNoMask).
% The Mask is computed independent of the processor label ProcNo.

% Handle first 2 steps as special cases to start recursion
if StepNo <= 2,

Mask=1;
ColumnSwitch = tail;
if rem(ProcNo,2) == I & StepNo == 1, ColumnSwitch = rotate; end;

% First half of sweep: pretend this is a separate fat tree sweep on each
% half of the processor array.
else if StepNo < NoProcs-1,

[MaskColumnSwitch] = MakeMask(StepNo,rem(ProcNo,NoProcs/2),NoProcs/2);

%A Middle of sweep: here is first exchange through top of tree.
else if StepNo == NoProcs-1,

Mask = NoProcs/2;
ColumnSwitch = tail;
if ProcNo >= NoProcs/2, ColumnSwitch % rotate; end;

3 % Last half of sweep: only tail columns move, figure Mask using Gray codes.
else if StepNo > NoProcs-i,

Mask = xor(gray(StepNo),gray(StepNo.1));
ColumnSwitch = tail;

end;

2.3. Test of Convergence

For a fat-tree ordering, any consecutive 2p- 2 (or even 2p- 1) steps may not constitute one
sweep. We must complete a sweep. either forward or backward, to ensure that all column
pairs have been orthogonalized. The convergence test is simple. We maintain a one-bit
counter in every processor. The counter is reset at the beginning of every sweep. and is set
whenever a column pair needs to be orthogonalized. At the end of the s%, .,p, a global or
operation is performed and convergence is achieved if no bit has been set.

I6
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3. Analysis on a Binary Fat-Tree Network

We consider a binary fat-tree with p processors, and assume that the communication time
from one processor to another is determined by the number of links a message has to
traverse and the capacity of these links. Our assumption is supported by experimental
results reported in [13]. Define a channel to be the communication link between any two
adjacent nodes: here a node can be a processor or an internal switching element. The
capacity of a channel equals the number of parallel wires in the channel. and thus the
maximum number of simultaneous bit-serial messages it can support [10], Denote the I
capacity of the channels at the bottom level by -1. Label the levels from bottom up as level
1. 2. .... , so that the capacity of the channels at level / is given by 21-1-1. Let us ignore

start-up and latency costs. Within a single problem, all the messages have the same size
and thus we measure the cost of multiple message transmission using path length.

For the ring ordering, at each step a message always goes through tile top level and the
maximum path length equals 2logp (unless otherwise stated, we use base 2 logarithms). I
Since there is at most one message at each channel, congestion never occurs and it takes
2p- 1 steps to complete one sweep. The total path length equals (4p- 2)logp.

The fat-tree ordering does not cause congestion on a fat-tree network. Hence it suffices I
to count the number of times that each level is used. Denote th at count by c(p, 1). Consider
the forward sweep. We see from Figure 1 that with p = 8 processors. the top level is used
in two transition steps. the middle level in six steps and the bottom in fourteen steps. The

first six steps correspond to the fat-tree ordering for the first four processors. and also for
the second four processors. In the general case of p processors. there are 2p - 2 steps using
logp levels, of which the first p - 2 steps amount to the ordering for p/2 processors. \When I
the number of processors doubles to 2p. we add a new top level and the first 2p - 2 steps
correspond exactly to the p processor ordering. There are an extra 2p steps. of which two
use the new top level, four use the next level (the old top level), eight use the following
level, etc. Formally, we get the recurrence

c(2p.1) = c(p.l) + 4(p/21) for I = 1 .... log)p.

starting with c(p.logp) = 2 and c(p.1) = 0 for I > logp. Therefore. c(p.l) = 4p/21 - 2. and
the total path length is given by I

log p

2 E c(p.I) = 2[(2P- 2) + (p- 2) + ... +14 + 6 + 2] = Sp - 4logp- 8.

For a large p, the path length ratio of the two orderings grows like log p/ 2 . a very attractive
result for our new ordering.

-7- I
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4. Connection Machine CM-5

Although the CM-5 network is a 4-way tree, the analysis on 2-way trees is applicable. We
take a 4-way tree and expand every interior node into a binary tree consisting of that node
with two new children each connected to two of the four former children. The number of
levels as well as the path length are doubled. However, the CM-5 is skinny and the capacity
only doubles at every level. Hence it becomes a skinny 2-way tree in which the capacity
goes up by vl at each level.

To simplify our analysis. we concentrate on the 32-processor model. So p = 32 and there
are three tree levels because [log 4 P1 = 3. The dominating communication cost for the CM-5
is the overhead time that is spent on address calculation, buffer space management. and so
on. Let toa and to! represent the cost of such overhead in each step for the ring and the
fat-tree ordering, respectively. Let tel be the overhead cost for resolving contention in the
channels of the CM-5 network when applying the fat-tree ordering, and let t, be the time
for traversing an edge in the network. We note that te < tqf < toh, where tU, E {tor. to!},
tcf : t oh, and t , E (toh/103,toh/10 2 ). The overheads to, and t01 depend on the data size
and are of equal magnitude.

We proceed to compute the coefficient for te, which we assume to equal the number
of messages that traverse the channels in one sweep. For the ring ordering, there is no
congestion in the networks. So the coefficient for t, is 2 • 63 . 3 (=378). and the total cost
equals 63 t,, + 378 te. For the fat-tree ordering, we observe that level 1 is visited 62 times.
level 2 fourteen times, and level 3 two times. We model the resolution of the contention
by sending messages in batches. Messages through level 2 must be sent in two batches and
messages through level 3 in four batches, in order to avoid contention. Hence we account
for the thinness of the CM-5 network by assigning a weight of two to level 2 and a weight
of four to level 3. The total path length is 2(62 + 2 - 14 + 4 - 2) = 196 and the total cost
equals 62 to! + 196 t, + tc!. Thus, on the CM-5 the fat-tree ordering may not outperform
the ring ordering because of the extra cost associated with message contention.

4.1. Experimental Results

In Table 1 we present implementation results on a 32-node CM-5 for random n x n matrices
with n ranging from 64 to 1024. The program was written in Fortran and each experiment
repeated ten times. We measured the overall and computation (by disabling communica-
tion) costs for one sweep. and estimated the communication cost by subtracting the latter
from the former. Our results show that, despite the message congestion that it causes on
the CM-5. the fat-tree ordering gets more competitive as n grows, justifying our effort to
minimize the total message path length (see also [13]). The mflops (million floating-point
operations per second) figures in Table 2 are computed based on the count that 8n 3 flops
are required for one sweep. We conjecture that the compute performance deteriorates when
n gets beyond 512 because the cache is no longer large enough to hold the huge column
blocks. Nonetheless. our implementation results shows how, as the message size increases
(hence t, increases 113]). the fat-tree ordering quickly becomes competitive.

8
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_____ I

n 64 128 256 512 1024
Overall Ring 7.595e 3.229e- 2.628 T794e 1.380e 2

______7_7__________ ___ _ 2.628 __ e ___

Fat-tree 8 .1We= 3.481e- 2.237 1.719.5el 1.361 e2  1
Compute Ring 3.013e-2 2.320e&- 1.871 1.493e' 1.309e 2

Fat-tree 3.436e-2 2.420e-VT 1.878 1.493e 1.310e-1
Communicate Ring 4.582e- 2  0.909e-1 0.757 3.010 7.110

_ Fat-tree 4.691ge-2 1.061 e'1 0.359 3.020 5,140

Table 1. CPU Time (seconds) of Ring and Fat-Tree Orderings 3
n 64 128 256 512 1024

Overall Ring 27.61 51.96 51.07 59.85 62.25
Fat-tree 25.78 48.20 60.00 .59.82 63.11

Compute Ring 69.60 72.32 71.74 71.92 65.62
I Fat-tree 61.03 69.33 71.47 71.92 65.57

Table 2. Mflops Rates of Ring and Fat-Tree Orderings
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ABSTRACT

Processors with multiple functional units, including the superscalars,
achieve significant performance enhancement through low-level execution
concurrency. In such processors, multiple instructions are often issued and
definitely executed concurrently and out-of-order. Consequently, interrupt
and exception handling becomes a vexing problem.

We identify factors that must be considered in evaluating the effectiveness of
interrupt and exception handling schemes: latency, cost, and performance
degradation. We then briefly enumerate proposals and implementations for
interrupt and exception handling on out-of-order execution processors.

Next, we present an efficient hardware mechanism, the Instruction Window
(IW), and a new approach, which allows for precise, responsive and flexible

I interrupt and exception handling.

The implementation of the IW is then discussed. The design of an 8-cell IW
I has been carried out; it can work with a very short machine cycle time.

Finally, we present a comparison of all interrupt and exception handling
schemes for out-of-order execution processors.
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interrupt and exception handling schemes: latency, cost, and performance
degradation. We then briefly enumerate proposals and implementations for I
interrupt and exception handling on out-of-order execution processors.

Next, we present an efficient hardware mechanism, the Instruction Window I
(IW), and a new approach, which allows for precise, responsive and flexible
interrupt and exception handling.

The implementation of the IW is then discussed. The design of an 8-cell 1W
has been carried out; it can work with a very short machine cycle time.

Finally, we present a comparison of all interrupt and exception handling
schemes for out-of-order execution processors.
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Interrupt Handling For Out-of-Order Execution Processors

1. Introduction

Processors with multiple functional units issue and execute multiple
instructions concurrently and possibly out-of-order; they enhance
performance by extracting low-level concurrency from the instruction stream
[1, 2, 31. The CDC 6600, IBM 360/91, and the CRAY machines are forerunners
of this class of processors; however, these processors issue at most one
instruction per cycle. Due to advances in device technologies, recently
announced RISC processors often issue and certainly execute multiple
instructions concurrently. However, these processors have not been able to
support interrupt and exceptioni handling efficiently and with an acceptable
latency.

In this paper, we address the interrupt handling problem, which has
hampered the development of processors which execute and may even issue
multiple instructions. We propose an efficient hardware mechanism, which
supports an interrupt handling scheme with a flexible latency, set specifically
for each type of interrupts requested.

The remaining sections are organized as follows: Section 2 presents a
discussion of interrupts and exceptions. Factors for evaluating the
effectiveness of interrupt handling schemes are presented. Existing proposals
and implementations for interrupt handling on out-of-order execution
processors are briefly reported in Section 3.

Section 4 presents the Instruction Window (IW), a simple and yet
versatile hardware mechanism which supports efficient and flexible interrupt
handling. Basic window operations are introduced in Section 5. Section 6
proposes an innovative interrupt handling scheme, which makes us of the
IW. In Section 7, we discuss the implementation of the IW. Section 8 gives
an evaluation of all interrupt handling schemes.

2. Interrupts and Exceptions

An important and indispensable feature of any processor is its ability to
handle properly interrupts and exceptions. An I/O device, a sensor, or a timer
may "interrupt" a processor to perform a specific task. An executing

1 From now on, we will simply use interrupt to stand for interrupt and

exception.
2
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instruction may cause a page fault or an overflow/underflow; an "exception"
thus results. Finally, one may place an instruction in an instruction stream to
call for a "trap", which initiates a pre-planned action. Presentations on
interrupts, exceptions and traps can be found from many sources, among
them: [4,5,6,7,8]. In this paper, we use the term interrupt to denote an
interrupt, an exception or a trap. Our study does not treat the subject of
interrupt detection; rather, we investigate how a processor responds to an
interrupt request, once it has been received.

When an interrupt request is received, the processor must save its
processor state, then load and execute an appropriate interrupt handler. Upon
completion of the interrupt handling routine, the saved processor state is
restored, and the interrupted process can then be restarted.

A processor state should contain enough and preferably only enough
information so that the interrupted process can be restarted at the precise
point where it was interrupted. To be able to resume an interrupted process,
the processor state should consist of the contents of the general purpose
registers, the program counter, the condition register, all index registers and
the relevant portion of the main memory.

The classical approach to identifying precisely the point where a process
is interrupted is to save, among other vital items, the address of a specific

instruction, say instruction ot, when the processor state is saved. All

instructions that precede instruction ox have been executed. And instruction a i
and those that follow it have not. Instruction a thus provides a precise
interrupt point.

For processors, which execute instructions concurrently and possibly
out-of-order, the identification of a precise interrupt point when an interrupt
request is made may become very costly.

In order to evaluate interrupt handling schemes, a framework must be
established. Three factors have been identified:

1) Latency: 3
An interrupt handling approach must be judged by the latency
between the receipt of an interrupt request and the completion of
saving the processor state. Clearly, any acceptable interrupt handling
scheme should yield a latency, that is appropriate for the interrupt
request, which may be generated internally or externally. i

2) Component Cost:

The cost of additional hardware and software incurred by the i
installation of an interrupt handling scheme must be considered.
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3) Performance Degradation:

The presence and operation of an interrupt handling scheme may
bring about performance degradation; its extent should be critically
examined.

There are three sources of degradations:

i. Abort -- In response to an interupt request, some instructions
that have already been partially or even completely executed are
"aborted";

ii. Execution inhibition -- the need to maintain a "consistent"
processor state prevents some instructions which have been
executed out-of-order from depositing their results; this in turn
inhibits the execution of subsequent instructions which use these
results as operands;

iii. Update -- Certain schemes, such as checkpointing, require
run-time continuous updating operations, which have to be
performed by the processor.

3. Interrupt Handling Schemes

In the past, the trend in the design of processors with multiple
functional units has been towards sequential instruction issue, concurrent
execution and possibly out-of-order instruction completion.

The CDC 6600 [ 9 ] maintains a "SCOREBOARD" to resolve dependency
conflicts among instructions in an instruction stream, and allows these
instructions to complete out-of-order. The "exchange jump" is the primary
interrupt mechanism for the Central Processing Unit (CPU) to handle
interrupts. If the exchange jump sequence is requested, the CPU is permitted
to issue instructions up to, but not including, the next instruction word. All
issued instructions are allowed to run to completion. The CPU registers are
then interchanged with the data stored in the exchange package. The CPU is
restarted at the location specified by the new contents of the program counter.
Since the processor must, on average, wait for two instructions to be issued
and completed before the interrupt can be serviced, this approach exacts a
penalty in latency.

The IBM 360/91 supports both precise and imprecise interrupt
handling [10]. Upon the receipt of a precise interrupt request, or a trap (either
precise or imprecise), the instruction decoding is temporarily halted and all
issued instructions are allowed to complete, thereby resulting in considerable

4
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I
latency. If an imprecise interrupt is generated (via internal processing), the
state of the sy.tem is lost and therefore the interrupted process cannot be
restarted precisely.

When an interrupt is received in the CRAY-1 (11, 121, instruction issue
is temporarily terminated, and all vector and memory bank references are
allowed to complete. The interrupt handler is loaded and executed in a
similar manner to that employed by the CDC 6600 The CRAY-i must, on
average, wait for two instructions to complete before the processor state can be
saved. However, as the CRAY-1 supports complex vector operations, the
latency (in cycles) may be longer than the CDC 6600.

Hwu and Patt [131 proposed a promising approach to handling
interrupts. A minimum of two checkpoints and hence two additional states 3
are required. Essentially, the checkpoints, which invariably incur some
penalty in processor performance, are used to divide the sequential
instruction stream into smaller units to reduce the cost of "repair"3

Smith and Pleszkun [141 presented several interesting methods to
realize the classical precise interrupt. The simplest is the in-order instruction
completion method: an instruction is only allowed to modify the processor
state when all its preceding instructions are certain to be allowed to complete.
A "reorder buffer" is added so that instructions are permitted to complete out I
of order; it is used to reorder them before they are permitted to modify the
processor state. "History buffer" and "future files" are suggested as
alternatives. Result bypass is proposed to reduce concomitant performance I
de,•radations, which they quantified with extensive simulations.

Sohi [15] deftly combined the operations of reservations stations and
reorder buffers into the "register update unit" to effect precise interrupts. In
addition, Smith and Pleszkun [141 presented several very stimulating
"architectural solutions"; these include saving the "intermediate state of I
vector instructions" and saving "a sequence of instructions that must be
executed before the saved program counter is precise".

4. The Instruction Window (IW)

In this section, we present a hardware mechanism, which contributes
toward precise, responsive interrupt handling for processors with multiple
functional units.

The general structure of a processor with multiple functional units is
shown in Figure 1. It depicts a General Purpose Register (GPR), or
equivalently Load/Store, architecture.

5 I
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The instruction unit prepares the incoming instructions for execution,
and issues the instructions to the appropriate functional units via the
interconnection network. The functional units operate on the given
operands and produce results which are returned to the appropriate registers.

We propose the installation of a hardware structure named the
Instruction Window (IW). The 1W, shown in Figure 2, consists of a set of
registers, to be called cells. One and only one instruction occupies a cell. Such
a cell serves as a "staging area" for an instruction. In a conventional
processor, an instruction is removed from the staging register as soon as it has
been issued to a functional unit. In the proposed mechanism, an instruction
remains in its "staging register" after its issuance.

We use a three-operand format for instructions:

i: OP S1, S2, D (1)

where i denotes the instruction tag, OP the operation, S1, S2 the registers used
as sources, and D the destination register.

Each cell contains at least three fields: issue, tag, and instruction. An

optional vector element number (VEN) can be added for those processors
with vector instructions.

The issue field has one bit, which is used to indicate whether that
instruction has been issued to a functional unit. This field will not be shown
in later figures.

The tag field contains a tag which uniquely identifies the instruction
held in that cell.

The instruction field contains a copy of the instruction as it was fetched
from the Instruction Buffer.

The optional vector element number (VEN) field is set to a value,
equal to the number of vector elements left to be processed. We assume the
availability of a Vector Length Register, which provides the initial value for
VEN. If the instruction is a scalar instruction, VEN is set to I.

Thus, as an example, the following 2-instruction sequence may appear
in the IW as shown in Figure 3:

1: ADD RO, R1, R2
2: ADF VRO, VRI, VR2 (2)

Note that instrucdions 1 and 2 occupy two consecutive cells and the cell for
instruction 1 is above that for instruction 2. The issue field is omitted. The

6
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opcode ADD stands for an integer addition and ADF stands for a floating-
point addition. Registers are denoted with R's and vector registers with VR's. 3
5. Window Operations

We present in the following the basic operations for the IW: fill, issue,
and remove/update. I
Fill

When a fill operation begixis, the IW has already "pushed" its
remaining instructions to the top. Let instruction i precede instruction j in an
instruction stream; then i is always located "higher" in the IW then j. And I
the empty cells are found at the bottom.

When an instruction is written into the IW, it is always placed at the
topmost empty cell with a unique tag. Concurrently, if the VEN field is
implemented, it is set to N, the vector length specified by the Vector Length
Register. The instructions freshly written into the IW follow the same order
seen in the instruction stream.

Due to restrictions imposed by available data paths, the number of
instructions that can be moved concurrently from the instruction buffer to
the IW has to be limited.

At this point, a reader may justifiably have concerns about the
implementation of the fill and other operations to be introduced in this
section and their possible impact on the machine cycle time; this will be
addressed in Section 7.

We use the sequence of instructions, given in (3), to illustrate the I
operations of the IW.

1: MUL RO, R1, RO U
2: ADD R2, R3, R2
3: ADF VRO, VR1, VRO
4: ADD R4, R5, R4 (3)
5: ADD R6, R7, R6
6: ADD R8, R9, R8
7: ADD R10, RII, R10

The opcode MUL stands for an integer multiplication operation. ThesequenLm in (3) is designed simply to present the salient features of the IW; itis not meant to stand for any meaningful computation.

7I
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For this example, let the processor issue at most one instruction per
cycle. It is further assumed that instructions be written into the IW from the
instruction buffer at a rate of one per cycle. Three functional units are
available: an integer add unit, a floating-point add unit, and an integer
multiply unit. Both the integer and the floating point add operations have aI
latency of three cycles. Pipelining has been employed so that an add operation
may be started every cycle. An integer multiply takes six cycles and the
multiply unit is not pipelined.

In cycle 1, instruction 1 is written into the topmost cell of the IW. In
cycle 2, instruction 2 is written into the IW. As long as there is room in the
IW, in cycle i ( i= 3, 4, ...,6), instruction is written into the 1W. Assuming ar,
1W with at least 6 cells, the contents of the IW after cycle 6 is depicted in

* Figure 4.

Issue For processors which issue at most one instruction per cycle, at the
beginning of each cycle, the topmost instruction that has not been issued to aI functional unit is examined. If an appropriate functional unit, and the
requisite data paths are available, and no data dependency exits, the
instruction is issued. For possible future extensions to processors which may

-- issue up to k instructions per cycle, where k > 1, at least the topmost k
instructions that have not been issued are examined.

For each issued instruction, its opcode, operands and result
specifications are passed to the assigned functional unit, and actions are
initiated to copy operands from the source registers to the functional unit.

Fill and issue operations, as specified, will be performed concurrently.
* Implementation issues are discussed in Section 7.

Returning to our example, instruction 1 is issued to the integer
multiplier in cycle 2. During cycle 3, instruction 2 is issued to the scalar adder.
Instruction 3 is issued to the floating-point adder in cycle 4. Note that each of
these instructions does not have any data dependency. For each subsequent
cycle, at most one instruction will be dispatched to a functional unit. The
processing of these instructions is depicted in Figure 5, where L stands for fill,
I for issue, E for execute, and S for deposit.

Let us examine instruction 2, which is issued in cycle 3, as shown in
Figure 5. Starting in cycle 4, the pipelined integer add unit operates on its
operands. Since it has an execution latency of 3 cycles, it will produce its result
at cycle 7 and proceed to deposit it into the destination register, R2.

Remove/Update

* 8
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I
At the instant when an interrupt request is received by the processor,

an issued instruction may be at an intermediate stage of execution. We have a
choice of aborting the execution of that instruction or completing its I
execution. Aborting an instruction means that the execution already
performed is wasted; on the other hand, letting an instruction execution run
to its completion may impose a long latency before responding to an interrupt I
request.

We present a new parameter: No Return Point (NRP): the execution i
point after which the instruction should not be prevented from changing the
processor state.

For an interrupt which requires "fast" response, for example an
internal "machine check", we can set the NRP to be at the start of the final
machine cycle, when the computation result is written into the the I
destination register. With such an NRP setting, only those executing
instructions which are about to deposit their results 2 are allowed to complete;
all other instructions are aborted; some of the instruction processing already
performed is traded away for short latency.

At the other extreme, the NRP can be set at the start of an instruction I
execution. In so doing all instructions which have started execution are
allowed to complete. As appropriate, the NRP can be set somewhere between
the two extreme cases.

The definition of the NRP provides us with a means of achieving
flexible responses to various types of interrupts. Each interrupt type has its

own NRP setting; a processor reacts differently in response to different types
of interrupts.

For illustrative purposes, we set, in this paper, the NRP at the start of
the final cycle, when the computation result is written into the destination
register. For instruction 2, its NRP is cycle 7.

When an instruction reaches its NRP, it will be allowed to complete
and therefore should be removed from the IW upon its completion. To
accomplish this, the executing functional unit returns the instruction tag to
the IW for identification.

It is quite reasonable to assume that it takes one cycle to transmit a tag
from the functional unit to the IW. The functional unit returns the tag of an I
executing instruction to the 1W one cycle before it reaches its NRP, so that it
will be identified as soon as it reaches its NRP.

2 Note that a result is always dcposited into the register file, not the MW. U
9 I
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More than one instruction may reach its NRP at a given cycle. To
accommodate the return of multiple tags, we propose a "1 out of w" code for
the tags. As an example, let there be 8 cells in the IW, w=8. Each tag has 8 bits
with one and only bit, that has a value of 1. In this case, a path with 8 bits will
suffice to return all 8 tags, if necessary.

All cells whose tags match the returned tags are marked. Instructions
residing in marked cells can then be updated or removed. An instruction in a
marked cell is removed if its VEN value is 1. If the VEN value is greater than
1, then it is decreased by 1.

Instructions are removed so that all empty cells are found at the
bottom of the IW.

Remove and update operations follow the tag matching, and take place
concurrently.

Since the start of cycle 7 is the NRP of instruction 2, its tag is returned
to the IW during cycle 6. In cycle 7, an associative search is performed on the
IW using the incoming tag as a key. Since the VEN value for instruction 2 is
1, during the remove/update operations of cycle 7, instruction 2 is eliminated
as shown in Figure 6. Note that the remaining instructions are pushed to fill
the top of the 1W, preserving their order in the instruction stream. Note also
that register R2 is updated with the result produced by instruction 2.

To illustrate the 1W operations further, let us examine the execution of
instruction 3, depicted in Figure 5. The first element of the add instruction,
issued in cycle 4, will pass its NRP at the start of cycle 8. Thus, its tag isjreturned to the IW during cycle 7, and is associatively matched with the tags
in the IW during tag matching in cycle 8. Then, since its VEN value is not
equal to 1, the vector element number corresponding to instruction 3 is

I decreased by 1 during the remove/update operations of this cycle, as shown in
Figure 7. The presence of 2 in the VEN field indicates that two vector
elements remain to be processed.

The timing of these three basic operations: fill, issue, remove/updlAte,
is depicted in Figure 8. The implementation details will be presented in
Section 7.

Let an interrupt request be received in cycle 8. The processing of the
received interrupt request will be described in the following section.

6. Interrupt Handling

Upon the receipt of an interrupt request, the processor responds as

follows:

10
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I
1) At the start of the following cycle, an Interrupt Request Signal is

generated, and sent to the executing functional units. This aborts I
all instructions that have not passed their NRPs. Any instruction
which has passed its NRP is allowed to complete its execution.

2) When all instructions that are permitted to proceed complete
their execution, the processor state is saved. The IW is included as
a component of the processor state and the contents of the
occupied cells of the IW are saved.

3) The appropriate interrupt handler is then fetched from memory
and executed by the processor.

In the proposed scheme, the IW is included as a component of the
processor state. The saved contents of the IW provides a modified "precise"
interrupt point. The rW does not identify one instruction which defines the
precise interrupt point; rather, it identifies a group of instructions in the IW,
which jointly define the "point", where the interrupted processing should
resume.

As a component of the processor state, the saved contents of the IW
cannot be modified by any interrupt handler.

If an instruction remains in the IW, its VEN field specifies the number
of elements to be processed for the given instruction. This information is
used to restart the processor at the completion of the interrupt handling
procedure. The introduction of the VEN field obviates the need for the
processor to re-execute an incomplete vector instruction from the very I
beginning when the processing resumes.

Returning to our example, the interrupt request was received during
cycle 8. The processor then generates the Abort Signal during cycle 9.

At the start of cycle 9, the second element of the vector operand
specified by instruction 3, and instructions 1 and 4, pass their respective
NRPs. Thus the instructions bearing tags 1 and 4 are eliminated from the 1W
during cycle 9, and the VEN value for instruction 3 is decreased by 1. The I
resulting contents of the MW are shown in Figure 9; it is saved as part of the
processor state.

Note that Registers RO, R4, and the second element of the vector
register, VRO, are all updated by the execution of instructions 1, 4 and 3
respectively.

Furthermore, in cycle 9, all functional units are flushed thereby
eliminating all instructions which have not passed their NRPs. The

11 1
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maximum number of execution cycles that could be wasted on an instruction
by flushing the functional units is the latency of the "llowest" functional
unit. This is the greatest number of cycles that may have elapsed between the
issuance and one cycle before the instruction passes its NRP.

The processor state is saved during cycle 10. Note that instructions 3, 5,
6 and 7 define jointly the "precise" interrupt point. Only the last element of
the vector add remains to be processed when the execution of the interrupted
process resumes. Note that instruction 4, which follows instruction 3, does
not appear as it has already completed its execution before the interrupt
request arrived.

The interrupt handler is then fetched and executed. As a specific
example, suppose one of the instructions being executed causes an exception
due to overflow; the interrupt handler can execute the program, starting with
the instructions remaining in the 1W - the modified "precise" interrupt point,
one instruction at a time to identify the source of the problem.

As in any processor, after completion of the interrupt handler, the
original processor state, of which the IW is a component, is restored.
Instruction issuing is then restarted from the top of the 1W.

Returning to the example, the 1W will be restored as shown in Figure 9
at the completion of the interrupt handler. Let the processor state be restored
at cycle X. Thus, instruction 3 is issued again with the VEN field being I in
cycle X. In cycle X+1, instruction 5 is issued to the integer adder. In cycle X+2,
instruction 6 is issued. Finally, instruction issuance completes in cycle X+3,
when instruction 7 is issued to the adder.

7. Implementation

The Instruction Window (IW) plays an important part in the proposed
interrupt handling scheme; it also serves as the staging registers for
instruction decoding. The 1W differs significantly from a "reorder buffer" [14]
in that the computation results are not deposited into the IW and more
importantly instructions can be removed from it "out-of-order". We now
examine the implementation issues in more detail and assess its potential
impact on machine cycle time.

We propose that, as depicted in Figure 8, in each machine cycle "fill",
"issue" and "tag match" take place concurrently. And remove/update follows
tag match.

At the beginning of each machine cycle, the remaining instructions in
the IW have already been moved to occupy the top cells. And the incoming
instructions are placed into the cells adjacent to the occupied ones.

12
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The identification of instructions that can be issued deserves more
scrutiny. The first task is to identify instructions, at the top of the IW, that
have not yet been issued. Since every cell carries an "issue" bit, simple
combinational circuit can be used to accomplish this.

For conventional processors, where at most one instruction is issued
per machine cycle and instructions are issued according to their order in the m
instruction stream, only the top unissued instruction in the IW needs to be -

examined for possible issuance. This is exactly what is done anyway; no
additional control complexity is introduced. For future processors which may
issue multiple instructions, more complex circuits to detect and resolve
dependencies have to be installed. For an 8-cell 1W and a 16-element register
set, we find that the "multiple issue" critical path incurs a 16-gate delay. The
actual path length is of course determined by the packaging details.

We now discuss the tag match, followed by remove/update. With the
"1 out of w" coding scheme, all returning tags from the executing functional
units are "or-ed" into one. This one tag is matched with all the cells whose
instructions have been issued. Matched cells are marked for removal or 1
update in the second half of the cycle.

A marked cell is removed if its VEN field contains 1; otherwise, the
value in the VEN field is decreased by 1. Since we require that all remaining
instructions be pushed to the top portion of the 1W, combinational circuits
are provided to write into each cell every cycle. For an 8-cell 1W, we find that I
the path length is 12-gate long. Keep in mind that the remove/update
operation follows an associative memory search for tag matching; the total
length matches very nicely with the "issue" critical path.

To summarize: the implementation of these operations for a
moderately sized IW produces a critical path, which can work with a very I
short machine cycle time. We have not yet studied rigorously the size of the
1W, which can be much larger that 8 for future processors

Now we evaluate the scheme with IW and other schemes reported in I
Section 3, using the criteria enumerated in Section 2. Table I provides a
summary. The "Abort", "Execution inhibition" and "Updating" performance
degradations are defined in Section 2.

I
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Table 1: Evaluation of interrupt handling schemes

Latency Component Performance
Cost Degradation

On the average,
CDC6600 [91 two instructions Provisions for None.

are to be issued exchange jump.
and executed.
All issued

360/91 [10] instructions are None None
allowed to
complete.
All vector and
memory bank

CRAY-1 [11,12] reference inst's None None
are allowed to
complete.
Needs to return registers, memory

HPS [13] to the nearest and data paths Abort and update
consistent state. needed to degradations

implement incurred.
checkpoints.

In-order Inst. Relatively short. Needs a "Result- Abort, execution
Completion [14] shift" register file. inhibition and

update
degradations
incurred.

Reorder(History, Relatively fast. Needs buffers and Abort, execution
Future File) data paths. inhibition and
Buffer [14, 15] update

degradations
incurred.

Reorder Buffer Relatively fast. Needs buffers and Abort and update
with bypass [14,15] elaborate data degradations

paths. incurred.

No update and
Instruction Flexible with Needs to execution
Window (IW) adaptive NRP implement IW. inhibition

settings. degradations.
Abort penalty is a
function of NRP.
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Issue Tag Instruction VEN

-i m

Figure 2: The Instruction Window (IW)

1 ADD RO, R1, R2 I

2 ADD VRO, VR1, VR2 2

Figure 3: Occupied Cells in the rW

I MULT RO, R1, RO

2 ADD R2, R3, R2 1

3 ADD VRO, VR1, VRO 3

4 ADD R4, R5, R4 1

5 ADD R6, R7, RS 1

6 ADD R8, R9, R8 $

Figure 4; The 1W after Cycle 6
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1 MULT RO,.R1, RO I

2 ADD R2, R3, R2 I

3 ADD VRO, VR1, VRO 3

4 ADD R4, R5, R4 I

5 A00 R6, R7, R6 I

6 AOD R8, R9, RS 1

Figure 6: The 1W afta Cycle 7

Machine Cycle

Fill
Issue

2ag Matching followed by Remove/Update---

Figure 8: Timing of IW Operations

3 ADD VRO. VRI, VRO 1
S ADD R6, R71 R6

6 ADD RS, R9, RB

7 ADD R10, RII, R1o I

Fi•ure 9: The IW after Cycle 9



An Out-of-Order Superscalar Processor with Speculative
Execution and Fast, Precise Interrupts

Harry Dwyer H.C. Torng
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Abstract multiple out-of-order instructions, can
significantly enhance system performance I

The achievement of fast, precise interrupts [1][4][9]. However, there are problems with this
and the implementation of multiple levels of scheme that undermine its usefulness.
branch predictions are two of the problems The achievement of precise interrupts is
associated with the dynamic scheduling of difficult, particularly if a fast response time is
instructions for superscalar processors. Their desired. Interrupts are precise if processor state
solution is especially difficult if short cycle time visible to the operating system and application 1
operation is desired. We present solutions to can be reconstructed to the state a proxessor
these problems through the development of the would have, had all instructions executed in
Fast Dispatch Stack (FDS) system. sequence up to the point of an interrupt; this is

We show that the FDS is capable of costly to implement, particularly if out-of-order
scheduling storage, branch, and register-to- stores to memory may occur.
register instructions for concurrent and ,ut-of- Branches, about 15% to 30% of executed
order executions; the FDS implements fast and instructions for many applications [6], decrease
precise interrupts in a natural, efficient way; and the effectiveness of multiple issues to functional
it facilitates speculative execution -- Instructions units if instructions following an undecided
preceding and following one or more predicted branch cannot be issued. Performance may be I
conditional branch instructions may issue. When improved by enabling speculative executions on a
necessary, their effects are undone in one predicted path of instructions. If the gains on
machine cycle, correct paths outbalance the losses from nullifying

We evaluated the FDS system with extensive execution effects on incorrect paths (squashing),
simulations. performance improves.

It is imperative that cycle time be considered
when investigating new processor structures. I

1. Introduction Since a processor's performance depends on
throughput (instructions issued per cycle) and

Superscalars exploit instruction level cycle time, if throughput is increased at the I
parallelism by issuing multiple instructions each expense of cycle time, a net performance
cycle to functional units when dependencies improvement may not occur; performance may, in
allow. Instruction scheduling can be performed fact, decrease during the execution of inherently
during compilation (static scheduling) or during sequential code. Hence, we have developed FDS

execution (dynamic scheduling), or both. structures that operate on a short cycle time.

Dynamic scheduling detects instruction This paper is organized into 5 sections. A
dependencies in a segment of the dynamic dynamic scheduling mechanism that may issue I
instruction stream. The most general form of multiple, out-of-order instructions each machine
dynamic scheduling, the issue and execution of cycle is presented in Section 2. A fast, precise

0-8186-7.5-9192 $3.00k ) 1992 IEEE.
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interrupt handling capability is derived in perform dependency-free memory accesses. A

Section 3 and an instruction squashing capability Load/Store instruction set architecture is

is presented in Section 4. The performance of the assumed.
proposed structure is evaluated in Section 5 and
tradeoffs are analyzed with simulation. In
Section 6, we present conclusions. 2.1 The Buffer Unit

The BU fetches multiple instructions per
2. The Fast Dispatch Stack System instruction cache access (a fetch block) and

generates four vectors for each instruction: a tag,
We present an overview of the structure and a read-vector, a write-vector and a type-vector.

operation of the Fast Dispatch Stack (FDS) Read-vectori and Write-vectori are generated from
system (Figure 1) in this section. A detailed and instruction qi and specify the registers that q,
comprehensive presentation of the FDS system, reads and writes respectively in vectors of binary
a major enhancement of the Dispatch Stack [1], elements, one element for each register. An
can be found in [2]. The FDS contains a Buffer element in positionj is 1 if registerj is accessed,
Unit (BU) and an Issue Unit (IU). The BU and 0 otherwise. A type-vector specifies an
supplies instructions to the IU in a form that instruction's type in a linear array of elements,
facilitates fast dependency detection. The IU one position for each type.
detects instruction register dependencies and

issues instructions with no dependencies to the qi: ADD 3, 5, 6
functional units (FUs) each cycle via an

inteconnctio netork.The sum of the contents of registers
interconnection network. 3 and 5 is written into register 6.

I-Groupi

Tagi Typ-Vecor q,
¶ 8 111 b t443 101

Read-Vectori Wnto.Vetwori
is 1413 121It o0 a 37084 3 10 1 i 11413 it 11 0 0a1 ,4 84 22111

Netw9ork A"-.. C-1.4f.g

Ie Unit ,Figure 2: An example I-Group.

I-GmupA tag is a vector of binary elements with a
I -Gmups ]length equal to the number of available tags. Each

tag is unique with one element in each tag set to

BurrUi .p -.d Ty-a 1 and the remainder to 0. Instruction q,'s tag is
LLLJ designated Tag,.

An instruction together with its vectors
,=•,,ionm constitute an I-Group. I-Group, is derived from q,.

Figure 2 shows an ADD instruction's I-Group.
Figure 1: Fast Dispatch Stack system. Tag, and Type-vector, have representative

assignments. I-Groups are either transferred
directly to the IU, or are temporarily buffered in

The FUs indicate instruction completion by the BU to be forwarded later. The BU also
returning tags that are issued with instructions, transfers an instruction's tag and type-vector to
The FUs read operands from and return results the Address Stack.
to the Register File. Data Units receive storage A limited form of register renaming is
instructions from the IU, generate their effective performed in the BU [2]. An architected register
addresses, insert them into the Address Stack in an instruction is given the name of one of two
where address dependencies are detected, and physical registers that are reserved for its



exclusive use. A write to an architected register each bus.
causes it to be given a name different from its A stack of size n is an array of n slots with
previous one. This scheme is used in Section 5. Slot0 at the top. A slot contains conflict detection

logic, tag comparison logic, registers to hold an

I-Group, and logic for transferring an I-Group into $
2.2 The Issue Unit the slot. The Stack may therefore hold n

instructions in n I-Groups. I-Groups occupy
The IU is composed of the Stack and the positions in the Stack based on precedence, with

Dispatcher (Figure 3). The Stack stores I-Groups the instruction of the highest precedence in Slot.,
received from the BU in individual buffers (slots), Therefore, an instruction's register usages need
detects register dependencies between only be compared with those of instructions in
instructions, repositions I-Groups, filling empty higher slots. Independent instructions are issued m
slots, and removes completed I-Groups. The from the IU, contiguous, completed instructions
Stack determines which slots contain register are removed from the Stack, remaining I-Groups
independent instructions each cycle, are moved upward, and new I-Groups are

The critical path length in an IU with 8 slots transferred into the Stack at the end of each cycle.
is 14 to 18 gate-delays, depending on A detailed description of the logic that performs
implementation details [2]. A maximum gate fan- these functions is found in [2).
in of 9 is assumed. If this fan-in cannot be
achieved, the critical path length must be
increased by a small amount. SW& Bd, AN At

cp TV, cmp,.qm TvW C.•aWý=,

S'?o lmm, SMl 
m0 L

Issue Unit A'm0-(8 W

TagBusReturned 6 0 C ~ZZ a

Stack
S0 Figure 4: Top compression and total compression.
Slot 1I D

S 
Portn

a Fort I natructionr
* t . &
S�h • Tags Stack compression logic selects I-Groups for

* e Portm.i removal and transfer. We have developed two
selection methods: Total Compression which
removes completed I-Groups from all slots; Top

Slot. ... Compression which removes only a contiguous
t sequence of completed I-Groups from the top of

I-Groups the Stack (Figure 4).

:R, P. Rm - •.mU

Figure 3: A block diagram of the Issue Unit. a) I

The Dispatcher prioritizes register .': N -.- int I mIU
independent instructions each cycle based on (, . ' .l,.
their precedence and transfers a subset of them b) I [ j U I iu H
to output ports. A port is an entry point into the B

interconnection network for one instruction and
its tag. The network may consist of buses, one Figure 5: Illustrative pipeline timing of two
attached to each port, with one or more FUs on ADD instructions in a FDS system with no

resource conflicts.
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The pipeline timing of two ADD instructions, tag. The cache returns the tags of completed
qj and q4.1, in a FDS system with no resource accesses on the Memory Tag Bus which is
conflicts is shown in Figure 5. The instructions monitored by the Address Stack and data units
are fetched together; however q,., is executed for access completions.
after q, because it has a data dependency on it.

2.5 Storage Instruction Execution
2.3 The Address Stack The IU issues a storage instruction, qs, to a

The Address Stack is a linear array of n slots data unit and then provides it with register
with A-Slot0 at the top. There is a one-to-one conflict information on qs. Based on this and
positional correspondence between IU stack slots address conflict information from the Address
and Address Stack slots. Information on a given Stack, the data unit executes qs in phases,
instruction is held in identical slot positions in informing the IU when to release dependencies on
the IU and the Address Stack. This qs by deleting register use representations from
correspondence is maintained with simultaneous its I-Group.
compression operations in both stacks. A-Slot, A register used in the generation of the
contains the tag and type, and, if a storage effective address for qs is an address register of
instruction, an effective address when generated, qs. A register whose contents are fetched or stored
address conflict, and memory access status by qs is a data register of qs.
information on the instruction in IU Sloti. When
the Buffer Unit transfers I-Groupk to IU Slotj, a
copy of Tag, and Type-Vector, is transferred to A . .11,- L.

A-Slot,. Ph Aa ..k*., / -

A data unit generates and inserts the I. CYCI
effective address of storage instruction, qs, into cAM-... A. - &.-

the Address Stack slot containing a copy of its
tag, Tags. The effective address of a storage 'm '',%-•o ftcut

instruction, q., is compared with that of (a)

preceding storage instructions in the Address PC•.% Ph- a A F/.1"'I-u

Stack, i.e., with those in higher slots. The tag of. -
an address conflict free storage instruction is =I AM--

asserted and maintained on the Conflict-Free 
.

Bus until it completes. This bus, similar to the Sto. n.o. Exect •.n t U

Tag Bus, simultaneously accommodates multiple N__

tags. It is monitored by one or more data units
for address conflict information on multiple Figure 6: Illustrative load and store instruction
storage instructions. timing assuming a 1-cycle data cache access and

no register or address conflicts.

2.4 The Data Unit

A data unit generates the effective addresses Execution proceeds in two phases that are
of storage instructions, accesses the register file, entered in sequence: Phase A and Phase B (see
and performs memory accesses requested by the Figure 6). Phase A is initiated by the issuance of
IU and approved by the Address Stack. It may qs to an available data unit when its address
temporarily buffer data transferred between the registers have no conflicts. The data unit
cache and the register file to release generates and inserts qs's effective address into
dependencies of following instructions on storage the Address Stack slot containing a copy of its tag,
instructions and to prefetch data. A FDS system Tag.. Phase B is initiated by the IU, when q~s
contains one or more data units. Each may data register has no conflicts and Phase A has
submit at most one memory access request via a begun, by placing qs's tag on the Tag Bus during
dedicated connection (port) to the Cache each a specified part of a machine cycle. When a tag in
cycle. A request includes a storage instruction's a data unit matches one on the Tag Bus, the unit
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may access the data register of the associated •
instruction. s-quti-.Machine FVS M~whin FDS

A-ý$g A.Reg A-Ri0 A-F,!
St• Stt S $'.t St .-

+ t + t +

8 ,+ 
q

ArchiteW q.i 8 I- 8q"s. . ,- I-"

l m e pt 4semd -7m -,, Co"• Cm~e~n 81-

- s,.,_ q.,

8,.* M c-m810

Write7.1- Block,.$
8 ..a- I - 8.4 t)I l

/alibiIns~tr~uction l rwe~tia

Streum Stoem

I(ue Unit a() No Interrupts (b) q,., Cause. Interrupt

Figure 8: Comparison of A-Reg states in a FDS
ra us/ Addo . system and in a conventional machine.

z'oe"U04 working registers (W-Regs). The W-Regs have a
f Uone-to-one correspondence to the architected m

Fer registers (A-Regs). The IU controls the transfer ofnone, one, or multiple results from the W-Regs to

_____ ______,,,_ the A-Regs each cycle, causing the A-Regs to
assume states that are consistent with sequential

Figure 7: A FDS system with a precise interrupt instruction execution.
capability. Recall that the write-vector in an instruction's

I-Group specifies its destination register. The
contents of W-Reg, are transferred to A-Reg, if S
W-Regi is a destination register in the write-vector

3. Precise Interrupt Handling of an I-Group that is compressed out.

A precise interrupt may be caused by an
instruction, qy, that is executing out-of-order, i.e., 3.1 States Assumed by the Architected
not all instructions preceding q, have completed. Registers
To achieve a processor state that reflects that of
a conventional machine that executed The A-Regs change state only after
instructions up to q%, instructions that precede q% compression operations in the IU. The A-ReHg are
must complete execution. If an instruction q,, in the state they would have in a conventional $
which precedes instruction q,, causes an machine after it executed the last instruction in
interrupt while the conventional interrupt point the most recently compressed out group of
for q% is being achieved, the saved state is that of I-Groups. A compression-block is a group of
a conventional machine that executed I-Groups containing instructions that are
instructions up to q1 . concurrently compressed out and is identified by

Recall that top compression removes a the last instruction in the group. Let instruction
contiguous sequence of I-Groups whose q. be the last instruction in compression-block,.
instructions are complete from the top of the Let s. be the state of the A-Regs in a conventional
Stack each cycle. Instructions are removed from machine after executing q..
the IU in the order they entered, i.e., in Figure 8 illustrates how the A-Regs in a FDS I
instruction stream order. This fact is central to system change states in two situations: once with
the scheme presented. no interrupts (Figure 8(a)), and once with an

Figure 7 depicts a FDS system with a precise interrupt (Figure 8(b)). When no interrupts occur,
interrupt capability. FUs and data units read the A-ReHg in a FDS system experience states s,.,,
operands from and write results to a set of s,, and s,.,, assuming the compression blocks

I
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shown. The instruction stream is again processed interrupt-causing instructions.

in Figure 8(b), but this time q,, causes an An interrupt may be caused by a condition
interrupt. Since q,,, does not complete, it is not external to the processor (e.g., an I/O or sensor
compressed out and preceding instructions are. interrupt). In this case, further instruction
After instruction q is compressed out, the processing is not necessary to achieve a
A-Regs constitute part of the process state of a conventional interrupt point. For fast operation,
conventional machine that completed q,,, si.4. the interrupt point saved is the one associated

As discussed above, one or more I-Groups with the instruction in Slot0 . The unit detecting
may be removed from the IU concurrently. The the interrupt condition asserts all tags on the
write-vectors of these I-Groups are placed on the Interrupt Bus concurrently by placing all is on it.
Register Bus. Write-vector elements on the bus Slot0 detects a tag match and causes a transfer of
control the transfer of data from the W-Regs to A-Regs to W-Regs.
the A-Regs via Register Transfer Logic. The A problem is caused by an instruction that

assertion of a write-vector element specifying overwrites a value in a W-Reg before it is
destination register Rj on the Register Bus transferred to an A-Reg. To prevent this hazard,
transfers a datum in W-Reg, to A-Regi. Since each an instruction that writes to the destination
write-vector contains at most one True (1) register of a preceding, completed instruction in
element, the destination registers of multiple the IU is not issued.
I-Groups may be specified on the Bus causing
concurrent transfers.

The FDS must determine when to restore the 3.2 Precise Interrupts and Memory
W-Regs to a conventional machine state. An
Interrupt Bus (Figure 5) connects IU Slot0 with We outline a scheme that causes main
system units that can detect an interrupt-causing memory to experience states consistent with
condition. These units may include the FUs, the sequential instruction execution while multiple
cache, and units that detect external interrupt- out-of-order load and store instructions are
causing conditions (e.g., I/O or sensor interrupts), executed. A comprehensive treatment is found in

Ii An interrupt is associated with an [2]. If an instruction, q,, causes an interrupt,
instruction, q,, if q, caused a condition that must memory is left in a state as it would be in a
be identified with it. The unit detecting the conventional machine that has executed all
condition asserts q,'s tag on the Interrupt Bus. instructions preceding, but not including, q,.
Since qj's tag is not asserted on the Tag Bus, it A copy-back cache is used; a datum that is
does not complete and is not compressed out of stored into a copy-back cache may be transferred
the IU. Logic in IU Slot0 detects the presence of to main memory at a later time. We replace each
an instruction associated with an interrupt by cache line with a cache line couple composed of
comparing an instruction's tag with those on the two cache lines. A line of data in main memory,
Interrupt Bus each machine cycle, previously mapped to a cache line, is mapped to a

Let q,• be associated with an interrupt cache line couple. Items in one line of a cache line
detected in a FU. Its tag is placed on the couple have a one-to-one positional correspondence
Interrupt Bus by the FU. Instruction q,, will with those in the other line. Two corresponding
occupy Slot0 after preceding instructions have items form a data cenple. Items in a data couple
completed. The instructions preceding q•, may share the same address and are given a status of
complete concurrently and out-of-order. The time Current or Pending. At any time, one datum is
these instructions take to complete is not lost current and one is pending.
because they are not re-executed when processing A new cache line that is fetched from main
resumes. The match of qi.'s tag in Slot0 with memory is copied into both lines of a cache line
that on the Interrupt Bus causes the A-Regs to couple. Items are marked Current in one line and
be transferred to the W-Regs, placing them in Pending in the other. A store instruction
the state they would have in a conventional overwrites the pending datum of a data couple.
machine that executed instructions preceding When a store instruction compresses out of the
qi. If more than one tag is asserted on the IU, the datum it stored (marked Pending) is
Interrupt Bus, the interrupt taken is the one marked Current and the other datum of the data
associated with the instruction of the highest couple (marked Current) is marked Pending.
precedence. It will reach Slot,) before other Recall that the Address Stack prevents a store to
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the effective address of a preceding completed 4. Instruction Squashing
store instruction in the IU. Therefore, a pending i
datum can not be overwritten before it becomes As an uncompleted branch instruction is
current. Data are marked Current as store compressed upward in the IU, the number of
instructions are compressed out of the IU in instructions which can be issued becomes smaller,
instruction stream order, so that current data in decreasing throughput. In this section, we present
the cache is consistent with sequential an instruction squashing scheme that facilitates
instruction execution. Only current data is copied the use of branch prediction techniques in the I
back to the main memory. FDS.

Let instruction q9 cause an interrupt. A branch instruction, qq, transfers control to
Preceding instructions complete and are q.., or to an out-of-sequence branch target
compressed out of the IU. When a store instruction. The branch target is not known until
instruction is compressed out, the datum it wrote qs executes. Since qq. 1 is often fetched before qB
is marked current. When q, reaches Slot0 in the executes, a transfer of control to qB.1 usually
IU, a pending item remaining in the cache is causes little or no processing delay. Processing is
overwritten with the current item in its data likely to be delayed if control is transferred to an
couple. Current data may be copied back to the out-of-sequence branch target that is fetched after
main memory if necessary. Main memory (and qo executes. I
the cache) is now in a state consistent with Branch prediction schemes attempt to reduce
sequential instruction execution up to q,. processing delays by predicting and fetching the

branch target instruction before the branch is
executed. Branch prediction techniques have been3.3 Comparisons with Previous Work presented by others (5](6]. A prediction accuracy

of about 80% to 98% is achieved depending on the
Smith and Pleszkun have presented solutions nature of the computation and the technique I

(i.e., Reorder Buffer, History Buffer, and Future employed.

File) to the precise interrupt problem for systems A key issue associated with using branch
in which at most one instruction may issue (in- prediction in a processor that may issue multiple,
order) and complete (possibly out-of-order) each out-of-order instructions is the expeditious
cycle and store instructions are executed in-order squashing of instructions executed on an
[7]. The FDS does not have these restrictions on incorrectly predicted path. This is more difficult
issuances and completions. It has, in effect, an than in a conventional machine because
integrated reorder buffer that may update instructions preceding and following a predicted
architected registers with multiple results each branch instruction may coexist in the issuing
cycle, causing them to "skip" some conventional mechanism and may execute concurrently and I
machine states that are unnecessary for them to out-of-order before the branch outcome is known.
assume. We avoid a potential bottleneck in the When the Buffer Unit detects a branch
FDS design by not routing results through instruction, q,, in a fetch block, an algorithm is
instruction issuing logic as in Sohi's RUU [8]. used to predict the outcome of the branch. If the

Another approach, supporting a model of branch is predicted to be taken, the target
execution similar to Smith and Pleszkun's, is instruction and instructions following it are
checkpoint repair [3]. A minimum of 3 sets of fetched and transferred to the IU; otherwise, the
registers are used to save and restore state. A fetching of instructions continues on the present
tradeoff must be made between the frequency path. The BU saves qB, its tag, and its predicted
with which state is saved and the amount of outcome and forwards instruction q9 to the IU. I
useful results that may be discarded and When dependencies allow, the IU issues q5 by
recalculated upon an exception. The scheme may placing its tag on the Tag Bus (Figure 7). The BU
cause instruction issuing to stall under certain and the data units monitor the Tag Bus at this
circumstances. time. The BU executes q, when its tag matches

that on the Bus and compares its outcome with its
predicted outcome. If the predicted outcome is
correct, the Buffer Unit places q,'s tag on the Tag
Bus just as functional units do for completed
instructions. The branch instruction is then
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marked complete in the IU. If qB's predicted useful instructions preceding qB are executing.
outcome is incorrect, the BU places q,'s tag on These instructions are issued in multiples and
the Interrupt Bus and invalidates instructions in out-of-order as dependencies allow.
its buffer.

Assume that q. has executed and is found to
be incorrectly predicted. Since qB's tag is not 5. Measurements
asserted on the Tag Bus, it is not marked
complete in the IU and so it eventually occupies We use 14 Livermore Loops and the
Sloto in the IU Stack. Recall that the tag of the Dhrystone benchmarks to study the FDS
instruction in Slot0 is compared with tags on the behavior. Two traces of the 14 Livermore Loop
Interrupt Bus. Slot0 detects a tag match with a benchmarks are used, LL_16 and LL_32, for 16
branch instruction and knows that this is a and 32 register CPUs respectively. The Dhrystone
branch prediction interrupt. The contents of the benchmark trace is for a 32-register CPU.
A-Regs are transferred to the W-Regs and all Throughput comparisons are made with a
instructions in the IU are invalidated. After the pipelined "Base Machine", which issues at most
transfer, the A-Regs and the W-Regs are in the one instruction per cycle, in order, to one FU. The
state that they would have in a conventional 14 Livermore Loops throughput is the harmonic
machine that executed instructions up to but not mean of the individual loop throughputs.
including q...

An instruction that writes to the destination
register of a preceding completed instruction in Table 2: Benchmark throughputs on FDS
the IU is not issued. This dependency control is systems with register renaming, precise
part of the precise interrupt scheme adopted interrupts and branch prediction over a range of
(Section 3) and prevents the overwriting of a branch prediction accuracies (P.A.s).
W-Reg before its contents are transferred to the
corresponding A-Reg.

Table 1: Instruction execution times. PA.. Issue Unit Stack Size

LL16

Instruction Base FDS 50% 0.91 1.32 1.60 1.73 1.91
S86% 0,92 1.36 1.62 1.78 1.95

Store 1 Cycle 2 Cycles 100% 0.92 1.39 1.63 1.80 1.97

Load 2 Cycles 4 Cycles - LL32

Branch 2 Cycles 3 Cycles 50% 0.91 1.32 1.60 1.73 1.94

Integer 1 Cycle 1 Cycle 85% 0.92 1.36 1.62 1.78 1.98

Fl. Pt. 1 Cycle 1 Cycle 100% 0.92 1.39 1.63 1.80 2.00

Dhryutone

The instruction squashing capability 50% 0.70 0.91 11.00 1.04 1.05

presented supports the multiple, out-of-order 85% 0.71 1.04 1.15 1.19 1.21
issue of instructions preceding and following
multiple predicted conditional branch 100%- 0.72 1.08 1,19 122 1.24

instructions. Useful work is not undone in the Base Machine
process. The transfer of A-Regs to W-Regs occurs LL16: 0.72, LL_32: 0.72, Dhrystone: 0.65
in one cycle when q8 reaches Slot.. The effects of
the execution of instructions that followed qB are Bame-BP Machine (100% Prediction Accuracy)
thus eliminated in one cycle. Cycles expended L : 160 .79, LL_32: 0.79, Dhrystone: 0.78

while q 8 moves to Sloto are productive because
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Instruction execution times of the Base a FDS system with 4 slots and a 100% PA (0.72). 5
Machine and the FDS are given in Table 1. They In this instance, a conventional machine with a
include the time necessary to eliminate the shorter branch instruction execution time has
dependencies an instruction may inflict on higher throughput than the FDS.
following instructions.

-c L16 , aan L16. no renaurng

-100% PA :-80% PA -. a- LL-32, renaming - LL-32. no renaming
90% PA W0% PA - Dhryatone. renaming -- Dhry, tre. no renaming

- 85% PA - No Brandc Predicton.

Ibtl Ccompreson

1.30 1.80,

1.20 1.6 ,
T?

Ur

U 1.00 I im,

0.90/n 
06

U 0.8

0-10 \iaDac4 8 I t2 16a 2k 24 28 32

f 0.0 . , ..

lisue Unit Stack Size _____________________________

Figre9: hrstne enhmak hrughut ~Figure 11: Throughputs on FDS systems with I
FDSgsysem witDhry gister renahm ing. thogp n register renaming, 2 integer, 2 Fl. Pt., and 2 data.units, a fetch block size of 4, and 4 IU ports with

a 85% PA.
Benchmark throughputs on FDS systems

with register renaming, precise interrupts, and Figure 9 includes a plot of a FDS system with
branch prediction mechanisms with various total compression and register renaming but
prediction accuracies (PAs) are given in Table 2. without precise interrupts. Recall that total

These systems have unlimited numbers of FUs. compression removes all completed instructions
Included in Table 2 are throughputs measured on from the IU each cycle. We see that increases in
the Base Machine (Base) and on the Base Dhrystone throughput from speculative executions
Machine with 100% PA (Base+BP). These more than compensate for the use of top
machines are identical except for their branch compression and the instruction dependency
instruction execution times. imposed by the squashing capability.

240 Table 3: Percent decrease in LL_16 throughput

2.0 on a FDS system with precise interrupts I
20o Z compared to a FDS with total compression.

h 1.8- Register renaming is denoted by RR.r 1.80 |
1.60 No Branch Prediction.

1.40 Total Cor pnasion
1.20o PA Issue Unit Stack SizeS65% PA

1.00 1B3w+BP - 50% PA 4 8 12 16 32

0.660 ,, ............ .. ...... .. ... ...........

0.80o

B." 4 8 12 16 20 2A 28 32 R 10.2 15.3 13,2 13.8 14.3
linUs Unit Sterk Sire -

• _ _RR 9.2 17.5 14.4 144 12.3

Figure 10: LL_32 Benchmark throughputs on
FDS systems with register renaming. 5

The Base+BP machine performance on the LL_32 throughputs on systems with PAs of
Dhrystone benchmark (0.78) surpasses that on 50%, 85% and 100% are plotted in Figure 10.
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5 ABSTRACT Fine grain parallelism is an entails the following:

'• • effective approach to enhancing processor
performance through multiple and possibly out 1. issue more than one instruction at a
of order instruction issue and execution. We machine cycle - multiple instruction issuance;
define, design and evaluate a basic central
window, which works with dynamic 2. issue instructions out of program
instruction stream. Several schemes are sequence - out of order instruction issuance.
presented to reduce the window's potential I
Impact on processor cycle time and its In order to realize the intrinsic potential for

hardware cost. Finally, we show that a multiple and out-of-order instruction issuance
central window can function effectively as a for a given set of programs, the designers have
buffer for speculative execution and for to endow processors with the capacity to
handling interrupts and exceptions. detect execution concurrencies that exist among

instructions in an instruction stream.
Specifically, instructions in an instruction I

I. INTRODUCTION stream can be issued concurrently and/or out-
of-order, if it can be established that there

The drive to enhance processor performance exist no hazards [3,41 due to:
and the advances in device technology have 1
led designers to explore various instruction 1. resource conflicts;
issuing schemes. 2. data dependences;

Most processors, including 360/9111] and CRAY
machines 12], examine one instruction at a time. 3. control dependences.
If that instruction is free of data and resource I
dependencies, it is issued; otherwise, the issue The detection of instructions for multiple and
process stops until the relevant dependencies out-of-order issuances is an important task in
have been resolved. Consequently, at most one the design of high-performance processors; we

instruction is issued per cycle. addressed it in this paper.

To enhance processor performance, designers Section II discusses briefly static means to
have been pursuing among other things fine achieve multiple and out of order instruction
grain parallelism in instruction issuances; Us issuance. We will introduce the instruction

windowing mechanism, which extracts
The research reported herein has been instructions for concurrent issuance in Sectionsupported in part by the Joint Services Ill. The basic implementation issues areElectronics Program, Contract Number F49620- explored in Section TV. In Section V, we90-C-0039. present modifications to the basic realization

I
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schemes. The use of an instruction window to
support speculative execution is outlined in
Section VI. Section VII presents two window I1l. INSTRUCTION WINDOWING
aided approaches to handling interrupt.
Concluding remarks are presented in Section Due to resource and data considerations, we
VIII. cannot expect to extract all the concurrencies

with static means. Dynamic scheduling must
be examined. Some recent machines [11, 12]
examine and issue multiple instructions

II. COMPILERS FOR FINE GRAIN concurrently per machine cycle, limited by the
PARELLISM order and mix of instructions in the dynamic

instruction stream. Multiple instructions are
The extraction of instructions that can be issued only when 3 or 4 consecutive instructions
issued concurrently can be performed are of specific types; such restrictions severely
statically at compile time. It may come under limit the utilization of the hardware
the name of "program restructuring" 15). In the resources of the processor, and degrade its
"very long instruction word" (VLIW) performance.
approach, possible concurrent operations are
identified and packed into instructions. It is Interesting studies on dynamic instruction
advantageous to put as many operations into scheduling have been actively pursued; see for
an instruction as possible. In order to specify example 1131.
many operations with one instruction, an
instruction will have many fields and thus !n a classical processor, only the instruction at
become very long [6,7]. the head of an instruction stream is examined

by the instruction unit. It can be said that it
At compile time, the "scope"- the number of constitutes a window with a size of one
instructions that can be examined at the same instruction. In order to extract fine grain
time-- is relatively large. One such technique paralleism from a dynamic instruction stream,
is Trace Scheduling 181. A trace represents a we believe that we have to endow processors
path, which may encompass several basic with the ability to look at more instructions
blocks. Instructions in these blocks can be at any given time; thus the concept of
moved and packed into very long instruction "windowing". A processor, through an
words. Since there are many traces possible for instruction window, can extract multiple, and
a given program, only those with "high" possibly out of order, instructions for issuance.
probabilities of occurrence are processed. In
executing a trace, we run the risk that it may It can be said that processors have always
have to be aborted due to the fact one of the had an instruction window. We simply
conditional branches does not produce the propose that the size of the window be
corresponding path. Provisions, which may be increased from one to an integer much greater
costly, have to be made in the specific trace to than one. A processor, being able to see more,
ensure semantic correctness for the program. should be able to "do" more.

Various schemes for constructing VLIW have
been reported; see for example 19, 10). It is IV. WINDOW JIMPLEMENTATON
difficult for machines which rely entirely on
compiler technology to extract fine grain The general organization of a processor is
parallelism due to variable memory latencies shown in Fig. I 114]. Note the presence of
and other variable delays. In addition, multiple functional units in a processor. As
dynamic branch prediction is frequently more technology allows us to fabricate with
accurate than static branch prediction. increasing number of transistors per chip.
Although it is essential to have good adding multiple functional units becomes
optimizing compilers, it is equally important increasingly commonplace. A basic instruction
to have good dynamic instruction scheduling, window, called a Dispatch Stack (DS), is

shown in Fig. 2 114]; it contains essentially a
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stack of registers (slots), with each housing Instructions are selected for issue from the DS I
one instruction. with the instructions toward the top havingNhgher priority than those below.

The DS contains instructions which are either h
waiting to be issued, being executed, or In its most elementary implementation.
waiting to be remeoved after execution instructions are brought into the DS when
completion. conditional branches have been resolved. An

unresolved branch may halt the supply of
instructions to the DS.

-aL-n -W - -. . . . . .

- -Data dependencies among instructions in the
DS are kept with "counters" for each
instruction 1141. Combinational logic circuits
are used to update the counters. If no
dependencies exist - all associated counters

-.... contain 0 for an instruction, it is considered
independent and can be issued. Several
instructions may be issued concurrently, the DS I
directs the routing of selected instructions to
available functional units.

S- In evaluating such a window, we pay
attention to several items:

the implementation cost - how much
I chip area would this mechanism consume?

--- - - This concern has been lessened due to advances
in chip technology; 3

Fig. 1. General Organization of a Processor the performance cost -- since the
circuits are needed to update the dependence
Counts, issue independent instructions, remove

..Op completed instructions, and finally bring in

new instructions, these circuits may have an
Sd yaradverse effect on the clock rate. To put it I

differently: if we have to increase the
processor cycle time, the performance gain due
to multiple instruction issue may be nullified.

I in$ýristt]OnS

V. NEW IMPLEMENTATION SCHEMES

Fig. 2. A Basic Instruction Window To address the concerns on its potential
adverse impact on cycle time, we have
developed several new schemes: the use of bit

When one completes, the instructions below vectors [15, 161; the use of pointers; and
are moved up to fill the vacated slots, finally a block based window 1171.
creating space at the bottom for new
instructions to be brought in from the an Bit Vector
Instruction Cache, or an Instruction Buffer
Unit. In using bit vectors, each instruction is

represented with an 1-Group", which consists I
of a tag. a type vector, the instruction itself, a

I
I
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read-vector, and a write-vector; one such about considerable reduction in circuit
group is shown in Fig. 3. complexity for the DS.

A tag is a bit vector with one and only one bit There are however some complications. One of
set to 1; each tag identifies an instruction these is that the head pointer can be moved if
uniquely. and only if a contiguous set of instructions,

including the top one, 1have been completed;
this is termed "top compression" by Dwyer
and the performance degradation due to this

qi: ADD 3, 5, 6 restriction is not significant f16). In addition to
Thu sum or th. contant or ,rgisw• accommodating the installation of a head
3 and 6 ia wriumn into 6eater 6. pointer, top compression brings with it

I-Groupi additional advantages, which will be
.................................. .............. ....................... discussed in Sections VI and VII.

1 4 G a all aG___ The tail pointer indicates the last instructionentered into the window. Every time new

pead.veewi Wnr,..V:r 1  instructions are placed into the window, the
,,a,,,,.. a , , 1 a ,,,,,a ,,,,,, tail pointer is moved down. If the window is

........................................... i full, then the tail pointer must wait until thehead pointer moves to give room to place new
instructions.

The result of this is that the window can
Fig. 3. An Illustrative I-Group become "fragmented", meaning that although

there may be completed instructions in the
The type vector specifies an instruction's type window, new instructions cannot be placed into
with one position for each type. the window until those at the head are

retired.
In the read-vector, each bit is assigned
exclusively to an architected register. A bit in Organizing Slots into Blocks
the vector is set to one if and only if its
corresponding register provides an operand for To reduce circuit complexity for the DS even
the intended operation. The write-vector can more, Marr [171 proposed that a fixed number,
be explained similarly. which can be 1, 2, 4 ... , of contiguous slots be

organized into blocks. The head pointer is
The formulation of the I-Groups facilitates moved only when the instructions in the top
the detection of data dependencies among block are completed. Similarly, the tail
instructions, the removal of completed pointer is moved when new instructions can be
instructions, and the dispatching of brought into the window. The advantage of
instructions to functional units. organizing instruction slots into blocks is that

being able to do things a "block" at a time
For an 8-slot DS with a set of 16 architected enables considerable saving in instruction
registers and 4 instruction dispatching ports, fetch, dependency evaluation, instruction
Dwyer 116] performed a detailed design and issue and replacements.
found that the critical path imposes a delay
of 16 gates. The organizational diagram of a block-based

instruction window is shown in Fig. 4. A new
Pointers window organization, incorporating the

pointer and block concepts, can be found in 1171.
Instead of shifting instructions in the DS to
maintain the proper order of appearances
among them, Marr 117) proposed that two
pointers, head and tail, be used. This brings
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- We now require that a r.'.- 'instruction
T Block 0 - Contains Last Block or removal mode be instituted: only those

Valid Instructions instructions at the top of the window may be
retired; multiple instructions are retired at

Block 1 - Does NOT Contain once if they form a contiguous sequence of
Valid Instructions instructions at the top of the window. This

instruction retirement mode is called top I
1Iw Block 2 - Contains First Block of compression 1161.

Valid Instructions I When the prediction made for a conditional

Issue Priority branch is found to be correct, it can be removed
* f from the instruction window when it is

* included in a contiguous segment of completed
Sinst-uctions, including the top one in the

Block M-1 - Contains Valid window. Again, note that when an instruction
Instructions is retired from the window, its result is made

permanent by being copied into an architected

register.
Fig. 4. A Block-based Instruction Window

When the prediction made for a conditional
VI. CONDITIONAL BRANCH HANDLING branch is found to be incorrect, it will not be

retired from the instruction window. All

One of the vexing problems in processor design instructions which follow the branch are
is the handling of conditional branches. For removed from the window. When the branch I
processors employing instruction windowing, is retired from the window, the contents of the
the simple fact is that we want a large number architected registers are copied into the
of instructions in the window to provide more working registers. The instruction window is
instruction level parallelism. Conditional then filled with instructions from the correct
branches often make it difficult to keep the path. Fig. 5 provides a schematic diagram.
window full.

Branch prediction techniques have been W,,,

develcped 118, 19] to fetch and to execute
speculatively along a likely path. Even 7-I"
though the achieved prediction accuracy can "--- 7
reach 80% to 98%, some guesses will prove to
be wrong. When a branch is incorrectly Write
predicted, changes in machine state need to be I
removed. Doing so may involve a penalty.
"Instruction windowing can make an important Wa. Unit
contribution in this area 115, 161. ,,

Conditional branch instructions along with wt ,,I "We

those instructions on the predicted branch
path are brought into the instruction window too-&?
to be executed speculatively. The execution
results are written into an additional set of
registers, called the "working registers" for BufI

temporary storage and access by subsequent . 7* .
instructions. These results are copied into the
"architected registers" once the instructions
are retired from the window.

Fig. 5. A Schematic Diagram

I
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In evaluating an interrupt handling scheme,
Although the instruction window does not we have to consider three factors: latency,
improve branch prediction accuracy, it can component cost, and performance degradation
help to mitigate the performance degradation 1211. One will notice that, in implementing a
due to incorrect branch predictions. one-instruction interrupt point, the processor

has to wait for the completion of all the
instructions that precede the interrupt point to

VII. INTERRUPT HANDLING complete; it takes time. Furthermore, all
instructions that follow the interrupt point,

It is imperative that processors, especially some of which may have already been
high performance processors which execute completed, have to be discarded.
instructions concurrently and possibly out of
order, handle interrupts and exceptions With an instruction window available, Torng
properly and efficiently. In this section, we and Day 1211 have developed an alternative
present two window aided approaches to approach: the instruction window is included
handling interrupts, as a component of the processor state; the

saved contents of the window provides a
The central point in interrupt handling is the modified interrupt point. A group of
definition of the "interrupt point". The instructions in the window jointly define an
interrupt point is defined to be the instruction interrupt point, where the interrupted
ax, such that all instructions but not including processing should resume.

instruction aX are completed. The interrupted
program will then resume precisely at VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
instruction (X. An instruction window can be
used advantageously to implement this view With the increased and ever increasing device
point [161. density, it is now feasible to implement an

instruction window for high performance
One-instruction Interrupt Point processors. The windowing technique will

enable multiple and out-of-order instruction
Consider the structure depicted in Fig. 5. The issuance; provide indispensable support for
interrupt point, is identified in the window, speculative execution; and implement precise,
When it reaches the top slot, the contents of responsive, flexible interrupt handling.
the architected registers are stored as part of
the processor state and the window is flushed Furthermore, these can be achieved without
to received instructions for the process which increasing the length of the critical path,
services the requested interrupt, which in turn determines a realistic processor

clock rate.
It is to be noticed that such a processor
executes multiple instructions concurrently and
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